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[Dripping springs]  

On a beach in Florida littered with beer cans and unsightly men in swim trunks, Valerie Brown sat down with a 
pineapple cooler—supposedly alcoholic, though so far it wasn’t doing the trick. The red-haired bartender with 
freckles who’d served it had been having trouble articulating. “Do you want that virgin?” he’d asked a few times. 
Valerie had merely shaken her head, “No.” 

She’d always been inarticulate herself, so Valerie automatically liked the red-haired bartender with freckles. She 
thought she might leave him a nice tip when she moved on from this particular bar. That depended on whether she 
had enough money. It was a private hotel, and she didn’t have a room.  

Valerie unsheathed her laptop on a beach chair near the bar, facing the ocean. She was careful not to get sand on it, as 
it would surely harm the precious device. To ensure this, she took off her T-shirt—a black-and-white striped one she’d 
recently stolen from a surf shop—and folded it beneath the laptop. Except for the bandana in her hair, she was 
wearing just a black bikini. She looked around self-consciously and noticed a man in a fishing cap watching her from 
the bar. 

“You old enough to be here?” he hollered. 

Valerie nodded once. The man took it as a cue to come closer. 

“I’d buy you another one,” he said. “But I just closed out.”  

Valerie lifted her sunglasses. The man’s grin softened around the edges, so it looked as though he was about to cry. As 
often happened with strange old men who hit on her, Valerie felt sympathy well up in her larynx and cause a sensation 
like strep throat.  

“That’s OK,” she swallowed. “I’ll pay for it.”   

After that the guy kept asking questions: what her name was, where she came from, whether she knew she was pretty. 
(“I don’t know,” Valerie shrugged.) In the rests between his questions she thought about whether she’d be able to 
handle sleeping with this guy—certainly not as a sexual fantasy, but as a practical consideration, for she was presently 
low on funds. 

Valerie had never been paid for sex, though she suspected if she ever got desperate enough, she’d be willing to 
prostitute herself. Most sexual experiences she’d had until then felt more like work than play. Maybe she still hadn’t 
met the right guy, but after a couple years of this shit, she doubted any guy (or girl for that matter) would be able to 
convert her into a sexual sybarite. Luckily she wasn’t desperate enough to consider seducing the guy in the fishing 
cap, though she had a vague premonition that in a few months or less, her circumstances would be such that she’d 
fuck him in a second, as long as he paid up front. 

When the man finally wandered back to the bar, Valerie felt more vulnerable than before. Any iota of good nature 
from a stranger made her feel protected—blessed, even—since she’d begun to take for granted that most humans 
were assholes. It didn’t help that she was young, female, and constantly alone. Just that morning a female clerk at 
McDonald’s had given her a rude glance when she ordered a salad and shouted the word “Flaca” to her obese co-
worker, which (if she understood correctly) Valerie took as a compliment, though she still felt threatened by the hoe. 
The night before, at the hostel where Valerie was staying, a guy holding a can of beer in the swimming pool made a 
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smooching sound when she walked past in a towel and said the word “Gordita,” which (if she understood correctly) 
was meant as a sexual advance but was taken as a profound insult. The last straw for Valerie was when she logged 
onto Instagram using Wifi from the hotel bar. She found that some bitch she knew in high school had alluded to her in 
an Instagram post, which (if she understood correctly) implied that Valerie was a lesbian.  

Of course, it was possible that all of this was in her head. Valerie had a tendency to assume that people gave a shit 
about her when they really didn’t—like most twenty-two year old girls, she supposed.  

Valerie tossed back her pineapple cooler with such a flourish that her RayBans fell off her forehead and into the sand. 
She picked them up and checked for scratches. They were fine thank god—she’d paid for these herself when she 
could have easily stolen them from the aforementioned surf shop. Every dollar counted since she’d started living on 
her own, drifting through motels and hostels across the Southern coast, never bothering to share her whereabouts with 
anyone close to her. The idea was to “take space” and get some writing done, but so far all she’d achieved was a 
deeper dependence on chemicals. 

For a while now, Valerie had entertained the idea of trying dope. Already she drank enough per night to approximate 
the effects of a more powerful depressant, and the pills she’d acquired from dealings with friends and a psychiatrist 
could be lethal if blended with alcohol. The trouble was that neither liquor nor pills were quite strong enough to 
shield Valerie from the pain of merely walking out in public and looking into the eyes of random individuals. Most of 
them seemed to resent her. 

She wanted to go to Canada, where people were nicer. 

On her laptop Valerie composed an e-mail to her father, which she hoped might cover her tracks in case he noticed a 
few suspicious charges on the credit card. It was only a matter of time before she’d have to deal with impending hell, 
from her dad. For now she stuck with her alibi; that she was spending her summer vacation in Miami with a friend 
from college. Really she was by herself. 

The hostel where she was staying (to clarify: hostel, not hotel) was an assortment of tents in someone’s backyard, an 
hour-long drive from the beach by bus. Using the same website where she’d found the tent, Valerie typed in the street 
address of an injection site in Canada that she once found while researching dope. With the money left on her card, 
she could afford a flight and a few nights abroad. She could also afford another drink.  

Valerie stood up from her seat, not bothering to put on her shirt. She glanced toward the bar and noticed the red-
haired server with freckles watching her. His eyes glistened with a quiet ferocity that seemed at odds with the thin 
freckly redhead role he’d probably been playing since birth. Suddenly she felt the will to perform. Valerie walked 
toward the bar with her tits looming and lips curled up, keeping it vague whether she was approaching the redheaded 
server or the ladies room. Occasionally she shifted the shape of her path so it could go either way.  

She ended up at the bar. 

“Have a nice rest of your stay, Valerie!” said the man in the fishing cap on his way out. She took up his vacant 
barstool and waited for at least two minutes until the redheaded server came to her, using the sleeve of his button-up 
shirt to polish an unopened bottle of Tanqueray.  

“Did you want the check?” he asked. His voice cracked.  

“No. I want another pineapple cooler. And if this one’s virgin you’re paying for it.” 
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The boy nodded and unscrewed the bottle of vodka. 

... 

“The fuck does cool even mean,” mused a boy named Benny from the backlot of a Denver bar, where he’d just 
parked his first stolen car, an old Camry that he’d found sitting outside a 7-11 with its engine still on. He’d jumped 
inside and driven for seven hours without stopping. Benny thought stealing cars must be cool in some social circles, 
but it didn’t really matter, since nobody had been in the lot at that moment to watch him steal it. Anyway, he hadn’t 
taken the car for street cred. He’d taken it because he was out of money, and needed a way to get to New York in the 
next couple days. 

In New York he planned to see some old guy-friends and mess around with music. They had a show in town later that 
week—nothing big, a jazz gig that would never register in the history books. Luckily it was the music that mattered. 
Benny happened to believe that the guys he was going to meet were cool. They were smart and great artists. The 
trouble was that they were all addicted to heroin, and Benny wasn’t sure he was ready to get hooked. 

Benny had no problem with drugs; it was needles that Benny had a problem with. One speckle of some abnormal 
strain of bacteria and it was lights out for the shooter. If not that, then they might have to deal with being brain-
damaged for the rest of their life, or crippled. Then Benny realized that stealing cars and driving down residential side 
streets at 55 MPH must be just as risky, and he remembered why he was in this backlot in the first place.  

From the passenger’s seat he grabbed a black nylon backpack, which he’d shoplifted from a sports store by ripping 
off the tags and leaving his old backpack on the shelf. No one had noticed. In some parts of the nation, being brown-
skinned put Benny at a higher risk for arrest. In other places (like in the neighborhood surrounding Juilliard, where he 
was studying music) it meant that people were scared of being accused of racism and generally stayed off his back.  

An old Sedan that looked like it had been roasting in the sun for decades was what had attracted Benny to this 
particular lot. He unslung the black nylon backpack from his shoulder and pulled out a wrench, which he’d packed by 
instinct before his trip out West to go backpacking with some nature-loving guys he knew from high school. (He 
abandoned them the second he stole the car. They weren’t that cool.) Benny crouched in front of the rusty Sedan and 
started cranking away at the rusty bolts that held the license plates on either end of the vehicle. It took a lot strength—
a man’s job, no doubt—and at moments he felt worried that his arms were too weak. He’d stopped going to the gym 
several months ago and taken up smoking instead, because it had seemed like the “cool” thing to do. In these times, 
obsessing about physical fitness was just another way to conform. Benny thought it was cliché. And he had no desire 
to live a long life.  

Forty minutes later, Benny was back on Route 66 heading East. Over the radio—which was playing a song by Janis 
Joplin that his mother used to love—he thought he could hear sirens in the distance, but he might have just been 
imagining stuff.  

Sometimes Benny worried he was schizophrenic, like his mom. In her early twenties, while living back home after 
college, she had a seriously bad fight with her father (Benny’s grandpa) then ran away by hitchhiking. Somewhere 
between San Francisco and New York she’d been gang-raped. Years later at a family reunion, she began shouting 
graphic imprecations about the incident in another argument with her father, accusing “his energy” of causing the 
rape. Her father denied this and sent her to a mental institution, where she was told she had schizophrenia—though 
Benny always suspected she’d been misdiagnosed.  

But suppose she hadn’t, and Benny was schizophrenic too. That might explain why he always grew obsessed with 
girls who didn’t like him. He imagined relationships in his head.  
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Each time Benny heard a siren on the highway he thought of two things: the possibility that he was being pursued by 
the police, and his ex-girl Selena. The first thing, he figured, was a natural symptom of paranoia. The second thing 
was just plain insanity. Since he and Selena had last seen each other (in high school) Benny had developed a 
superstition that each time he heard a siren, it meant his ex-girl was thinking about him. He could even judge the 
nature of her thoughts based on the volume and pitch of the sirens, or whether they were issued from an ambulance, 
firetruck, police car, or combination of the three.  

Soon after he crossed the border into Nebraska, Benny spotted an empty lot on the side of an abandoned Blockbuster 
video store. He pulled in the lot, cut the engine, and drew his freshly pilfered Colorado plates from his backpack. 
Before setting to work, he sat on the hood of the Camry and smoked a cigarette.  

The sky at this time of night reminded Benny of a flavor of popsicle he and his little sister used to order from an ice 
cream truck in the Bronx after school. The truck used to play “It’s a Small World” on loop as it weaved through the 
residential streets by the school. As a boy he found the sound of the ice cream truck comforting; after the age of 
eleven, he thought it made the neighborhood feel like a haunted theme park in which he was trapped. As far as the 
truck driver—he used to notice him being especially kind to his little sister and get jealous of her. Later he felt certain 
the guy was a creep. The one thing that stayed consistent as Benny got older was the kind of popsicle he ordered: 
cotton candy. The surface of the popsicle was striped neon pink and azure, so when it melted it looked like a sunset. 

As Benny stared out at the horizon and finished his cigarette, he heard the melody of “It’s a Small World” playing in 
his head. Then he realized the melody was the sound of a single patrol car blaring its sirens, approaching from the 
East.  

Benny got up and went behind the Blockbuster so he was out of view from the highway. He found himself 
surrounded by white stucco buildings with shaded windows and old signs advertising car sales and repairs, though 
like the Blockbuster, these places had gone out of business long ago. Benny was reminded of the feeling that he’d 
stepped into a haunted theme park. He turned a corner and found himself face-to-face with a colony of mangy black 
cats, and wondered if he was hallucinating.  

He kicked a rock so it rolled in the direction of the cat colony. One of the cats leapt up and ran under a dumpster, 
frightened. The movement made Benny worry about an old superstition involving black cats, and for a moment he 
stopped to assess whether the cat’s route to the dumpster had been in his path or not. He decided it hadn’t.  

The sound of the single patrol car siren began to fade into the West.  

Benny got eye contact with one of the black cats, though their stares were unevenly matched. One of the cat’s eyes 
was badly swollen and seared of fur so that Benny could see bare and burned skin around its eyelid. The furless spot 
extended around the eye to behind its left ear, where the skin was not just pink, but speckled with brown lesions. In its 
right eye—the healthy one—Benny saw an expression of pain. Not physical pain. (The fur-searing burn looked like it 
had happened years ago.) Pain that extended beneath the eye to the cat’s soul. It was a look of resignation, like the cat 
knew it was ugly and wanted Benny to leave it the fuck alone.  

Benny turned away from the scar-faced cat and gazed instead at a black tabby with gray fur around the ears and feet. 
(Old guy, Benny thought.) Next to that cat, several kittens lay napping. One of the kittens got up and yawned. Benny 
could see a small ribcage through its fuzzy black skin. He looked around for a cat with some pregnant paunch, as if he 
felt suddenly responsible for making sure the cat had a loving mom. But he couldn’t find her. The kitten laid down 
and went back to sleep.  
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Back on the road Benny came up with the theory that the cats were unwanted. For most people, it was too stressful to 
live with black cats lurking around their home or neighborhood. If black cats turned up in litters, they’d often be 
turned loose. After that, not even the humane societies wanted them. They had too many fleas and other diseases from 
living on their own.  

The cotton candy sunset turned to a tarry blackness speckled white. Benny hadn’t seen so many stars in a while. Most 
places he’d lived were too polluted for night skies like this. He wished he could share the scene with a friend. Maybe 
he should have taken one of the black cats and cared for it. If they’d been less dirty, he might have considered.  

… 

A moment ago she’d been in a sand dune with her eyes shut, tracing patterns in the sand, wishing it was the skin of a 
sexy guy near her age. She’d been aware that people were watching her and that she was alone, but she didn’t give a 
damn. That’s one thing they say about addicts: they’re loners. Also delusional. But the fleeting euphoria that heavy 
liquor provided was enough for Valerie to forget about the painful phase of post-drunkenness that left her feeling 
melancholic and nauseous.  

That’s where she was now: in pre-hangover purgatory and she didn’t know what to do besides sit in a booth at Red 
Lobster and drink water. She had to use the bathroom, but to the same extent that she didn’t care earlier, she suddenly 
really cared what people thought. The restaurant was crowded right now and she felt like the patrons would know she 
was still blitzed just by looking at her. She must look like hell. She thought of the man on the beach with the fishing 
cap. If he saw me now, she thought, he'd never have spoken to me. She laughed out loud then looked around to see if 
anyone had heard her. No one had.  

A waitress appeared. Valerie placed her order—some sort of salad with grilled shrimp—and asked for more water. 
“Sure sweetheart,” the waitress said with a tender smile that made Valerie think for a moment how pretty she was. 
She left with a subdued feminine swing in her step that looked like it came naturally. 

Valerie’s greatest vulnerability was her lack of grace compared to other young women. If another girl insulted her 
appearance—and this happened quite often ever since she’d begun acting in New York—it really eviscerated her will 
to live. As a child she hadn’t been particularly obsessed with body image or looks. But once she reached late 
girlhood, she was really given a run for her money. She found she couldn’t afford to keep up with the ritziest chicks at 
her school. There was just something different about their skin and hair and the way they moved. By comparison 
Valerie looked pathetic no matter how hard she tried to groom herself. At some point she’d resigned to having the 
soul of a slum rat. 

“If you can’t be the best of the best,” Valerie’s mother once said, “you can be the worst of the worst. That’s why I 
kept fucking with your father back when I still looked good enough to get married.” 

On a television above the restaurant bar, a local news station covered a gun massacre at a gay nightclub in Orlando. 
This American shooting was worse than most. 49 dead; 53 more wounded. This report claimed the gunman was 
linked to Al Qaeda and ISIS. Others said he did it because he was a closet homosexual.  

Valerie thought about how so many mass shootings had to do with sexual problems. 

She hadn’t lost her virginity until she was twenty-one, while living with her father in Queens after what she liked to 
call her “near-death experience.” (In her dorm room at Columbia University, she’d overdone it on the pills, then been 
discovered naked on the floor of a shower by a cleaning lady. At Mount Sinai they’d pumped her stomach. She’d 
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lived.) Valerie had a tumultuous relationship with her dad, so being sent home felt like a cruel form of punishment for 
handling her death wish in such a clumsy manner. 

Luckily in her time out of school, she’d come in touch with a boy named Benny, who was attending Juilliard for 
music. She met him at a Starbucks on W 57th. Valerie wanted to make movies. Benny wanted to write musicals. In 
Valerie’s bedroom in Queens, they used to help each other cope with depression through sex. When Valerie wasn’t 
with Benny, she made goofy comedy films in her dad’s basement by setting up a camera and playing all the roles 
herself. Meanwhile Benny played songs in his dorm room on guitar, keyboard, and assorted brass horns. He was 
writing a musical about a real-life gunman: a male college student who shot several innocent sorority girls at a 
college in California. The shooter had posted videos of himself on the internet, alone, documenting his life leading up 
to the incident—which to Benny, seemed eerily reminiscent of Valerie’s tendency to make one-woman films. 

Valerie wanted to be a filmmaker, but every time she asked another woman to work on a movie, it turned into some 
big dramatic thing that ended in rejection and veiled online threats. She never had trouble involving male actors or 
crew. (Every guy she’d asked via e-mail had said “yes” to the next one.) But Valerie had overheard enough creepy 
comments from men on her sets that she’d grown more selective with whom she let access her secret visual realm—
the same way she was selective with people and sex.  

Valerie and Benny’s relationship fell apart. In the aftermath, Valerie fell apart too. For her, the emotional tumult of a 
bad break-up seemed harder to endure than death. But she knew better than to be suicidal by proxy to handle her pain. 
She channeled her feelings into her writing, filmmaking, schoolwork. She also made a Twitter account no one knew 
about and talked to herself.  

Creativity is the best drug, Valerie told herself. Better happy sober and crazy-on-the-internet than unsober in real-life 
and miserable, right? 

From her booth at Red Lobster, Valerie was suddenly struck by a strong need for solitude. She used the restaurant’s 
Wifi to book a room at a Day’s Inn near the Fort Lauderdale airport. Valerie needed a night off—somewhere other 
than the tent hostel to take several baths. Think about the future. Maybe even finish the screenplay for her next film. 

Not that it mattered. The whole film budget (which she’d been saving all year) was going toward hotel rooms and 
airfare to Canada so Valerie could get some heroin, or try to. She’d even put her camera up for auction on eBay—but 
she’d gotten a bad feeling about it and deleted the page. Valerie would rather have her camera than heroin, she 
thought. And she’d rather make a cheap movie than no movie at all. 

The waitress came with the check and offered to box up her salad. “No thanks,” Valerie said. She planned to eat one 
of those mini containers of Froot Loops from a drugstore for dinner. (Froot Loops were one of her favorite things to 
eat lately. Froot Loops and pills.) An Über brought Valerie to her tent at the hostel. Another Über brought her to a 
Duane Reade near the Days Inn. The Übers were getting expensive. Valerie walked an extra two miles to the hotel 
with her bags. As soon as she got checked in and entered her room, she climbed under the covers and rested with her 
eyes closed. 

Ah yes—thought Valerie. It’s moments like these that make me wonder if all the suffering is just nasty foreplay to 
some elusive better future.  

This was Valerie’s favorite feeling: relief.  

A half-hour later, when meditative silence had restored the gray matter of her brain to a balanced state, she climbed 
out of bed and drew her headphones from her backpack. She wanted to listen to music and relax. Benny once made 
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her a personalized jazz playlist which she now was obsessed with. But as she yanked her headphones out of the bag 
by the long red cord that attached them to her iPhone, she noticed they were damp and covered in sand. She had 
tossed them in her backpack with her wet swimsuit bottoms when she was still drunk. Valerie put them over her ears 
and tried playing a song. They didn’t work.  

For Valerie, the death of these headphones was nearly as tragic as losing an in-law or acquaintance. Probably because 
she spent so much time alone, she grew attached to objects like they had spirits: certain articles of clothing, her 
laptop, these headphones. Already they were scarred with fang marks from a dog and bandaged with brown packing 
tape. They’ve been through so much, Valerie lamented. She cradled them like a desiccated infant, considering an 
extended effort to resuscitate the poor things. But she had a sense that it was time to let them go. 

Valerie put the headphones in a trash bin and picked up a television remote. She climbed back under the covers and 
browsed the channels, stopping on an old episode of a showed called Cocaine Lovebirds about wealthy New York 
girls in their twenties. (Poorly-written, poorly-acted, well-costumed.) She used to love this show in high school but 
now she couldn’t even sit through five minutes. Like bad food on a sick stomach, it just didn’t mesh with her 
sensitive state. Yet something more specific was upsetting her which Valerie couldn’t quite place. 

She realized what it was. The lead character on the show reminded her of someone she knew in high school, named 
Selena. It had been four years since their friendship had fallen out. 
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[Good on my own]  

Selena was the kind of girl who could enrapture full subway cars with rants about her sex life. With the rhythm of her 
bitchy soliloquies she drew from deep within Valerie the natural instincts of a primordial bitch. She spun a powerfully 
seductive spell of narcissism tempered by humorous self-contempt—a dark enchantress with a manic mind that 
ignited the loins of men and drove jealous women nuts. 

“Improvised. That’s how I’d describe it. He didn’t know what he was doing but that’s actually part of his charm. So 
cute and so cordial. And naturally good with his hands … I told him he needs to practice on some other girls. Then 
someday he’ll end up virtuosic.” 

She was on a train crossing the Williamsburg Bridge talking to Valerie, who was only eighteen. Selena was twenty-
two and a senior in college. Back in high school, she and Valerie had clicked after a long talk in the library about 
Woody Allen. They stuck together after that. The age difference didn’t create too much of an issue; it just made 
Valerie eager to please Selena and help buffer her narcissism. The trouble was that Valerie wasn’t just younger—she 
was also poorer than Selena. The high school they used to attend cost as much as university, and Valerie was on a full 
ride, while Selena’s family paid for her tuition. As a result it sometimes felt like Selena was doing Valerie a favor by 
hanging out with her, given their mismatched statuses.  

“Ten thousand hours rule,” said Valerie. 

“What?” 

“I dunno … I wonder how many hours it would take to become a sex-expert … I guess.” 

Valerie’s muddled response reminded Selena that Valerie was a late bloomer who grew uncomfortable when 
discussing sex. She turned away with a bitchy flick of her eyelids which she knew Valerie noticed. For a second she 
thought about apologizing to her, but decided against it.  

Selena’s acute self-awareness was her downfall, since she knew she was great at being unkind. As an up-and-coming 
writer her cruelty made her sought after; no one else cold drop a bitchy phrase like she could, and her humor was 
sharp as a corsac’s claw spiked with blood. In a fair number of her friendships, her coldness made her the cool one. At 
parties, it gave her a greater chance of getting invited again, for there’s nothing like a high incidence of rejection 
among revelers to draw in a crowd. But in relationships with people who mattered to her, Selena’s bitchiness really 
fucked her up. That’s why she felt lonely tonight, even though she was with Valerie, and they were on their way to a 
party with some of Selena’s best pals. 

At the Bedford Avenue stop they stepped out beneath a gray balmy sky, suffocating in its humidity, tossing storm 
clouds around like lint. Selena suggested they hop in a cab because it looked like it was about to storm. Valerie said 
she didn’t care what they did—it was up to Selena.  

Selena was indecisive. (This was one of her issues.) Impulsively she hailed a cab on the street. She wondered right 
away if this was the right decision. Maybe they should have saved the money. Maybe they’d be unfashionably early 
now.  

The girls were headed to the birthday dinner of a mutual friend, Bergman Jentz, who by the end of high school had 
already founded a successful literary magazine called Blood & Thunder. For essayists and fiction writers under the 
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age of twenty-seven, a feature in Blood & Thunder could cinch an immediate crop of fans in New York. The 
magazine was discussed around town by all the hip young intellectuals—though to be real, most were pseudo-
intellectuals only hoping to sound smart or make the guest list of a release party (magnets for vaguely famous 
novelists who liked to take pills and talk about themselves). Blood & Thunder could only be found in a few New York 
bookstores, and it sold out within hours of being published each month.    

“How do you feel about Bergman?” Selena asked Valerie in the cab. 

“He’s not the best toward women,” said Valerie. “But a talented writer, I think.” 

“Mhm,” Selena said.  

She’d fucked Bergman, and it hadn’t been great. Maybe if he’d been better in the sack she would have felt more 
compelled to read his books. 

Bergman’s party was at a new steakhouse in Brooklyn, which (Valerie explained in the cab) doubled as “a cloak-and-
dagger jazz speakeasy.” (“Whatever the hell that means,” said Selena.) Selena didn’t know a thing about jazz, but she 
knew a good steak, and from a few friends in Brooklyn she heard this place served a rare cut with a nice rub. She was 
looking forward to attending a birthday dinner at a non-vegan restaurant for a change. 

The restaurant looked like it could have been an old blacksmith’s shop run by a closeted gay man who converted the 
place into an all-male brothel at night. The walls were made of brick and lit with red electric torches; the floors were a 
slick polished black cement. Near the podium where the host stood was a large steel statue of a bucking bull with a 
cowboy on its back, plated with sheets of silver glass that worked as mirrors. Looking around, Selena was surprised 
to see the servers dressed in all-black outfits, and not just leather merkins.  

“Selena!”  

From one end of a long mahogany table, Valerie summoned Selena with an awkward hand wave and took a self-
conscious sip of her water. She had found a spot by herself in a secluded corner, and now sat with a surly expression 
that was not unbecoming on her. Valerie’s hair was dark brown and pyramidal. She had a face with features that were 
somehow soft and chiseled at once: made for high art, not pop culture.  

Selena sat down next to her younger friend. Often when they were together they didn’t talk. They just watched 
people. From where Selena sat, she had a good view of Bergman. He stood by the entrance with one hand in the 
pocket of his designer blazer, still greetings guests, though he kept glancing at their table. She could tell already from 
the way he spoke down to certain girls, then looked to see if Selena was watching, that he was hoping to get laid that 
night—by her. 

Selena had an inkling she was better in the sack than most girls her age. But she saw it as a curse. She knew that she 
wasn’t the type of girl who you’d see on the street and want to fuck right away, though if she made an effort, her 
exotic beauty could make her the most desired woman at a party. (It was an energy thing, mostly.) Selena was tall and 
slender as an elk. Much of her appeal was in her illustrious reputation as a smart and well-read woman—she knew 
every book, magazine, movie. But she was tired of being “the smart girl who gave great head.” She wanted to be 
remembered for better things.  

During high school Selena had written a memoir called Princess Selby about growing up wealthy in the Upper East 
Side. The memoir hadn’t been very successful—she’d paid an online service to have it self-published, and the only 
people who bought it were her friends—but it was full of great material which she planned to use in her later books. 
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The gist of the whole memoir was that her childhood was a shit-show. Her father was an attorney and the CEO of a 
company that ripped off poor folk in low-income housing. Her mother had like six affairs with other men. Her 
younger brother’s only goal in life was making money and getting bitches. Within the family Selena had always felt 
like an outsider, because she was the wisest of them all. (Not necessarily more intelligent. Intelligence and wisdom 
were two different things.) She knew she was more perceptive to the ills of human nature, which is probably how she 
could tell that everyone in her family was a jerk. She supposed she might be a jerk too.  

A familiar pain sunk into Selena’s left breast, which told her it was time for a cigarette. Next to Selena, Valerie was 
mumbling about how much she hated it when parties didn’t have an open bar. Selena excused herself to step outside 
the restaurant.  

Outside it had begun to thunderstorm. Selena took out her pack of Marlboros and looked around the Williamsburg 
streets. She stood among dozens of kids near her age who had also left their respective dinner arrangements to have a 
smoke. Girls wearing crop tops even though they didn’t quite have the bodies for it. Boys with buns in their hair. All 
of them billowing cigarette smoke in the rain like dead firepits. She wondered why she even smoked. Maybe for the 
glamorous aspect—how it looked puffing ash. But none of the kids around her looked that glamorous. 

She turned on her heel and stared at the door of the restaurant. The place was called Steak. Its logo was a purple cow 
with wings. She couldn’t decide if it was stupid or pretentious or weird. (Not cool, though. Definitely not that.)  

Midway through her third smoke, a man with shaggy black hair and a soul patch stepped out of the bar and starting 
talking to Selena. He introduced himself as Lorenzo. He said he was the owner of the restaurant. But that wasn’t his 
only claim to fame. 

“You know Martin Scorsese?” 

“What do you mean do I know Scorsese. I’m not a fucking fool.” 

“Yeah? Well, he’s an old friend from childhood. Marty loves a good steak. Actually, he helped fund this restaurant. If 
you’d tasted my steak you would still be inside right now. Come back in. You’ll get wet in the rain.” 

“I’m not that hungry.” 

“There’s cocktails too. You ever tried a Rickstasy?” 

Selena gave in. Lorenzo led her to a table in the back of the restaurant, which was reserved for unexpected guests. 
Food critics, foreign ambassadors, famous people (“like Marty,” he said).  

This type of thing had happened before. Men giving her special treatment like she was a celebrity. It bothered Selena. 
She wasn’t a celeb and she knew she wasn’t, so it felt like they were teasing her. She supposed that men acted this 
way out of ego; if they treated her like she was something special, then it made them special somehow. Like they 
knew how to give a good date. It never had to do with her, really. She knew how men were. Not that she was much 
different. She understood the rules of this whole rodeo. There was no reason to flatter people who didn’t deserve the 
compliments, unless she wanted something from them.  

She certainly knew what Lorenzo wanted. 
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On their way to the table in the back of the restaurant, Selena caught sight of Valerie, who was trying to get her 
attention by waving a hand. Selena kept walking. Valerie was miffed that Selena had left her at the table alone—
especially when Bergman Jentz stopped by the table and started macking on her.  

“You’re probably the youngest girl I invited. And you might be the cutest, too.” 

“Cute? I don’t want to be cute.” 

“Why not.” 

“I want to be dark and intense.” 

Bergman laughed. “Ok, kid.” He left her at the table and joined some well-bosomed blondes at the bar. 

Valerie might have come across as pathetic. But she wasn’t joking around. She knew she had a dark side that was 
oddly seductive to men. Bergman probably couldn’t see it because he was a moron. Few people could see Valerie for 
the truly dark potential she possessed. Selena could, though. Just by looking in her eyes she knew that Valerie had the 
heart of a cold killer but kept it safely padded in good manners and smiles and innocence. But her brown eyes 
simmered like they were filled with something highly flammable.  

Selena preferred this “look” to what happened in her eyes when she grew hopeless, and they felt eerie and distant like 
suicide notes. She could read the danger in Valerie’s eyes because she’d experienced the same feelings herself. She 
also had a hard time with life, and people.  

It was alienating to have had a bad childhood. Most kids their age hadn’t seen shit. Most kids were dumbasses. That’s 
why these two girls got along so well. But their dark sides also pushed them apart, since Selena always expected 
Valerie to betray her. It went both ways. Trust was precarious between them (as it is between any pair of smart 
women) and yet, they trusted one another in ways that really couldn’t be breached. They knew each other so well that 
each girl had the capacity to attack the other girl’s deepest, most nuanced, most naked vulnerabilities. And it kept 
them on their game.  

Part of what made Valerie and Selena friends was a tacit understanding that they had no problem screwing people 
over. This had become clear fairly fast, when Selena confessed to Valerie that she often stole money from the 
bedrooms of men she slept with. (This was how she paid for her nice clothes.) Valerie said she didn’t judge women 
who fucked for money, because her mom had been a whore—literally. She used to bring male clients back to the 
apartment when Valerie was just a kid, and fuck them loud enough that she could hear them through the wall of her 
bedroom. Her father had been a regular whose visits sometimes ended in violent altercations. He saw Valerie’s mother 
so frequently (and came into Valerie’s  room to say “hi” to his daughter enough times) that he finally agreed to partial 
custody when Valerie was ten years old. This was shortly before Valerie’s mom slit her wrists over the bathroom sink 
while Valerie stood in the doorway and watched her. The trauma made Valerie cynical about human nature. She didn’t 
trust anyone. But Valerie was proud of her pain. 

Back at the table, Valerie cleaned off the Tanqueray tonic that Selena had ordered on her behalf. Now she had to pee 
so badly she felt pain. She got up and stumbled to the back of the restaurant. At a booth in an isolated corner, she saw 
Selena with Lorenzo. He was sitting next to her and held an arm over hers.  

Selena had her hand on the front of his pants.  

“Do you know that girl?” Lorenzo asked Selena. 
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“Who?” 

“The one who’s staring at us. It’s really freaking me out.” 

Selena turned and got eye contact with Valerie.  

“No. I haven’t seen her before.” 

Valerie recognized the man Selena was with. He was a friend of one of her favorite filmmakers; she knew this from 
scouring photographs of movie premieres on the internet. Valerie wondered if Selena knew this too, and was screwing 
around with the man just to show off. (Why isn’t she having sex with Bergman? He’s the one who owns a fucking 
magazine—she wondered on her way to the ladies room.) But one thing she knew about Selena was that she went 
where the power was. She’d throw away her dreams of being a truly great writer if someone promised her fame and 
fortune, for the price of her soul. She also hated how Selena acted like a celebrity all the time, even though she 
wasn’t. Valerie supposed that she was too poor to be part of Selena’s entourage. That bitch. 

In the bathroom Valerie felt morbidly bummed out. For a good five minutes, she washed her hands in warm water that 
made it feel like she was taking a bath. After that she used the mirror to do a self-assessment of her outfit: a black 
dress that wasn’t quite the right size with tights. She also had on a gold necklace with a Pegasus charm on it. (Her 
mother had given it to her.) At this moment Valerie understood why Selena had shunned her. She looked pathetically 
young.   

Valerie took off her flying horse necklace and dropped it in a toilet. She flushed it with the sole of one of her black 
flats so she didn’t have to wash her hands a second time. The effects of the Tanqueray tonic were strong enough that 
she was able to pretend that Pegasus was flying as he spun around the ceramic bowl. She held back tears, knowing 
that she would regret this when she sobered up. 

Whatever, thought Valerie. I’m blaming Selena. 

It was on a walk to the subway station in pouring rain that Valerie realized how much distance had set in between her 
and Selena. Maybe it was an age thing. She hoped when she was a little older, she’d feel cool enough to be seen with 
Selena. For now she might want a break from their friendship. She doubted Selena would miss her.  
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[Whitecaps] 

Benny ditched the stolen Camry in a side street by the Newark airport. He hoped it would get picked up by a rental 
car company. Before he left the car behind, he gave it an affectionate pat on the hood. “It’s been a good ride,” he said. 
His fears of schizophrenia flared up briefly; he was talking to himself.  

An airport shuttle bus took Benny into the city and dropped him off in Times Square. It was midnight when he got 
there. He didn’t want to tell anyone he was back in town. Worse came to worse, he’d go another day smelling like 
exhaust fumes and the musk of a sweaty young man. (A few years ago, smelling this bad would have put Benny on 
the verge of mental collapse. That was during his germaphobic phase when he used to shower several times per day. 
But now Benny felt slightly proud of smelling like an entire locker room, like it made him more manly.) In the Westin 
lobby he sat down at a table with outlets built into it, and plugged in his laptop and headphones. He turned on a 
playlist of Sondheim songs on iTunes. Then he started a new match of his favorite video game: League of Legends. 

Benny knew he was a talented composer. That wasn’t a question. But hypothetically speaking, if he ever were to fuck 
up his music career it would be because of his addiction to League. He played several matches per day (in coffee 
shops, libraries, hotel lobbies) and each match lasted at least 40 minutes. He used to be embarrassed to play in public 
because the game itself looked like it was designed for much younger boys, but at some point he got over it. (He even 
started shouting to himself while he played—things like: “Yes!” “Boom!” “Mother fucker.”) In the total time Benny 
had spent playing League of Legends, he could have written like six musicals. He knew this and thought about it 
often. Benny figured his obsession with the made-up reality of League of Legends had to do with the lack of stability 
in his own life. At least in League of Legends, the rules of the game never changed, and there were statistics that 
proved he was a formidable player. In real-life, the odds of failing were much greater for Benny than they were in this 
game. 

Benny played his game in the lobby of the Westin Hotel for three hours before anyone bothered him. By then it was 
the middle of the night. A group of fat wealthy white guys with Southern accents came stumbling up an escalator. 
From eavesdropping Benny learned that they’d just spent a night at a nearby gentlemen’s club, where they drank a 
lot, and ate some amphetamines with dinner. Before going up to their rooms to crash for the night, the guys hugged 
and slapped backs. They were so drunk that one of them lost their balance and fell down on the lobby carpet. He 
noticed Benny glaring at him. 

“Don’t you look at me like that, nigger.” 

Now all the men turned to Benny. He kept a straight face and watched the screen of his computer. It was open to a 
match of League of Legends. The screen was in the men’s line of sight, and a few of them started laughing. “What the 
fuck is he playing—Star Wars?” 

“He’s probably just a retard. Leave him alone.” 

Benny pretended not to hear through his headphones. The men lost interest and stumbled in a drunken herd to the 
elevators—except for one guy who was left behind on a couch, unconscious. Benny noticed him as he packed up his 
computer. 

He watched the man for a few minutes to make sure he was really out cold. Then he walked to the man, leaned over 
him, and gently removed his Brooks Brother blazer. The man groaned in his sleep but didn’t wake up. Benny thought 
about checking the pockets of the guy’s pants. But as he raised his hands to do this, the word “homoerotic” sprung to 
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mind. He promptly stood up and left the lobby. On his way out he put on the Brooks Brother blazer as if it were his 
own. (It was a few sizes too big.) Benny walked a block or two outside before finally placing his hands into the 
pockets of the blazer. In the right-hand pocket he discovered a black leather wallet.  

Benny took out the money and counted it: four hundred dollars in cash. In a state of pleasant shock he wandered 
straight to Marriott Marquis and booked a hotel room. 

In his room, he took a shower and played another round of League of Legends wearing only his boxer briefs. He 
ordered a Grilled Cheese sandwich from a 24-hour deli and had it delivered to his room. Then he played some more 
League. Benny thought that this must be the most unadulterated happiness he had felt in years. With the money he 
had left, he knew he couldn’t afford to stay at the Marriott another night. But the one-night-only element of this 
experience made it all the better. If he did the same thing every night for several nights or weeks or months, it would 
at some point lose its charm. Fleeting pleasures were the best kind. 

He thought about sex. Sex with his ex-girl Selena. She’d really fucked him up. Now anytime he had sex with another 
girl all he could think about how much better the sex was with Selena. Like she was the only girl who could really 
bust a nut. 

They’d grown up in the same neighborhood. The Upper East Side. He knew that white girls in their neighborhood 
liked him. Sometimes they gave good blowjobs. But other times they just started crying mid-fuck and he had to feel 
like a jerk. They said it hurt. That was never an issue with Selena. She fucked him so good that he got religious about 
it. Like she was his only idol. He also knew that he didn’t matter as much to Selena as she did to him. They weren’t 
even an official couple. They kept their sex a secret for a year. She probably started fucking him in the first place just 
because she was curious about black men. But then it got more complex. The sex was embedded with something 
intense. Maybe his ancestor had been a slave to hers and the two of them had fucked. 

Often when Benny jacked off at night he felt like he was picking out different pornos from a movie store shelf. He 
tried inserting DVDs called Lucy and Emma and Jane into his mental disk drive, but decided they weren’t good 
enough. He swapped those DVDs for something else. His favorite movie was called Selena. There was another DVD 
called Valerie which he occasionally came to, but that seemed like less of a porno than a really sad art film with 
nudity. In the end he usually came back to Selena. 

In the morning, Benny wanted a way to remember his stay at the Marriott Marquis. He pulled up Photo Booth on his 
laptop and took a picture of himself with the hotel room visible in the background. He didn’t like how it came out; he 
thought his bare chest looked fleshier than usual. Body image issues were supposedly a chick thing but Benny had 
them pretty bad. For at least ten minutes after taking the selfie, he browsed old photos of himself on his computer. He 
wanted to figure out whether he’d grown more or less attractive. He had a complicated relationship with his former 
selves which might be described as “competitive.” The trouble with having been in shape and attractive in the past 
was that Benny knew it was possible. So anything less than that struck him as hideous. (He wasn’t hideous at all.) On 
the other hand, his favorite old pictures of himself were the ones that were unflattering. He liked it when he looked 
disheveled and fat. It gave him more leeway to have physical flaws in the present.  

Benny went to the lobby. There were a lot of people waiting for the front desk, so many that it was hard to find back 
of the line—more of a misshapen mass of angry people with all their baggage and hands on their hips. Benny cruised 
to the front of the crowd and checked out before everyone. 

“Excuse me sir, the line for check-out starts back there!” said a white lady in her sixties. 

“Sorry girl,” said Benny. “Already checked out.” 
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She scoffed and rolled her eyes at him, then walked to the front desk to complain. On his way to the lobby entrance 
Benny grabbed one of her bags: a small LeSportsac with cats on it. Nobody stopped him. 

… 

Her moral worldview had been warped so it was sideways. Like the Tower of Babylon it had fallen down. Instead of 
light and dark, heaven and hell, everything was balanced and parallel. She used to walk into churches as a child and 
feel that she was caught in an invisible upward beam, like heaven was shining a spotlight on her and asking her to 
make the right calls. But she hadn’t walked in a church in a while. (She avoided churches. They reminded her of 
being a little girl.) The nice thing about this new moral worldview was that she didn’t have to bother with choices. All 
she could do was walk forward. Not up, not down. Not into light or darkness. Just forward. 

Selena walked along a white cement sidewalk to look for cigarettes in a Sante Fe corner store. She was flanked by 
Rose, her good friend from New York. When they drank together they smoked all their cigarettes and woke up with 
sore throats. That had happened the night before. 

Another thing had happened the night before. A dream which hadn’t made sense to Selena. She’d been walking down 
a deserted block in the neighborhood where she grew up in New York, surrounded by black shadows. She didn’t 
know what the black shadows were but she thought they were spirits—the spirits of dead people, she’d supposed. 
(They had been so dark.) But she had the sense that one of the shadows belonged to an old friend who, as far as she 
knew, was still alive and well.  

For her twenty-sixth birthday, Selena had been invited to travel with Rose while she researched illegal immigration 
along the Mexican border. (Rose was writing a piece for a popular online publication based in New York.) When 
Rose wasn’t doing research—mostly interviews with border patrol officers or illegal immigrants who earned less than 
half of minimum wage—the girls made the trip into a vacation of sorts, staying in motels along the highway and 
sunbathing by chlorinated pools. To be honest the trip wasn’t particularly relaxing, so far. Selena’s fair skin made her 
susceptible to severe sunburn and she hated hot weather. Rose was stressed about the article. She wanted to do a great 
job, since she was passionate about her work, and this particular publication had hundreds of thousands of online 
followers.  

“Numbers are power in these times,” Rose said out of nowhere. 

“Huh?” asked Selena. She peeled the plastic off a fresh pack of Newports. 

“I mean, anyone who’s anyone has to have an internet presence. And the way that’s measured is in numbers. You 
know, followers and views and likes.” 

“Interesting,” said Selena. She didn’t sound very interested. 

“Then again I know some men who’d only have to whisper into a few ears to make terrible things happen. Or good 
things, if they wanted.” Rose lit a cigarette.  

“What men?” asked Selena. 

“Oh I’m thinking of some guy in his forties who used to be an editor for Blood & Thunder. He told me he was paid 
by Google to be an in-house philosopher.” 
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“What the fuck does that mean,” said Selena. “He probably just made that up to get in your pants.” 

“Maybe. But I don’t think so,” said Rose. “I didn’t fuck him. He was smart but unattractive physically.” 

“Oh. Got it.” 

The girls smoked and started walking back to the motel.  

“I had a dream last night that I think involved Valerie,” said Selena. 

“Who the fuck is Val—oh, you mean the girl who made that suicide film?” 

“Yeah. Her.” 

Selena and Rose had been the first two people to watch Valerie’s first attempted feature film, Lady Meets the Reaper, 
which she wrote, directed, and starred in. It was about a college girl whose dreams of being a writer were crushed by 
her circumstances and self-destructive behavior. At the end of the movie, Valerie’s character killed herself. A few 
weeks after she finished editing the film, Valerie booked a Bolt bus to Miami and reserved a room at the cheapest 
hotel room she could find. Her only requirement for the hotel room was that it have a bathtub.  

Given the movie’s difficult subject matter, Valerie never intended to share the film with many people. But she had a 
few people who she felt had to watch it—including Selena. The way she shared the film with Selena was by putting it 
on a flash drive and delivering it to the restaurant Steak, which (according to social media) was Selena’s favorite 
place to get dinner ever since she had become friendly with the owner. Sure enough, Selena received  the flash drive 
and watched Lady Meets the Reaper on her own. The movie was so low-budget it resembled a harrowingly private 
home video. Hoping to feel less disturbed after watching the film, Selena shared it with Rose, who described it as 
“traumatic emotional porn.” Rose proceeded to insinuate on her Instagram that Valerie should not kill herself. Valerie 
looked up to Rose as a writer, and often checked her social media, so she got the note. 

After that, Valerie submitted Lady Meets the Reaper to several online festivals. By some sort of bizarre fluke, it was 
given an official release. Posters featuring Valerie were hung in subway cars and bus stops throughout New York. 
Plenty of people saw the posters. Too many people watched the film. As Valerie predicted would happen, former 
friends and acquaintances began to ignore her. She spent most nights alone in her room, pretending not to exist, only 
communicating in stream-of-consciousness rants on her private Twitter account like a phantasmic voice in someone’s 
nightmare.  

Selena and Rose sometimes read her rants. They often responded via subtweets and sub grams on their Twitter and 
Instagram accounts to be supportive. The situation seemed fairly functional, except for that Valerie had zero 
followers, while the other girls had followers in the thousands. This power differential would present issues later on, 
when Valerie showed up at Steak in person to make sure Selena was okay after she “just had a feeling” something was 
wrong. It was clear from the moment Valerie arrived at the restaurant that Selena wanted her gone. (“I don’t even 
know you,” were her words.) 

Occasionally Selena wondered herself why she treated Valerie with such contempt. Maybe because she was scared of 
her. She considered Valerie a stalker. But to Valerie, it seemed that Selena liked being stalked, because it made her 
feel sought-after like a celebrity. Like she was hot shit. The irony was that Valerie was always shocked by how non-
intimidating Selena was in person. Like her whole online identity was a total farce. She pretended to have a fan base 
in New York, but most people she considered “fans” hardly thought about her. Each time Selena posted pictures of 
herself it was clear that she’d spent several minutes taking selfies until she got a good one. She must have Narcissistic 
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Personality Disorder. Valerie sometimes over-compensated the other way by presenting herself as worse than she was, 
but it worked against her. Selena saw all vulnerabilities as weaknesses. For this reason they would never be friends 
again in real life. That would require Selena to be vulnerable—and she was incapable. She seemed to think of herself 
as some sort of demi-goddess who pitied the lowly human race. 

Three more times, it happened that Valerie showed up to talk to Selena in person (at an office, coffee shop, book 
release party) and was treated like shit. Selena further picked on her over the internet. One of Valerie’s old pipe 
dreams was that Selena be an actress in one of her movies. But finally Valerie took the hint from Selena that this 
wasn’t going to happen. She deleted all her online accounts permanently. She stopped looking at Selena’s Instagram 
and Twitter. She prayed that she would stop thinking about Selena. It was too painful. 

It helped that Valerie had chemical addictions to contend with. In some sick way, drug abuse helped her self-esteem. 
Pathetic people didn’t dare go as far as she did. Pathetic people didn’t overdose on drugs. 

“What was the dream?” asked Rose.  

“I couldn’t tell you, it’s too vague. But I think Valerie might have been in it? That’s all I remember.” 

This was a lie. She remembered the dream quite well, it had been so vivid. And she’d woken up with such a start that 
it felt like she’d just been shocked with a defibrillator. Yet for Selena to admit to Rose that she really thought it had 
been more than “just a dream” would be a needlessly vulnerable thing to admit. Wherever belief was concerned, 
discussions got intense. Rose was a skeptic. Selena was not. She wanted to believe in things—not magic or God, 
necessarily, but at least something: good instincts, numerology, luck.  

“How many words do you have to write?”  

“Huh?” 

“The immigration piece. How long does it have to be,” asked Selena. 

“Oh. Six thousand, give or take like three hundred.” 

“That’s a lot. But that’s a good fit for you. You like your articles long.” 

“I know,” Rose smirked. “But there’s such a thing as too much.” 

“Actually I haven’t had a problem with that.” 

Rose and Selena were nearly back at the Econo Lodge Inn & Suites. They stood at a stoplight across from the motel, 
though it was far enough from the highway that it seemed remote from heavy traffic. Not particularly eager to endure 
the lack of privacy that came with sharing a motel room with only two twin beds, they waited for the light to change, 
even though there were no cars in sight. Suddenly, from the left of the girls came a loud bleating sound like an SUV 
being locked with a wireless car key. They turned to find the source.  

Near a storm drain on the side of the road lay a porcupine. From the way its legs were splayed and its quills stuck out 
haphazardly it was clear it had just been hit by a vehicle. The girls approached it cautiously. 

“The quills aren’t poisonous, are they?” Rose asked. 
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“I don’t know! Don’t you dare fucking touch that, it’s roadkill.” 

Ignoring Selena’s comment, Rose crouched and extended a hand to the porcupine. She petted its face. It let out an 
agonized bleat as if to say “help me.” Rose tried to pick it up with her hands. Immediately she recoiled; its quills were 
too sharp. 

“Should we do something?” asked Rose.  

“What, call the fucking animal hospital? I think we should leave.” 

So they did. Rose and Selena went back to the motel room and watched TV—a marathon of Cocaine Lovebirds on 
the CW. Midway through the second episode Rose got up without a word and went to take a bath. Selena felt a 
familiar pain in her left breast. She went outdoors and smoked a cigarette on the upstairs deck of the motel. When she 
came back inside, the pain still hadn’t subsided. She began to wonder whether it might be caused by something other 
than cigarette withdrawal. 

She went outside again and walked for five minutes to the stoplight where she and Rose had stood earlier that night. 
En route she did a Google search on her iPhone for nature conservatories, and found the number of a place that said 
they helped resuscitate wild animals that had been badly hurt. From a distance she saw the street light, the storm 
drain, the prickly heap in front of it. 

Selena walked up to the prickly heap and prodded it with the sole of her white leather boot. It didn’t move. Its quills 
had fallen limp so it looked cuter than when it was living.  

She wanted to think it looked more at peace, but she couldn’t tell.  

Just feelings. Just pride. No such thing as right and wrong anymore. This is what Selena reminded herself when she 
was worried she might not have made a right choice. Rescuing roadkill had just felt wrong. (A low thing to do. 
Lame.) So the porcupine had passed away. But she was too proud to feel guilty about it. All she could do was buck up 
and move forward. She smoked a cigarette on her way back to the motel. 

… 

Pride must be anathema to junkies. The worst drugs drained you of every molecular fleck of pride left in your system 
and taught you to get used to an undignified way of life. Get used to prostrating yourself for drugs and money and a 
place to sleep at night. That’s what school and her parents and exposure to rehab mantras had taught Valerie. But at 
this stage (and this close to the dope) she felt that pride was the only thing that spurred her to cop some. Find a way. 
She’d gotten so used to fucking up that she’d begun to embrace it: The deeper the better. As dark as she could take. 
Until she invited others to fuck her the only thing she could control was how fully she fucked herself. And right now 
she felt if she didn’t use dope she would fail at being a fuck-up—and then? 

Back to New York. New job. New semester.  

Not much beauty there. Beauty here. In the Vancouver streets, where the feral stares of drug addicts followed Valerie 
down the sidewalk and sized her up as either predator or prey. And still she felt at peace. Through veins in a thin 
shroud of clouds the sun shot life into a city that was barely breathing; humans encased in blankets rolled over like 
molting larvae. It was too early in the day for the homeless to get their hit so most were in a state of sleep-deprived 
desperation that hardened their looks. The lack of empathy in their eyes made them seem dead, and Valerie felt 
strangely like she was walking through an exhibit of stuffed bugs. It was a lonely place to be. She searched left and 
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right for someone mammalian and found a guy crossing the street before honking traffic, dragging a brown-and-black 
striped pitbull on a leash. He was in his forties at least, with a svelte sickly frame with scabs on it that suggested to 
Valerie that he’d overdone it on the dope.  

The guy began speaking to Valerie. Like his face, his voice seemed gentle and harmless but also near death. “You 
lost? I seen you three times now, walking up and down the streets. And you look lost to me.”  

Valerie stopped and set her eyes on the pitbull instead of the man. She always got nervous giving eye contact to 
strangers; if she saw something she didn’t want to see, it was hard to escape the exchange. She gave the pitbull a pat 
on the head. The dog seemed cleaner than most of the humans she had seen, which she thought reflected nicely on 
this guy’s caretaking skills.  

“That’s Halo,” said the man. “And my name’s Heath.”  

“I’m Valerie.” 

Their handshake took place directly above a puddle that was filled with used needles like a junkie’s kitchen sink.  

“This isn’t the best part of town to be lost in.” 

“No. Gastown ain’t a good place to be lost,” said Heath. “If you like I can walk with you for a while.” 

Valerie decided she could trust the guy based on the gentleness of his handshake. So she gave him the cross streets of 
the hostel she’d booked. Heath insisted on carrying the duffle bag Valerie had been lugging on her shoulder. As they 
walked, Heath spoke nonstop in a sort of crazed banter. That morning he must have mixed some crack into his dope. 

“I used to be a dealer ‘round here! You know, until just last week I was rich. It ain’t hard to get rich in these parts. 
You’ll meet some of the dumbest fuckin’ fools of your life! Aha! Did you know I’ve got three degrees from 
university? Ain’t that something? … And do you know how bored I get? Probably why I started the dope. I’ve only 
been like this a year, honest. I just started all this. A year ago if you would have asked me to try dope I would have 
said never … And I never should have started cause I’ve just lost everything! Government took it all. House. Money. 
Lost my family too. ‘Cept for my son, he’s too young to know a thing about the drugs. Not even two years old, and 
he’s beautiful. He just won a pageant for babies! Getting paid to do a Huggies commercial. I’m so proud of him I’ve 
been tellin’ everyone. Love my son so much. Love his mother too but she won’t have nothin’ to do with me … I’ve 
started treatment this week. For her. ‘Cause she ordered me. So I went to tell my parents. Was lookin’ for support, you 
know? And guess what they said. ‘Get outta my house you grimy piece of shit, blah blah blah!’” 

“Ulch,” said Valerie. “Sounds terrible.” 

Heath grinned a bit like he felt validated. “So Valerie, what brings you to Gastown?” 

“Actually. I came to try dope.” 

Heath’s pupils narrowed. The mere mention of the drug altered his affect noticeably. He pulled Valerie to the side of 
the sidewalk and lowered his voice. “I’m not kidding when I tell you this shit ain’t to be messed with.” 

“Oh I know, I’ve had people telling me that since Kindergarten in the hood. But I’ve thought about it, believe me. 
I’ve been depressed for so long that the idea of trying dope is the only thing that gets me off my ass anymore,” 
Valerie explained. “If I don’t try it with you it’s just gonna be with someone else." 
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Heath sighed heavily. “But you can only do it twice! First time you get sick. Second time’s good. But the third time, 
you’re hooked. So two times is enough. You hear me?” 

“Yep.” 

Heath led Valerie to a small garden on a corner inhabited by drug addicts with shopping carts and sleeping bags 
pulled over trees like makeshift tents. A big man with a shaggy gray beard was shouting to himself and pacing in 
circles. (Santa Claus on crack, literally—thought Valerie.) A woman who looked like a taxidermied skeleton wearing 
a wig sat on the ground and snorted something from the palm of her hand. In a nearby folding chair sat a Columbian 
man wearing a vest over a long-sleeved camouflage shirt with hands and legs folded, calmly observing the junkies 
like he was birdwatching. Heath gestured toward the man. “This is Clayton. A friend of mine. And the stuff he’s got is 
always good. Don’t ever shoot up anything that’s vivid white or pink, by the way. How much money you got on 
you?” 

Valerie handed him twenty Canadian dollars. Heath crumpled the money in his fist and walked over to Clayton. With 
one hand he handed him the money; with the other he took the dope, which Clayton pulled from one of the pockets of 
his birdwatching vest. Heath came back with two tiny stamp-sized bags made of cellophane. He put the dope in 
Valerie’s palm and folded her fingers over it.  

With the bags in her hand Valerie felt a shift in her experience of time similar to the feeling she got when shooting an 
important scene for a film. It was like time had stopped, or significantly slowed, and every small step she took was 
more important than usual. Simultaneously she felt a surge in power and a sudden loss of it—like she had full control 
of every move she made but also belonged to a scene that had been slated from the day she was born. Valerie put the 
drugs in the pocket of her jacket and zipped it up securely. She turned to Heath, who seemed to be watching her 
closely. “I want to drop off my bag first, okay?”  

“Good idea,” he said. “There’s a nice park near where you and I are headed.” 

… 

It was near 3PM when Valerie finally took a seat on a dusty knoll in Victory Square for her first shot of dope. The 
park felt innocent that day, packed with tourists and college students who Valerie hoped weren’t watching as Heath 
dumped powder into a deep dish spoon and used a lighter to heat it from below. It was probably obvious from how 
young and healthy Valerie looked compared to other junkies that she hadn’t done this before. She was aware of a 
woman slightly older than her in a black blouse and jean skirt, sitting on a bench with a talkative man carrying a 
guitar case, watching the proceedings over his shoulder with a concerned look that seemed to say “don’t do it hoe.”  

“Now you’re just gonna feel a little sting. Then it’ll take a second. It’s normal to suddenly want a shag.” 

“What’s that mean,” Valerie asked.  

“It means it’s normal to get a bit wet.” 

“Oh.” 

Heath took her left arm in his hand and found a vein near the middle. He pulled out the nozzle of the syringe. Valerie 
watched as her own blood filled the piston and was surprised by how dark it was. It looked less red than crimson. She 
turned away and saw the woman on the park bench looking at her.  
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She turned back and saw Heath pressing on the needle. She looked until he pulled it out of her skin.  

It was looks that made Valerie want release from the life she felt locked in. Mostly looks. Looks that felt insulting. 
Insults about her looks. Memories of looks. The look her father had in his eyes when she lived with him. A look that 
made her feel molested even though he never touched her once. The same look that had killed her mom. (Her last 
words had been “shut the door sweetie.” The only thing that mattered to her was that she die without being watched.) 
Looks were the reason Valerie spent all her time alone. Looks made her run away from people and push them away. 
Looks made her choose dope. Dope would never look at Valerie and leave her. Dope got inside of her. And when she 
felt it in waves that weakened her, it was such a relief. 

Her life was already mapped out for her. Or she had mapped it out herself. One or the other but she had a general 
sense of how it would turn out. Usually her sense of the future came in waves. Usually she surprised herself. Once in 
a while someone else surprised her. Usually they let her down.  

It came in waves, and like predicting a storm it was hard to get the timing right. Always a chance it would end up 
better or worse. That probably depended on others.  

But the life she had planned for herself (or that was planned for her) was tough to talk about.  

“Are you feeling it? You haven’t said hardly a thing.”  

“Oh yes. I’m just quiet.” 

… 

Valerie didn’t get looks from her dad until she was about twelve. That’s when they started. When she would get 
dressed to go out—not naked, just putting on a coat by the front door—he would watch her in a way that felt covetous 
and ask,“Are you going somewhere?” 

“To the store.” 

At the store, she would cry. Her favorite place to cry was Walgreens. No one bothered her.  

Mirrors bothered her. At home, when Valerie looked at her face in a mirror, she would often feel scared. Sometimes 
she felt “witchy” but she actually preferred that to feeling unremarkable, which is how her father made her feel. If her 
dad was in the house she avoided mirrors altogether. She feared them the same way she feared his dark stares.  

The first time someone told her she was beautiful, Valerie was fourteen. “I just wish you knew how beautiful you 
are,” Selena had said to Valerie in front of a bathroom mirror at their high school. Valerie had turned and given Selena 
a look, like, who the fuck are you talking to. Selena had smiled and shaken her head.  

Valerie took for granted that Selena knew she was gorgeous, but it wasn’t that simple.  

“You have to take care of yourself,” Selena used to tell Valerie when she looked worse than she had to.  

So she made more of an effort. Selena noticed it too. Valerie started brushing her hair and wearing nicer clothes. For 
Selena, she took care of herself. Together they wore cute outfits to school.  
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Around Selena, she felt a peculiar flux of female emotion. It was like she had a choice: between a state of feral 
bitchiness, or a more nurturing part of herself. To be honest she was envious of how beautiful she was. She wanted to 
be her. And yet she also wanted to belong to her as a friend. She wondered if Selena knew that, and she used her 
power over Valerie to manipulate her. She decided not to think about it too much.  

On heroin, Valerie didn’t feel cute. She felt dark and intense.  

“You’re beautiful, Valerie. Like a fucking angel.”  

Heath took her head in his hands and kissed her on the forehead.  

Then he helped her to her feet. “Come on a walk, I’ll show you the ropes.” 

She followed Heath up West Hastings Street, where they ran into an Asian guy in colored skinny jeans. “That guy’s 
father is a global drug lord. He sells China White. It’s great shit.”  

Valerie said she wanted to try it. He bought some. 

They ended up in a public garden not far from West Hastings, where Heath shot dope into Valerie’s veins for the 
second time that day. He was right: China White was great. They went to a store and Valerie got a small box of 
Cracker Jacks. She ate the caramel corn: it tasted great. She and Heath each put it in an earbud from a pair that Heath 
had taken from a drugstore. They listened to Rihanna: she sounded great. The closing of their day took place at a 
beach five minute from West Hastings, where Valerie heaved in the sand, then covered her throw-up with sand, then 
heaved (and covered it) again and again so many times she couldn’t keep track. Heath rubbed her back soothingly 
while she heaved. At one point he had to take a break.  

“You’re givin' me blue balls and I’m hardly even touchin' ya!! I’ve never had it hurt this bad before…” 

“Sorry,” said Valerie. 

He took a cold swim. 

When she returned to the hostel that night, Valerie took a shower. She took a shower and wept, and sat down on the 
floor of the shower, and wept and looked up at the shower head and said thank you that her first experience had been 
such a good one. Seriously good. She realized how genuinely wet she was. 
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[Lay lady] 

At the airport, sipping an Applebee’s martini, Rose was trying to figure out whether it was love or something else that 
made people do such fucked up things. Specifically to people in their families. She was thinking about how her 
mother Brenda had trained her to be obsessed with weight. She had trained her daughters to memorize calories. 
Brenda had quizzed Rose and her sister on calories at meals, starting when they were just little girls: how many 
calories are in this hard-boiled egg? this grape? this mid-sized breast of chicken? Now Rose was sitting across from 
her friend Selena and staring at the Applebee’s menu, and she was reminded of back then. She couldn’t decide what 
to eat. All she saw when she looked at the small pictures of food were numbers. Numbers in the hundreds and 
thousands. Numbers of calories.  

Her most traumatic memory involving her mom and the whole weight thing was of a family meal when Rose was 
fifteen. That was her fat phase. (“We all have a fat phase,” said Selena as Rose told her this tale.) At dinner Rose 
stood up to get seconds of the spaghetti her younger sister had prepared for the family. Her mother Brenda did a 
mocking gesture with her finger that mimicked vomiting. “Is that what you want me to do, Mom? Go upstairs to the 
bathroom and make myself puke?” Rose asked. 

Her mom didn’t say anything. Just shrugged and smirked. Her younger sister started laughing.  

And that was the night her bulimia started. It lasted until her twenties. Rose stopped for a while, but then it got worse. 
She got so skinny that it looked like she was dying. She didn’t consume anything but Diet Coke and chewing gum; 
when mixed, it worked as a laxative. She grew so addicted to gum that she chewed over seven packs per night when 
doing homework. She decided to drop Calculus because all she could do in the margins of her homework was 
calculate the number of calories she had consumed on each individual day for the past week, using complex 
equations. At the end of her third year of boarding school, Rose had to be hospitalized and put on pills because she 
fainted on a treadmill at the school gym. After that, she gained enough weight that she looked somewhat healthy. But 
there had never been a time of her life (since age fifteen) when she didn’t look underweight. It affected her 
friendships with other women, because women noticed she was anorexic and didn’t want to say anything. Except for 
her mom. Her mom always made sure to comment on her weight when she visited home in upstate New York. She 
was proud of Rose when she looked too skinny.  

When Rose was living at home, she felt like she was in hell. If that wasn’t hell, then hell must be a room with four 
mirrors for walls and fluorescent ceiling lights that never turned off. That must be the tenth circle that Dante didn’t 
write about, because he was a man.  

Rose was suspicious of women who told everyone they “just had a big heart.” 

That’s how her mom had rationalized the whole weight thing. She said she wanted Rose to be beautiful because she 
loved her. And she wanted her to be as happy as possible. So she taught her how to keep her weight down. But Rose 
suspected it had to do with something a bit more unsavory than pure love.  

Rose’s mother Brenda was a Mormon. And a devout one at that. She went to Church three times a week and taught 
classes to girls about how to be good Mormons. She ran a free therapy service out of one of the Church classrooms on 
Fridays, for girls to air their grievances with God in a peaceful environment. She planned charities and potlucks and 
occasionally gave speeches at Church. She raised her girls not to say the G-word in vain. And she did all this because 
(according to her own self-description) she “just had a big heart.”  
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But in Rose’s experience it was women who told everyone they were “bitches” or “dead inside” who had the hearts 
worth fighting for. They were just mean to protect themselves, because hearts worth fighting for tend to get plucked 
out and fucked over by haters. 

“Oh my fucking god,” said Selena. 

“What.” 

“I think she actually did it.” 

“What?” 

Selena had her iPhone out. She handed it to Rose. It was open to a page on Valerie’s website where she posted her 
goofy comedy videos, among other things—like photographs. She had put up picture of herself in bed with a sinister 
look in her eyes and the caption: “Dope dreams last night.” Next to the caption was an Emoji of a syringe with blood 
dripping out of it.  

“You think she did heroin?” said Rose. “There’s no proof of that, Selena.” 

“I don’t need fucking proof! I can just tell.” 

“How?” 

“By the look in her eyes.” 

Rose took another look at the picture. “She does look dead inside, doesn’t she.” 

“Should we do something?” asked Selena. She sounded genuinely concerned. In her mind a less savory set of 
questions had formed: is that spiteful narcissistic cunt trying to kill herself, how dare she, what the fuck is wrong with 
her? And what compelled me to look at her stupid fucking website? Does this have to do with the dream? 

At that momet, the waiter arrived at the table. Rose slid the iPhone back to Selena. 

“What can I get for you ladies?” asked the waiter. He was tall and in his fifties with a mustache and bolo tie that made 
Rose think he dreamed of being a cowboy as a boy, but ended up a waiter at an airport.  

There was a long silent pause before Rose stepped in and ordered.  

“Can we have two steak salads with dressing on the side?” 

Selena had planned to order a real Applebee’s steak (not the salad version), but she was too distracted by the dope 
selfie of Valerie still pulled up on her phone. She asked herself another important (and valid) question: is this some 
sort of sick joke? 

She glanced up at the waiter. His name tag read: Blake.   

It seemed like the painful memories were the ones that stuck, but there were plenty of memories with Valerie that put 
Selena in a better mood, automatically, simply by thinking about them. Valerie used to co-opt Selena on some wicked 
little missions. Shortly after they met, when Valerie was fourteen and Selena was eighteen, Valerie got her older 
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friend involved in a ploy to bring down some of the alleged girl bullies at their school—who weren’t always the 
smartest. She made two fake MySpace accounts using photographs of hot male actors near their age who had only 
been in one or two movies. (The actors’ names: Alex Pettyfer and Cody Linley.) Then she came up with new names 
for the boys and, using movie screenshots that looked more like personal photos, designed a made-up account for 
each of them. She named one of the boys “Blake” and gave Selena his account password. Meanwhile Valerie’s 
designated fake account was named “Darren.” She also gave them fake e-mails. On MySpace, Blake and Darren 
friended girls from their high school by sending messages along these lines: “Hey.    had a kickass time w u @ that 
party last weekend ;)  wanna gchat?” The girls from their high school usually fell for it because they got so shit-faced 
at parties they never remembered who they had met. So Valerie and Selena pretended to be Darren and Blake and 
copied and pasted conversations with girls at their high school that lasted several hours, or days, or weeks into their 
own private instant message chains. The conversations were always amusing. Once or twice Darren and/or Blake got 
a girl’s phone number. During the school day, Valerie and Selena met up and texted the girl discreetly (pretending to 
be the guy) and then watched the girls react to their texts in the lunch room or in class. The girls usually looked 
deeply apathetic while texting but then would snap to life when they got a new text from Darren and/or Blake. Selena 
and Valerie used to almost pee their pants laughing. The whole project was really messed up but so hilarious that it 
cured Valerie and Selena’s dysthymia for a while. But it fell through when the actor whose picture was used on 
Blake’s fake account had a cameo on an episode of Hannah Montana. Then all the girls recognized him as the actor 
and felt betrayed. Their last messages were often something along the lines of: wtf is wrong w u. But they never found 
out it was Valerie and Selena doing the talking. They always assumed it was a boy. Sometimes when Selena described 
the story to other girls (like Rose) their reaction was: “That’s meeean.”  

“How is it mean?” asked Selena. “It’s fucking funny.” 

“I suppose you should preserve your guilt for more important things.”  

Guilt was funny, Rose thought, because she couldn’t tell if it was real or fake. She couldn’t tell if feeling guilty was 
something that humans were trained to feel as kids and could be untrained to feel as adults. (She hoped so.) Recently 
she had heard a lot about how guilt was “a man-made emotion” that was “fake” and “a waste of time.” (This is what 
Selena had told her.) But she thought there must be such a thing as guilt that was valid. Guilt that was real. That’s 
why people always started confessing stuff without being asked to confess. (Rose was a good listener. She was used 
to being confessed to.)  

“What’s worth feeling guilty about,” said Selena. “I can’t think of anything.” 

“Who knows,” said Rose. She cleaned off her drink. 

The guilt that seemed most valid to Rose was guilt about hurting family and friends. That’s why religious people were 
“good” in ways that appeared grand: to absolve themselves of guilt about hurting those closest to them. That’s just 
how guilt worked. She thought it was probably unconscious, most of the time, the way people handled their guilt by 
going to Church. To Rose at least, the way her mother Brenda handled her guilt she was obvious: She was constantly 
nice. She did public services for the well-being for others. She was well-liked in the neighborhood.  

But at home, Brenda was a bitch to her daughters. Brenda didn’t love her girls at home like she loved the other 
Mormons at Church. That’s another reason Rose trusted women who told other people they were “bitches” or even 
“sinners.” These women probably would have made better mothers than her own. 

A pair of steak salads arrived at the table. Rose suddenly wished she had ordered a real Applebee’s steak.  

“Let’s get another round,” said Selena.  
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Rose nodded and picked at her salad. 

“Of martinis. Not food.” 

… 

She was sickened by such sheer amounts of female hubris. And such vanity. Sickened. Nobody was as special as they 
seemed. In fact, nobody was special. She gave every girl in the group equal treatment. And then here comes this girl 
who thinks she’s so gosh damn special… How dare this girl come into her life and steal it from me… who the fuck is 
this girl?  

“Sorry but I don’t know who you’re talking about,” Rose said groggily. She kept lapsing in and out of sleep on a long 
drive from JFK airport to White Plains, New York. Her mother Brenda was driving; Rose sat in the passenger’s seat. 
In the backseat, Rose’s little sister Cleo seemed to have also just woken from a fragmentary slumber. Now she 
covered her face with a sweatshirt like she wanted to go back out of consciousness. 

“A girl in my class at the church. She mouths off to me. She swears!” 

“Oh boy.” Rose stared out the window at a field with cows in it. She snapped a picture on her phone. In the frame, she 
caught both the cows and her sister sleeping with a sweatshirt over her face. Holy cow this must be hell, she wrote as 
a caption before posting the photo to her Instagram. She wanted her followers to know she was back home.  

Rose’s public performance of her life on the internet took up an awful lot of time and headspace, but that’s because 
she was good at it. She had thirty-three thousand followers on both Twitter and Instagram, and she knew it was 
because she was careful about how she presented herself. On Twitter, she only posted articles if they were timely and 
well-written. On Instagram, she only posted pics that were flattering. (Most pics were flattering because she was 
pretty.) On Tumblr, when taking questions from fans she put in time to make meaningful responses. But where self-
presentation was concerned, there came a whole crop of moral questions she’d never learned about as a girl in church
—for example, was she exploiting her family to create a compelling online narrative? Not really, she thought. 
Everything I post is honest, if not somewhat embellished. And even then it’s for the sake of clarity, so followers don’t 
get confused. Still Rose often wondered where to draw the line when it came to private versus public info. People 
she’d never even met knew, like, everything about her. But they didn’t really know her. None of them did. Only her 
closest friends and family really knew her, right?  

The van went past another field full of cows. This time Rose didn’t snap a picture on her phone. She stared out the 
window and was reminded of that one girl who made a suicide film, named Valerie. From Valerie’s private rants on 
Twitter, she knew her favorite animal was cows. 

Rose wondered what her life would be like if she had never been exposed to Valerie—and vice versa. On Valerie’s 
end, it used to feel somewhat alienating to be a young writer who actually gave a shit about style and syntax. (In those 
departments she still felt threatened by Rose.) Valerie came across plenty of women in New York who introduced 
themselves as journalists, essayists, novelists, creative non-fictionists, et cetera. Usually she’d go home and read their 
stuff and feel bored. But once every few blue moons she found a writer to be reckoned with. Rose’s writing was 
momentous had a fucking voice. She had such high standards for herself it made Valerie scared to mess up in front of 
her. That had already happened once, when Valerie tried to summarize an essay of hers on Wikipedia. She would 
probably mess up a few times more in front of Rose. (Not to mention Rose had standards for style beyond writing. 
Like clothing style and maintaining swagger. She kept the bar high.) In general Valerie looked up to Rose and was 
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inspired by her. That said, a big point of this book is for Valerie to air some grievances before she goes dark for a 
while. (Really dark.) So here goes.  

Before Valerie stopped looking to them, Rose and Selena called her unattractive and unintelligent on their Instagrams 
and Twitters. It was no big deal, but it happened more than once. From then on Valerie was scared to go on their sites. 
She felt badly hurt. She had a hard time forgiving Selena and Rose for that one. She knew she didn’t look the best in 
her movie, but she had allowed herself to be seen. She wanted some credit for how courageous that had been. Instead 
she was showered with flack. It hurt her in an under-the-skin way that was actually more painful than getting 
poisoned by impure heroin. 

“You’ll be sleeping in the room with Cleo. I put new sheets on the twin bed that I found on sale. 2200-thread count, 
nice ones. Your father and I have stopped sleeping in the same room, so I’m afraid your bed is taken. That’s where 
your father sleeps now.” 

“You still haven’t separated?” 

“Well I don’t wanna get a divorce. That’s no good. I have personal standards to preserve,” said Brenda. 

Rose sighed. She was disappointed that she would have to share a room. She’d been hoping for some privacy to work 
on her piece about immigration. Now she would have to look after Cleo, who didn’t seem to be doing well.  

Rose turned to her little sister. “Do you want to go out to Perkins later?” There was a 24-hour Perkins in the area 
where they used to get pancakes in the middle of the night as kids. 

Cleo liked when her older sister came back, because she could start eating again.  

“Sure.”  

With a sullen expression, she lugged one of Rose’s suitcases up three wooden stairs and through the front door of 
their humble White Plains crib. It was a small home but not impoverished, painted blue on the outside with gray 
window panels. Rose stood at the foot of the stairs and waited for her mom to walk ahead of her. For some reason, 
she felt nervous to go in. 

“Your sister’s met a young man,” said Brenda on her way through the front door. 

Rose remained silent.   

Brenda held the door for her daughter as she came inside the house. Rose had the sense she was stepping into an old 
memory. The place looked brighter than she remembered. Too bright. “I took down the venetian blinds,” her mom 
explained. “We needed some light in here.”  

Rose’s dad came in from the kitchen, where he’d been preparing scrambled egg whites. Rose recalled an e-mail from 
home, in which her mother had mentioned that he was diagnosed with high cholesterol. “Hey You,” he said now. He 
gave Rose a hug and pat on the back. 

“Happy Father’s Day, Dad.” 

Rose’s father, to be quite real, was a dork. Right now he was wearing a turquoise polo and cargo shorts that were too 
tight on him. It was endearing—sort of. It also annoyed Rose. Now, her mom Brenda had some style. She’d definitely 
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give her that much. It got better as she aged. Classier. She was also unsvelte, which made it all-the-more confusing to 
Rose why her mom had done such a thorough job of infiltrating her daughters’ psyches with evil calorie cops.  

She knew her mom thought she was a nice woman. And she was never deliberately cruel. Just, perhaps, a bit 
insensitive.  

“Ralph, I don’t think those pants are the right size,” she said now. “Or the polo.” She did a gesture with her arms 
around her own waist, as if she was adjusting an inner tube. Then laughed. 

“That’s so mean,” Rose said. 

“It’s not mean Rose. I think you need a new definition of mean. I’m trying to help your dad because I love him! Isn’t 
that right Ralph?” 

“Then why aren’t you sleeping in the same bed.” 

Her dad kept silent. He left the room to eat his scrambled egg whites. 

In her first few years out of White Plains, while studying at Barnard, Rose spent a fair amount of time hunting for a 
great therapist in the city. She spoke to about five different therapists, to hear their insights on her family. Every 
therapist’s reaction to certain of her mom’s behaviors was about the same: oh… my god. Sometimes they’d raise a 
hand to their face. They always sounded shocked, even scared, which is saying a lot since (Rose assumed) most 
therapists in New York had been exposed to some batshit crazy stuff by that time. At her college, mandatory health 
questionnaires would often ask Rose questions along these lines: have you ever been verbally abused, threatened, 
and/or felt unsafe in a relationship? Rose would automatically think back on her mom.  

She’d circle: “yes.” 

Once Rose was on a Skype call with Selena, while visiting White Plains for the holidays. Rose stepped offscreen to 
use the bathroom and ended up having an argument with her mom in the hallway that Selena definitely overheard. 
She was mad at her daughter for excommunicating herself from the Mormon religion. Rose was like, “chill.” Her 
mom did the opposite. She started screaming and throwing shit. Rose was mortified; she knew Selena was listening. 
She needn’t have worried, though, because Selena was the type of friend who, if anything, was impressed with a 
woman whose insanity was of the same caliber as her own. And Rose’s mom seemed possibly crazier than she was. 
Selena’s response was as follows. 

“Damn.” 

There was another incident involving a boy Rose met, in her second year of college at Barnard. She really liked this 
boy. He was a folk musician. But they only went out on a couple dates. Rose used to talk to her mom on the phone 
fairly often. She told her mom about the folk musician. (“I really like him Mom,” Rose said.) Her mom kept a close 
watch on her daughters, and liked to know who they were going out with. She kept such a close watch that she would 
do Google background checks. She would scour their Facebooks and Instagrams and any other social media for any 
incriminating material. One time, while doing one of her signature background checks, Rose’s mom looked up the 
folk musician on Facebook while still logged into her own account. And she accidentally friended the folk musician. 
The folk musician got freaked out. He and Rose stopped talking. Rose never saw the folk musician again.  

Needless to say this was upsetting for Rose. She got mad at her mom. (“It’s actually my worse nightmare,” Rose said 
in the aftermath.) But, eventually she told her mom: “I forgive you.” Brenda was big-into forgiveness. She also was 
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big-into protecting her daughters from harmful men, she explained in her own defense. (“I’m overprotective,” she 
said, “because I love you.”) Maybe that’s why it happened a second time, with a new boy. The new boy was a 
creative non-fictionist. Rose and him used to have bomb-ass intellectual chats about novels and obscure eras of 
journalism and how fiction and nonfiction “weren’t that different” in their shared opinion. This time Rose was hip to 
her mother’s stalking habits—so she made sure not to share the boy’s name so he couldn’t be stalked on Google. 
However she did once mention to her mom, “I met a boy I like.” That’s all she said. But it was a grave mistake. Her 
mom still found a way to track down the boy’s name—by looking at Rose’s phone bill, typing the number into 
Google, then finding his website (featuring articles by him) and clicking on links. Rose found out about this when her 
mom started spouting opinions in front of the extended family that sounded a bit too… well-read… at an Easter 
dinner. She recognized the opinions from the creative-nonfiction boy’s articles. And she called her mom out on it. 

“Mom… have you been reading articles by the guy I’ve been going out with? Just be honest.” 

“Excuse me? How dare you accuse me of that!! I’ve never even heard of James.”  

Rose broke up with James for reasons unrelated to her mom’s stalking habits. Their bond was more intellectual than 
sexual, and the relationship fizzled out on its own accord. But Rose still felt scared of her mom’s shocking potential 
to cock block. 

All this said, Rose was really close to her mom growing up. In middle school and high school, she used to have 
conversations with her mom that lasted over an hour. Sometimes they would last two or three hours, if they really got 
rolling. Her mom did most of the talking, and often gave decent advice, given her experience with girls of all ages at 
the Church. (Not to mention she had a sense of humor sharper than the Sword of Laban.) Rose missed those days. 
Now she rarely called home. She had grown into an independent and quite ambitious woman, and didn’t want her 
weird Mormon family to mess with her future. If she did call home, it was to ask for money—and Rose’s mom 
always came through. She helped Rose pay off her student loans. She helped Rose pay rent, if she ever needed help. 
Did this make her mom trustworthy? As a financial benefactor, no doubt. Rose knew she owed much of her success, 
so far in her life, to the unyielding involvement of her mom. But then there was the other side. She had boundary 
issues. She did not give Rose the freedom to love whomever she chose. She had to “approve of” the boys after 
stalking them on the internet. 

The unusual thing about the online stalking was the her mom never looked at her own daughter’s social media. Like, 
never. Even though Rose had all those websites, and she sometimes posted stuff that her mom might not “approve 
of.” The stalking was only with boys. Sometimes Rose wondered if the reason her mom was so intensely involved 
with Rose’s love-relationships was because she was controlling and covetous, and wanted to sabotage her 
relationships. Maybe she wasn’t protective at all, let alone overprotective or nurturing. Rose sometimes grew 
paranoid that her mom liked to see her suffer. In subtle ways, she felt bullied at home. She passed it off as her mom 
being insensitive, and unaware of it. 

“Rose, I noticed your skin’s cleared up. It looks so much better! Did you use the face lotion I sent you?” 

“No… I think it always gets better in the summer.” Rose felt her heart get tense. She was worried her mom would go 
further, and she wouldn’t be able to cope with it. 

“And your haircut! Wow, I like it that way.”   

Rose sighed and looked down. “Thank you.” 
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She told her mom she had to change her feminine hygiene product, then went up and visited Cleo in their bedroom. 
Cleo was lying down, thinking, it appeared. She had a look in her eyes like a suffering animal, and one hand on her 
stomach. She sat up when Rose came in and said, “Hey.”  

Rose noticed that her sister was wearing a black tank top that had belonged to her in high school, with a red bandana 
tied around her neck. She had a full head of hair, the color of copper, which she sometimes sprayed into a slight 
beehive. Cleo had swag. 

“How are things,” Rose asked, glancing around the room. The room looked vaguely messy but not tragic. Just how 
Cleo liked it.  

“I don’t know. I have a headache,” Cleo said. 

“What kind of head pain, like… you know. A single headache can have many movements and variations.” 

“Rose, what the fuck are you saying. I really feel like shit, okay?” 

Rose exhaled through her nose, softly, in a way that struck Cleo as empathetic. She moved to the edge of Cleo’s bed. 
They sat. 

“You have a new boyfriend.” 

Cleo frowned. “Did mom tell you that.” 

“Mhm,” said Rose.  

“Lord help us.”  

Their mom had found her way upstairs. She stood and peered in the door of their room, which had been left slightly 
open. “Rose, I was wondering if you wanted to try on some clothes I bought for you.” 

Oh another thing. Throughout her time in college, Rose’s mom used to send her packages that contained clothes that 
were too small. Plus Adderall. Plus several packs of chewing gum. And face lotion.  

“Sure. Leave them there and I’ll try them on when I decide to,” said Rose. 

She never tried on the clothes. 

… 

Yes, it was true. Rose had excommunicated herself from Mormonism. But she wants to clarify some things regarding 
her present spiritual position. First of all, she’s not an atheist. However she is wary of the merits of the level of God-
worship her mom had her wrapped up in. She thinks it’s somehow patriarchal, though she’s not about to assign “the 
man upstairs” a gender. Second, she thinks it’s important to give thanks once in a while. Throw some shade to the 
artists and friends and lovers who have helped you on the way. Of all the habits she inherited from her mother, the 
one she held closest—in a completely non-sarcastic way—was the habit of writing gratitude lists. Her mom used to 
have her write down every letter of the alphabet on a list. Then go down the list and write something she was thankful 
for. One thing per letter. Rose still did this whenever she felt depressed or scared or alone. It had a calming effect. 
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[Parasols] 

Valerie had this one woman writer she looked up to so much it hurt. The woman writer was forty years older than her 
and named Raven. She was a great poet and novelist. Like Valerie, she was a Capricorn. That was something Valerie 
had always been proud of: her astrological sign. They say Capricorns have difficult childhoods but then end up 
stronger. For Valerie, it was one of the things that made life feel worth living to its finale, without giving up on life 
first. The fact that she’d been born a Capricorn.  

At night, several hours after Valerie had first tried heroin, she listened to a recorded audiobook read aloud by Raven. 
Because of the drug still in her system, Valerie had been throwing up for hours. She couldn’t fall asleep. She wanted a 
private moment. That’s when she turned on the audiobook.  

It calmed her. Valerie felt better right away.  

She thought this must be how it felt to be read to by a mother. Not her biological mother, but a completely different 
mom. She imagined the woman writer on the audiobook was her mother. Valerie fell asleep. 

… 

Raven came offstage and ran her hands through her hair. From the wings of an auditorium at the Brooklyn Academy 
of Music, where she had just conducted an interview with another novelist in front of a large crowd, she took one last 
look around the orchestra pit. She was trying to find a girl who had been in the third row. Maybe the girl had left; she 
hoped. The girl had been watching her with such a sad doggish stare. Normally this wouldn’t have bothered Raven, 
but the girl had looked so much like Frank.  

She probably had just been thinking about Frank, and projected his memory onto the girl. Raven couldn’t admit to 
people that she missed him. She had a public image to protect.  

“Do you have a Sharpie on you? If not, I’ll go find you one as soon as possible.” A lady with a headset led the woman 
writer down a long hallway toward the lobby of BAM, where Raven was to sign books for her followers.  

“There’s no need. I have a Sharpie of my own.” 

Raven was placed at a table in the lobby, alongside the novelist she had interviewed onstage. She wasn’t a fan of the 
novelist’s writing style, but she had been supportive in front of the crowded auditorium. She didn’t want to be 
remembered as unfriendly. 

A line had formed to sign copies of her new book. Most people brought copies of older texts, which she was happy to 
sign. Some of her fans looked at her like they were about to cry, they respected her so much. (She had a great 
following. She knew that.) She was cordial with them. She signed their books. Usually she rather liked this kind of 
reverential treatment from followers, but tonight it was twisting her nerves. It reminded her of how Frank used to 
treat her; like he was worshipping her.  

It was like smoke, the dance they used to do. The bridge between them simmered sick with exhaust fumes that 
deteriorated their hearts when inhaled. A destructive, ugly dance. As soon as Raven felt ready Frank would dissipate. 
She never wanted him, anyway. And yet his smell remained. That smell. He had this rancid smell like a coastal 
neighborhood, burning—a salty, chemical scent—that would linger in the air even after he left her. She loathed that 
smell. Or maybe she worshipped it, a tiny bit. 
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Well, it varied. But tonight it smelled rank. 

“If you could please have your books open to the title page. Thank you ladies and gentleman,” said the lady with the 
headset to an oncoming dirge of fans in search of autographs and inspirational uplift that she felt in no mood to 
provide. Then she saw the girl again. That girl who had been sitting in the second row, with the sad look. She was 
next up in line. 

“Christ,” Raven said. 

The girl stood before Raven. She was fumbling with an old edition of Raven’s first novel, trying to find the title page. 
Raven watched the girl closely. In front of Raven, she seemed sadly uncoordinated. She dropped the whole on the 
table; it landed with a sullen thunk. 

“Sorry,” the girl said, faintly, like she could hardly get the breath out. 

Raven handed back her autographed book. She gave the girl a stare.  

“Thanks for coming out,” said Raven. 

The girl stepped back and placed a hand on the top of her head, where a black bandana was tied. She edged back a 
few extra paces, still facing Raven, before turning and staring down at her feet as she walked, slowly, underneath a 
red exit sign and out of Raven’s sight.  

Raven, was pissed. 

… 

Valerie liked so few writers and movie directors she even felt lonely in the library. She just didn’t relate to most of 
them. That’s when Selena came along. In the library, they talked about Woody Allen. “I want to make movies like his 
someday,” Valerie said quietly, the way someone says something like it’s a secret because it sounds so far-fetched. 
Selena seemed to get it. She mentioned that her closest friend Rose worked at a film magazine, and wanted to be a 
cinematographer.  

“Rose and I are both fans of this French filmmaker, named Wren,” said Selena. “Have you heard of her?” 

It wasn’t until much later, when Selena and Valerie grew distant, that Valerie went to the library and found movies by 
Wren. She watched them alone in her dorm room, then looked at the ceiling and sighed because the movies had a 
calming effect like being drugged. But unlike being drugged, when she finished she felt so clean. 

Valerie read online that Wren was coming to New York to present a new movie. It was a documentary about losing 
her mom. Valerie reserved a ticket. She wanted to see Wren in person. Not to say anything, only to see. But Wren died 
before Valerie got to see her. It made sense to Valerie, why she killed herself. The few writers and movie directors she 
loved seemed to get it too: Feeling close with Death and far from people.  

She stayed alone in her dorm room. Valerie didn’t want to leave. Except maybe, to see Wren’s movie. 

… 
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There was almost no movement in the life Mike got stuck with. Just a bland amorphous blob of stagnant space. When 
he was sober the blob was a sick and lonely prison. When he was on junk, he was shocked by the neon lights above 
the Junkie McDonald’s on 34th and 7th. (That was his spot. That’s where he sat with a sign and cup and made up to 
$140 dollars a day.) Then the stagnant blob turned to a spinning sphere, and the part of his head where feelings 
festered lit up and ticked like the clock on the Swarovski crystal sign across the street. But when he came down from 
the junk, his whole head melted. The sphere stopped spinning and turned to a blob again. He sat and waited for 
change.  

“Hey Dollar Mike, got any dog food?” he heard a passerby ask him.  

Mike just shook his head, “No.”  

Around his head, Mike wore a bandana at all times, to keep his dirty brown hair from falling in his face. The first 
bandana he ever snatched from a street vendor was black with patterns. He considered it lucky. Mike had been 
wearing it the time he fell out on junk and had to go the hospital. He’d lived.  

The night Valerie first showed up at his spot, she wore a black bandana like his.  

“It’s my lucky doo rag,” she said with a smile that made his head reel so hard he felt deranged. 

Valerie arrived alongside some entitled blonde boy who kept saying, “Dollar Mike, where’s the dope” but Mike didn’t 
even know the kid. He wondered how well the dumbass boy knew Valerie. He decided to take a risk, and scrawled 
her a note on the back of an old receipt from 7-11. “If you wanna get rid of this guy just tell me.” 

As soon as she read it, she turned to him with eyes wide open and slowly nodded, “Yes.” 

Turns out she met the entitled blonde boy on a mid-of-night ramble to find a deserted greasy spoon where she could 
riff in writing about her dope misadventures in Gastown. The blonde boy had literally approached her in the middle 
of the street and started making out with her. Like, beyond face-on-face. Like some jeans-on-short-shorts bullshit, 
without even asking. She told him, “fuck off,” and it seemed to make his desire for her even worse. He asked her if 
she’d ever tried Ecstasy; she said, no, Heroin’s more up my alley. And he said, “I can get you some. I know a guy.” It 
was really that simple. He said “if you get us a cab to 34th Street I can get you some heroin.” And she hailed a taxi. In 
the backseat of the taxi, she stared out the window with glossy eyes while he glommed onto her. That night (right 
before she abandoned the entitled blonde boy) she stole his checkbook and wrote herself a check for $177. If it’s not 
clear yet the bitch writing this book is starting to not-take-shit from nobody. She’s really morphing. She’s in training 
to be some sort of queen bitch of Hell’s Kitchen and Midtown and the whole Times Square umbrella of strip joints 
and men’s clubs and peep shops. Dirty, rank little habitats.  

Valerie and Dollar Mike and the entitled blonde boy went and sat on a platform leading down to the subway at West 
34th Street. Valerie and Dollar Mike started to talk about movies. The blonde boy was falling asleep and not adding 
much to the conversation.“I’ve taken thurrdy eight zzanaaxx in last two dayzz,” he said as he slipped into a slumber, 
on Valerie’s lap, in the subway station at West 34th Street. He looked like a little boy, sleeping, on Valerie’s lap. 
Valerie turned to Dollar Mike; he nodded back at her. She lowered the blonde boy’s head onto the ground. The blonde 
boy didn’t wake up. That’s when she sifted through his pockets and found his checkbook. That’s when Valerie and 
Dollar Mike got up and tried to deposit the check, at Citibank. The check bounced.  

They relocated to the basement of Penn Station. 
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In Penn Station, Valerie ended up chatting with Dollar Mike for a long, long time. About music, mostly. Amy 
Winehouse. How much she loved Amy Winehouse. He loved Kurt Cobain. 

Dollar Mike and Valerie didn’t do heroin that night. They didn’t have the cash. 

… 

Long walks alone under a half-moon. Listening to music. Laughing at her own jokes as if she had a secret crowd. 
Looking up at the half-moon and asking if the other half is still there, somewhere, even though it can’t be seen. Long 
walks alone where the sky falls into focus and she senses that she matters more than the man she just messed with. 
Walks where nothing matters. Walks that make her wonder how she got there. (Who she did. Where she messed up.) 
Long walks she sensed were coming but was scared to say, “I’m certain.” Long walks along pathways lined with ratty 
bird feathers, and cars, and license plates on the cars, containing royal flushes. (The sound of sirens in the distance, 
urging her along.) Walks where she held her arms over her heart as she searched in vain for a Walgreens, crying a 
river, cause she wasn’t sure how long she could handle this alone. 

She settled on a Duane Reade at the end of a long walk that brought her back to Dollar Mike, from a man’s 
apartment, where she’d just passed her first oral test as a certified whore. (She met the man in Penn Station.) At 
Duane Reade, she got toothpaste. She went back to Dollar Mike. Valerie showed him the money: One-sixty in 
twenties. “I stole this off his dresser,” she said. “He only gave me forty. Cheap fuck.” 

Dollar Mike was thrilled. “Sweetheart, you really came through.”  

In the morning, they bought dope. 

… 

Valerie writes this next passage for people she loves, from her childhood and late girlhood and college-hood. They 
probably won’t read it because no one reads her work, but now it sounds like she’s trying to guilt them—and that’s 
not true either. She writes it wondering if they’re mad at her because it’s selfish to do the stuff she’s doing. Risking 
her life, etc. She could be hurting the ones she loves, but not on purpose. Not by accident, exactly; it’s more 
complicated and confusing for her. The reason she’s doing all this evil reckless stuff and writing it down, is so that 
some people she really loves are OK in the short run. And then, Really Good in the long run. She hopes “some 
people” know who they are. (Probably characters in the book. If you got a mention or an allusion then, good.) First: 
she wants to tell some people “thank you” because she doesn’t feel alone when she does stuff. She feels less scared 
too. The reason she’s not alone is that she’s sharing it and some people are taking the time to read it—maybe not in 
real time, but sometime, somewhere. Second: if she didn’t take it this far, and didn’t write with soul, then she 
wouldn’t have some people anymore. It’s her way of bringing some people with her, and not just to entertain. It’s her 
way of guiding them and giving them clues and protecting them someday. If it doesn’t make sense now, then it will. 

… 

Rose’s little sister Cleo was a painter. She was a freshman at RISD. Her latest project was described as controversial 
by professors because she painted nudes of college women who fell on the poor side of the health spectrum. (The 
paintings themselves were beautiful, seriously, she was talented. Talented enough to be great—Rose reminded her 
often.) The college women she tended toward appeared ill, underweight, malnourished. Either that or quite fat. But 
not healthy—never that. They had to be sick-looking. She painted the sick-looking women in mostly green, brown, 
and red hues with helluva lot of chiaroscuro because she was trying to convey violence. The violence that the human 
race had inflicted on Planet Earth. She also pasted dollar bills on her work to look like leaves. (She liked green.) 
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Beyond the reciprocal communion Cleo saw between human behavior and planetary health—she was also was 
fascinated with outer space. She often used imagery of stars and rocket-ships in her work: in these paintings, she 
tended toward silver and gold hues and made her human subjects appear supersonic or godlike, or something like 
that. (Cleo saw the word visually, not verbally, so her work could be challenging to replicate in words.) She knew 
other students—girls, namely—weren’t huge fans of her work. Or at least, they started getting all bitchy to her 
whenever an opening happened, because they didn’t like her “attitude toward women.” They thought she was anti-
women, somehow. But Cleo knew that she wasn’t it. In fact, she was far more fascinated with women as subjects of 
her nude portraits than with men. (Female subjects had more angles to work with. Men always seemed concerned 
with how their cock looked; that’s it.) One of the points embedded in Cleo’s work was that, as Planet Earth grew 
sicker, the human race had to… adjust. People had to be either superhuman, or sub-human—but there wasn’t enough 
middle ground, in Cleo’s opinion. Her most overtly controversial works featured women smeared in menstrual blood 
and feces with silvers knives attached to them as bodily appendages. Sometimes it was tough to tell if the subjects of 
her work fell under the “super” or “sub” human branch. It was meant to be ambiguous.  

In Cleo’s view, super and subhuman weren’t all that different. Both could be equally compelling as long as her 
paintbrush touched on human beauty, raw and/or pure beauty, beauty that didn’t change based on strength or status—
beauty that transcended all that. Superhuman and subhuman were just a mirror on either side of the same problem 
with Planet Earth: imbalance. Greed and destitution had gotten more extreme on either end. She viewed destitution as 
gorgeous; greed as naughty; agony as the fertile source of soulfulness. She loved being mischievously sexual in still-
life paintings of fruit and flowers. 

Cleo thought that obsession with fitness and health had become this, like, big moral thing that caused her to get 
judged harshly for her paintings of sick-looking girls.  

One thing she did not care to paint, was children. 

At Perkins, a young child was crying. Cleo sat across from Rose with manic frenzy spelled out on her face. She kept 
glancing over her left shoulder at this crying kid, and then back at Rose with vengeful eyes. The kid was like, a year 
and a half old. It looked like Cleo wanted to kill the poor thing.  

“How can anyone stand that sound—it’s so horrible!! Ugggh.” She put her hands over her ears and then put her 
whole head on the table, face-down. 

Rose passed a sidelong glance to Xavier, Cleo’s boyfriend—who had decided to join the girls for their Perkins 
excursion after an invitation from Cleo by text. Rose wasn’t thrilled that Xavier had come in the way of their one-on-
one time, but she intended to be nice to Xavier on principle. That said, she wasn’t crazy about him.  

“So you’re an artist too?” 

“Well,” Xavier tilted his head to one side. “That depends on what you mean.” 

By now, Cleo had raised her head from the table. She turned her head left and right—then imagined herself as a little 
red ox!! Rollicking around the room and destroying people who bothered her, including that fucking child—grr! And 
now Cleo knew she must be having a “rage-trip,” (lol.) which is what their mother used to call her roisterous manic 
episodes in which she would get so mad she lost control of herself and do ohhso violent things to her older sister… 
Such as… scratch her so hard she bled!! Or: drop a hardcover copy of The Goblet of Fire on her sister’s head from 
the top of a banister of stairs!!! (This really happened.) Yep!!!! Anger was Cleo’s favorite, most delectable fucking 
drug and when she got mad to the point that she practically breathed fire (just y’all wait) it was the most gorgeous of 
all drugs she’d ever tasted. Long story short, Cleo was secretly psycho. And that, folks, must be why she got freaky 
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with assholes like Xavier, who liked to press a girl’s buttons on purpose, then play innocent. But she really didn’t 
want her older sister Rose to know this because she’d be concerned. So, Cleo chose now to temper his 
pretentiousness, at least, before the manure really struck the industrial-sized metal fan-blades in the rodeo barn she 
liked to call: the bedroom. (In other words, she would deal with Xavier later.)  

“Xavier wants to design video-games!! It’s so cool,” said Cleo. 

“Is that right?” asked Rose. 

“Yes,” said Xavier. 

Cleo had this old habit of only holding onto quarters and dimes. She got rid of all other coins (that is: pennies and 
nickels, ulch). Now she had a black satin clutch on the table, and started sifting through coins in front of her sister and 
boyfriend. It was symptomatic of OCD, she heard. And when she did this in public it supposedly meant that she 
“wasn’t doing well.” But tasks like this were the best way to come down from her rage-trips. She grew so focused on 
the task that she stopped monitoring Xavier’s conversation with Rose.  

“… you’re a writer, then?” 

“Yes. I’m a writer.” 

“Aaah.” 

You see, Xavier didn’t talk much—but when he did talk, he did it in this man-of-few-words too-cool-for-school kind 
of way that got on a lot of people’s nerves. But it was so subtle they usually couldn’t even figure out why it was 
getting on their nerves. This was where Rose stood now. 

“Did Cleo tell you?” she asked. 

Xavier paused. “I read your article.” It was unclear whether the emphasis in this sentence was on“read” or “article” 
or both words. Like five seconds later he tacked on the phrase: “It was good,”  like an afterthought, with no accented 
syllables. 

“…oh. Which article?” 

He hesitated. “The one about American shootings.” 

Just then Cleo swept her silver coins into a black-satin purse and snapped it shut! The other coins remained on the 
counter of their booth, stacked in rows, unwanted. 

Rose shifted her attention, from Xavier to the coins. “And what do you intend to do with those…” she asked, 
referring to the nickels and pennies.  

“I don’t know. Leave them as a tip.”  

“That’s cheap,” said Rose. 

Cleo shrugged. “It’s money.” 
… 
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“Hands up, don’t shoot. Don’t shoot me, boys.” 

“Look out sir. You’re walking down into the up-escalator,” said a police officer. 

Valerie stood by a set of escalators in the Port Authority Bus Terminal with a heavy black man she’d never met and 
her new friend, King. (He asked her to call him that. His real name was Kaleef.) They were in front of about six white 
cops dressed in all-navy outfits, holding AK-47s that looked more fit for a war zone than a public transit station. The 
heavy black man, known as Fat-Cat, raised his hands in the air and started turning around in circles, slowly, saying: 
“Don’t shoot. Don’t shoot.”  

He was taunting the white cops. “They can’t do nothin' to me,” Fat-Cat said to King, who had taken Valerie under his 
wing because he needed to cast a pretty white girl for an upcoming music video. (Valerie was suspicious of this 
claim; she was sick from dope, hadn’t taken a shower, and appeared rather mangy when King walked up to her on the 
sidewalk.) Earlier that night at 9PM, she’d arranged to meet Mike in his spot outside Mickey D’s. But he hadn’t been 
there. Instead she met King. 

“I don’t know man. There’s such a thing as too much,” he said back to Fat-Cat. 

The three of them left Port Authority and entered a deli, where Fat-Cat paid for Valerie’s bottle of hard cider. He took 
the top of a bottle of Guinness in his mouth and bit off the cap, then swallowed the whole thing in less than ten 
seconds. Then he did the same to Valerie’s cap and handed her the freshly opened bottle. 

“Damn,” she said. Maybe loud enough that he could hear, maybe not. She sipped her cider. 

Turns out they both heard. “You hear that, nigga? Don’t know what she playin' at but don’t go touchin' her or nothin,” 
said King. “She mine, today. She my snow bunny.” 

Valerie acted like she wasn’t listening. She appeared extra-fascinated with some pigeons on the street. She, King, and 
Fat-Cat continued their prowl down West 40th Street, toward an apartment where Kaleef supposedly lived. But when 
they got there, he didn’t have a key. He rang and knocked but no one answered.  

King wanted to get his stash. He’d been popping Mollies, and he was all out. “Man, that’s the only way I could stay 
up for three days!! Three days!! I told you nigga, when I want something I’ma get it! I’m not goin' back inside till I 
get it!! And I said I wanted a pretty white-girl, and … I got it! … I been waiting three days for this girl… Now I don’t 
got no money now but listen to me. Look at me. I want you to just give me one week to prove myself, one week. You 
gonna look back and be laughin' at who you were. You gone be laughin'. A few months ago I met a shy plain-jane girl 
kinda like you, and in three weeks, just three weeks. She was a different person!! A different person, girl!! It was no 
comparison! Valerie, we gonna getchu all fixed up. Get your paws done, so your nails be lookin' pretty. I need all that 
shit in place, you know. I know how I want a woman dressed.” 

Valerie already had a pimp—Dollar Mike. But she didn’t mention this to King; she just, followed him. She had 
nowhere else to go. Ever since she came back from Vancouver, she had been homeless. (That said, King’s offer to 
take Valerie with him and “transform her” was an enticing proposal and Valerie definitely, very strongly considered 
giving him a week. But it didn’t work out. You’ll see.) Fat-Cat left to go to a hotel with some women; he seemed glad 
to get away from King. He found King annoying, it seemed, and so did Valerie. Secretly she felt less safe around 
King than Fat-Cat—he seemed like the type of guy who never got-fucked-with—but now that she’d begun to follow 
King, she didn’t have much of a choice but to keep following.  
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In his presence, she felt powerless. Also, pampered.  

“We gonna get you diamonds, Valerie! Diamonds! I used to be makin' $10,000 a week, when I was still hustlin' … we 
gotta future together girl!! I’m so happy I met you…” 

“I do like to have… nice outfits,” Valerie admitted. (She wanted to use the word swag but decided not to.) 

“I’ma have us lookin' so fresh, we both walk down the street. And right away, people be jealous of us.” 

She followed King all the way on and off the 3-train to an apartment on 145th Street, where he was greeted amicably 
by two ladies both decked out in short pink terry-cloth bathrobes. He kept calling one of them Mami—a gaunt black 
woman in her thirties, who made Valerie feel cared for, momentarily, when she was offered a soda by this woman—
but Valerie thought this must be a nickname. She looked a bit too young to be his real mom. (Valerie still isn’t sure.) 
Not to mention the way he was so blasé with the sex-talk in front of her.  

“Look at that tight-ass, Mami—she got a nice white girl ass. Almost good as Karen’s… and Karen was a nigger… ay 
Mami, remember Karen? Don’t she got a nice tight-ass like Karen?” 

“Don’t you go comparing her with other girls!”  

Mami’s voice was light and wheezy like grass smoke.   

An oscillating fan blew humid air into King’s bedroom from the open window. His walls were painted the color of 
burnt honey. It smelled like bittersweet smoke and man-sweat. On grass, she felt like time no longer had substance. 
Like it was gaseous and nothing could grip on it. Like the future no longer existed. On grass, she felt like a timeline 
of history was less like a train-track from south to north, more like a tree on which scenes from history were hung. 
The world itself became a painting in which she was a living figure. A self-portrait which was still being painted. A 
painting that was still alive. Her night with King must be his cruel little masterpiece. But King got to be the painter. 
She was just the muse.  

He kept chanting at such low tones, she almost couldn’t hear him: “naw… naw… it was your energy… I saw you… 
bitch on the street… your energy… Niggas… be sayin you was gonna be stupid… white hoe… but this… ain’t… 
can’t be…” 

This was the point when Valerie thought she had control. But she wasn’t sure if it was okay for her to control him; she 
was the white one. Just white. His girl to take care of. In the day, he called her “snow bunny” (at night: “bitch.”) In 
the day, she felt pampered (at night, she was his toy.)   

He pulled and went out, to the corner store. King asked her if she wanted a small bottle to drink, to stay hydrated. She 
said no. She kept playing dead. She felt something like a hand pulling on her foot, toward the door of the room, and 
wondered if King had come back inside. Turns out it was just a blanket, falling off the bed and onto the floor. Out the 
window, she heard sirens.  

It was hard to get out, finally. But it happened. “You white bitch crying, I don’t do that.” Then he threw her on the 
bed and told her to stare into his eyes. “How can you see those eyes and tell me I don’t love you.” He literally had his 
cock in her. “You tellin' me I don’t love you and I had you coming three times.” She hadn’t come once.  

Around midnight—after half-jogging, half-sprinting several blocks from the apartment—Valerie stopped in a deli. 
She got a bottled water and apple. While she ate the apple, some women standing outside the deli threw ice at her 
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feet. She went into the subway station. On the train, Valerie tried on her new set of headphones (stolen from a Best 
Buy) and pulled up music by her favorite rap artist on her iPhone. The artist had a lot of lyrics about how big his dick 
was. Making girls come and come and come. To her dismay, Valerie found she couldn’t enjoy his music like she used 
to—not because it wasn’t great, but because she didn’t believe the lyrics. They felt inhumane.  

… 

“I had a weird dream that someone was hurting you, a while back.”  

In their bedroom at night, Cleo and Rose were still awake, staring up side-by-side on twin beds.  

“Really,” said Cleo. She sounded nervous. “… What was it.” 

“It’s not important,” said Rose. “But… I’m wondering if Xavier is the best fit for you.” 

“Damnit Rose, how do you even come up with these things!!?” 

Re: Xavier. Believe her, Cleo had thought about this. Xavier was an asshole. But there were a few reasons she kept 
him around. So here goes. 

Xavier was hot as fuck in Cleo’s eyes, which were gold. (His were silver.) He probably had the potential to get hotter 
if only he would only stop wearing those fucking t-shirts from musicals that he’d been in during high school. And 
move out of his mom’s house, like wow. Then he might not be like a child in her gold eyes. (Cleo was not into 
children.) He was so fucking talented though. Like really! And not just at video game “design”!! lol—but at like, 
everything. Conversations (so smart). Piano (great hands). Also taking care of his pet rat (he actually has one). He 
was probably nicer to the rat than he was to Cleo… (wtf!)… And she knows Xavier has a sadistic side that isn’t all-in-
her-head. Sometimes Xavier hurts her on purpose and then laughs. Sometimes he practically kills her, and then cries. 
Well, evidently Cleo is a lunatic too—and maybe a masochist and/or sadist, depending on the day—but at least 
meeting Xavier has made her paintings like 10x better. Once in a while, she feels like neither a sadist or a masochist 
and just feels better around Xavier. Like better overall. Like, superhuman. She feels like a goddess when he’s around. 
And she only hurts him because she sees potential in him to be her savior. Like a god… Before she met Xavier, Cleo’s 
paintings resembled the work of a human child. But thanks to Xavier she found her wings, as an artist. Xavier made 
her the next Picasso, but female. Xavier set her free. In the end, he was worth the emotional trauma and pain.  

Cleo told her sister all these things outside in their backyard, where they’d gone to share a cigarette.  

“Whenever I smoke a cigarette lately, I dedicate it to someone,” Rose said to her sister. “Then it’s like I’m sacrificing 
my lungs for a cause.” (A cricket coo-cooed in the yard.) “Or maybe just… sending good vibes. So let’s dedicate this 
one to Xavier.” 

“To [X]!” 

They smoked.  

Then their mom opened the window of the house. “Are you girls smoking out here?” 

“Yeah. Sorry,” said Rose. 

(“I ain’t Sorry!” Cleo sang under her breath.) 
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[God’s pocket] 

Valerie didn’t have a good feeling about the McDonald’s on 126th and Lexington, even though there were a few signs 
that suggested that it was the right place to be. The first was Charlene. She handed Dollar Mike her receipt and gave 
up her place in line for the toilet, just because she noticed Valerie looked sallow and sick. Charlene and Mike chatted 
for a while about friends she knew who were so addicted to dope they were always throwing up in public. (Valerie 
chose not to listen.) At some point Charlene turned to Valerie and said, “You go ahead. I got enough friends on that 
shit to know that you probably can’t wait no more.”  

“You sure?” asked Valerie. She felt a small urge to cry because Charlene seemed so friendly. It was the last thing 
she’d expect from a woman in line to use the can at McDonald’s. 

“All yours baby. If I went in there and did my thing you would probably just walk in and throw up.” 

Valerie thanked Charlene a few times while glancing nervously toward a police officer stationed in one corner of the 
restaurant. Luckily she hadn’t gotten eye contact with the cop; he was distracted by a woman making a fuss about 
being overcharged for her french fries. Valerie took this as the second sign that she should stay in the McDonald’s. 

“Let me see your eyes,” said Mike in a soft voice. He took Valerie’s chin in his hand and turned her face toward his. 
“I want to get a before-and-after shot in my head. This dope is so good it’ll change you… I just wonder what’s taking 
so long.” He glanced up and down between a stolen Rolex on his wrist and the locked door of the restroom. Finally it 
opened. Out came a woman in a large purple hoodie and zebra leggings, holding hands with her two-year-old 
daughter.  

Mike stepped forward and caught the door as it swung shut. He held it open for Valerie.  

“Come on Val! People are waiting,” he said. 

But something kept her from entering. Valerie moved a few paces away from the door of the bathroom toward the 
front of the restaurant. Her eyes flew around the joint like flies locked in light fixtures. This time she and the police 
officer got eye contact, for what felt like a few seconds.  

“Don’t you worry about him,” said Charlene from the sidelines. “That same cop been here for three days, and he ain’t 
bothered no one.” 

Valerie thanked Charlene one last time. Then she followed Mike into the bathroom. He shut the door, locked it, and 
asked Valerie for the dope. 

She watched as Mike poured the powder into a metal beer cap he’d found on the sidewalk. Some of the toasted blue 
substance got on his hand; he licked it off his palm like powdered sugar. Then he tore up the butt of a cigarette (also 
picked up from the sidewalk) and handed Valerie a tiny swab of the filter to hold onto while he blended dope in the 
cap. Valerie sat down on the floor and began to wrap the gray string of her sweatshirt around her arm. Mike asked for 
the filter back, then used it to soak up the new brew and suck it deep into a syringe. 

Someone knocked on the door. 
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Mike hardly seemed to notice; he was too focused on mixing dope a few inches from his face. But Valerie lost her 
nerve. She got to her feet and answered the door of the bathroom. In the back of her mind she knew she was in denial 
about the stakes of this situation. She felt as if she and Mike were two children playing a harmless game of house: 
Mike was preparing dinner, she was greeting guests. She expected to see the beaming face of Charlene on the other 
end of the door. Instead she found a lady in blue scrubs with her arms folded, fiercely pissed about having to wait 
another second to use the can. 

“We’re leaving, I’m sorry.” 

In a panic Mike tossed the beer-can cap containing dope into the trash. Now he was mad. “There’s a fucking cop out 
there! Don’t you know? You can’t just answer the door like that, Jesus Christ, kid—what the fuck is the matter with 
you!?” 

“I’m just… getting a bad feeling about this place, ok?” 

… 

Near the entrance of many New York apartments are gated enclosures set at basement level, where trash is tossed in 
cans, newspapers stacked in soiled heaps, cardboard boxes wrapped in twine to be taken by the recycling man. Valerie 
spotted a drained bottle of vodka on top of a blue bin at the bottom of a stairwell on the corner of 125th and 
Lexington. Hoping to procure the metal cap from the bottle, she climbed down a steep set of stairs. In her quest she 
found an abandoned room in the basement of the apartment complex with floors and walls of gray cement. The ideal 
hideout for homeless junkies, she thought. Even better than McDonald’s.  

Valerie climbed back up the stairs and waved to Mike. He lumbered across the street with his hands gripping his 
sweatpants on either side. They kept falling so low she could see the skin of his legs beneath his boxer briefs. “Pull up 
your fucking pants,” Valerie said under her breath. 

“Sorry,” said Mike. “I lost the drawstring.” He looked left and right for any cops before following Valerie on her 
descent to the underground space. On his way down the stairs, he tripped, but caught himself before he really fell. 

“How are you feeling,” Valerie said. She suddenly felt concerned. 

“The guy we bought the dope from wasn’t kidding. I mean, I wondered if he was fuckin' with us but this shit is heavy. 
Really girl. This shit’s gonna fuck you up all day.”   

Earlier that morning, on their way to pick up Mike’s methadone from a clinic in Harlem, he and Valerie had run into a 
man with tats around his eyelids who held a silver cane even though he looked too young to need one. The man 
convinced them to give him a twenty in exchange for access to good shit from a dealer down the block. Mike had 
gone off with the guy while Valerie deflected cat calls from bug-eyed, half-naked, totally delirious junkies on the 
street. Mike came back with three tiny bags of the good shit, one of which he’d immediately shot up behind a garbage 
truck alone, while Valerie kept watch. (The garbage guys who were driving the truck noticed what was going on, but 
waited until Mike left to get back in the vehicle.) Valerie insisted on shooting up somewhere indoors. Hence the trip 
to the McDonald’s restroom, where Valerie remained paranoid. It lost them one of their bags. But this secret cement 
bunker seemed to have been worth it.  

“Can I just do half the bag?” asked Valerie. She’d already pulled the gray string from the neck of her sweatshirt and 
tied it around her arm. 
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“I want you to feel what I’m feeling,” said Mike. “It feels so good.” 

By now Mike had poured the last bag into a bottle cap. He took some water from a small McDonald’s drink cup into 
the syringe, released it into the cap and stirred it. Then he filled the needle with the good shit. Valerie pulled tightly on 
her makeshift tourniquet. She still didn’t know what she was doing, but wanted to seem like she did. Mike slapped 
her arm to make the veins stand out. At the moment he pulled the trigger on the syringe, Valerie closed her eyes. She 
felt good and woozy again. 

… 

Someone had downgraded the screen of life to the size of a postage stamp. Or maybe she’d been cheap and paid for 
the hotel room with an especially small TV. She was lying in a hotel room with her feet out in front of her on a bed of 
white sheets. But the only way she could tell she was in a bed was from feeling around with her hands and feet. With 
her eyes, she could barely see a small postage stamp with a picture of life on it.  

“Can you tell me what year it is?” asked a man’s voice that sounded stern and rehearsed. This must be the host of a 
gameshow she was watching on a TV the size of a postage stamp.  

“2016?” Valerie responded. Her own voice was slurred and hoarse.  

“Yeah. She’s back,” said the host. 

The act of moving her tongue made a deep nausea move from the back of her brain to her mouth. She coughed a few 
times then wanted to vomit. She keeled over and attempted this, but there wasn’t anything left—so she ended up dry 
heaving while staring down at the ground. It felt like she was levitating. The floor was made of rusty silver. She saw 
Mike’s gray sweatshirt with a New York City logo cast against a corner of the stamp-sized room.  

“Where’s Michael?” she asked.  

“Is that the name of your friend?” said a pair of rose-colored lips on a body decked in dark blue, with a black nylon 
vest clipped over it. This person looked like a character on a television show that involved crime scenes and hospitals. 
So maybe Valerie wasn’t watching a gameshow from the hotel room but a medical drama?  

“I think that was her boyfriend. Or her pimp,” the man said.  

The screen had gotten larger and rounded out, so now she had a bird’s eye view of what was taking place. She 
wondered why everything looked so three-dimensional. Don’t be a dumbass, Valerie told herself. The truth she’d been 
shutting out ever since her eyes opened on the stretcher was that this wasn’t a rehearsed performance on television. 
This was reality. And even though she was dizzy and sick, if she decided to stop watching for a second, she might not 
be able to switch it back on.  

Valerie felt the stretcher being lifted up the steep stairwell that had brought her down into the cement bunker. On the 
sidewalk, she was loaded her into the back of an ambulance. The gameshow host, who still hadn’t been introduced 
visually, was mid-spiel about how “some people choose to take these kind of experiences as lessons and change how 
they live. Do you understand?” 

“OK,” said Valerie. Her throat felt like it was bleeding; jagged tears had taken grip.  
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She finally saw the game-show host: bald, tall, buff. On one arm he had a tattoo of an eagle. Valerie thought he was 
hot. But she found out the hard way that he was a bit too strong-handed. He thrust her from portable stretcher to 
stable gurney with such force that the episode of reality she was watching suddenly hit black static. 

… 

“God damnit, it’s the difference between Adele and Amy Winehouse… between Patti Smith and Janis fuckin' 
Joplin… I don’t even gotta tell you which bitch has better music in my book, man… In jazz think of Bird and Billie 
Holiday and Miles mother fuckin' Davis. In rock, the Velvet Underground and Nirvana. And fuckin' Hendrix, man… 
Dunno man, I might be fucked up or somethin' but shit… for some reason I only fuck around with artists who are 
dopers… Don’t judge me bout that.” 

“I’m not judging,” said Benny. He was sitting across from Clyde in a bar.  

“Nah man, I can tell you by the look you got now that you’re judgin' my dope fuckin' ass… just a mother fuckin' little 
bit a judgment there, in your face… probably fuckin' better that way. Never wanna hear bout you tryin' none of this 
shit. You’re fuckin' cool the way you is, man. You cool. Do you fuckin' get me?” 

“Don’t worry man, I get you. I want nothing to do with that rank-ass shit.” 

“Aight man,” Clyde said. 

Clyde always talked to Benny like this. It sounded a bit like Ebonics, but Clyde wasn’t black. If he had been black he 
would have said “nigger” every second but he’d gotten in trouble for that already, in high school at Horace Mann in 
the Bronx. That’s where he met Benny. As far as Benny was concerned, Clyde might as well have been black because 
he was the best jazz saxophonist he’d ever played with in the city. All the other white kids in the jazz band at Horace 
Mann sounded like they practiced for hours and had technical skills and expensive horns, but not a lick of soul. Like 
writing prose. If these Horace Mann kids had been writers (not musicians), they could pass their grammar exams but 
couldn’t crank out a writing sample that sent shivers down the spine of a reader to the bone on the back of his ass. 
That’s what made Clyde different. His music did that. If he wanted to argue that dope addicts were better musicians, 
then his music would have been a beautiful primary source. Clyde had soul like a motherfucker.  

But truthfully, sometimes the way he talked got on Benny’s fucking nerves. 

“Now I’m thinkin' bout actors man. Phillip Seymour Hoffman. That mothafucker could act… You know he fuckin' 
had the same dealer that I had? No kiddin' man… the bags that killed him had the same fuckin' stamp on 'em that my 
bags did. And you know what else? I heard a rumor Pam Grier was doing dope for a while, ah ah ah… why you 
lookin' at me like you wanna fuck 'n kill my ass?” 

“Did you just say ‘fuck and kill your ass?’ Or ‘fuckin' kill your ass.’ I hope it was the second.”  

“What!? Nigga, you crazy.”  

“Don’t call me that.” 

“Hey listen, I’m sorry,” said Clyde. His voice had gone up like three pitches. 

“And I’m not sure I agree with you,” Benny continued. 
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“About what.” 

“I don’t think that those artists were talented because they were addicted to dope. I think, at least a few of those 
artists… were great musicians because they were sensitive. Really, really sensitive. And the addiction came after, as a 
way of coping.” 

Clyde was looking down at a candle on the middle of their table, following the flame with constricted pupils like it 
was doing a hot striptease for him, and him alone. He reached a hand toward the flame. He wasn’t listening to Benny 
anymore; at the moment, he was on a maiden voyage down deep to his visual realm, a sick place, inaccessible to the 
mundane haters of the highbrow, safe from sober cops that crept along catwalks and waited to pounce down his veins 
and steal his doper soul right from his ratty man hands, if only he could douse this flame, he’d be saved. 

“Looking good, Clyde.”  

“Huh?” said Clyde. He immediately sat straight and pulled back his hand. It was humiliating to get caught nodding 
off; he knew that it upset Benny when he did heroin. He and Benny had been close friends for a while, and he didn’t 
want to lose him. Heroin had burned enough bridges already. “Sorry,” he said in somber tones. 

In high school, before he got hooked on dope, Clyde had an issue with stalking girls who didn’t like him much in 
return. He would send them weird sexual texts (like, just the word “clitoris” out of nowhere, wtf) and they’d report 
him to the principal’s office. It got talked about at school. By, like, everyone. Everyone talked about how creepy he 
was. Girls started looking at him funny. They looked at him like he was evil. He got looked at like he was evil and 
they called him “creeper.” The word stuck. He got remembered as that: a creeper. It hurt like hell. Clyde stopped 
going to school. He stayed home.  

At home, Clyde practiced saxophone.  

Near the bar in the back of a cloak-and-dagger speakeasy with a statue of a bucking bull at the front, Benny and 
Clyde’s band, called Outsiders Collective, got ready to play their set for a bustling crowd of ratchet young folk 
chewing meat like cud and chatting, chatting about themselves, chatting about ex-lovers and the past and how much 
worse things were getting. Things were getting worse. If the ratchet young folk knew where things were headed then 
they would be on board with Clyde and Benny as they felt real stark and pulled the works out and got ready to dig 
deep into the pockets of their private lonely realms, to ride behind a billowing black sail to dark (really) dark places, 
where time would get sickly dense; the sockets of their horns carved out and blown bloody; where sickened souls 
would be baptized in crimson birdbaths and shared melodies would really, really be what saved their cool-and-sorry 
asses from getting burnt by the flame Clyde tried to douse with his hands. 

Tonight, Benny was playing trumpet. He assembled his horn, across from Clyde, at a table near the bar. 
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[Odds stacked] 

Valerie finally stopped looking. She stopped looking to movies and books like they were her friends. She stopped 
looking at her phone for texts. She stopped looking at Instagram. When Valerie stopped looking, she really went dark.  

She felt the hooks of Death in her shoulder. He was a red parrot who sat on her shoulder and mocked her and flew 
around her head. The parrot made fun of how she wrote. Valerie dreamed she found a way to escape the parrot. She 
submerged herself in crimson rivers and sometimes swam with people from her past. She would wake up and take 
deep breaths. While awake she would ask aloud, “Are you OK?” and then wait in silence. (“Neither am I,” she would 
say.) Then the parrot would come back. Part of Valerie’s private worldview and process for dealing with the parrot 
was the belief that it made her psychic. Thanks to the parrot she could see the future. The future was a black leather 
rope bridge across a crimson river. If the bridge broke she would drown. She was too scared to look across the future, 
so Valerie put a bandana over her eyes and walked. She kept her eyes covered and walked across the future with the 
parrot cawing over her, telling her truths she didn't want to hear. 

The truth was that Valerie would go back to Mike and work as a hooker to hawk her dope, and she would be good at 
hooking because she had so much anger at men.  

The truth was that it took ten takes for her to get a remotely good-looking shot in a movie, so being mean to Selena 
about taking so many selfies was just unkind.  

The truth was that she had been so jealous of Rose’s writing that she told people, “I hate her” for a year before she 
realized that she was just jealous of her.  

The truth was that Benny was the only boy she had ever fucked and understood the difference between lust and love, 
because sex in love was transcendent.  

These were truths. Confessions. She also had her predictions. To make them, she put her hands over her ears on her 
blindfolded walk across the future with a parrot cawing from the sky. Predictions came from within her, and it was a 
challenge to come up with them. But they weren’t lies.  

Selena would be a great writer. Ultimately, greater than Valerie. It was written. But it would be a while, so in her 
twenties she might as well shoot for success in other ways. As an actress, she would be greater than Valerie. Well, 
more-liked. Valerie’s fans would be rare in her lifetime. She would be famous but mostly hated. But the fans she did 
have would feel real love for Valerie and would double as her protectors. A few times they would save her life. Rose 
would be a great writer too. She would be a prophet in other ways that had not become clear. Benny would be greatly 
respected but feared. He and [Y]  might betray Valerie. That was fine. It had to happen. But whatever else happened 1

she wished they would stop preaching that life was meaningless (or do it in private, please) because if life was 
meaningless then she definitely would be dead. 

What was it like? It wasn’t looking into a crystal ball and knowing everything from here to eternity. It wasn’t like 
that. It was trusting people from their work, and feeling their spirits guide her. If they had no work then she had no 
way to know. No blips on the big plan. Any parts of Selena and Rose and Benny that didn’t sync up with the big plan 
were probably parts of Valerie which she gave them, or parts that were made-up to be more relevant to the plot or 
even to throw people off, because she had to take liberties to make her book better. (It takes a lot of narcissism to 
write a book at all.) Believing in talent and the importance of good work was the closest thing she knew to believing 

 subject to change1
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in good versus evil. Good and evil were more complicated than most people seemed to understand. Being dark and 
being evil were different. Valerie would go dark. So would the others for a while. (Really dark.) But often when 
predictions came true it was less dramatic than it sounded. So there was no need to get bent out of shape. Sometimes 
she spat phrases and woke up and wondered, where did that come from? ugh… 

… 

It was 5AM when Valerie left the hospital and stepped outside to find the moon was full. Maybe this should matter to 
her. Maybe the way grace seemed to fall like mist from the clouds and carry her to a hotel should have been what 
saved her. But the novelty value of having had a near-death experience had warn off by this time. She felt nothing at 
all. Either she had gotten what she wanted (no pain for a change, no fear) or she’d finally died so her whole life felt 
like it was being watched from the eye of a bird above her. She was not enjoying it. It wouldn’t have mattered if she’d 
been walking beneath an asteroid shower, or fallout from a nuclear bomb that burned the sky a searing red. It 
wouldn’t have mattered if she’d been walking through the gates of hell. It was all so boring. She was warned about 
this: if you try dope once, it’s forever. Once you’ve felt that good there’s no going back to feeling “better.” Sobriety is 
numbness. Dope cravings haunt you constantly like ghosts. 

There had been two overdoses. The first had been in a basement near the corner of 125th and Lexington Avenue; the 
second at the so-called “Junkie McDonald’s” at West 34th and 7th. After the first overdose, Valerie left a hospital 
around 10AM and walked until she felt too weak. She stepped on the first train that arrived at the 137th Street 
Station, and fell asleep on the train, so she ended up in Brooklyn. She wandered. Threw up in three trash cans. 
Decided she needed to brush her teeth and stopped outside of a restaurant called Steak which she’d been to for a high 
school birthday event. The door had a flying cow on it. It reminded her of her Pegasus charm. 

She pushed on the door of the restaurant, half-expecting it to be closed. The door opened. Valerie went inside. In the 
restaurant she recognized the owner, Lorenzo, at a table near the front with two young Italian men who she thought 
might be his sons. They all looked her up and down. She was wearing a sweatshirt with a whole arm missing; it had 
been cut off by the paramedics.  

“We’re not open yet, miss.” 

“I know, I know.” She put a hand on the entrance to leave. 

“Are you okay?” asked Lorenzo. “How did you find us?” 

“Do you know someone named Selena. Or Rose, maybe.” 

“I do know her husband, yeah. But these people are customers. They’re clean and come here to eat.” 

“Sorry.” She raised the remaining sleeve of her sweatshirt to her face.  

Lorenzo frowned. “Do you know them?” 

“No. I just wanted to see.”  

She went back on the street. Valerie got on a train that took her straight to 34th and 7th. Mike wasn’t there yet; she 
thought he must be at his methadone clinic. So she left a note where he normally sat that asked him to meet her later 
that day. She went to her storage locker on 44th and 12th Avenue and picked up her Mac computer to sell for money. 
With the computer, she went to a diner and sat in a booth. She ordered a bowl of Cheerios with a banana and skim 
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milk for breakfast. When it came to the booth, Valerie formed a face using the banana as a mouth and Cheerios as 
eyes. Pathetic, she thought to herself. She ate the banana and left the eyes in place. 

She had issues with eyes. Normally she didn’t like them and avoided eye contact. But when Valerie saw a set of eyes 
that saw the world beautifully, she just knew. She didn’t even have to talk to the person to know they had it. It was 
obvious. For her next movie, she needed a set of eyes that knew what silence looked like. Silent carnage. 

She told herself that blood was pretty. She saw blood and told herself, “it’s pretty” to keep from slitting her wrists or 
shooting herself in a world that contained so much carnage. But bleeding was most beautiful when it happened inside, 
she thought. She taught herself to see emotional pain as pretty when she was a girl, to cope with her own troubled 
girlhood. Otherwise she was too sensitive. To keep from crying and contain her pain in silence, she taught herself that 
silent carnage was pretty. She saw the silent carnage of herself as the prettiest thing in the world. She wished she 
could see the silent carnage of others as pretty. Especially those who had hurt her. But when she cast her pain upon 
others, she often found they couldn’t handle it. At least, they couldn’t handle the intensity of it in a way that was 
pretty. So she performed her own silent carnage. She told herself that her own pain was pretty. And she thought it was 
her duty to hurt herself for people who couldn’t handle pain in a way that was beautiful. That was her purpose. 

“You have deeper veins than most of my patients,” a doctor said at the hospital that morning. He was putting an IV in 
her arm. “I can’t seem to find one. I’m sorry if it hurts.” 

“It takes me a few tries too. You’ll get it,” Valerie said back. The doctor laughed.  

In Valerie’s private worldview, “darkness” was beautiful. “Evil” was ugly. Recently she had seen something evil on 
the internet, while reading about a fake terrorism stunt that took place during an international film festival on the 
coast of Italy. A boat containing men, dressed up like ISIS terrorists, had pulled up to shore near the festival. It caused 
a panic among festival-goers. The panic was resolved when news outlets said that the boat was just a prank by an 
online advertising company called Imagen to self-promote. Valerie had never heard of Imagen. She looked up the 
company on Google and clicked on several sites. One of the sites was a blog that contained tons of photoshopped 
faces. Famous faces. The faces of Hollywood actors and popular musicians and American politicians. The famous 
faces had been morphed using photoshop, to appear disfigured. Their eyes were deformed to be too tiny; their mouths 
warped into menacing smiles. She X’ed out the page and never went back. Valerie thought it might have been the 
scariest thing she had ever looked at. Next to these faces, a burn victim would have looked beautifully human. 

That’s why she couldn’t be acting in her movies: Everyone was acting right now. It was an ugly lie. 

That’s why she refused to act in her movies: Valerie was making an active effort to re-humanize. 

That’s why she needed the help of her spirit guides.  

At the diner, Valerie finished eating her Cheerios and put away her journal. She figured Mike would be back in his 
spot on 34th and 7th. Before she met him, she needed to find a bathroom sink where she could brush her teeth and put 
on make-up. She wanted to be dark and beautiful, for him.  

… 

Around the time Valerie met Benny, she paused her habit of compulsive writing: screenplays, stories, poems. Instead 
she read a tome written by a writer she loved that was considered a masterpiece. Most of her own writing was done in 
journals. In her journals, she wrote over and over: “I think I’ll look back on this time of my life as beautiful.” 
Pathetic, she knew. That was before their relationship got awkward. Not that it was ever that beautiful to begin with. 
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Throughout it all she imbued his blue-green eyes with a loathing of herself so deep only she knew how to navigate it. 
In her eyes, the sadist role looked sexy on him. But he wasn’t a sadist, per se. Most of the time, he loathed himself 
just the same. Their mutual lacks of confidence did an odd little dance, like caterpillars trying to mate while upturned. 
It was ugly. She was inexperienced, and he was using her for practice.  

“I see more potential in you than the Cuban Missile Crisis if it hadn’t been averted,” she once told him. 

“Idk,” he said in a text. “I’m still not over my ex.” 

… 

There used to be a shit-ton of butterflies where Selena stayed each summer during high school while she worked as a 
cocktail server in the Catskills. And fucking moths. At night when she sat outside and drank whiskey from a flask, she 
had to turn out the light or they’d attack her. Just fucking bugs in general. That was one reason she hated that place. 
She’d only taken the job because she heard Joan Rivers used to work there when she was still up-and-coming—but as 
a comedian. Not a waitress. 

Back when she and Valerie had still been friends, she invited Valerie to come visit her at the cocktail lounge in the 
Catskills where she worked and had lodging. In her room, they watched Annie Hall on Selena’s computer and drank 
whiskey. That’s when Valerie liked Selena the most; when she was in her sweatpants, hair back with no make-up on. 
That’s when she couldn’t handle Selena. That’s when they had their last fight. 

“How could you have sex with that moron? He treats girls like shit!” 

“God damnit Valerie, this is why I hate talking to you. You’re so fucking young.” 

“Okay fine. I am young. I’m just a kid.” 

Valerie felt badly disillusioned after learning that Selena had been sleeping with Bergman Jentz in exchange for 
publication. (“You just don’t get it yet,” Selena insisted.) 

“Actually Selena, I do get it. You’re a mean slut. It’s the only thing you’re good at.” 

“Get out of my room,” she said softly. She wasn’t kidding.  

“Gladly. I fucking hate this place!” 

“Then go back to the city, and fuck off for a while, Valerie.” 

Valerie grabbed her things and put a hand on the door to leave. 

“Good luck with your life.” 

“Thanks.” 

And that was it. 

… 

When it comes to life’s thorniest moral ambiguities, the truth is in the humor. If there is a god who’s humble enough 
to admit the world he made has a few flaws, he resides in the thin crevice that divides misery and mirth, where pure 
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laughter blossoms like weeds in the Garden of Eden. Pure laughter is not sadistic. Those who poke fun at a tyrant 
with a track record of being a jerk fare better than those who poke fun at powerless losers. At least this thought can be 
comforting to folk who can’t afford to get away with a more grandiose spiritual arrangement—for those who may not 
have a leg up in nature’s brawl, but like to have a good laugh when the chips are in the dregs.  

“Don’t feel bad for her. She’s humiliated plenty of people, the way she grades so harshly. Her view of the world’s just 
so self-involved that she thinks people have the time to devote hours and hours to her fucking class. She does it to 
herself! Seriously, do yourself a favor and laugh at her. She’s not worth your time.” 

Rose was fretting over a bad grade on an essay from an English professor; Selena was trying to cheer up her best 
friend. The girls stood in line to see a 16mm print of Quatre d'entre nous at a small indie theater in the West Village. 
It was the first movie that Wren had ever made and released.  

“I think I could’ve worked harder on the essay,” said Rose. “But next time I will.” 

Selena and Rose met as college freshman, at a frat party near Barnard’s campus. It was the last frat party they ever 
went to. It sucked. After the party, they went back to Rose’s room and fessed up to being losers who got picked on in 
the past. They’d paid their dues. Now both girls felt smarter than the rest of the world. Also, depressed. 

“I think it’s just painful, to be one of the people who can… tell.” 

“Tell what?” 

“When someone’s laughing at you, versus with you. Lots of people are assholes. I’ll leave it at that.” 

“But what’s so bad about that?” asked Selena. “Being laughed at.” 

Rose responded with a thoughtful look, then a frown. “Well it’s sadistic. I think laughter should be equalizing. It 
shouldn’t discriminate.” 

“But laughter that’s exclusive is cool too,” said Selena. “The in-crowd is going to have smarter jokes than the out 
one.” 

“You can be exclusive without being elitist. Also, there’s no proof of that.” 

Selena nodded. “That’s an interesting take.” 

Different people had an effect on Rose’s consciousness that was like adjusting the lens of a camera. Some people 
made her see life as a long shot. Others, a close-up. With Selena it constantly shifted. Around her, Rose could see life 
at like five different angles at once. She got a lot of bang for her buck, with Selena.  

The girls paid for their tickets at the small indie cinema in the West Village, then went to get concessions. They split a 
bag of popcorn. In the theater, they passed the bag of popcorn between them.  

The movie started. 

A woman ate from a bag of sugar, naked, onscreen. After what felt like a few minutes of this, Selena started laughing. 
Rose laughed too. Onscreen, the bag of sugar spilled, but the woman kept eating. It was so funny for some reason. 
The woman eating from a bag of sugar like she was oblivious to them, binging in a room of her own, but she must 
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sort of know it was funny—the woman onscreen. Otherwise they wouldn’t be laughing like this. Rose looked around 
as she laughed. No one else in the theater was laughing; they all watched with expressions sterner than bodyguards on 
either side of Satan’s throne in humorless hell. It seemed Selena and Rose were the only ones in the dark auditorium 
who found it even remotely funny. And they laughed. They laughed so hard Selena dropped their shared bag of 
popcorn on the floor and it spilled like a sack of yellow diamonds. Rose thought it must be the most beautiful thing 
she had ever laughed at. 

… 

In Kindergarten, Valerie got laughed at. It hurt like hell. She used to have her head ground in the sand on the 
playground. This one brat six-year-old named Antonia chose Valerie to use as her designated patsy and punching bag. 
She did this thing during class where she would poke Valerie under her seat and then look away. And then laugh, but 
not out loud. Just with her eyes. Her eyes were laughing. Even if Valerie “told on” Antonia, she never got in trouble. 
There was no proof. Eventually young Valerie just gave up. She stopped standing up for herself. The teachers noticed 
she got her head ground in the sand, but never stood up for herself. They told Valerie’s mom they thought she might 
be retarded. 

“Valerie’s not retarded,” said her mom. “Sometimes she just goes mute.” 

Her mom was worried about Valerie. How come she never stood up for herself? 

“You’re right!! You’re right!! All I’ve ever been to you is a scummy piece of cock-sucking shit, and I’m starting to 
think you’re right about that. But then, you keep coming back to me. Again and again and again. What if I just said 
‘no’ to you, hm? Oh no… he doesn’t like the sound of that one.” 

“You would never say ‘no’ to me. And even if you do, I’ll find a way to win.” 

Valerie’s dad shut the door of her mom’s bedroom. It made a loud sound; Valerie woke up with a headache. On his 
way out of the apartment, her dad stopped in her room to say “hi.” Valerie said nothing.  

He gave her a funny look. Then he left. Valerie got ready for school.  

At school, she got picked on. 

The thing about Antonia that was weird was the way she followed Valerie—and not just around the playground to 
beat her ass. Like this one time, Valerie drew a picture of piggies in pink Crayola on paper. (She was good at 
sketching domesticated farm animals in particular.) Then Antonia drew the exact same picture of piggies in pink 
Crayola on paper. Like the exact same picture of piggies, but not as good.  

Both drawings were hung on the wall of the classroom. Valerie felt raped.  

… 

Years later, when living at her dad’s house, Valerie found herself desperate for a way to escape the place and live 
somewhere on her own. She wanted money to pay for a truck that a neighbor was selling down the block. (She 
figured she could use the truck more or less like an apartment on wheels.) While browsing her dad’s house for old 
jewelry belonging to her dead mom which she might be able to sell for money—or wear around her neck, like bling, 
so she could look chic as a prostitute—she came across her father’s old Fender Stratocaster guitar in the basement. 
She did a Google search on her iPhone and found out that Yeah, it was worth a lot of money. So Valerie took the 
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guitar. She wondered if it was valid to feel guilty about selling the guitar. (Her father sure did love his Stratocaster, 
even though he sucked at guitar.) The conclusion she came to was that No, she shouldn’t feel guilty. This was an act 
of justice, that’s all. Valerie was mad in defense of her dead mom. She’d earned this cash. As a kid, Valerie had paid 
her fucking dues. And now, Valerie imagined the look on her dad’s face when he found out his Stratocaster had been 
stolen and sold.  

At first, she laughed. It was just so funny. 

Then she got scared. She imagined the look on her dad’s face if she ever had to face him after selling his Stratocaster. 
The odds of having to see her dad again were high; for example, if she were to get locked in jail for being a prostitute 
on her own in New York, who used heroin. What if somebody were to contact him? No matter what, she couldn’t 
seem to escape her father. 

And the look on his face said this: “You worthless cunt.” 

After much deliberation (to the point that she actually walked to Sam Ash with the Stratocaster and went inside the 
store), Valerie chose not to sell the guitar. It wasn’t worth the risk. She took it back to her dad’s house and left it in the 
basement. Then she went back out to a McDonald’s and used the Wifi to look for a very affordable living situation 
across 110th Street, where she might be able to find success turning tricks.  

Later that night, when Valerie came back from McDonald’s to spend one last night her dad’s place, she found her dad 
sitting in the living room, on a couch a few feet from the television. He was plunking around on his guitar with a calm 
and stolid expression, like a slacker taking a standardized test. And even though he kind of sucked at the instrument, 
the music had a calming effect on Valerie. Thank god she hadn’t sold her dad’s Stratocaster.  

… 

Selena basked on a lawn chair on the top of a hot asphalt roof in the Upper East Side before a swimming pool. She 
poured a river of Ketel One into a glass and vowed to get fucked up, on her own, because she was hurting today. She 
suspected that Valerie was a bit to blame. Even though they were in different states; even though they hadn’t talked in 
months (years, really); even though it made no fucking rational-ass lick of explicable sense—she could tell that bitch 
was hurting just the same. She took a few laps of her liquor. It wasn’t working on her. Selena poured another glass. 
Then another. Then she napped.  

“They do uh, brain scans, so many brain scans that show that, uh, drug addicts and alcoholics have, eh, uh chemicals 
that I suppose get in the way of your ability to just enjoy life,” one of her ex-boyfriends had told her. As if “getting 
clean” ever helped her. Selena’s best memories—or most important memories, rather—were invariably the ones that 
involved getting so fucked up she could hardly remember them, but they were so nuts that she did remember, because 
how could she forget? 

Valerie liked to play the pet. But she wasn’t a dumbass, and neither was Selena. Valerie knew how to draw blood. She 
had bruised Selena. 

“I just wish you knew how beautiful you are,” Selena said in the bathroom. Valerie had given her a look. 

It bruised her, the look she got from Valerie. It was the first time she got that look. By contrast, the expression in her 
eyes in the library had been so harmless. So nice. 
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The look in the bathroom was the look Valerie always had now, like she was on a lone hunt. Pegging humans as 
possible threats to her safety, sanity, success. In search of a worthy pack. She was competitive; Valerie was open 
about that. But it occurred to Selena now that if they put some protective gauze on their bitch-slapping claws, they 
might actually be a decent match. She did have that edge. 

“Y’all just need to come up with a safe word,” Rose had once suggested. “That’s all.” 

In high school Valerie warned Selena, “I’m worried I’ll get Tourette’s of the Eyes, meaning, I can’t help it when I 
look at someone and… they can tell I wanna fucking kill 'em.” (Well, she got it, finally.) Selena saw it happen slowly, 
the change in countenance—from afar, from reading her work, from those videos—and now it hit her that Valerie 
wasn’t a kid anymore, nor exactly a woman.  

She was something else. According to plan, her brown eyes had been successfully lit. And now Selena didn’t know if 
it was better to back away, or fan the flames to smoke out her own feral bitchiness. 

It’s the only thing you’re good at.  
  
Above her she heard a birdie singing a melody; then she realized it was a human whistling a song from beneath her 
on the streets. The song sounded familiar. Suddenly she felt in the mood for something bloody. Should I take the 
subway? No, she would take a taxi to Steak, even though it was quite a ways away. Because she was worth it. And, 
Selena was a good backseat driver. 

Drrrrr…. She heard a streetcar drive by in the streets. From drinking vodka, she felt nauseous.  
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[Anorexic] 

The Florida friend was tired of her shit. She had invited Valerie to live with her in Miami and now she didn’t have a 
chapter in her book. Well, now she did—but she didn’t even have a name. What the fuck! After all she had done for 
Valerie. Just a mention on the second page of her first book. Again, what the fuck! That bitch should be ashamed. 
Maybe the Florida friend had trained Valerie too well to do whatever it takes to be great. (The Florida friend was 
psychic too. She knew that Valerie had what it takes.) But compared to the Florida friend Valerie was a loser. She was 
a pussy. With all those motherfucking e-mails. She felt like Valerie was prostrating herself in front of the Florida 
friend like a fucking bitch. And what for? She must want something. Or maybe it was some fucked up guilt complex 
for acting like a pussy and leaving the Florida alone. She didn’t like it there? Aw, poor thing. But Valerie wasn’t a 
complete pussy. She was intense. And between the two of them, it had gotten too intense to even be in the same 
house. But now that Valerie was on her own and doing dope, the Florida friend was just a little bit worried. What if 
that bitch fucking died. Then what would the Florida friend do. Again, maybe she had trained Valerie too well to do 
whatever it fucking takes to be great, even fuck people over and die. If that’s what it takes? Go for it. Maybe that’s 
what had happened. But she knew Valerie well. And she knew that Valerie “hit back” the people closest to her, in 
multiple senses of the term. She knew that Valerie, like the Florida friend, had high standards for the people closest to 
her. And she didn’t put up with their bullshit. Often that required being a total cunt. Remember? Valerie warned you 
about this. All in all the Florida friend needn’t have worried because Valerie had the Florida friend’s back. She would 
push her to be a director. And a bigger director than she was someday. (She knew that.) For now, Valerie had already 
written the Florida friend a fucking great role in her next movie, and she better not fuck up this opportunity like the 
other hoes. Ok? 
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[Pipe dreams] 

Mike never felt like a brother. He felt like a dog around his family. That’s how he saw himself. When he used to play 
Wizard of Oz with his older sister, he would ask to play Toto. 

“What the fuck is wrong with you?” his sister would say. 

He’d be assigned the cowardly lion instead. 

“You’re so funny!”  

His first girlfriend once told him this while stroking his hair, around when they’d both just got hooked on heroin. 
“Mookie, give me a kiss.” The name had stuck. She used it throughout their relationship. He supposed it was cute, the 
way she used to talk to Mike like he was her pet.   

He thought about Valerie on his walk to Penn Station to use a payphone. She was the only girl who had refused to call 
him Dollar Mike, or Mookie. Instead she called him “Michael.” Nobody called him that.  

…. 

“You have one unheard message!” chirped Valerie’s voicemail. She waited for the message to begin. 

It was Michael. “I had to be in the hospital a while, but it’s ok. I wanna see you again,” he said. “Come.” 

But she couldn’t be with Michael, because she was in Queens. Back at her dad’s house. 

Valerie set her phone on the bedside table next a solved Rubik’s cube from high school. (She trained herself to solve 
it, she had been such a loser.) Then she put her head on her pillow and tried to leave consciousness again. Of course 
she couldn’t. So she got out of bed and went to the bathroom. Valerie turned on the bath.  

Whenever she felt sad or scared or lonesome, baths always seemed like a good solution to her pain. Sometimes she 
took several per day. This was something she had in common with some great novelists and poets. (She just wanted to 
get clean.) In the bathtub, Valerie stared up at the fluorescent ceiling light. She noticed there were several flies at the 
bottom of the light fixture. She couldn’t tell if they were dead or asleep. Either way, it didn’t seem like a good way to 
go. Poor things, she thought. Rest in peace.  

… 

The second overdose was a nightmare.  

Valerie couldn’t remember it well, it had been so vague. But she did remember this. She kept being thrust against 
stable gurneys by a set of hands stronger than she was, again and again so she felt like she was drowning in a dark 
mass of really tiny eyes. Eyes that hurt. Open eyes at the ends of needles containing black static.  

Then she woke up under bright lights at Bellevue hospital. She took deep breaths.  
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Immediately she got off her gurney to go find a bathroom where she could vomit—but she was stopped by the cord of 
an IV in her right arm. “Are you okay?” asked someone. 

 “I think so,” said Valerie.  
  
She caught sight of herself in the dark reflection of a window looking out into the crowded main drag of the ER. She 
saw her own face. Valerie was shocked by how much weight she’d lost in so little time. She was carved out and 
bloodless. Quite seriously, she looked like she had died. She felt briefly thrilled by how scary she looked. 

Alongside her own reflection in the window, Valerie noticed a large box containing the Mac computer she had 
recently taken out of storage. It had been tied to the back of her gurney with cords. 

Then Valerie started to cry, because she got scared. 

“What happened?” she asked a young lady nurse, whose sea-green stare had a calming effect on her. “I’m so sorry…” 
Valerie’s voice felt rougher and deeper than she remembered. From crying, her throat hurt. 

“It’s ok, ssshh… When you came in here you were so out of it, you must have blacked out. You hardly said a thing to 
us but the paramedics said it was a bad batch of heroin. They shot Narcon into your nose twice. Usually that does the 
trick but you wouldn’t wake up, and then you went into cardiac arrest. So they got out the defibrillator…”  

Valerie leaned over and heaved on the floor; she tasted salt.  

“Sorry, I’ll help clean that up.” 

“You need to rest. That’s our job.”  

The nurse left to go find a janitor.  

She heard the chirping of another patient’s heart monitor somewhere down the hall. Valerie found a clock on the wall: 
it was 3AM. She thought of making a phone call, but the thought of radio silence at the other end of a line was more 
frightening than her own dark gaze. 

Valerie turned to her right. An East Indian woman wearing a pink embroidered dress sat on the opposite end of the 
room in a gurney. She was speaking in a language Valerie couldn’t understand. But to whom? There was no one else 
in the room. She wasn’t on a phone. A sinking sensation fell into Valerie’s chest like blood being drained from a 
bathroom sink. Perhaps the woman was praying; it did sound like a chant. 

The nurse came back.  

“I’d like to change rooms, is that okay?” 

… 

The thing about Valerie’s relationship with Selena was that, in real-life, she never had much of a relationship with her. 
Yeah, she probably liked her from the moment they met. (Selena was smart and had shwag.) But the girls spent very 
little time together, so they could never drop the term “real friends.” To say Valerie was a stalker because she tried so 
many times to get Selena on board for her next film was therefore okay, though if she’s reading this book, it goes both 
ways. Now that Valerie is about to embark on her next movie project about jazz and dope, the reason she’s reluctant 
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to ever try putting herself out there again with Selena has less to with their rough history than with the fact that 
Valerie is a slum rat now. She’s in the rafters; Selena is up on deck. And she doesn’t want anyone who has a 
potentially good (or great) life ahead of her to do heroin. It’s true, it’s a really fucked up drug. Evil, maybe. But 
Valerie is doing it anyway because otherwise she feels permanently pathetic; plus she’s predisposed to addiction 
because she was born to a family of addicts. (For the record, the last time she used heroin was the last overdose, and 
she was sober while she wrote this book.) So that’s it. Selena is wise to stay clean above ground while Valerie enters 
the dregs of a filthy underworld. The sewers. And knowing herself, Valerie will go pretty hard on dope and 
prostitution for the sake of her future movie: Black Satin. 

… 

Sure, sure… I am predisposed to do that. I know I have a tendency to do that. Be dramatic, yes… But drama keeps the 
world spinning, doesn’t it my dark and lovely hoes? Without drama there would just be life, dull ugly life… Well, life.  

… And death. 

A fly in the light fixture had begun to make sounds. She opened her eyes and watched it toss itself repeatedly against 
the glass, as if to shatter it. Then it occurred to her the little fly might be able to see her too. With her clothes off. She 
heard her father watching television downstairs: some sort of sitcom with a loud laugh track. Valerie ran a finger 
along the bruised veins of her left arm, looked down into the bathwater and let out a heavy breath. 

“It’s just not healthy!” was a common reaction to Valerie’s edgy behavior. 

Her most awkward yet important dreams involved baths with people. In the last one, an unnamed character from 
earlier in the text was in a bathtub next to Valerie, and both girls were shaving their legs. Not a sex dream—more like 
siblings. The girl alluded to Valerie’s body image issues in a way that suggested they didn’t even make sense. Valerie 
said in return, “what issues?” And the girl just gave her a look. Valerie said, “I was being sarcastic.” 

“We’re asking that you do the intensive care outpatient treatment route. You’ll talk to a psychiatrist, therapist, 
neurologist, group of depressed kids your age, pseudoscientologist, psychogynecologist five days a week for twelve 
weeks total.” 

Hell naw, thought Valerie.  

Her dad had driven her to a treatment center and dropped her off for an eval. “So the insurance covers it?” he asked 
when he picked her up. “When does it start?” 

“Whenever I decide.” 

The hospital had sent a couple postcards to their house. “Accidental poisoning by heroin,” the postcards said. (Plus 
two hospital bills which praise god were covered by Aetna.) After that Valerie’s dad called her for the first time in 
months. “When I tried heroin,” was the first thing he said. He told her about his own drug use for twenty minutes and 
didn’t ask a thing. She felt like he could have given less of a shit that she had practically croaked. Maybe that’s 
oversimplified; she would like to think so. But long story short she’s not sure he cared. Or maybe he didn’t know how 
to show it. 

She was out of money. She had to stay somewhere. That’s how she ended up back in this shit-hole. 
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The fly kept tossing itself against the glass: tic tic tic. Valerie considered finding a fucking stepladder and unscrewing 
the light fixture just to keep the fly from ticking anymore. Then she remembered—it’s a fly. Even if I set it free, it’ll 
turn around and bite my ass. She decided to stop reaching out to sadistic and/or vain hoes who consistently treated 
her like shit even though they were significantly older, omfg stop wasting time—have you seriously still not written a 
fucking book? (Or made a movie if that’s your medium.) If it’s sick material you’re after then feel free to climb on 
board anytime but from now on if you need to reach me then please go through my pimp. (Wink.) Valerie got out of 
the tub and stretched her bruised arms. Even after what it had been through, the bathwater appeared nice and clean. 
Crystalline. Valerie pulled the plug on the drain, then went to the sink and brushed her teeth with toothpaste and spat 
in it. She started covering her skin with make-up and dark fabrics until she felt lovely enough to stand before her dad.  

… 

Everyone just needed to calm the fuck down. Seriously. He didn’t know why everyone was getting so bent out of 
shape. It wasn’t the end of the world, ok? Calm down, kid. 

“No, actually it is the end of the world, Dad—I’ve been through an emotionally apocalyptic shit-storm!”  

Valerie’s father was a smart man. But he didn’t have great instincts. As a much younger guy he’d made enough 
mistakes that he ended up working as a taxi driver and living in low-income housing in Queens. It was a duller life 
than he had envisioned for himself. He once dreamed of being a big comedian; instead he got this. 

No one recognized his talent. He went to stand-up open mics a few nights per week, hoping to climb the ranks. That 
didn’t happen. But fortunately, it was the jokes that mattered.  

“So the other night, I was fucking a whore… mmkay, yeah, I was fucking a whore… or no, sorry… She was sucking 
my dick. Okay. You know what I hate? When a girl starts crying right in the middle of that. Like—what am I 
supposed to say? Ssshh it’s okay, I’m sorry my cock is…  too big. You know what I mean? It’s a sticky situation. 
'Cause I ain’t sorry.” 

When Valerie was a kid, sometimes her mom would stop working and take her on trips to Coney Island. Those were 
Valerie’s favorite days, but they didn’t happen very often. In one of her earliest memories, her mom is twenty-six and 
Valerie is three. She remembers being on a beach at Coney Island and seeing pain in her mom’s eyes. She smells the 
tarry sand. Valerie wants to come up with a way to take her mom’s pain away, or at least distract her from it for a 
second. “Mom,” she says on the beach and then looks across the water. “Birdies.”  

Her mom stares up at the sky and sighs. “Seagulls, sweetie.” 

Valerie feels bad. 

She misses her mom. Valerie stands across from her dad in the living room, while he watches TV, and she suddenly 
misses her mother so much that she starts to cry. 

“Are you crying?” 

Valerie nods. 

“Why?” he asks. 

She holds out her arms with hands upturned, so her bruised veins are visible. “You try this…” 
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Her dad looks at her funny. 

Now Valerie steps back from her father and turns away from him. She decides to fly out the front door of the house. 
She doesn’t intend to go back inside. (Never again, this time.) Outside she turns left and sees a mostly black cat with 
spots; it’s so dark, it almost blends in with the night. Luckily the white spots are light enough that she can see the cat. 
And it guides her down the sidewalk for a while until it exits beneath a blue pick-up truck. Valerie wants the cat to 
stay with her but she’s got to keep moving forward. To a subway station, with a platform raised high off the ground 
on metal poles with interlocking pipes that form six-pointed patterns between them. Valerie stands at the foot of the 
stairs to the station. She goes up. 
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[Levitate] 

She has a dream in black and white that she’s driving on a highway. In the dream she’s too blitzed to control her own 
truck. In the black-and-white dream, she moves down a ramp and gains momentum. 
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PART 2 
October 
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[Eyes low] 

What made Nellie and Rose a perfect match for the school shooting was their competitive pursuit of Death. As far as 
they could tell, their respective Death wishes were stronger and more acutely felt than most females. Neither Nellie 
nor Rose feared Death. They invited Death into their rooms like a cruel and dangerous bedfellow. The only thing 
that stopped one woman from continuing to fool around with Death, was the other. They could either force one 
another from Death's naughty grasp, or seduce Death as a pair. Nellie and Rose decided to go shopping together, to 
pick out a weapon. 
  
It was never about killing boys. Sure, some of them might get hurt, but their weapon of choice was not capable of 
killing anyone. The girls just felt obliged to teach the boys at school a lesson. What made this school shooting 
different from most was that it would happen remotely—not on the boys’ campus, but at home. In their bedrooms.  

There was this thing that happened to Nellie around Rose that was a challenge to describe in words, but it’s certainly 
worth a shot. It was like Nellie’s own gaze had begun to reform itself with Rose’s guidance—like a new and gentler 
set of hands belonging to Rose extracted Nellie’s gaze from her own scathing grip, as if her gaze was clay that had 
begun to harden, and Rose’s hands then held it and morphed it into something much softer—so that when Nellie 
looked in the mirror she felt better, automatically. It relieved Nellie from a deep-rooted pain she took for granted, 
when this internal conversion happened around Rose, and she wanted to return the favor somehow. So Nellie put faith 
in her own hands to knead life into Rose’s gaze too, so that when Rose stood in front of a camera she constantly 
struck the lens as beyond pretty but seriously fucking gorgeous, even when she wore no make-up or anything—
because Rose had the power to be relentlessly beautiful, dangerously so. It would take time and trust between them, 
in order for Nellie to help remold Rose’s gaze in a way that sank well-beneath her skin. Nellie understood what it was 
like to be a perfectionist, visually, and Rose’s gaze had been handled by some difficult hands already, including 
Rose’s own. Both girls had been worn down over the years (by the eyes of strangers, family, lovers), and like a 
tradition among perfectionistic women, they continued to be painfully hard on themselves.   

With the school shooting, Nellie hoped to do the same thing for boys. She wanted boys to stand in front her apparatus 
and be able to view themselves as beautiful, not anything other than beautiful, even though it was taboo for boys to be 
called that. But reshaping boys’ gazes would prove tougher than Nellie ever thought. Boys’ gazes had been carved 
already. Boys’ gazes were used to desecrating girls for pleasure. Boys wanted to do the carving, on female flesh.  

Usually boys acted frightened around the apparatus, like it could stare into dark crevices of their visual cortex and 
rob them of something—some coveted sick visions involving girls, which they thought were safely embedded in 
their own brains, so deep that no one else would know these sinister fantasies even existed. But the boys were 
wrong about that. Nellie and Rose dug up their sinister fantasies, and used them against the boys.   

In general, there was nothing wrong with sick visions. It was a boy’s attitude about his sick visions that bothered 
Nellie and Rose. Like he assumed that having sick visions gave him an edge over the whole female sex. Like he 
was superior. (Well, surprise: Nellie and Rose had sick visions too.) What terrified most boys was the sudden 
realization that he wasn’t master of his own sick visions of sex. Not anymore. The apparatus controlled him now, 
sexually. And the apparatus, god forbid, was being manipulated by a couple of girls.   

It was hard to fathom. The boys were no longer masters in total command of their own sick visions of sex; they 
were trapped in these visions.     

And as long as the shooting lasted, visions of boys and sex were totally commanded by Nellie and Rose.  
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It was sick, that’s what it was. Sick and terrific.  

There were seven total shootings to be performed. One girl was in charge of bringing the camera on location; the 
other girl, in charge of seducing the boy. Nellie and Rose switched roles every other shoot. On a private hit list 
(shared via Google Docs), they collected the names of boys who had hurt girls at their high school: emotionally, 
sexually. Some boys were serial predators. They saved the worst boys for last.  

Rose and Nellie met in a high school photography seminar that had nothing to do with boys and sex. (The class was 
called, “Photography A.”) Neither of them wanted to be photographers, either; they were taking the class to satisfy a 
Fine Arts requirement at their all-girls school in Tennessee. In the photography seminar, they didn’t talk much; both 
girls were shy and kept a low-profile, back then. But they were constantly observing the other, and it was clear even 
from bad early work that their gazes were drawn to similar subjects. For class assignments, both girls would submit 
candid shots of female friends; still shots of cattle along highways that made the creatures feel oddly mystical; and 
the occasional shot of a boy she adored. Rose’s photographs of boys made the whole class let out a collective sigh 
when they were put up on the overhead projector. Nellie’s shots were stark and intense and captured boys with angry 
expressions. Her photographs caused the class to go silent. If she posted them on Facebook, nobody hit the like 
button.  

Finally Rose and Nellie ended up partners, for an in-class assignment that involved photographing the other person. 
That’s when they learned their gazes were evenly matched. For most shots, it seemed like there was a way to reach 
a compromise that held its own naturally. Rose’s patience with Nellie tempered her overly intense approach. It 
worked visually too. The two photos they took that day—Nellie of Rose, and Rose of Nellie —represented an 
historic moment, both in their artistic careers and personal lives. The photos allowed each girl to emerge from her 
respective phase of low self-esteem. They both had a hard time comparing themselves with other girls in high 
school, which led to serious depression. (In retrospect, it was N.B.D. because in the future they would be 10x hotter 
than most girls who made fun of them.) Until that day, Nellie hated all pictures of herself and took self-portraits that 
were purposely fugly—but she liked the picture Rose took of her. It wasn’t fugly. Nellie’s picture of Rose brought 
out a side of Rose she didn’t know she had. A mad side that was smoking hot. Together, their photographs made the 
straight-laced teacher of their class drop the word “eroticism” a few times that day, in a seemingly unrelated lecture 
(using famous photos from the past century) on how photos had the power to affect the outcome of twentieth-
century wars.  

During the school shooting, under the gaze of Nellie and Rose, boys found their sexual capacities suddenly advanced. 
Whether sprung by a need to impress under pressure, or something different (like virile sex vibes) Nellie and Rose’s 
gaze made the boys capable of more. On one hand this was a sick bonus for the boys being shot. On the other hand it 
had the potential to backfire. More pressure meant that if the boys performed inadequately, they fell into despair. 
Sometimes they chased Nellie and Rose after the shooting, hoping for a second chance. The girls felt threatened. So 
they called in reinforcements. It was an essential moment in the plan. When the boys felt most vulnerable, their own 
gazes could be re-sculpted with some subtle handiwork by their mutual friend: Sadie. 

… 

Sadie’s favorite author in high school (for a phase) was Joan Didion. She had a high school English teacher—who 
was male—once tell her: “You’re a budding young Joan Didion!” The day he said this, Sadie was clothed in an 
especially low-cut dress from Hollister that a relative had given her as a Christmas gift. She couldn’t help but wonder 
if the male teacher’s word-choice (“budding”) had something to do with the fact that her tits were noticeable on this 
day in particular.  
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At Priscilla Presley Academy in Memphis, Sadie was an academic all-star. She had a perfect GPA and was top 
female-dog at the newspaper. That’s how she met Rose: the editor-in-chief. Rose sent Sadie to write a cover story 
about a sex blogger in Nashville. Sadie drove from Memphis to Nashville, to the sex blogger’s house, and conducted 
a series of interviews. The day before the last scheduled interview, Nellie showed up at the newspaper office to say 
“hi” to her new friend Rose from photography class. Rose said: “You should drive to Nashville with Sadie and take 
some photographs of the sex blogger. That would be super helpful.”  

One evening—while Nellie was uploading photographs to a computer in the newspaper office—she, Sadie, and Rose 
had their first long chat about movies. It started when Nellie mentioned that her top three movies (for a phase) were 
Annie Hall, Kill Bill, and Black Swan. She confessed that she saw Black Swan four times in theaters, by herself, 
because she thought it was a good-ass film. After that some loser at jazz band rehearsal accused Nellie of being a 
“lady creep,” because she had enjoyed such a sick-dark film. It made Nellie paranoid that she might actually be a 
“lady creep.” But she certainly was less of a creep than the director who came up with the sick-dark film in the first 
place. 

“Do either of you get the creepy-eye from Darren Aronofsky’s films?” Nellie asked, while color correcting a 
photograph of the sex blogger. 

“I felt it in Black Swan,” said Rose. “There’s something one-dimensional about his female characters.”  

“But he doesn’t seem creepy in online interviews.” 

“Less creepy than Tarantino. Have you seen the way he talks?” Sadie asked.  

Nellie seemed disheartened. “Well damnit, why are all my favorite directors, like, creeps? I mean Woody Allen’s 
probably my favorite. And he allegedly mol—“ 

“You don’t have to tell us, Nellie.”  

“We know,” said Rose. 

“Right! But Woody Allen’s female characters are so cool, to me at least … same with Tarantino’s. Like, who would I 
be without them? And then I find out he’s got this whole foot fetish thing. And Woody with the pedophilia. What the 
fuck? It’s so confusing!”  

Rose hesitated. Then said, “maybe that’s the reason they’re film directors. To channel that sexual energy into art, so 
they don’t walk around molesting girls.” 

“Like our gym teacher,” said Sadie. “He makes such gross comments. It’s clear he has creepy porn stashed on his 
computer.”  

“Oh god…” said Nellie. “But I’m not talking about him. I’m talking about great artists. If they’ve managed to come 
up with a masterpiece, it’s probably not creepy. More like, sick-dark and beautiful. Cause they’ve harnessed all that 
sexual energy and thrown it into great work. Otherwise their sick-dark thoughts could lead to worse things.” 

“First of all, that’s like, what I just said,” Rose responded. “And I doubt these guys have actually ‘harnessed’ all that 
dark energy. You don’t know what happens behind closed doors.” 

Hmmm, thought Sadie.  
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The girls continued talking about the male gaze and what it meant to have a creepy-eye as a film director. They 
agreed it had to do with power. They could tell when a male director liked to dominate women in his movies: by how 
women acted, how their voices sounded, how they looked. It seemed like skinny women fared best in the film 
industry—and maybe it had to do with the whole power-thing. Anorexia could be symptomatic of an imbalance of 
power between director and actress. Then again, actresses often worked hard to achieve a certain look, and there was 
something admirable about beauty that had to be fought for. (The same was true for male actors, who stayed fit and 
buff and sexy. And yet the girls noted—the greatest male actors were often the ones that had “something else” other 
than good looks. Could the same be said of women? Or was there extra-pressure to look constantly hot?) In Sadie’s 
view, the male gaze had less to do with looks than with how female roles were written. If a female role came off as 
vapid or totally psychotic, then that’s how the director probably viewed women in general. The movies that Sadie 
considered the best-of-all-time featured great female roles. “And when it comes to great movies,” she added, “you 
have to keep in mind that the actresses playing these roles probably don’t get enough credit.” 

“Oho-kayy,” Nellie reacted. “You try writing and directing a whole movie. Acting is just part of it.” 

Rose noticed that Sadie looked upset. She changed the subject. “Nellie and I are in the same photography seminar, 
and we’ve been working on this undercover project…”  

She shot Nellie a glance to confirm that it was okay to tell Sadie about the school shooting they’d been planning for a 
handful of predatory boys over at Presley High. In response, Nellie smirked. 

“We could really use some extra hands,” added Rose. 

… 

Sadie had this problem, in high school, with dating beta males who were much more into her than vice versa. She 
would say “yes” in the first place just to be nice. She didn’t even like them. Most of the time, they were very smart 
boys who were extremely boring. Like, she couldn’t even talk to them without wanting to kill herself.  

If she had sex with these boys, it got to be a serious fucking issue—how obsessed with her they got. She didn’t 
understand it, usually the sex was so terrible. Well, the guys always seemed into it. But Sadie would be totally out-of-
it and thinking about other things: like, a book she’d been reading, or all the homework she had to do that night, or 
how she’d even ended up in bed with this guy. She would trace the immediate chain of events leading up to the sex. 
Most of the time, what she figured out was that she was too fucking nice to boys who needed a self-esteem lift. She 
felt like she was doing charity, and the worst part was: it worked. After one date with Sadie, these boys would 
transform into different people. They’d walk with their chins slightly raised and less-sloped shoulders. They’d start 
texting Sadie several times per day (even if she never responded) with updates on how their lives had suddenly gotten 
better. Things about grades on exams, job interviews, college acceptances, etc. Sadie could seriously not give less of a 
fuck if she tried. She didn’t know what to do. Since she’d been so nice to the boys on the initial dates, she couldn’t 
just straight-up reject them. That would destroy them. So, Sadie did the only thing that seemed practical. She pulled 
the crazy card.  

“I’m sorry I didn’t make it to dinner, I was having an episode.” 

“What?” 
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The guys would get all concerned. They’d ask what kind of episode. She’d switch up the answer: manic, nervous, 
psychotic. Then the boys would ask how they could help. “Do you need anything, Sadie? Let me know if you need 
anything,” they’d ask over the phone.  

“Don’t try to save me.”  

“… Are you okay?” 

“No! I’m crazy,” Sadie would say. “Don’t get involved, seriously.” 

“Don’t be silly,” the boys would reply, obviously smiling (she could hear it), as if they found Sadie cute or somehow 
amusing. “I don’t think you’re crazy at all!”  

They had noo idea.  

Sadie had another problem with men in the streets of Memphis. The way they looked at her. She couldn’t even walk a 
few blocks without feeling badly molested by the time she got wherever she was headed. She only wore skimpy 
outfits once in a while—and if she did that, she really got mauled by stares. They looked at her like dogs staring at a 
bloody hunk of meat. It got to the point that Sadie couldn’t trust any male adults she met for the first time, because all 
she’d notice was the way they looked at her. Like if some guy on the street happened to be playing guitar, and 
everyone around him was applauding his talent, she couldn’t even pay attention to the music. She just saw the way he 
stared at her and felt bothered and unsafe. It was terrifying. But there’s nothing she could do about it, but keep her 
head down and pretend she wasn’t affected by the constant looks.    

Then she started going out with Nellie and Rose. They told her to meet them in the middle of the night at a 24-hour 
diner in downtown Memphis. Sadie went, expecting the usual salvo of stares that left her feeling violated. But with 
Nellie and Rose, it was suddenly sort of funny, the way men looked at Sadie. For the first time, she actually felt a bit 
empowered by their gazes. Nellie and Rose knew what it was like. Still, the girls agreed, it was noticeably extreme 
for Sadie.  

“Oh my god—how do even get through the day without killing someone,” was Nellie’s comment, when she noticed 
this creepy old dude staring at Sadie from a booth across the mostly empty diner.   

“I don’t want to kill anyone,” said Sadie. “Except for myself sometimes.”  

Nellie gave her a look like: don’t you dare, bitch!!  

“I suppose I wouldn’t mind giving them a little taste of their own medicine,” Sadie added. 

“Good.” Rose took out her laptop and pulled up some footage. By then, she and Nellie had already done a couple 
shootings. Sadie watched the first clip.  

It wasn’t extremely pornographic, at first. The girls just talked to a guy like they were flattering him. He got all 
perked up. One of the girls distracted him sexually, so he’d answer the questions more honestly. The other girl asked 
questions. Do you like it when… Does it please you when… Do you want me to… followed by descriptions of sexual 
acts. Then the descriptions of sexual acts turned to descriptions of violence. Violence against girls. Do you ever hurt 
girls on purpose. 

“Yes.” 
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Why.  

“Because I love it when she cries.” 

The oddest thing about the shooting, for Sadie, was her own reaction. She got jealous. Not of the boy being shot, but 
of a girl. One of them. She couldn’t help it. She felt possessive. Like she wanted the other girl out of the way. She 
could do without the boy too, come to think of it. Sadie told herself it was a protective impulse—something a sister 
might feel. But she wasn’t certain. It might be something else.   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[Lions for Lambs] 

Valerie grew so profoundly sick and tired that she couldn’t get out of bed to save her own life. To charge her laptop 
or shoplift, that is. It used to be an adrenaline kick—shoplifting small items from stores on the corner and venders 
on the street. She was good at it. But it wasn’t fun when her survival depended on it, and she’d been doing it for so 
long without getting caught that she felt like she was running out of spare luck. She needed to hold onto some extra 
luck, and put it towards finding a place to sleep at night that wasn’t outside.  

Every night she slept outside she was woken by a cop. If not a cop, then a male stranger who wanted to take her 
into a park. The men were so aggressive from the get-go that she got hurt no matter what. Even if she walked away 
without a word, Valerie felt damaged. It was no way to survive. But the drawbacks of trying to stay in an apartment, 
under the peripheral watch of a judgmental roomie, outweighed the perks of being a nomad. (Not to mention she 
had no money for rent, that was probably the main thing.) At least she didn’t have to feel guilty about her 
unorthodox behavior at night. It always bothered her former living mates, how Valerie was such an insomniac. But 
now, in the middle of the day in Manhattan, she would do anything with anyone, for a nap.  

She finally found a bed-of-sorts in the basement of a building on campus at Columbia University, where she was a 
senior on summer break, still equipped with a school ID and swipe access. In the basement, Valerie found a practice 
room for pianists. The practice room contained a single piano and a large black velvet throw, which served as a 
protective cover for the piano when it wasn’t being practiced on. At night, Valerie treated the practice room as her 
bedroom. She used the black velvet throw as a blanket. She slept with her head on the ground, softened only by a thin 
layer of faded-blue carpet on cement. She often woke up with a bad ache in her frontal cortex.  

In the morning, Valerie went to work in a library, where she scanned books and e-mailed them to students who didn’t 
have time to pull them from the shelves on their own. She had to go to work in order to pay for college (not food—
she stole that), though she did save enough of her paycheck to fund a phone-line separate from her old family’s 
network. She wanted privacy. She considered it an essential human right. Her old family used to look over her phone 
bill, and know who she’d been talking to and who she ignored. So Valerie went ahead and made the jump from AT&T 
to T-Mobile, though it didn’t really matter what network she used because she never looked at her phone anymore—
except for to change songs on iTunes and Tidal.   

That’s another thing Valerie paid for: a prescription to an online music service. Between the college and phone and 
music bills, she was already sinking in a shallow debt. It gave her an excuse for being a klepto.  

In the library, while Valerie scanned books, she multi-tasked and made funky mix tapes on her iPhone. At the 
moment, she had no access to pharmaceuticals or alcohol or more sinister substances. So music was the most 
effective form of both stimulant and relaxant she could get her hands on. It softened her moods.  

If the practice room in a basement on campus was locked at night, Valerie slept outside a church. It was illegal for 
cops to kick her off the steps of churches. That’s why she chose them as her bedroom. The problem was that there 
were other homeless men around, which was as bad or worse than being vulnerable to mad policemen. Lately the 
Catholic Churches bore large banners imprinted with a painting by Rembrandt, which served as a logo for the papal 
“Year of Mercy.” She didn’t know if the onus was on her or a higher power to be especially merciful toward human-
folk this year round. Despite the whole homeless issue, she thought the higher power had been pulling its weight—at 
least in Valerie’s humble view. So far, this had been the best year of her life.   
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That’s why she didn’t want to lose it.   

So finally, Valerie rubbed her eyes and raised her neck and head from the steps of a church. Her make-do mattress 
was stiff and gave off a dank metallic scent. Overnight, the bad ache in her frontal cortex had grown more severe and 
spread all the way to the bottom of her spine. Valerie sensed the onset of sniffles in her nasal canal. Soon, she would 
head over to Duane Reade to shoplift some body wash and DayQuil. But before Valerie left the steps of the Catholic 
church, she had a confession to make. This confession required a bit of background—which might also start to 
explain why she considered this the best year of her life, so far, though by a sane person’s standards it had been a 
disaster.   

Valerie had recently celebrated her half-birthday (between twenty-two and twenty-three), and the wish she made on 
her half-birthday was the same as her lifelong dream: to leave a discernible dent on film history as a writer-director. 
She wanted to make movies that were unlike any other movies at the time. The movies she made were comedy-
dramas that doubled as filmed self-portraits. They were intensely autobiographical yet reimagined versions of her life 
narrative. Valerie considered her own life an inescapable performance—for viewers, for people who knew her well, 
for some set of eyes beyond her power—and whenever she was presented with a big life-choice, she’d always handle 
that life-choice in a way that would make for a better story. Recently, she’d stopped caring whether the life-choices 
she made were safe, sane, and/or socially acceptable. All she cared about was making that half-birthday wish come 
true, by way of some dead-serious effort and courage, plus instinct.  

In Valerie’s view, being the “best” had little to do with being sane and happy; it had to do with knowing one’s talents 
and capitalizing on them, for the sake of oneself and maybe others, someday. If success followed, great—but nothing 
was promised. That’s where luck came in.   

More than a few times, luck had saved her from total ruin. After the fact, Valerie always assured herself that traumatic 
experiences were necessary field work to make future movies about drugs and prostitution that felt beautiful and 
honest. Valerie had always been prone to addiction and depression and wild behavior, so it’s possible that these 
events, or similar versions, would have happened to her anyway—even if she weren’t performing her own life to 
improve her screenplays. That said, it was fair to suggest that control of Valerie’s “performance” had recently fallen 
out of her own hands, and she was having trouble getting it back.  

She didn’t want a boyfriend or older guy-friend or fuck-buddy. She wanted a man. But she feared that good men 
were an endangered species. A good man was hard to find. Good women, even harder.   

Valerie feared reptiles. They were her third greatest fear. Her second greatest fear was bugs. Her first greatest fear—
she thought—was being killed by the people she “let in” as friends and lovers. People she trusted. All three of her 
greatest fears fell under the same vein: betrayal. Valerie feared that rather than help her, people she trusted would 
choose the reptilian route. They’d rather suffocate or poison her, like snakes, than see her survive and do well. She 
feared that people would get under her skin and kill her from the inside-out, like parasites or flies spiked with 
diseased blood. She feared that simply by admitting her greatest fears, the people she trusted would figure out a way 
to torture and slowly destroy her. This was not a challenge. (Get the fuck away from me, if that’s how you’re reading 
this.) Valerie did not have a single vein left in her heavy heart to lend to traitors. That’s why she avoided people. 

On a bench outside her old therapist’s office on 69th and West End (where she knew the WiFi password), Valerie 
closed her laptop for a few minutes to birdwatch. She saw a white spotted lady-bird with just one foot, limping 
languidly, not in pain but not exactly alive and kicking. Then she saw a dark man-bird, with feathers unfurled. The 
man-bird tried to mount the lady-bird; the lady-bird let out a shriek. Thinking she’d rescue a suffering lady-bird, 
Valerie shooed the man-bird off. He flew away, leaving the lady-bird alone. The bird cried out a lonely lady-song, 
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then gave Valerie a look. A bitchy one.   

So it must have been consensual, after all—Valerie thought. Always a tough call. 

In the past, Valerie had a tendency to give her power to guys who were unfit to lead her. She was in search of a pimp
—but every pimp she’d tried out, so far, had proven himself unworthy. Her first choice of pimp was named Michael. 
But the first and last night she worked for Michael, he took her hard-earned sex money to hawk some heroin, then 
made some comment like, “let’s do it tonight! A white wedding!” and it freaked Valerie out. She ran away with no 
money (or drugs) and slept in the park, where she was roused from sleep a few times by policemen. Her only other 
possible choice of pimp was a guy named King—but to cut to the chase, he wasn’t the best fit for Valerie. She 
decided to take some time off from her hoe-down, and stay away from guys until she found some sort of protective 
flock in place of a pimp.  

Suddenly Valerie understood why the lady-bird had been upset with her. It seemed the poor thing would rather be 
raped than totally neglected by others of her kind. At least the male bird was giving her some attention. Valerie pulled 
up Google on her cell phone and tried to find a bird hospital in the city that could rehabilitate the lady-bird so she 
might have a better chance of being picked up by a protective flock. By the time she found the number of a place, the 
injured lady-bird had already evacuated the premises. The bird didn’t trust Valerie. Perhaps the lady-bird suspected 
that Valerie enjoyed watching her suffer, when that wasn’t the case.    

Should I feel guilty? Valerie wondered to herself.  No, the bird was too fucked-up to be saved. She has a small chance 
of actually surviving the city. Valerie felt a strong wave of empathy. The least she could do was immortalize the lady-
bird in her writing.   

Valerie went into a phase of hiding. She stuck with her job in the library. With her library job, she qualified for on-
campus housing. Without being asked, her family called the Housing Office and booked a room for her. They said 
they’d pay for it. Valerie felt grateful. 

Valerie didn’t know which was better or worse, objectively speaking. 1: the idea that her old family had been reading 
all her stuff, and reacted how they did. (Hardly at all.) 2: the idea that her family hadn’t read a word. She definitely 
would prefer the second scenario. But the last she heard from her family, her father had already read most of Valerie’s 
latest writing (including this book, so far) and thought it was awesome. She was glad he liked it. Had her mom read 
it? Valerie had an inkling that she had at least gotten a general synopsis, which might explain the sudden assistance in 
terms of housing. Maybe her parents felt guilty or worried. But—to respond to her mom’s last e-mail—she’s not 
ready to disclose her new phone number by calling home at this time. Sorry, she wants her freedom. 

… 

“You’re scaring me.”  

Nellie used to say that to her mom as a young child, when her mom was having one of her yelling fits. Usually the 
yelling fits were caused by something completely unrelated to Nellie: simple things, like being late to work and not 
knowing where her keys were, or accidentally burning something in the oven, or misplacing her phone. When one of 
these things happened, Nellie’s mom would cuss and yell and occasionally tear up the house. But nothing made 
Nellie’s mom more furious than Nellie’s dad. His alcoholism. His empty pockets. His parents, who were cruel to 
Nellie’s mom. On these three topics—or a mash-up of the three—she and Nellie’s dad would argue many times per 
day. Screaming arguments that ended with broken pieces of furniture in the living room and shards of glass on the 
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kitchen floor. If Nellie tried to break up a fight, they’d calm down for a second and tell Nellie: “it has nothing to do 
with you. Nothing.”  

Then they’d keep fighting.  

Nellie would go into the other room and play videogames. At age seven, her favorite game was Harry Potter and the 
Sorcerer’s Stone on CD-rom. She played it wearing headphones. Her mom bought her an electric piano so she could 
play that too. She wore headphones and taught herself to play a few songs by ear, for example: the Sorcerer’s Stone 
theme song. She made recordings of the Sorcerer’s Stone theme song using the electric piano and listened to them on 
her headphones to block out the sounds of fights. Even if she managed to block out sounds from all the fights with 
her headphones—and usually, she couldn’t—noxious feelings seeped through the walls of the house like a hex. And 
Nellie inhaled these feelings. She internalized them.  

She wondered, often, why her parents didn’t just get a divorce. It seemed like their marriage was ruined long before 
Nellie was even born. Nellie asked her mom why she stayed in the marriage. “Where there’s anger, there’s often 
passion… It’s better than indifference,” Nellie’s mom said.  

Nellie’s favorite sound, which fell over the house in the middle of the night, was Silence. She would wake up in the 
middle of the night and inhale the Silence. But sometimes in the Silence, she still heard sounds.  

You’re nothing.  

That was Nellie’s own voice in her head. 

… 

At the Apple store on Fifth Avenue, Valerie brought in her laptop for repair. It had fallen off a desk in the library by 
accident, and the screen went black. She’d already been having a bad day, and when she arrived at the Apple store for 
her genius-bar appointment, the day got worse. There were about fifty employees, milling around, talking amongst 
themselves or staring at the screens of their iPads. They knew she was there. How could they not? She had been 
waiting in line for several minutes, and there was no line behind her. But still, no one looked at her. She was standing 
in plain view.  

It was always shocking to Valerie, how much her worldview changed when she was around a man. This time, she 
wasn’t referring to love. It was just how men got treated. It was how she got treated when she was with a man. It was 
so much better.  

… 

In the living room of Nellie’s house in Memphis, on the couch, she and [X] used to play videogames. At age twenty-
one—a year and a half older than [X]—Nellie was slightly more advanced. She’d graduated from the Sorcerer’s Stone 
(on computer) to games like Assassin’s Creed and Call of Duty (on Xbox 360). On the couch, while [X] and Nellie 
played videogames, she and [X] traded turns fiddling with the controller versus fiddling with the zipper on the other 
player’s pants. It was a challenge to stay alive in Assassin’s Creed or Call of Duty while sitting on the couch with [X]. 
A fun challenge. But there were some things that got in the way of Nellie’s fun; for example, the profound fear that 
one of her parents would come home at any minute. Plus there was that damn dog in the house that always started 
barking in the middle of sex. It was hard for Nellie and [X] to relax. When they weren’t playing Xbox 360 or having 
sex, she and [X] used to talk about stuff like it didn’t matter. Like nothing matters. None of it. Well, she doesn’t really 
believe that anymore, though frequently that feeling comes back for Nellie. Feeling like nothing. Sometimes [X] 
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made her feel like nothing—when he didn’t text her back. When he ignored her on purpose. When he stopped playing 
games with her.    

Nellie had a suspicion that [X] had been fucked by one of her main actresses in the past. She didn’t know how long 
ago.  

But when she figured that out, she got the closest to Death she’s ever been. She would have fucked Death in a second
—and she almost did. If Nellie got close enough with Death, she felt like she mattered. That’s why Death decided to 
keep her around. Because she was important, to him. 

Around Death, Nellie didn’t feel like nothing. That’s how she and Death got so close.   

The one time Nellie introduced [X] to her parents, it was awkward. She and [X] sat side-by-side on the living room 
couch. [X] seemed nervous, but he did well. They asked what he’d been up to that summer; [X] mentioned that he’d 
been playing New Orleans jazz piano for some friend in the neighborhood, or something, which reminded Nellie’s 
mom of way back when “she used to listen to a lot of live jazz.” She started dropping all these tidbits about doing 
dope with famous jazz musicians in the seventies. Nellie’s dad remained silent. For Nellie, it was awfully strange. She 
rarely heard her mom talk about the near-decade she spent as a heroin addict in New York—now all of a sudden, she 
was bragging about it in front of [X].  

That was the last time [X] ever came to Nellie’s house. She didn’t know if that was bad or good. 

… 

On the family’s desktop computer, Nellie’s mom discovered a recording of the Harry Potter theme. She was 
impressed with her seven-year-old daughter’s ability to play the song by ear. She decided to get Nellie piano lessons 
with an elderly woman named Ms. Brunzell, who taught from her living room. Her living room had orange tweed 
carpet and smelled faintly of maple syrup. Nellie came to love Ms. Brunzell like family. She studied with her 
throughout elementary and middle school. During those years, Nellie practiced piano diligently. She made recordings 
of her piano songs on the computer. Before piano recitals, Nellie used to feel really nervous. Even more nervous than 
she felt chronically. The more nervous Nellie felt before recitals, the better she performed. Usually she played the 
hardest piece at the recital and was the most impressive player. But there wasn’t much competition—only like five 
other students. And the recitals took place in the living room of Ms. Brunzell’s house. So why did she get so nervous? 

Years later—right after Nellie stopped fearing Death—her chronic nervousness disappeared. She didn’t feel nervous 
anymore. She didn’t feel anything. The opposite of nerves is indifference, Nellie figured. During that time, she found 
out that Ms. Brunzell had died at age 99 at her house in Memphis.  

Nellie didn’t feel anything, until now.  

She cried. 

… 

Valerie’s break-up with her prospective pimp, Michael, was more complicated than just the “white wedding” 
comment. They’d been spending time together all day. Valerie picked up Michael pan-handling in Midtown, and 
brought him with her to Columbia’s campus to grab some clothes she’d left in a random classroom in Dodge Hall. 
Michael looked around the campus with an expression like someone walking out of a concentration camp, straight 
into the Garden of Eden.  
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“Look at this place, these people actually give a fuck,” he said, watching a crowd of well-dressed students smoke 
cigarettes in front of Dodge Hall. “I really fucked my life up,” he kept saying over and over. Valerie didn’t know how 
to respond.  

“It’ll be all right,” she told him. “And just so you know, you’re smarter than most of the kids I’ve met in college. It’s 
not even like, worth the tuition.”  

“I really fucked my life up,” Michael said again. Then he looked Valerie in the eye. “And just so you know, I have a 
tendency to really fuck things up. If I were you I’d get as far away from me as possible.”  

That was the night he made the “white wedding” comment. That was the night Valerie slept in the park. 

It was true that Michael had been responsible for the two times that Valerie had overdosed on heroin. He’d been the 
one who shot it into her arm. Soon after she was resuscitated, two postcards from New York City arrived at Valerie’s 
house in Minneapolis, with messages scrawled on the back. The gist of both postcards was the same: If you love 
Valerie, get her home now. She’s overdosed twice on heroin and will die here. Her boyfriend is also her pimp.  

When Valerie was living at home after overdosing on heroin, she got a voicemail from Michael.   

“Hi sweetheart, I heard you tried to see me. You told a guy in Midtown you had to go home to Minnesota? I don’t 
know how that happened,” he said. “I don’t know if I believe it but, fine.” 

… 

“Are you all right?” 

[X] once asked Nellie this question in the basement of his house, right after a dinner with his parents. His mom had 
grilled Nellie with questions about her life, hobbies, goals. It was the most nervous she remembers being since she 
gave a speech in front of like 5,000 people at high school graduation. By contrast, the dinner only included four 
people: [X], his parents, and Nellie. (N.B.D.—right?) So why on earth did Nellie get so damn nervous. 

“I just want to leave a good impression,” Nellie explained to [X], on a couch in the basement of his house. “I wanna 
make you proud.” 

Around the time she and [X] stopped spending time together, he texted her something like this: I just don’t get 
satisfaction anymore. Nellie assumed he was talking about her sexual performance. Satisfaction was a term with 
sexual connotations, after all. But he told Nellie, in a follow-up text, that he was talking about everything.  

His own depression had gotten worse. Nellie wondered if it was her fault.  

The opposite of satisfaction is indifference, she figured. So what’s the opposite of indifference?  

Love, was Nellie’s instinctual response to that question. Or maybe just giving A.F.  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[Stronger than me] 

At the end of her second year of boarding school at Priscilla Presley Academy, Nellie decided she wanted to study 
abroad in London. She chose a boarding school in Central London, where Virginia Woolf had spent a long period of 
her education. In the library, Nellie read Sylvia Plath’s unabridged journals, which Nellie considered in some ways 
more beautiful than her poems. How raw and uncensored they were. It felt so deeply personal, and relatable for 
Nellie, that reading the journals made Nellie feel far less alone. From the unabridged journals, Nellie learned that 
Sylvia Plath had also spent a considerable time of her life studying literature and writing in London, while living in a 
district called Camden Town.   

For her first few weeks in London, Nellie stayed in another district called Elephant & Castle, in student housing. The 
window of her small single room overlooked a construction site. In daylight hours, construction men sometimes 
stared in the window and gawked at her. Nellie’s self-esteem was so godawful at that time (age: twenty-one) that she 
was just grateful to have an audience. Actually, it was so bad that she figured the construction men found her 
repulsive. Maybe they did. She shut the venetian blinds. By the end of her trip to London, Nellie’s idea of how mid-
aged British men viewed her would be slightly more researched. 

The student flat contained nine other students near the same age as Nellie. Two girls, seven boys. Apparently there 
were more girls at some point, but they moved out because the boys were so annoying. From a few initial exchanges, 
Nellie liked the boys—they seemed to like Nellie enough in return to be courteous and friendly. By contrast the two 
girls loathed her from day one. She could feel it through the walls of the flat. And the walls of the flat were thin 
enough that she could hear them gossiping. It was terrifying for Nellie. It seemed like whenever she found herself 
with two other females, Nellie was the outcast who got ostracized. Usually she didn’t understand it, and chose to keep 
her distance and do her own thing as privately as possible. At least this time, the two girls had a decent reason to 
dislike her from day one. Here is the reason. 

On night one, at about 11pm, Nellie arrived at the student flat from the airport via public transportation. She was 
hungrier than a shark with anorexia. On the seven-hour flight they had served meals, but the food was far from 
beautifully cooked and the woman next to her was jocking on her ability to relax. She refused to eat it. So on night 
one, at about 11pm, Nellie went into the kitchen of the student flat and opened the fridge. Like all the food had gone 
bad. Since it was the start of a new semester, Nellie figured (based on the rotten food in the fridge) that everything in 
the kitchen was leftover from the last semester—and therefore fair game. So Nellie went ham. She opened the 
cabinets. In London they eat a lot of porridge; there was a whole shelf full of it. She ate plenty of that, plus a can of 
tuna and like four kiwis that were randomly in the fridge. While she was eating the kiwis—skin and all, green juice 
dripping down her chin—this tall thin blonde chick entered the kitchen. She was wearing black leggings and a white 
tank-top with the Union Jack on it. Nellie wiped her chin and introduced herself as “the American.” She wasn’t 
feeling the girl’s vibes and preferred to eat in private. So Nellie took her half-eaten kiwi and opened can of tuna and 
left the kitchen. Even after eating the kiwis and tuna and porridge she was still hungry, but whatevs. Nellie went to 
bed. In the morning Nellie passed back through the kitchen to exit the student flat, and found a note scrawled in pink 
Crayola marker. The gist of the note was this: Who the FUCK ate all my kiwis????? – Jessica.  

Nellie was like, “Oh shit.”  

At that moment, the tall blonde girl (wearing leggings and a flannel, now) and her brunette roommate (wearing 
leggings and a flannel, too) came into the kitchen. They saw Nellie standing over the note, looking like a shark in the 
boat lights—and obviously the blonde chick had seen Nellie eating the kiwis and tuna the night before!! It didn’t 
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matter which girl was named Jessica. Nellie was busted. But for some reason she said this: “Do either of you know 
who’s been eating all the food? I had some porridge in the cabinet, and now it’s missing.”  

The brunette said, “The boys always take without asking!! It’s so annoying.”  

The tall blonde girl just gave Nellie a look.  

The next time Nellie came into the kitchen, the note in pink Crayola marker had been placed in the recycling bin. 

In any case, it made sense to Nellie why she overheard them bitching about her through the walls of the flat later that 
night. “It was her. I SAW that bitch eating your kiwis, Jess.” To be real, Nellie was resourceful as hell when it came to 
buying her own food. Also she had been trying to pull off another empty-stomach diet but those never work out for 
Nellie. Like never. So the moral of this parable is something along the lines of: Eat your own porridge, piggie bitch. 

… 

Before she left for London, Nellie felt that she was on the verge of some extreme life changes. Good or bad, she 
didn’t know. But definitely extreme. During online registration for classes, Nellie decided to go ahead and try to list 
her first name as something else: Nola. The registration went through. 

Nola then decided to go to a Tarot Shop and consult a fortune-telling witch. At the shop was a black cat with white 
spots. The black-and-white cat sat in the doorway of the shop. It’s the first thing Nola saw when she peeked in the 
Tarot Shop window, and it’s the reason she selected this specific shop over all the choices in the city. She thought this 
was a cool-ass cat. Of all the cool-ass cats she’d been in contact with lately, this cat was by far the most bad-ass 
because it wasn’t even trying to be cool-ass. It sat in the doorway and was completely still and silent. It didn’t even 
look at Nola when she stood in front of it and said: “Hi cat.” A few minutes later, on Nola’s way out of the Tarot Shop
—after having her whole life basically laid out in less than a minute by the fortune-telling witch—she accidentally 
collided with the black-and-white cat. She clipped the cat’s head with the sole of her silver Dansko clog, which must 
have hurt like a bitch because these shoes had some hella heavy soles inside of them. She thought the cat must be in 
pain, she’d been so clumsy on her way out of the shop. And still. The cat did not move. It did not make a sound. It did 
not look at her. Or respond to her when she said: “Sorry cat.”  

The cat was far too proud.  

Nola turned to the Tarot Witch. “I think I accidentally kicked your cat,” she said. “My bad.”   

“Oh don’t mind him! He’s laaazy,” said the witch. “It’s his fault for sittin’ around like that.”  

Nola stepped over the cat, and left the shop. 

… 

Nola has to pause and remind herself of something. What Nola has to pause and remind herself, is this. Most people 
aren’t as intense as you, Nola. Most people would rather just… be content.  

For Nola, being lazy was only a last resort when she was so depressed she needed distance from her own work. To 
Nola, being distant from her own work was hands-down worse than Death. Being distant from her own work made 
Death seem amazing. Since Nola was such a loner, her own work was the only reason she had to live. It helped her 
get out of bed in the morning. But sometimes her own work let her down. Sometimes her own work didn’t amount to 
anything. Since Nola wanted to be a great female director, she needed more than her own work to pull it off. She 
needed people. And just like her own work, sometimes people let her down. Pretty much always.  
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Sometimes Nola wondered if she worked too hard. Maybe it was a class thing. (She was working class, after all.) But 
she loved her own work. And she loved working hard. Most people were lazier than Nola. She didn’t think this was 
mean, it was obvious. She won at hard work.  

Nola only wished winning at hard work didn’t make her feel like such a tremendous outcast. 

But being a tremendous outcast—Nola thought—was better than being a loser.   

… 

Nola had a thing for men with great butts. Not that many men did. Shortly after Nola got her fortune read, she started 
looking out for some mystery man who was supposed to walk into her life soon. She didn’t know the exact dates or 
anything like that. The fortune teller said, soon. In London, Nola went on long late-night walks in search of some 
mystery man. On her long late-night walks, she listened to Billie Holiday on her headphones. Billie had lyrics-a-
plenty about men. Men whom Billie loved deeply, but still hadn’t met. Nola could deeply relate. Her favorite song by 
Billie (which had nothing to do with men, ironically) was “God Bless the Child.” If there was a god, and he was at all 
gracious, then Nola knew he would grant her the following wish: that the man she loved but still hadn’t met would, 
god forbid, have an amazing dick (oh shit, I meant to write) butt.  

After many weeks of long late-night walks in search of some mystery man with an amazing… butt, Nola began to 
wonder what the fuck was wrong with her. Did she really believe the fortune teller? Seriously, Nola. And did she 
really expect to meet the love of her life here in London, walking around the streets late at night like… a hooker?  

Wow…  

That’s when it occurred to Nola (for the first time!) that some mystery man might not be here, in the streets of 
London, looking for her. He might not be anywhere. She listened closely to the lyrics by Billie Holiday. She realized 
that the lyrics still made sense if “the man she loved” was actually just referring to, Death. And Nola realized that she 
might never meet some mystery man, after all. She realized (for the first time!) that if “the man she loved” wasn’t 
really out there, somewhere, looking to get hooked on Nola, then perhaps… maybe, just possibly, why not? might as 
well… she might actually be better off… killing herself? 

… 

With Nola, there were no secrets. “TMI” was a term she heard a lot. Nola said it all. That’s how it seemed. But—says 
Nola at the moment she writes this—that’s so not true. There were so, so many things she could not put in writing. 
The secrets were the things that were incapable of being written down. That could not be held in the hands of writing. 
That transcended what writing could handle. The secrets were the things that drove her to blend words to cover them. 
The whole spectrum of things that words could not cover, no matter how intensely she tried to blend words with her 
hands on a keyboard to cover them. The secret was the thing she got when she walked outdoors, and the weather had 
changed, from a gray cloud to a soft mist that had her breathing steady vibes once again. That had her holding her 
palms upturned to hold the purple rain. The thing she felt, right then. But she couldn’t share that thing in writing. It 
was all hers. She felt it.  

That’s why, Nola supposed, she was so into acting. Because no matter how hard people watched her, that thing she 
was feeling right then was a secret to the rest of the world.  

The emotion itself was the secret. And it was hers alone to hold.  

Or to feel with other actors and crew in close proximity. That was it.  

It was the one emotion in the world which she felt certain that none of you losers possessed. The one emotion that 
you losers would probably never have from Nellie, because she knew you losers from the past. You lost it. The one 
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emotion that, of all the cool-ass cats in the world, only belonged to one bad-ass. And that emotion—you losers—was 
Trust.  

… 

In her small single room alone, she danced. She danced like no tomorrow. There was no tomorrow for Nola, not 
planned, no no no. Nola danced till she was a murderous wreck. She danced up a hurricane. She danced with 
vengeance in her footsteps, and screaming eyes like a sadistic nurse in the loony bin. Nola danced her fucking ass off. 
She danced herself to Death.  

Do you even know what she must have been feeling… 

Back at the dingy student flat, things had taken a turn for the worse. Nola had begun to drink, heavily, because 
otherwise she couldn’t sleep. The walls of the flat were thin enough that she could hear the boys next door: playing 
music, talking, bringing girls over to have sex. She had no privacy. No peace. When she woke up, she felt sick. Her 
routine, most days, was to attend classes in Central London; walk or ride her rented bike home; then watch Amy 
Winehouse videos on YouTube, and drink. She drank and listened to Amy Winehouse on her headphones. She drank 
and listened to Amy Winehouse on her headphones, and danced. She danced until she grew tired, then collapsed in 
bed. Nola’s dances were never quite beautiful, and she supposed they never would be. But when it came to giving her 
gorgeous sleep, they really did the trick.    

During the day, Nola didn’t do her homework. Though she did do some research. And as always, she wrote. She 
wrote an e-mail to an acting coach named John, whom she was drawn to (after her research) based on the fact that an 
amazing actor from Mad Men recommended him. But when she wrote an e-mail to John, he never wrote back.  

Nola wasn’t worth his time. Well, not yet.  

She just had a feeling she wanted to work with John, and him specifically. Not some knock-off version of a director, 
and acting coach. So she wrote again. Still, no response. Nola left a voice-mail on his cell phone. She had to call back 
because the first time she got too nervous to even say anything: she kept silent. The second voicemail, she managed 
to give a short monologue. It was awkward. Nola was awkward on the phone. But she did her best. She waited to hear 
back from John. Still, no response. Nola wondered what the hell she should do next. So she made a website. It 
included all her goofy comedy videos, and some short stories she’d written, among other things.  

Nola sent John a link to the website. Then, she got a phone call.  

“Hi, so glad you called. I might have some openings this week.” 

Nola arranged a meeting. She went to meet John at his house.  
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[Strange fruit] 

She wished that she had those arms. Those legs. The transition from the legs to her upper half. And her abdomen. Just 
above there. God composing his best. Softly. Her bare skin. Her skin a soft ballad. Of course. Her face. Of course that 
face of hers. Her eyes the main reason. Her nose like the clef sign for a choral symphony. All of it. This whole thing. 
A body like this. So much better than her own. Nellie wanted this face. The chin and eyes and lips. Especially the 
lips. She needed that. All to be her own. But tonight, she could only have a picture of it.  

… 

For the car ride to the house of the Nashville sex blogger, Nellie prepared a playlist. It featured a recording by Johnny 
Cash: “Me & Bobby McGee.” She made it for herself and listened to it on her headphones, while Sadie manned the 
steering wheel of her blue pick-up truck. The car ride to Nashville was awkward as fuck. She got the impression 
Sadie didn’t want her there; maybe she was the type of person who liked to do her work in private. Her writing work. 
Nellie was just a third wheel among herself, Sadie, and Sadie’s work. Nellie wished she hadn’t even come with Sadie. 
It was so uncomfortable.   

When they reached Nashville, Sadie pulled into the driveway. She and Nellie walked up to the door of the sex 
blogger’s house. Sadie knocked. No one answered. She knocked again, nothing. Nellie tried knocking but it didn’t 
make a difference. Then Sadie called the sex blogger on the phone. Still, no response. 

Then Sadie got a text: be there in ~30 mins. Got held up last night. – xo, [Y].  

“So now can we relax?” asked Nellie. 

“No…” said Sadie. The battery on her phone had died.  

“Well, at least you got that last text,” said Nellie. “That was fortunate.”   

They sat on the small cement porch leading up to the sex blogger’s house: a small two-story building made of white 
stucco, with a black roof that hung out on either side of the house like a vast umbrella. Then, they talked.  

“So is that like, your thing.”  

“Hm?” Sadie asked. 

“Writing.” 

“Oh, yeah.” 

“How come.”  

It was an odd question, Sadie thought. How come. She thought of all her best works of writing. Her favorite pieces, 
she thought, were the ones that were the least popular. The ones that boring journalists might even consider failures. 
The ones that really caused people to freak out at Sadie. The ones that made people back off for a while. Even 
abandon her. Those blowhards. Sadie was a provocative writer. Her writing was smart, and most of the world was 
dumber than her. Sadie didn’t think that was mean, it was obvious. She must have started writing in the first place 
only to be granted access to an elite substratum of New York artists and writers, who were smarter than the rest of the 
world, that most city-dwellers longed for but never found. To feel less alone. And the parties were fun, it was true. 
But the best moments of her life so far as a budding young writer, she thought, were the ones she didn’t even 
understand. The moments when she would write a line or phrase, and there would be some odd crossover between her 
work and another world, belonging to another writer. The word that came to mind, was magic, but she didn’t want to 
think of herself as a witch.  
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She was something else. Like, a dark enchantress… 

“… hey! Are you okay?” 

Sadie jumped like a corsac reacting to a gunshot. She’d been daydreaming, and Nellie’s “hey!” came out of nowhere, 
like a bullet in the woods. When Sadie jumped, her left arm grazed Nellie’s right shoulder. Nellie immediately folded 
her arms, as if trying to look all casual, then did this thing with her eyes—like they were suddenly huge white clocks 
with the pupils directed at 7pm.     

… 

“The thing I do, but don’t put on my website because it would just confuse people dumber than you, Nola, is teach 
actors not to act. The important thing is that you actually experience the emotions you’re meant to perform. And 
acting, I’ve always said, is about human relationships...”  

She judged a lot by eye contact. Nola figured that a sign of trust was when two people could have decent sustained 
eye contact that was good and intense. The way John looked at her was like no man had looked at her. For once, she 
didn’t feel threatened. Not emotionally. Not even remotely, sexually. She’d only met this man, and he already knew 
she had it. 

“… that’s why actors often have sort of a zen thing. Because they aren’t pretending. They've dealt with themselves. 
You said in your e-mail that you want to be an actress because you wish you were someone else? Well, I’m afraid I 
can’t fix that. All I can do as an acting coach is help you discover parts of yourself, which you may not have known 
you possessed.” 

… 

Nola wants to clarify some things about her present spiritual position. She’s not an atheist, no, no, no… she believes 
in God and trusts him. And to be real she thinks the devil is alive, and lately, doing just fine. She feels him breathing 
in really, really dark places. And watching Nola from a bird’s eye view above her. She thinks the next man she gets 
hooked on—not [x], but a brand new capital [S]—is going to need her help to save him from the devil, or the other 
way around or both. She’s not fucking around. It’s these kinds of things Nola’s referring to when she keeps fucking 
saying “really, really dark.” Black static. Heroin. This is why she needs it. 

And this is also why she needs it from her dead-inside friends. And, the other way around. 

Real, real darkness thrives in places where humor breaks down completely. Places where not a fleck of funniness 
remains. Such places are rare, but it’ll be clear when we find them. (Powerful dark forces aren’t exactly hard to sense, 
just scary to face.) It’s the job of dead-inside people to help keep dark forces in check in a way that feels doable per 
who we are, where we’re at, how much we can take. It seems that the higher our potential to be great as individuals, 
the more highly sensitive we tend to be. So it’s unavoidable that dark forces will seep under our skin and affect how 
we behave. Yes, we’ll go dark. Yes, we’ll hurt each other. (I hope we actually survive.) Yet no matter what, the truth 
remains the same. Those of us who stay hip to the discourse between light and dark, good and evil, virtue and vice; 
those of us who allow these poles to shape and mould our souls as we sail through life; those of us who both observe 
and experience the dark side and then cultivate it—we’re the ones who end up the most interesting, fully matured. 
The ripest. 
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[Across the Universe] 

In bed with your arms folded. Head back. You hear things outside and you wonder if it’s God or your friends or just 
nothing. Finger on your own trigger. The cords of a bomb. Attack. It doesn’t feel as good, when you’re attacking 
yourself. You want an attacker. This fantasy belongs to a female, but it’s not a rape dream. In spite of how it might 
sound, it’s a dream God made for you. Your attacker is at a remote location. You have no idea where. It doesn’t 
matter. You know that he’s coming. He’s coming for you. And you feel relief. Intense relief. The dream looks like 
this.  

It looks like flying. But at speeds faster than a bird can achieve. Faster.  

You pass through worlds. Different cities. You’re still you in different cities. You’re still you, but not always the same 
version. Other versions of you. In Minneapolis. Memphis. New York. Japan. Who cares? As you pass through 
different worlds you see, the truth is the same. Just different versions of the same truth. The same story. The feelings 
are the same. And your old fear about different worlds goes away. Your old fear about being in the wrong world, the 
world where you’re just a fuck-up… that goes away. Because the truth in every world is the same. The same story. 
Just different versions of it. And in the story, you’re not a fuck-up at all. You’re flying. In every world, you’re flying 
and you have your friends with you. You’re flying with your friends. And they know you’re there, and you know 
they’re with you. It doesn’t matter where you are. They’re there. 

… 

His favorite movie was Taxi Driver. He told Nellie, “you should watch it,” and sent her an e-mail with a link. The link 
was not to Taxi Driver, but to his own feature film which he’d shot as a sophomore at Yale. It was an impressive feat, 
that he’d made a whole movie at such a young age. It took Nellie a few weeks to finish watching the whole movie. It 
was a bit long, and there were some issues with the sound. But the thing that stood out to Nellie, most, was that there 
was only one female character in the whole three-hour film. She was a ballerina.    

The way Nellie met Rick was the way most people met him: he started talking to her out of nowhere. She was bare 
foot, wearing a pair of red athletic shorts and a T-shirt with cows on it, waiting in line at the hospitality desk on 
campus because she’d locked herself out of her room. It was an accident. Rick walked past the desk on his way out of 
the building. He was holding a camcorder he’d checked out from an equipment room in Dodge Hall. Rick had 
recently finished shooting a video for the school newspaper—an interview in a classroom on campus, with a famous 
professor—and was about to go edit the video alone in his room in East Campus. At the time, Rick was a senior in 
college; Nellie was a sophomore. He was her only friend that year.  

Why? Because she was a loner. Because she was insecure. 

He was a bad alcoholic. He used to send her e-mails and texts when he drank, then wake up and realize what he did. 
One time he called her a cunt in an e-mail. Because he felt rejected, that’s all. He brought flowers to the library desk 
where she worked, with a note attached that said, sorry. He wanted to be her boyfriend; Nellie wanted to stay friends. 
Then he sent her more e-mails while drunk. Asexual. Cold flat-chested bitch. Pathetic. The next morning, he knocked 
on the door of her dorm room and said, “I’m so sorry, please let me make it up to you.” He bought her tickets to the 
U.S. open with Serena Williams. He bought her tickets to a boxing match, where they saw Louie C.K. in the 
audience. It was actually kind of fun—all the dates. But then he’d write those e-mails. Those drunken e-mails. 
Fucggin uglyy. disggusting. Nellie looked at herself in the mirror and felt hideously ill. It occurred to her that the way 
she looked, in the mirror, had gotten worse as a result of spending time with him. When she spent a lot of time with 
Rick, she avoided mirrors altogether. You know you’ve got the potential to be so pretty!! You just need to see a 
dermatologist. Then he wrote her a song on guitar. The lyrics said something along the lines of: “Sorry. You’re 
beautiful, to me. Why don’t you love me?” Nellie didn’t know what to say. She never did. She wanted him to leave 
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her alone. But that’s why he hated her. Because she didn’t love him. Because he felt rejected, that’s all. That’s why he 
had to see her again, to say sorry.   

She’d rather not write about Rick, from now on. Nellie escaped the relationship. She doesn’t know why she even 
brought it up, besides to give her fans some backstory.   

That’s all?    

… 

By his senior year, [X] was probably the most talented boy in the unusually competitive theater department at his 
high school. He was cast as the role of Melchior, the lead, in the department production of Spring Awakening. It was a 
long time coming. For years, at his high school, he’d been teased and called “faggot” by boys in gym class. He never 
did that well with girls, either. But he knew he wanted to fuck them! And that’s all.  

After Spring Awakening opened, he found he was suddenly hot shit at his high school. Like, plenty of girls were 
giving him looks that made him want to take their clothes off right there and then. He had to control himself, though, 
obviously—he didn’t want to get suspended or expelled—so instead he sent them texts. Weird texts. Texts that said 
clitoris and vagina as non-sequiturs. He just couldn’t control his fingers on the keyboard of his phone. And when the 
girls told him to stop, he kept sending them texts! Not always weird texts. He got better at the texts. More like, hey do 
you want to hang out sometime. They would hang out with him, and decide he was “weird” and “awkward” and a 
“loser.” And they’d stop responding to his texts. He was stalking them.  

Then [X] got upset.  

He would ask them literally, in the texts, why don’t you love me. And they wouldn’t respond.  

[X] just got depressed. Really, really depressed. For a year (after high school) he studied at Juilliard, to learn how to 
write movie scores, but it didn’t work out. Girls didn’t like him there, either. Besides, writing movie scores would be 
a waste of an amazingly talented musical composer. (Like the next Jason Robert Brown, but darker.) At Juilliard, [X] 
slept for fifteen hours per day. So his therapist told him to come back home to Minnesota. [X] came back home to 
Minnesota, and lived at home, and saw doctors. The doctors gave him SSRIs and told him he was smart but needed to 
get his shit together. [X] played video games on his laptop. Not violent video games. Old strategy games, like Myst 
and Riven, mostly to listen to the video games’ scores on his headphones. The music in the video games conveyed 
isolation and alienation from the rest of the world in a way that was pure and plain beautiful. [X] played the games 
again and again. The games got boring. [X] got really, really bored. Bored and really depressed. Hopeless.  

And then Nola came along.  

She’d just gotten back from London, where she’d attempted to kill herself—but [X] didn’t know that. He only 
remembered her from high school. At her high school, Nola was an academic all-star. She did just about every 
extracurricular (not just newspaper) and was bomb as hell at them. She was almost valedictorian, but then she got an 
A- in the highest level calculus class. She still gave a speech at graduation, as the class speaker, and…  

Nola was a bomb and total bad-ass.  

… 

[X] had a bomb ass. It was the first thing Nola noticed, when she saw him at the coffee shop after a fight with her 
family that sent her walking a few blocks to seek refuge in a slightly safer space. She’d flown in from London a few 
hours prior. She told [X], of her whole study-abroad experience: “It was a rough trip.” 

… 
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In London, Nola stopped going to class. It was a waste of precious time. She had better things to focus on, like the 
screenplay she had begun to write, even though she had been struggling to write at all. It seemed purposeless. Writing 
a screenplay was one step in the elaborate challenge of making a movie. And to be serious, Nola didn’t feel up for any 
more challenges. She needed some rest. So Nola moved out of her dingy student flat, to a new one that was even 
dingier. But it was quiet. And private. On the ninth floor of a gray stucco complex, in the projects of Camden Town. 

Her new bedroom win Camden Town was small with faded wood floors and a large mattress in the center. In her 
hurry to move out of the dingy student flat, she’d left many belongings, including a pillow, comforter, and some of 
her favorite clothes and shoes. She left in the middle of the night, without saying goodbye to anyone, even though by 
then, she knew the seven boys she lived with rather well. It seemed like a hassle, saying goodbye. So she moved to 
Camden Town without telling anyone her new address. In her new bedroom, she slept on the mattress in a sleeping 
bag, purchased at a pharmacy. It was freezing at night, so she would sometimes she would sleep on the floor by the 
space heater. The space heater would get too hot in close proximity, and she once woke up from a fifteen hour, liquor-
induced sleep with burns on her upper thigh. When she woke up, she felt disgusted with herself and scared to be 
alive.  

Nola went to London equipped with some SSRIs and Adderall from a New York psychiatrist, to treat her manic 
depression. Taking SSRIs made her feel numb. Hollow like a dead doll. Taking Adderall made her feel drained. Like 
a robot out of battery life. Once a week, Nola went to her acting coach. On the days she saw John, she didn’t take her 
SSRIs or Adderall. By the time she left his house, she felt re-humanized. She felt like she had it. Nola walked with 
her chin slightly raised and less sloped shoulders. At her private acting lessons, she and John hardly studied acting. 
Like hardly at all. They spent a few hours having multi-layered discussions about how stupid the rest of the world is, 
in a way that was optimistic about Nola’s own prospects compared to the rest of the world. (“Most people aren’t as 
intense as you,” he reminded her often.) John watched all of Nola’s stupid comedy videos, and read her short stories 
and film reviews, and told her she had “the view of an outsider.” From meeting with John, she decided she was 
getting very little from her classes at King’s College. The professors at King’s were, truthfully, not as good as the 
professors at Columbia University, and it felt like a waste of time which was running out fast. From her professors at 
King’s College, Nola started to receive snappy e-mails, expressing frustration that she had stopped attending their 
classes. Nola didn’t respond. She felt scared.  

Nola loves academia and wants to advocate finishing college. She doesn’t think she would be nearly as well-equipped 
to write this book or make her movies, if she hadn’t gone to college. What she can’t handle, in college, is the way 
much-older professors treat her when they feel threatened by her talent. They treat her like shit.  

So Nola stopped going to class. She slept for fifteen hours a night. On days she had acting class with John, she slept 
slightly less. After acting class, at night, she drank and went on long walks in Camden Town. In Camden Town, she 
met men in their thirties and forties who asked, “why are you so sad?” They wanted to make her feel better. One man 
took her to a nice pub and bought her steak, and made out with her. One man took her to a nightclub where Amy 
Winehouse had gotten her start, and made out with her and fingered her. One man owned a hookah shop. It was a 
fancy hookah shop, with crimson drapes and carpets, and he was the owner. She went inside with him, did some 
hookah, and followed him into the bathroom where he fucked her in the face, a few times. He wanted to fuck her 
fully—not just in the face—but she said “no” because she’d rather wait for her mystery man.  

On Valentine’s Day, in London, Nola had an important date. She listened to “I’ll Be Seeing You” by Billie Holiday on 
her headphones. She had considered this night carefully, and now that it was here, she couldn’t help but feel a little 
scared. She had considered jumping out the window, but did not want to make a scene. She had considered slitting 
her wrists, but did not want to make a scene. Nola thinks the idea that people commit suicide for attention is total 
horseshit. She had considered taking all of her SSRIs and Adderall at once, but she wanted to die a human. Not a dead 
doll. Or robot. Honestly, a depressed girl who needed some rest. So she went to the pharmacy and picked out the 
weapon that seemed the purest and plainest.   

A bottle of Ibuprofen.   
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In bed with your arms folded. Head back. You hear things outside and you wonder if it’s God or your friends or just 
nothing. Finger on your own trigger. The cords of a bomb. Attack. 
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[Interior demolition] 

“I remember going up to my parents’ bedroom, and lying on the bed, and feeling like the walls were caving in on me. 
I hadn’t eaten a thing all night, but god did I look good in that dress. I had on a cocktail dress that was black on the 
bottom with a white line over the top—Like the one you wore to homecoming, Nellie! Those are coming back in 
style from the sixties—So anyway, I didn’t eat a damn thing but I drank from the punch they had at the party. I drank 
too much, but after that night I decided I didn’t like it. Drinking. Because of that night. Lying on the bed. I felt like I 
was dying. It was the worst. My mom came in and rubbed my back. She pretended she didn’t know I was drunk, but 
she must have known, I kept throwing up in a trash can by the bed… She had me on weight watchers starting when I 
was twelve. My mom was beautiful, but she didn’t know it. She saw that I had a great body-type, thinner than she 
ever was. And she used to have fun dressing me. It was her favorite thing. Taking me shopping for clothes. She taught 
me how important it is to have the correct fit. To get your clothes tailored. Get the angles just right… When I was off 
in New York, turning tricks, my mom’s Jewish therapist told her to sit shiva and pretend I was dead. So you know 
what she did? She threw out all my clothes! I just wish she would have kept them. Because I think you would fit in 
them, Valerie. If only you lost a few pounds, maybe…"  

… 

“Peanuts or pretzels? … Miss?”  

She snapped out of reverie with a really, really, really bad headache.  

“Actually, do you serve liquor,” she asked the flight attendant.  

Nola ordered a small bottle of vodka and poured the whole thing down her throat. Then she resumed staring out the 
window of the airplane, taking her home.  

… 

“She used to chain-smoke on the toilet while you were in the bathtub, with the door locked. That always sort of 
worried me. You in there with her alone. She’d be chain-smoking on the toilet with you in there, like a whole pack of 
Camels. Talking on the phone. She never stops talking, does she? God damn… And you were only two? Three years 
old? I don’t know… I think your mom quit smoking right before you started Kindergarten? Because that’s when she 
really got fat… ha… Don’t give me that look, Nola. I’m just kidding around. Anyway, you should really quit 
smoking. It’s not good for your health. I don’t need you dying on me, kid.”  

Nola’s dad gave her a pat on the back. They were in the backyard.  

A minute ago, he rode up the back alley on his bicycle ride home from where he worked, in downtown Minneapolis, 
and caught her red-handed. Smoking a cigarette. 

“Sorry. Dad.” 

She supposed a little dark energy was healthy. A few months ago, in London, Nola would make an effort to avoid 
ladders in the street. Walk around them. She didn’t want to fuck with bad luck. Dark energy. But after she died, in 
London, Nola sort of liked it. She saw ladders with “Danger” signs in front of them and walked toward them. 
Sometimes under them. She thought it was the same with smoking, which she’d picked up since she moved back 
home. A little smoke was healthy. Enough to keep things interesting. Enough to make people care a little. Like her 
father. Another thing that had changed after her death, was her appetite. Yes, she was still hungry (even after she 
started smoking). Yes, she still ate (starving herself made her writing sound weak and pathetic). But the thing that 
changed, about her appetite, was the kind of food she craved.  

“Your mom bought some steaks. I’m about to light the charcoal, if you want to sit outside with me.”  
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“No, I’d rather go up to the coffee shop, to do work.” 

“Oh. Is [X] gonna be up there?” 

“No… He started neglecting me a while back, ha.” 

She went back into the house and glanced in the mirror. She didn’t look so hot. Fine, but not so hot. She needed a lip 
wax but she was lazy, lately, about her appearance and she knew [X] didn’t give a fuck about her so she didn’t bother 
to fix it. Maybe it was self-sabotage. Certainly not an act of aggression.  

So she didn’t bother to put on make-up. She grabbed her wallet and leather backpack, and walked a few blocks to the 
coffee shop. Turns out [X] was there, even though he usually left around 5pm to go spend time with his mother. It 
was almost 8pm. He was playing board games with his guy-friends, who had just come back in town for the summer. 
When he saw Nola, he did something he did often: flinched. He was a frequent flincher. It was one of the things she 
loved about him, actually. The frequent flinching. It was adorable. But she thought, this time, that his flinch looked 
carefully timed and deliberate. And he was with his guy-friends. But still, his guy-friends were nice as hell to her. So 
maybe she didn’t look that Bad? Or maybe “Bad” is being used as slang for hot? Maybe it was her energy? She was 
obsessed with what he thought of her. He was playing board games with his guy-friends. She was obsessed with what 
his guy-friends thought of her too. He was driving her nuts. But he wouldn’t even look at her. And if he did, he 
flinched. Oh, [X]. 

What an asshole. 

… 

On the couch in the living room where most of the student film took place, Selma found Nola sitting in the morning, 
with her legs crossed like an autocratic bitch, and a drained look. She looked like Cleopatra with a bad case of the 
plague. They were going to a hotel in Harlem to re-shoot her first scene in the movie, with Lenny. But there were no 
other actors. There wasn’t even any crew. It was only Nola. 

Nola, and her.  

“I haven’t re-cast Lenny but we’re running out of time, with you. I know you have to leave town for school. So I’ll 
cut the footage later so that he’s in the shot too. For now, it’s just you and me kid.” 

How the fuck is that gonna work? thought Selma. But she didn’t say that. She followed Nola into the taxi. And the 
whole ride was silent. Awkward as fuck. And when they got to Harlem, Nola explained why she had to re-cast Lenny. 
It wouldn’t work, if [name of former actor playing Lenny] was pathetic. It just wouldn’t work because she needed to 
play off his dark energy. She needed a guy who knew what it was like to torture girls. Who enjoyed it. And then, Nola 
confessed everything. The fortune-telling witch. Her trip to London. Her trip home. She didn’t include the suicide 
attempt, until the last chapter. 

But she did mention [X]. 

Selma couldn’t believe that someone so successful in high school could demean herself to fuck a guy like [X]. Like, 
what a loser… right? He used to be Selma’s stalker, back during some musical sophomore-year, in their high school’s 
unusually competitive theater department. She had fucked him once, out of pity, so when Nola said she thought [X] 
might be her soul-mate (but that he was an asshole, of course) Selma couldn’t believe her ears.  

The thing was, Selma hadn’t seen [X] in a while. She hadn’t seen how he transformed into something else. All she 
saw was how drained Nola looked. How depressed she’d gotten. How she wasn’t herself anymore. But today there 
was a different energy coming from Nola.  

Because this wasn’t Nola anymore. This, was Lola. 
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And Selma didn’t like Lola’s dark energy. She was just, too, intense. 

“Sorry if this strikes you as pathetic, Lola. But I can’t help but feel a bit disturbed.”     

… 

You know I've always had a hard time with… other women. No matter what I do, they always seem to turn on me. 
(looks up, smirks) ... I think it's cause even though I'm not the best-looking, I still get all the boys. (smiles.) Boys, 
boys, boys... You think we don't have it in us to look at you the same way you look at us? Of course we do — sexy boys 
are just as vulnerable as girls are. And just like for men... It's a choice to look at them in a way that’s... Creepy.  

I just wish you knew how beautiful you are.  

[X] was playing video games on his laptop when he got an e-mail from Nola. Another one. She was pissed about 
something? He didn’t know what, he didn’t really care. She’d been sending him e-mails intermittently all month. She 
was stalking him. What could he do? He had only fucked her to prove he could. To prove he could fuck such a bomb 
and total bad-ass. Meek, little, [x] — fucking Nola? Ha… Well look who’s meek now.  

It’s just too bad that [X] fucked with the wrong girl. Lola’s not going to forgive him that easily. She can’t. Her 
demolition has been well-underway for a while. Since her birth. Since childhood. The bomb activated. The timer set.  

So that’s it. Goodnight, [X]. 

xo,  

Lola 
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[Machine removals] 

We hurt the ones closest to us. This old saying is so cliché that Lola doesn’t even want it in her book. How’s this? We 
fuck the ones closest to us. That sounds more like Lola.  

She wishes this were true. But that’s the thing about hook-up culture. We fuck all sorts of people. People we don’t 
even think about. Or know. Or care to know more about. That’s the thing about getting hooked on someone, who 
doesn’t care back. It feels like getting fucked. It fucks people up. Someone always gets fucked. But there was a time, 
god forbid, when the word fuck was considered crass as hell. And violent. There was a time when using the word fuck 
like Lola does in her writing would make her unpopular among boring and dumb people, if her book were actually 
being read by the rest of the world, and not only by people close to her. It would earn her exile, from places she’d 
rather not be exiled from. All this to suggest, there’s something to be said for terms other than fuck—that might 
temper the intensity of Lola’s provocative, intense, non-pathetic voice—but improve her prospects in close 
relationships. Terms that might help her be a better person toward her friends. Terms like: making love.  

We make love to the ones closest to us. Now that makes more sense! It might sound pathetic, but whatevs. 

… 

Nellie stood inside the house of the Nashville sex blogger, and felt self-conscious about her outfit. She had on a 
necklace with a Pegasus charm on it. But she kept it safely hidden. She wanted the Nashville sex blogger to think she 
was cool, because the Nashville sex blogger was beautiful—and so saturated with dark sexual energy that she might 
just explode. Or suffocate. [Y] was smoking. In the room, she felt a smokiness in the air that made time feel thinner. 
Around [Y], time felt more refined than it did around the rest of the world, as though it was falling through her 
hourglass figure each second. A woman currently yearning to die young, Nellie guessed. 

It seemed to Nellie that Sadie and [Y] had grown close in the interview process leading up to this night. They were 
acting like old sexy sisters, who made out. And had three-ways. Etc. She didn’t really want to know. All she knew 
was that among herself, Sadie, and [Y], Nellie was the most pathetic. It occurred to Nellie, maybe this was part of the 
reason Sadie felt so far-off on the car ride to Nashville. Because Nellie was the third wheel. Not between Sadie, and 
Sadie’s work. But between Sadie, and [Y]. As research, Nellie had watched [Y]’s educational sex blog on the internet, 
plus her video series. It seemed like [Y] was the type of woman who was used to being looked at. And she had a 
comedic voice, so she was probably used to being laughed at too. Listened to, sure. She was a good-ass writer. But 
she looked dead inside. Come to think of it, Sadie looked dead inside too. Slightly less dead than [Y] but certainly 
dying. It seemed like Nellie was the farthest from Death of the girls in the room, which probably made sense because 
she was the youngest. Nellie still hadn’t been fucked.  

Inside, Nellie had yet to start dying. 

Even though she’d just began as a budding young “photographer,” she loved taking pictures. When Nellie took 
pictures, sometimes she entered a zone where she felt: this is it. This is living. And now, as she prepared to take 
pictures, she felt like she was about to really start living. If only for a few minutes. However long it took to complete 
the photoshoot. Or maybe she should call it something else. If she was about to start living, if only for a few minutes, 
then maybe she should call it something less violent. Not photo-shoot. Photo-making. Something like that.  

She knew from the second she saw [Y] that she had it. She would make a great actress. Sadie had it too. But back 
then, Nellie didn’t understand why these girls had it. Back then, it was “just something about them” that was different 
from the rest of the world. The way she understood it, back then, was that these women “had the souls of writers” or 
it was an “artist-thing.” That’s what she told herself. But since then, she’s met many more writers and artists. Women 
and men. And in Nellie’s opinion, very few of the writers and artists she’s met actually have it. That’s part of why 
Nellie gets so seriously lonely. She’s picky as hell with writers and artists, and actors. Because it’s rare. That feeling 
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around them. Just “something” about them. When Nellie glanced into Sadie or [Y]’s eyes, she felt a smoky pain. It 
felt like dying. And to be honest, it was a good-ass feeling. Not quite as good as living, but a good feeling 
nonetheless. And when she glanced into their eyes, she felt a deep admiration for these two older girls. Maybe Nellie 
was bisexual. Maybe that was it. But these days, Nellie understands it differently. It’s not a sexual thing. Nellie thinks, 
now, that the profound respect she felt for these two older girls had nothing to do with the fact that they were smoking 
hot. Or suffocating, or dead inside, or saturated with dark sexual energy. It had to do with the fact that they had been 
through absolute hell. And they had put themselves through hell on purpose—to be good writers or artists. To 
capitalize on their talents. To be “the best” at whatever the hell they were after. Capitalizing on their talents might 
include god-knows-what-it-took to be saturated with dark sexual energy. Or maybe they had to make a living, 
somehow. Who knows. She trusted that they were good writers and artists, because they had it. These two older girls 
were no fucking amateurs. And the reason they had it is because they had allowed themselves to suffer, intensely.  

To Nellie, the profound suffering made these women seem beautiful. After all, pain makes beauty. And the reason that 
looking into their eyes was a good-ass feeling was because Nellie wanted to take away their pain. Or at least distract 
them from it, if only for a few minutes.  

She removed her camera from its black satin case. Through the lens of her camera, she would stare into the souls of 
her future actresses, and do her best to help set them free. 

… 

On the car ride back to Memphis, under a cool-blue oceanic sky, Sadie was kind enough to let Nellie hook her iPhone 
into the external audio speakers of her truck. So Nellie took off her headphones, for once. On the same mix tape she’d 
been listening to en route, she included the song: “The Weight” by The Band. Nellie used to consider the song lyrics a 
tiny bit triggering, because of all her body-image issues. But on the ride home from Nashville, with Sadie at the 
wheel, she understood the lyrics a bit differently. The way she understood it was that it was a privilege to look into 
someone’s eyes and feel their pain, for them. Maybe even take it away from them. Help them heal. Help them 
survive. Or start living. That’s how Nellie understood the lyrics of “The Weight.” She wanted to take another 
woman’s weight from her, because she respected the fuck out of her, for having a lot of metaphoric weight. It’s a 
gorgeous thing to look into a woman’s eyes and take some of the totally metaphoric weight off the ass of her suffering 
soul. And knowing what it’s like to have that heavy-ass metaphoric weight is what allows a woman to have it.  

And men aren’t excluded! (I’m talking to you, [X].) 

The song ended on the stereo. And for a while the girls sailed in total silence. In total awkward-as-fuck silence they 
sailed home over a really, really dark highway in a blue pick-up truck. A scared silence. They held their breath. 

Nellie was scared of Sadie. Sadie was scared of Nellie. Both girls were scared of what the other girl thought. Does 
she even know how fucked up I am? What did Sadie think of Nellie? She has noo idea. That’s the thing about Sadie. 
The enchantress weaving this plot has no way to know. But she’s terrified. And that’s part of the spell Sadie casts. She 
does it on purpose. So does Nellie. She casts a spell in her writing that sounds dark and intense. Maybe too intense. 
To protect herself. To protect her heart from getting plucked out and fucked over by haters. To save her heart from 
getting hurt worse than it’s already been hurt in the past.  

But her heart is certainly worth the collective fight from her dead-inside readers.  

She’s a writer—weaving her own plot. And she has no idea how it’ll look when her plot comes in touch with others 
and some magic crossover falls into place. But she really hopes it comes out stunningly beautiful. Really, really. She’s 
warning you, that she’s a mess. She feels like a lost cause of a mess. If this isn’t pure and plain obvious by now then 
maybe she hasn’t been writing from the dregs of her fucked-up feeling soul. (She does her best. She really does.) But 
no matter how terrifying her bomb-ass might sound in writing, day and night in her bed alone she feels trapped. Like 
her heart is suffocating under a big dome of glass. At least, the ceiling has begun to crack. She needs help to make it 
shatter, so we can all start breathing. 
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[Saints] 

Cops are the bad guys. You’re the good ones. You walk into stores on the corner, where all the yogurts have been 
eaten and left cleaned-out on the shelf. No one’s paying for anything, anymore. No one’s cleaning up after 
themselves. They just take, and leave you. In a store on the corner, you walk away from your sisters, and end up in 
the back of the corner store with an obese male cop who sees you and gives his cop-friend a look like—“hey man 
come here.” They corner you. You’re fucked. But afterwards, you find a way to heal with a little help from your 
sisters. You walk into diners with your sisters, and sit down at tables, and people give you looks like “oh my god is 
that who I think it is.” And it’s fun. You walk into coffee shops alone to get some writing done, and the same thing 
happens. And it’s annoying as fuck. You want to talk to your sisters, but they’re not with you right now. You don’t 
know where they are but you have the sense they’re alive. You just have a feeling, they’re living. Thank God. And 
you want to help your sisters stay living, not dying, but you don’t always know how. You lose touch with them. They 
lose touch with themselves. They’re cruel to you. Heartless, cruel hoes. When in doubt about their loyalty, you choose 
love by proxy. You give them the benefit of the doubt. You know they’ll probably come around, and you’ll think to 
yourself (but never say out loud): “yeah, fine, they’re still fucking worth it.” But for a while, you go back to dying 
inside. You can’t help it. You lose touch with yourself. You’re a cruel, heartless hoe to your friends and yourself. You 
don’t understand why this is still happening. After all you’ve been through. Inside, you hate yourself, and go back to 
feeling like a hopeless fuck-up. Well, you’re not. You’re not a fuck-up at all. It’s important you remember that. And 
never forget. They’re there.  

… 

Cleo had a new art project. This time, she was painting women on the toilet. Her philosophy was that there was a 
naturalness present in women on the toilet that they totally lacked in public. She found it gorgeous.  

What inspired the project was a very old memory of her mother, Brenda, from back when Cleo was a couple years 
old. It must be Cleo’s earliest memory. As just a kid, she used to take baths with her sister Rose (two years older), 
while their mom sat on the toilet and spoke to members of the extended family on a plastic phone with a spinning 
dial, the shade of ivory. It was a landline, attached to a cord that extended into the hallway outside of the bathroom. 
On the phone, Brenda used to complain about Cleo and Rose’s father, Ralph, to relatives she considered reliable. In 
the memory, the gist of her complaints about Cleo and Rose’s father is: Ralph’s a total fuck-up. Cleo remembers it as 
a traumatic memory. Traumatic, but gorgeous, for the purpose it’s about to serve. What happens in the memory is, 
Cleo goes number-two in the bathtub. (She knows, gross—right??) And the first thing that happens after that, is a 
screech, from her sister Rose. “Eew!” Because, you know: Rose is older and her baby sister just went to the bathroom 
in the tub. (Pathetic—right?) And then her mom Brenda looks up, and smiles a cruel little smile. She never could let 
go of that that smile. Cleo never forgot it. And then her mom says, to whomever she’s talking to on the phone: “I’m 
sorry, I have to go. Cleo just shat in the bathtub.” And probably because they hardly ever swore in that household, 
and then her mom just dropped the phrase shat in the bathtub and hung up the phone—Rose (two years older) started 
laughing. She laughed and laughed. For a long, long time. And the thing about the laugh, that Cleo can’t let go of, 
was that it was undeniably sadistic. It was clearly obviously a sadistic laugh. And the reason Cleo wants to recreate 
this scene of her mom on the toilet in a painting is because, she thinks it’s significant. That this memory stuck. The 
cruel little smile. The sadistic laugh from her sister, Rose (in this version—two years older, because she represents 
Cleo’s real-life sister). The reason she wants to recreate this scene in a painting is because Cleo wants to use the 
painting to heal herself. Because she thinks the biggest-reason she has such a hard time getting along with any other 
women in real-life began at this moment. This was the moment Cleo started assuming that every woman near the age 
of her mother or sister enjoyed her suffering. She just assumed it. Since then she’s gone to a lot of therapy and learned 
how that stuff works. It’s developmental. And if this is Cleo’s earliest memory—being laughed at in a way that’s 
sadistic—then it must have really informed her worldview on how people look at her. That must explain it. That’s 
why. And like she said before, she thinks that women act more natural on the toilet. That’s why that cruel little smile 
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hooked its talons so deep in her memory. Because it was so… natural. She wasn’t pretending. She was laughing at 
Cleo. That was her unadulterated psychological state. And Cleo thinks—thanks to the healing process that’s been 
induced by the making of this painting—that her mom has been (maybe, sort of, a tiny bit, even if she would never 
admit it) laughing at Cleo since she was just a babe. And her older sister Rose (two years older) probably picked it up 
from Cleo’s mom. The sadistic-thing toward Cleo. She could feel it. She can still feel it. The sadistic-thing never went 
away, for all of childhood. And adolescence. And young lady-hood. Until now. So long, long, long, story short—the 
reason this painting is a significant one for Cleo is that she’s trying to free herself of this mindset. The mindset that 
every woman in the world is laughing at her. And out to get her. And sadistic. Sure, plenty of people (women and 
men) are going to be profound assholes to her, in her lifetime. Most of the world, sure. But, maybe not every woman. 
Maybe she can have sisters, and mentors, and sit-in moms who aren’t constantly enjoying her suffering. She thinks, 
as she paints, that it’s mostly in her head. Yeah, it’s all in her head. Her views on how women always look at her, and 
think she’s pathetic— that sadistic smile; that laughter. It’s in her head. Now Cleo paints her ass off. This is a 
symbolic liberation, for Cleo. She feels free painting this. Free as a bird. Free as bird-shit falling from the sky. She’s 
surrounded by guardian angels. She’s not being laughed at by every single woman in the world. Not quite. And she 
wants nothing to do with that worldview anymore. Never, ever again will she live in a world where every-single-
woman-she-meets is totally out to get her. She wants a sister, or two or three or seven. And she doesn’t want to 
assume that they’re totally out to get her. No, no, no. Even though in the past she has always assumed she’s being 
picked on, relentlessly. That’s what she’s been assuming for the past twenty or so years about every woman closest to 
her. That they consider Cleo pathetic. And it probably started with that cruel little smile. It’s terrifying for her. Cleo 
wants to escape that. She wants real love. 

She holds a paintbrush doused in blood. Like a bleeding birdie, her heart quivers and collapses, nearly dead, on the 
corner of her canvas. She needs some rest. Cleo sets aside her bloody paintbrush and falls down on her bedroom 
mattress. In bed she feels like a total fuck-up, like she’s really done it this time. Like she’s humiliated herself for the 
rest of the world to look at, and laugh at, and sodomize. And she’s done it to herself on purpose, to survive. But no 
one cares. They just enjoy it, always. Like she’s meant to be sodomized. And looked at. And all she hears is sick, 
sadistic laughter echoing in the glass dome around her. She keeps wilting inside. She’s not living, no no no. Not 
anymore. It’s too late. She’s dying, for the rest of the world to notice. This is what happens to cursed girls. But then, 
over the laughter, she can hear a pecking. The top of the glass dome has been swarmed by a choir of black angelbirds. 
Performing their own knockout songs, all at once. And singing loudly and pecking the top of the glass dome that 
surrounds her. More cracks form in the top of the glass, and the pecking continues. As the bell jar starts to shatter and 
cave in on her, Cleo sinks deep into sick-dark silence. She can’t help it. She falls out.  

… 

Sadie was the first to break the awkward-as-fuck silence, on her and Nellie’s drive home from Nashville. She 
decided, wtf I’ll give it a try, and asked Nellie if she could play her own mix tape on the stereo. Nellie said of course. 
Sadie plugged in her iPod and pressed play. Her mix tape was a compilation of some waifish alternative rock music; 
Nellie didn’t dig it that much. The music was pretty in a way that was pure, but it didn’t ignite flames in her heart and 
soul or anywhere like that. Nellie could tell that Sadie was a deep girl, but right now (based on her taste in music) she 
was only skimming the surface of her freaky intense psycho-creative stratosphere—i.e. this bitch had mad-soul, but 
she wasn’t owning up to it. So Nellie pulled the plug on Sadie’s iPod. She asked can we just listen to the radio, for 
god sakes?? Sadie was like chill. But she went ahead and turned on the radio in her blue pick-up truck. On the radio, 
they listened to new music: mostly hip-hop, by Rihanna and Kanye West. Outside, it started to storm, leaving 
crystalline beads of rain on the windshield of the truck. Sadie turned on the wipers. Nellie turned up the music. 

Listening to the music, Nellie thought about how amazing it probably feels to be Kanye West or Rihanna. Like holy 
shit, that’s power. Nellie had some issues with Kanye West. Like, he was crazy. Like, he was so full himself. What an 
asshole. But that was Nellie’s point of view. And this, is Lola’s.  
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Kanye West is a fucking bad-ass. And the reason he’s an asshole, is because he has to be. To protect his honor. To 
keep his glory and power out of the grimy hands of jealous people who just want to see him fall to ruin. Rihanna is 
the same damn way. She’s got it good. And she doesn’t put up with any shit from arrogant hip-hop boys who just 
want to fuck around with her bomb ass. It’s in her music. Listen to the lyrics, boys. (Outside the blue pick-up truck, 
the rain had gotten so bad that Sadie had to turn up the windshield wipers. Nellie turned up the sound.) Listening to 
the music, Nellie thought about how the farther up artists like Yeezy and Ri rise from the ground—the higher they fly
—the more people want to see them fall and crash. And the better their music has to get, to keep from falling. Nellie 
is using this to encourage her dead-inside friends to keep at it. Because it seems to her that if you’re an artist, and you 
keep working fucking hard, and know yourself well enough to know when you’ve “fallen off” and need to pick up 
the slack—then really, your work only gets better. It only gets way better. Bitch. So you should pull over, I’m scared 
you’re gonna crash, Sadie. Nellie also believes that part of why the smartest, most talented young people she’s met in 
the up-and-coming generation of writers and artists have had such a hard, hard time as kids, is because they are in 
boot camp for when Hades really hits the fan. It’s gonna get horrible. (It started pouring so heavily, Sadie could 
hardly see through the windshield of her truck. Nellie was getting nervous. She didn’t want to die.) Nellie also thinks 
this might explain why there are so many huge fucking narcissists, in the up-and-coming generation of writers and 
artists. And why they feel “above” the rest of the world, at moments. Because they have the souls of leaders. Not 
spoiled brats. In fact, they’ve suffered, probably more than their parents ever suffered by their twenties and early 
thirties. But, Nellie believes her generation (+/- the generation just above and below her) has suffered for a reason. 
The next great artists and leaders have suffered so much because they are just being trained, to know how to handle 
crazy adversity. To be great writers, artists, politicians, generals. And so on. It’s hard, being in boot camp. It’s sure as 
hell fucking hard. But it just means that when the hard work pays off, it will really, really pay off. So I said pull the 
fuck over, Sadie!! 

Sadie pulled over. On her way off the highway, down a ramp, she hydroplaned. The car skidded for sixty-three yards 
in free fall. Sadie tried to control the steering wheel, but couldn’t. They almost hit a telephone pole made of hard 
cement. They almost crashed and died together in the same truck. But they didn’t. They just ended up in a muddy 
ditch by the side of the highway, about five-hundred yards from a 24-hour Duane Reade (owned by Walgreens). The 
truck got all muddied up, that’s it. The girls were totally fine. 

“Good driiiiving,” said Nellie in a deeply sardonic tone of voice.  

She shot Sadie a scathing stare that made Sadie want to burst out crying. Nellie was freaked out as fuck by the near-
accident. So, she was being a cunt on purpose to get out her bad nerves. But Sadie happened to be super insecure 
about how bad a driver she was. So, she got mad-as-fuck at Nellie. She practically reamed her a new one, right there 
and then in the truck. 

“What the fuck is your deal, kid!!? What are you off your meds or something??? All night you’ve just been on my 
case, and I don’t know what the fuck I even did… like,” (she shakes her head.) “Jesus Christ!! I feel like you’ve just 
been waiting for a chance to kill me, all fucking night!! Like you’re just gonna pull a dagger on me and cut me apart!! 
It’s toxic, your energy… it’s fucking… sick!!!”  

She yelled this so loud she almost busted Nellie’s ear drum. 

Nellie just stared. For like thirty-three seconds. And then said, quite calmly: “I honestly don’t know what you’re 
talking about, Sadie.” 

Sadie felt like she was breathing black flames. With white knuckles, she gripped the steering wheel and stared ahead 
of her, as if she was still in the process of crashing the truck. Then she turned to Nellie, and said, in a tense voice: 
“I’ve seen how you keep staring at me. With that sinister thing in your eyes. Like, do I really look that, fucking, 
bad?” 

… 
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In the Southeast region of his back, someone’s hitting him with a plastic cane. You have the sense that already, just by 
feeling what he’s feeling from a remote location, you’re helping alleviate his pain. (His hurt is yours. Yours, his.) 
With every blow on his back you begin to take a step back. Now the plastic cane is tear gas. Now the handcuffs are 
chains. Now the plastic cain is a whip. Now you’re on a ship. At the same time you’re experiencing his time, you feel 
as though someone else is present. You have the sense that his presence is watching you from the Southeast corner of 
the wall in your room. He’s watching you with cruel, humorless, creepy eyes. On the shelf in that corner, there sits a 
mask your sister (two years older) bought you in Italy. You want to use this mask in Black Satin. But right now, for 
once, you’re not thinking about your future movie. You’re thinking about your future closest-friend in pain worse 
than Death, and how much you want to help. But you’re helpless. You feel quite helpless right now. You’re scared but 
you feel distant from your fear, just like you feel distant from him. You have the sense that he escapes being whipped 
in the right side of the back, and he’s running now. West. Or North. You know he’s just fine. Not good, but fine. He’s 
alive. And as the visions begin to dissipate from your consciousness, you feel like you have a choice. To either take a 
dive, deeper into darkness. (Take a risk. Go darker.) Or, go up for air. This time, you go up for air. Next time you 
might dive darker. You’ll have to wait and see. 

… 

Rose was in the newspaper office on production night. There was no one else there. Just Rose, and her work. This 
week’s paper was done, technically, but Rose just wanted to copyedit the whole thing one more time. Make sure it 
was clean. The least she could do was get the grammar right. Most of the writers at her high school really sucked. 
Except for Sadie. She had written a glorious cover story on [Y]. Rose was thrilled to see it in print. 

She opened Adobe InDesign on the main office computer, and pulled up this week’s paper. Immediately she was 
struck by the photo of [Y] on the cover, which the Arts & Culture editor had selected from all the choices in Nellie’s 
shoot. (Yeah, there were “editors” for each section of the paper, but Rose did all the work.) She doubted this was the 
most flattering photo in the shoot. She knew Nellie was a talented photographer; even as a freshman, she was already 
the best one on the paper, in Rose’s humble opinion. Rose was a senior (hence, three years older). She had been 
watching over Nellie’s work in their photography seminar. So, Rose decided to exchange this photograph for a better 
one. She opened iPhoto to look for Nellie’s photoshoot with [Y]. But she couldn’t find it on there. That’s odd, she 
thought. I saw Nellie uploading the files. What happened to them? 

Rose got up and went to the set of lockers where expensive equipment was stored: portable recording devices, 
cameras, camera lenses. She put a key in one of the lockers, opened it, and took out the black satin camera case Nellie 
brought with her to Nashville. Then she removed the camera, turned it on, and began to browse the photos still left on 
the memory card. 

… 

They’d never met. But their gazes got to know each other. Like spirits their gazes left their bodies, and guided one 
another. Their bodies got left behind and neglected. Their gazes came to love and trust one another. Once again, their 
gazes are back in their bodies. Their gazes are synced up with their brains and their bodies feel more balanced. And 
soon—with all their bodies and souls, collectively—the dead-inside friends will start living. And collectively they 
will combine their dead-inside gazes to fight future crime. In the past, crime looked like gunshots and shattered shop 
windows. Rapes. In the future, that wasn’t crime. That was everywhere. In the future, crime looked like cartoon 
characters popping up on your laptop. Cartoon animals like orange snakes and big rabbits and spotted giraffes. Cute 
cartoon animals. Smiling. But there was something off about them. Something off about their eyes. Something off 
about their smiles. Certainly something just off about their movement. It didn’t feel right. It got under your skin and 
made you tired. You watched it and felt an eerie frenzy that fell back through your eyes to your brain. Crime was an 
attack on the gazes. Not the bodies. Crime was an attack on the minds. Spooky cartoon animals that sabotaged your 
ability to stay online. To watch videos; to stay in touch with your body. To write e-mails; to stay in touch with real 
friends. To think about them. On the internet, cartoons attacked your gazes and got in your head. You closed your 
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eyes at night and tried to touch yourself, and found the cute animals were still there, spooking you all night. Your 
body was sabotaged too. At night, you couldn’t stay in touch with your real friends. So lonely people left their rooms. 
They went back to the movies to purge their minds of cute cartoons. The movies became more important. Movies 
guided by trustworthy gazes: about the body. about real humans. Not cartoons. 

… 

Darkness. 

The syncopated rhythm of rainfall. 

“… do I really look that, fucking, bad?” Sadie asked Nellie, through gritted teeth. 

Nellie felt the back of her throat well up like she was sick. 

“… what?” she whispered. It sounded more like a gasp. 

From then on, Nellie and Sadie didn’t even have to speak. They just knew.  

They just knew there had been a misunderstanding. Sadie knew, from looking at Nellie—she didn’t look fucking Bad 
at all.  Unless, of course, Bad is being used as a slang word for hot. 

Sadie laughed softly, once. 

Nellie felt a throbbing urge to throw-up. 

She opened the car door and leaned over, as if to puke in the mud. But she didn’t.  

Instead, she started to cry. Really, really hard. In fact, she bawled. She bawled up an inferno. She bawled so her eyes 
streamed black make-up like the River Styx. She couldn’t stop. Sadie watched her cry and felt a heavy pain in her 
chest. She wanted to help Nellie, but she didn’t know where to start. So she chose her eyes. She really wanted to say 
something poetic, to Nellie, at this moment. (It just seemed like good timing.) But Sadie was insecure-as-hell about 
her poetry. 

Still, she gave it a beautiful shot. 

“Your eyes are better than Death, Nellie.” 

A bell tolled, in Nellie’s consciousness.  

She stepped out of the truck. Then she trudged back, toward the pick-up’s flatbed, her feet six inches deep in mud. 
Hooked into the flatbed of the blue pick-up truck was a black metal case, that contained all their shit. She opened it 
and took out what she needed. Then Nellie came back to the front of the truck. Outside, she’d gotten all muddied up. 
There was mud on her starched white blouse. Mud on her denim shorts. Mud up her calves. Nellie kicked off her 
black satin topsiders, and left them outside in the mud. Then she climbed back in the passenger’s seat and shut the 
door tenderly. In her lap, Nellie opened the camera case, and began to assemble the device with her hands. 

… 

In the newspaper office, Rose flipped through the photoshoot still saved on the camera. She found some candid 
photos of Sadie inside the house of the Nashville sex blogger. Rose thought they were beautiful. She wondered if 
Sadie had seen them yet, and decided she would show them to Sadie privately if she ever got a chance. Rose kept 
searching the camera’s data for a killer pic of [Y] that would do the trick for this week’s cover story. During her 
exploration, she came across several photos that were taken on the drive back home. Interesting… Rose thought. It 
appeared as though someone had tried to delete these photos permanently. How could she tell? Because this camera 
was equipped with both memory cards and an internal hard drive. So, it automatically backed up the files to the 
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internal hard drive. Only the removable memory card had been cleared; the internal hard drive remained intact. Rose 
saw all the photos. Oops….  

When she looked at them, she almost dropped the camera and threw up on it. 

These pictures weren’t beautiful. They were really fucking Bad. 
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[Bomb abortions] 

It’s that feeling you get when you set eyes on them again, after you haven’t seen them for a while. A month, a year, a 
lifetime. Whatever. A long time. And it’s obvious right away why you can’t live without them. Your survival seems 
important again! Yess. Everything seems important, in fact. Not just why you fell for the person. Everything. The idea 
that God has a big plan and yeah, you actually do sort of matter. The idea that everything you’ve done so far was 
being watched, by at least one person. Them. Them, and God. It becomes clear in a snap. When your gazes latch 
together once again like twin hooks in each other’s flesh. God likes to see you and this person stick together, always. 
And, fuck each other up, sometimes. In fact, you’re a pair of God’s old favorites. A couple of bodies. God’s porn 
stars, and you two go wayyy back. God is watching you fuck them. God likes his blood. He likes drama. And you 
remember, on the spot—oh, yeah. They’re the reason you tried to kill yourself Lola!! At least, you know that. Do 
they?? If you hadn’t fucked that up what would they have done?? Who knows, who knows. You know if they died, 
you’d probably just kill yourself. (Do they know that?? Hmm.) That’s why they’re your worst enemy. And the only 
reason you live. Both things. Because they fuck you until you can’t live without them. Until you’re bruised and torn 
up in your bed. Until you wake up, and crave another fuck. Either way. Every time you see them—you’re fucked. 
You’re hooked again. You love them. And you can’t handle them. They’re the reason you give a flying fuck. And 
they’re the reason you fuck it all up, again and again. They’re the reason you’re “Lola Morgan.” And after all that, 
they probably just want to see you die. Because suicide and homicide aren’t that different. They make you do it. They 
push you to your limit. Past your limit. You pray that you’re actually wrong to be paranoid, just this once. (Even 
though your paranoia tends to be right.) Maybe you’re wrong, this time. Yeah, it’s wrong. They don’t want to see you 
die. They don’t want to see you fail. (You’re confusing them with the masses.) So now can you relax? In truth, they 
want to see you win. They want to see you live. To succeed. To be great. And what they probably forget, is that you 
have the same effect. They push you, beyond your human potential. They want to see you take flight. And you push 
them beyond theirs. You want to see them take flight too. You all pretend you don’t give a fuck, but ohh do you ever. 
All you want is to be fucking worshipped. You live for the applause, from them. God no, not from the masses. Not the 
masses.  

Who gives a fuck about them?? Not you!!  

All you care about, is them. 

Lola thinks this might be considered a nervous breakdown. She lives in a dark dorm room with white walls and not 
much decor, in solitary confinement. She goes on long walks and makes it to work but that’s all. She hardly showers. 
She stays inside and can’t leave. Even the sounds of traffic are too much, at moments. Too intense. It’s all too intense. 
She wears earplugs under her headphones so she can’t hear any sounds but the sounds she chooses. She wants total 
control of what happens. It’s not unlikely she’s lost touch with reality. Like a baby she lies semi-supine and cradles a 
bottle and listens to music on full volume, wearing earplugs under her headphones. She doesn’t dance anymore. 
That’s too intense. (Well, sometimes she does. But alone.) Lola is selfish. She hasn’t spoken to anyone in weeks. She 
misses them. And still Lola can’t leave. Lola waits, waits, waits like all the people in the past she’s hated who wait on 
her. (Them.) Compared to them, Lola is nothing. She’s nobody. She’s anonymous. But she’s obsessed with her sacred 
privacy. She thanks God for her privacy. And still she craves being watched. She has three bags of heroin that she’s 
scared to shoot up alone, without being watched. Lola can’t watch movies anymore. Can’t read. Can’t look at their 
Instagrams and Twitters. She’s too much of a coward. Too much of an envious brat. She envies each and every one of 
their friends. She hates them. She envies their published work. All Lola does is write. Her own work. She hasn’t 
answered most e-mails from family in months. Lola keeps getting texts from beta males who feel entitled to have sex 
with her, but she secretly loathes them. All of them. She keeps getting texts from this one girl to discuss the girl’s 
screenplay. She pretends she doesn’t get the texts. She told the girl the only way she’ll leave her room is if the girl 
gets a hold of [them]. And then she might be willing to leave. She doesn’t know if this is her being manipulative or 
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blisteringly honest or what but it’s real. Lola doesn’t have time for just anyone. Only for real friends. Only for the 
people she considers soul-mates. Or whatever. Them. 

… 

Do you even know what they must have been feeling… Hmmm… you wonder if it’s worth it. If it’s worth the 
humiliation. To feel what they must have been feeling, right then. You really do want to know… why not, try it?? 

They were blitzed. Nellie held the door for Sadie. Together, they went through the entrance of a Perkins in downtown 
Memphis to meet Rose and discuss the next shooting at Presley High. The two girls had pre-gamed on cheap vodka in 
Sadie’s blue pick-up truck, and now they were so drunk it was obvious. They stumbled. They slurred their words. 
They laughed a bit too derisively at the sight of an elderly woman in a booth near the entrance, watching them 
judgmentally like a wicked gorgon with white hair bent out in pointed strands. To them, it was hilarious.  

What Sadie and Nellie did not do, was touch. Not at all. In fact, they hadn’t even discussed the drive home from 
Nashville, three nights prior. Not once. They knew, from eye contact, that it was the type of thing they’d both rather 
keep quiet.  

As far as they could prove, it was only a dream.  

Rose sat at a booth by herself and ran a finger along the dessert section of a laminated Perkins menu. She had been 
dreading this meeting. And when she saw Sadie and Nellie approaching her from across the restaurant together, both 
so blitzed they could hardly walk in a straight line, she felt a peculiar rage start deep within herself. 

They sat down at the table. Rose said nothing; she was wearing a surly expression like a wet Siamese kitten. Sadie 
grabbed a laminated menu from a stack near the ketchup and mustard bottles, and said: “Fuck it. I’m getting 
pancakes.”  

Nellie was like, “do they serve cocktails here?” 

Rose was like, silent.  

Nellie and Rose got eye contact—not the good kind. Then Nellie put her hands in the air as if surrendering to a cop 
and said, “Don’t shoot, Sober Patrol.” 

Rose sneered.  

“Fuck you Nellie.” 

“Whoah, chill Boss. I was kidding,” said Nellie. 

Rose chose silence again. 

“Hey now,” said Sadie. “We’re all here. Let’s just, talk about the shooting… Should I get pancakes or waffles?” 

“I don’t want to talk about any shootings. You’re acting so retarded that if I handed you a gun you would probably 
shoot your own fucking head!”  

“You’re right about that one,” said Sadie.  
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Nellie and Sadie high-fived.  

Rose was getting really pissed. “You know what? Fuck it. I don’t even wanna do it anymore—it’s fucked up anyway. 
What the fuck is wrong with us?” She gathered her things (a denim jacket, plus a black satin purse she’d borrowed 
from her sister) then started scooting out of the booth.  

“Not so fast.” 

Nellie leapt from her seat and sat down on the other side, so she obstructed Rose’s escape.  

“Let me out bitch,” said Rose.  

“Nuh uh uh, you’re staying here. And we’re doing the shooting. We can’t leave those creeps at Presley High on the 
loose!!!!” said Nellie. “This is fucking justice, Rose.” 

“I don’t care if they’re on the loose, it’s not my problem. In fact, I don’t want to touch those boys. Or look at them. 
Not even through the viewfinder of a camera. Especially not the camera you took to Nashville.” 

That shut Nellie up. 

“That’s right. I saw all your pictures,” Rose said fiercely. She turned to Sadie. “Including the one of Nellie on the 
hood of your truck.” 

Sadie threw her laminated menu on the table.  

“God damnit Nellie, I thought you deleted those!!”  

“I did!!”  

“Well I found them all,” said Rose. “And I’m not letting you use office equipment anymore! You girls are fucking 
terrible… What if I’d lent the camera to some innocent, unassuming freshman photographer??” 

Nellie grinned mischievously, at Sadie. “That would be their lucky day.” 

Rose sighed. “Whatever. Do what you like, girls. Drink. Fuck. Just try to have some decency for your friends, 
please.” She picked up her menu and started turning its glossy pages, refusing to look up. 

Sadie lowered her voice and said to Rose, quite genuinely, “I’m really fucking sorry you had to find those photos. I 
know whatever you saw must have been… jarring.” 

Rose just kept staring at her menu. 

A waiter came to the table, finally. “You ladies ready to order?” he asked. 

Rose went first.  

“Yeah. Can I have the carne asada tacos?” 
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… 
  
Being high on heroin. What does it feel like!! People keep asking you, sooo…. Okay. Let’s go!! If you really get 
fucked up it feels a bit like your whole consciousness is being flayed open and peeled very far back behind the front 
of your skull. Like someone’s given you such a thorough facelift that there’s no skin left at all. Just your skull. (This 
is all a metaphor, bear with us. Your face is still there but this is just how it feels.) Go look in the mirror at your new 
skull of a face, Morgan. Go look in the eye sockets. What do you see? You see your fucked-up soul. There it is. You 
found it. Behind your fucked-up face, Morgan!! Like someone carved off your face for you finally!! They carved it 
all off. The mask is gone. At last. What you always wanted, Morgan. At last they can see past your looks to who you 
really, really are. Oh but what a shame, yikes!! Here comes the most fucked up part!!!! The most fucked up part is 
that behind the “mask”—it’s not you anymore. After all that, it’s not you. You’re dead now. It’s not you at all. And 
who is it? (You, sir.) That’s whose face it is, good. But he’s wearing you, now!! Isn’t he Morgan? (Yes, sir.) It’s him 
inside of you. Staring back in the mirror. That couldn’t possibly be you, could it??  

(No, sir.)  

Actually, you’re wrong. It is you. It’s the new you. In the broken shards of glass on the ground. Look at yourself. 
That’s your reflection staring up at you. Worshipping you. It’s you, reborn. And aren’t you pretty now? (No, sir.) 
Wrong again! You are pretty now. In fact, you’re beyond pretty. You’re dark and beautiful. You’re gorgeous. From 
now on, you’ll never think of yourself as hideous or pathetic. You’re a smoking hot goddess. And your former life is 
over. Any part of your past is gone. All of it. Gone. Over. You made it out alive. And you’ll have nothing to do with 
the past. The past is dead. Got it?? (Yes, sir.) And from now on, your name is Lola Morgan. Got it?? (Yes, sir.) Yes. 
You’re Lola now!! Look at yourself!! In the broken mirror. Love that bitch staring back at you, Lola. That’s you. 
Believe it or not. That’s actually you. You have to get used to yourself like this, Lola. You must worship yourself like 
this. Do you understand?? (Yes, sir.) Thank me, Lola. (Thank you, sir.) You’re no longer hideous thanks to me, Lola. 
(Thank you, sir.) And your full name is Lola Elizabeth Morgan. Thank me again, Lola. (Thank you, sir.) Don’t call me 
“sir,” call me Master. (Yes, Master.) Who am I!? (Master.) One more time, Lola. Who’s your Daddy!!??  

(You, Master.)  

Good Lola. 
… 

There’s a room on the first floor of Shapiro Hall at Columbia, lined with mirrors. A large room, for theater kids to 
practice. Lola goes in their occasionally and locks the door from the inside. She dances. The other night she danced to 
music by Miles Davis. She didn’t take off her clothes. But, still. She danced alone. She loves to dance alone with the 
door locked. Or alone in her dorm with the shades pulled. Never for anyone else. She danced to Miles Davis. And 
then, to Amy Winehouse’s later work. She wasn’t on dope but if she had been on dope she would have heard things in 
the music that she wouldn’t have heard sober. This is what she would have heard.  

She heard cartoonish sounds, grooving around between the ledger lines and notes of each artist’s riffs like little jungle 
creatures, banging their bongos and shaking their bottoms like they’re all high on heroin too. 

Cause this, friends, is what it feels like to be blitzed on “H.” Like all the nerves in your body and brain are suddenly 
creatures way out of your own control. Grinning cartoon creatures colored red and yellow and orange for funky tunes, 
and blue and green for ballads. Grooving at wavelengths only a doped up mind can detect. Mad creatures. Naughty 
saboteurs that make you pant for sex and more junk to keep your system from destroying your sick groovy soul. You 
may feel inhabited by these mad creatures, like they’re the ones responsible for your freaky juju. Like you can’t 
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boogie without them. Like they’re the reason you’ve got freak-soul. And yet—they’re also the reason your freak-soul 
feels disgustingly sick. Like your soul has just been raped by demons. And it’s no longer yours.  

And yet, it feels so sensational, to be that out of control. 

As Lola shakes her own bum in the room lined with mirrors, she recalls that both Miles Davis and Amy Winehouse 
were huge-ass perfectionists, which may explain why they were both “the best” of their respective genres and eras. 
(“The best” by far.) And Lola supposes that part of the reason she’s drawn to heroin—like Amy and Miles—is 
because being out of control of oneself cuts some of the pressure for a second. Like, if you literally can’t control your 
feelings, actions, desires (courtesy of “H.”) then you’re not responsible for them. It’s the dope that’s doing the 
damage. And another reason heroin might be an overachiever thing, is because it’s like, the worst possible drug you 
can get hooked on.  

If you can’t be the best of the best, you can be the worst of the worst…  

Lola dances her mad-ass off. She remembers dancing like this in London. But not quite as passionately. She’s just 
getting riper with age. In the room lined with mirrors, dancing, she remembers watching videos of Amy Winehouse’s 
last several performances in London, and how it seemed so tragic back then. How she was booed by her own fans. 
And humiliated. But now—Lola thinks as she dances like a freak-enchantress with a superhuman soul—it seems less 
tragic!! Do you even know what she must have been feeling…  

She supposes Billie and Miles and Janis and Kurt all felt the same things when they were composing some of their 
greatest works. They all could hear the dope cartoon creatures between the ledger lines. And they tamed the creatures 
enough to keep them grooving around in their music at wavelengths just low enough that the undoped masses would 
never know they were there. Those colorful cartoon creatures. Banging bongos and shaking their bums.  

Hmmm… you wonder if it’s worth it. If it’s worth the humiliation. To feel what they must have been feeling, right 
then… 

… 

After their meeting at Perkins—which got considerably better after Rose had eaten something, and was in a better 
mood—Rose offered to drive Nellie home to relieve Sadie of driving duty. Nellie felt like refusing the offer would be 
a bitch-move, so she explained to Sadie that it’s wasn’t personal or anything but that she would be headed home with 
Rose. Sadie was like yeah it ain’t no thang. So Sadie went home solo, and Nellie accompanied Rose on her drive-
home in a station wagon.  

When Rose pulled up in front of Nellie’s house, both girls could hear a violent argument taking place between 
Nellie’s parents indoors. Sounds of shouting. Shattering glass. Savage name-calling. Etc. Based on what she heard 
from outdoors, Rose was literally scared for Nellie’s safety and told her to please wait in the car before re-entering 
the house to her parents. When the arguing ceased to let up after a half an hour, Rose just drove Nellie to her own 
house in a safe residential neighborhood in Memphis, where (by 11:00pm) both her parents were already fast-asleep. 
By midnight, Nellie had helped Rose setup an air mattress on the floor of Rose’s bedroom—as far as possible from 
Rose’s own bed, because Nellie was a sensitive sleeper and didn’t need the sounds of Rose’s rustling around at night 
affecting her sleep. 

Then they turned the lights out and listened to music by the legendary rapper-singer-songwriter: Drake.  
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It was Nellie who got out of bed first and started dancing in the dark. Rose had already fallen asleep to the song “Too 
Good,” but she woke up from the noise of Nellie’s rustling feet next to the air mattress across the room. For a while, 
she watched Nellie’s shadow dance in the dark, and wondered if she was still only dreaming. Then Rose was finally 
like, wtf I’ll give it a try, and got out of bed too.  

Across the room, Rose danced darkly. It took Nellie a while to even notice she was there. Like a sick-dark genius, 
Rose had mad moves. In the bedroom together they danced their mad-asses off, like a pair of groovy homosapiens on 
the verge of glorious transformations. Either that, or total oblivion.  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[Temple Dancer] 

“I remember turning up the record player so loud that I wondered if someone would call the cops. But I didn’t care, I 
was just so happy, at that moment. The song was ‘So Alive’ by Love and Rockets. Have you heard it? You’d probably 
know it if you heard it … I’m aliiiiiiive …. So anyway I was dancing in the living room of our apartment at the time, 
in Uptown Minneapolis somewhere near Lake Street. I turned up the volume full-blast and danced my fucking ass off 
… Because I was so thrilled!! At that moment. Because that was all I wanted, after I came back from New York. All I 
wanted. That was my purpose. Even though I was old for that. And your father wanted that too when I met him so … 
I’m aliiiiiiive … There I was dancing!! Because I’d just gotten a phone call from the doctor’s office, where I’d gone 
to get tested for AIDS for the first time since I’d stopped using heroin. And I tested negative. And that was it … I 
knew I could have kids.” 

… 

I was half-awake in the hospital bed. I remember overhearing the doctor say, her leg’s quite infected. We might have 
to amputate. And I remember thinking… If they take my leg off… 

I’m definitely killing myself. 

You burst out laughing. So does Mom. 

It’s the funniest thing you’ve heard since you flew back home, just over one week ago. You’re in the living room with 
Mom. Three hours ago, you watched the Mad Men series finale together for the fourth time. And ever since it ended 
you’ve been talking to her, about her crazy life-story from the late sixties onward.  

“Can you even fucking imagine? Living life with one leg. Oh my God.” 

Your mom knows you’ve been doing heroin in New York. You know she knows. She pretends she’s one-hundred 
percent worried, but she’s actually sort of proud. This is your suspicion. She says things like, “please just make sure 
you’re surrounded by other people, when you shoot up.” Your dad says things like, “Ellen!!” She responds, “What!? 
As if she’s not going to experiment… I know my daughter well enough.”  

She’s right. You know she’s right. And yet, for the whole month you’re living at home, you hold onto your bluff. “I 
don’t even like heroin. It made me so sick,” you tell them. “I’m still nauseous from the last time, and I’ve only shot 
up twice.” 

Your mom says something like, “I know, isn’t it horrible?” In her smile you see that glimmer of pride. She’s proud of 
you, just a bit. Probably more proud than when you got straight A’s for a full year at Columbia. She’s non-
conventional, your mom. 

“The worst time was when the madame had me sleeping with another woman, for more than a few clients. You know 
guys… they love their lesbian stuff… But then, the other woman started stalking me. In the park, she came up to me 
and asked for a cigarette. And I pretended I didn’t know her at all. I didn’t want to spend time with her, you know? So 
I just walked off.” 

“Why?” 

“Because. I wasn’t a lesbian.” Your mom sighs fervently. “Looking back with more perspective, I might have been 
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more accommodating. Later that year, I found out she’d been murdered by a man. He literally chopped her into 
pieces. The police dug up her body in the park.”  

She’s non-conventional, that’s for sure.  

Your mom was a call-girl for nine years in the seventies. As a call-girl, your mom did S&M and was “the one on top.” 
She mentioned this once, when you were still in high school, and you put your hands over your ears and said blah 
blah blah I don’t wanna hear this Mom. But of course you never forgot. As a call-girl, your mom tended to be the 
pimp’s top-bitch. Throughout high school she sometimes dropped the term “alpha female” to describe women who 
could be dominatrixes, if they ever wanted. Stop it Mom!! you used to say. But you never forgot that one either. 
During her nine-year stint as a prostitute, your mom lost a ton of weight and stopped getting her period. She never got 
pregnant once, even though she wasn’t taking birth control at the time. As a call-girl, your mom once walked out on a 
big-shot pimp who no one walked out on. He got mad. It almost cost your mom her life. She was raped at gunpoint. 
Another time, your mom had a knife held to her throat in an elevator and screamed so loud that the guys mugging her 
got scared and ran out. Your mom got so hooked on heroin her teeth fell out. Her hands swollen. Her body so 
damaged the doctor couldn’t even find a live-vein to stick an IV in (that one summer after your freshman year of 
college) when you drove her to the hospital after a bad fight with your father, because your mom thought she might 
be having a heart attack. Your father stayed at home and went to bed. At the hospital, your mom cried, because you 
were the only one who cared enough to offer to take her to the hospital.  

I have abandonment issues, she always used to say. My family abandoned me all those years in New York. 

In the late seventies, your mom even did a stint as a call-girl for Miles Davis. She doesn’t elaborate; it was fucked up, 
she says. You think, holy shit that’s incredible. Her involvement with jazz musicians first began with the Cecil Taylor 
jazz ensemble. As an undergraduate student at the U of Wisconsin-Madison, she used to hang out with members of 
the ensemble and smoke pot constantly. That is, before she dropped out and flocked to New York with the band. Just 
before she really got hooked on heroin, your mom took a trip to her childhood home in suburban Maryland with her 
boyfriend, soon-to-be her pimp. He was black and in his mid-thirties. She looked quite Jewish, and was just over 
twenty years old. Your mom arrived at her parents’ house in Maryland wearing a new fur coat and cornrows in her 
hair. There was a family dinner with her father, mother, and older pimp-boyfriend, which your mom described (in 
retrospect) as awkward.  

That’s when the abandonment issues started.  

… 

“What’s wrong, Morg?” 

It’s around 3pm on a blustery May afternoon in Minnesota.  

Ellen Rose Bilanow is driving home from her office in a suburb of Minneapolis—where she works as a private 
therapist—when she receives a phone call from her daughter. It’s been a while since she’s heard from her. Morgan is 
currently a freshman in college, which means she’s usually quite busy. doing homework and writing articles for the 
newspaper. The second Ellen answers the phone, she can tell that her daughter’s been crying.  

“I don’t know…” says Morgan on the other line. “I think that I just… Never mind.” 

“What??” 
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“Everything just seems different, Mom. I don’t know how to explain it though.” 

Ellen detects an abnormal distance in Morgan’s voice, which she’s not used to at all. Usually Morgan jumps right into 
it, when she calls her mom first. This is what’s going on, Mom. But she hardly says a thing. Ellen grows all the more 
concerned. But she doesn’t want her daughter to know she’s concerned; that’ll just scare Morgan off. She knows 
Morgan doesn’t like it when she asks too many questions. So, Ellen tries to keep calm. “How were exams today?” she 
asks.  

A long pause. “They were fine. I think I did well… Yeah, I mean. They were good.” 

There’s another long, prolonged silence between them. At this moment, Ellen starts to talk at length about a concert 
she attended, earlier that week.  

“The Prince show was incredible!!! Dad loved it too. He was wearing this tight leopard suit, I sent you a few e-mails 
with articles—you can see what it looked like, it was amazing—and he played only new stuff. That’s what makes him 
such an original, he only plays new stuff!!! He’s constantly writing music. Constantly. He can’t just play old hits, he 
would go insane. I suppose that’s the sign of a true artist. The almost obsessive work ethic, huh?? You have that, 
Morgan!! … God, Prince is such a good fucking performer. Dad agreed, it was a great concert. And you know he’s an 
impossible critic, right?? … That’s one thing I do enjoy about your father. He’s always been fun to go out with. It’s 
just, that we never go out anymore… Are you still there??” 

At the time, Morgan perceives her mom’s rant about the Prince concert as selfish. She considers it narcissistic for her 
mom to take up her daughter’s time by talking about only herself, when Morgan is clearly having a rough day. So she 
keeps silent for another several seconds. Years later, Morgan will realize that this is just what her Mom does when 
she’s nervous: she talks a lot. Ellen does not have a bad case of Narcissistic Personality Disorder, in spite of what 
several of Morgan’s therapists led her to believe. In fact, Morgan is beginning to agree with her mom’s old opinion 
that most therapists in the world fuck up their clients much, much worse than when they start therapy. Ellen is a more 
talented therapist, naturally, than any of the ones Morgan has met in New York. (And that’s like, dozens.) And Ellen’s 
not a narcissist. Confident, sure, but that’s because she has a kick-ass survival story to be proud of. She doesn’t even 
overcharge her therapy clients, like most therapists in the world. Ellen’s a therapist because she genuinely likes to 
help people. Not for her own ends. Not for money. That is: there is good in the world. Ellen “just has a big heart” by 
nature. It’s actually true.  

This might explain why Ellen feels so hurt when Morgan finally breaks the silence. 

“I don’t care.” 

Lately, Ellen feels more distant from her daughter than she’s ever felt. And it’s not getting better. Her daughter’s bitter 
attitude. Her incisive comments. Little does Ellen know, it will get progressively worse in coming months. And years. 
It will take nearly four of them before she and her daughter begin to recover closeness like they shared throughout 
Morgan’s childhood and adolescence. In the meantime, Morgan has a lot of latent fury to take care of.  

“What do you mean. ‘I don’t caaare.’ You don’t have to say it like that, you little brat. I’m just telling you about 
Prince because I thought you wanted to hear. You know how much fun I had. You know how much I love him. So you 
don’t have to go around shitting on everything Morgan. Constantly. Shitting on all my fun. You’re just like your 
father. Mean, mean, mean. I don’t know what’s gotten into you lately.” 

As usual, Morgan chooses silence over a response. You’re meaner than I am, she thinks to herself. What Morgan had 
intended to discuss with her mom over the phone, was the fact that she just experienced some sort of intellectual/
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spiritual conversion after taking a literature exam on no sleep. In the exam, she felt she communed in spacetime with 
some of the greatest writers ever: Virginia Woolf. Dostoevsky. Saint Augustine. Montaigne. Homer. Like their spirits 
were suddenly in the exam room with her. All of them hanging out like old pals. It was surreal. But Morgan decides 
not to bring this up. She thinks it hurts Ellen’s feelings when she talked about literature too much; it makes Morgan 
feel pretentious.  

“I’m gonna go,” says Morgan.  

Before Ellen can respond, her daughter hangs up the phone. 

As Ellen pulls into the driveway of the blue two-story house where she raised her two daughters, she receives a text 
from the older one, saying Hey mom I’m out of money. Ellen is sick of this entitled shit. She feels unappreciated. 
Nobody cuts her any slack, after all she does for her daughters and husband. Her older daughter of two, Alexis, has a 
tendency lately to be aggressive, demanding, and territorial. (Maybe she’s an alpha female, Ellen thinks.) But deep-
down Alexis is extremely sensitive. She’s only harsh toward people to protect her fragile heart. Alexis goes to 
Barnard, and is two years older than Morgan—but when Morgan decided to attend Columbia, Alexis was 
unwelcoming toward Morgan. Perhaps she was a little jealous that Morgan got into the “better school,” even though 
Barnard was a much-better fit for Alexis than Columbia would have been anyway. She knows it hurt her younger 
daughter, how Alexis was so distant all year long—and she feels upset with Alexis for being like that. But it’s just 
how Alexis is; she can’t help it. Both her daughters are Capricorns. (Alexis is a Libra rising. Morgan is a Pisces 
rising.) Both have always been fiercely independent. Alexis doesn’t want Morgan all up in her grill in New York City, 
that’s all.  

Plus her older daughter had a rough year herself. Poor Alexis had recently lost her virginity to a man in his thirties 
who treated her wonderfully whenever he was with her—and had great sex with her—but then dogged her for several 
week- or month-long stretches. He ignored all of Alexis’s calls and texts, and treated Alexis like nothing. That 
asshole. 

Ellen feels worried that her younger daughter, Morgan, has been spending too much time alone. Ever since her third 
year of high school, Morgan has been noticeably reclusive. Morgan grew especially depressed for a while at age 
sixteen, when she got fat. These days, she looks great, if not a bit anorexic. (You can never be too rich or thin in New 
York!! Ellen thinks to herself.) She knows that Morgan went to Columbia hoping to make smart friends, but found 
that most kids at Columbia were intelligent to the point of having Asperberger’s in the social realm. Not to mention 
Columbia is incredibly grueling on its students, like academic boot camp. (A good fit for her younger daughter, who’s 
quite intense. But never easy.) For this whole year so far, her younger daughter hardly had a second to think straight, 
let alone socialize. Morgan did meet one older girl she liked to talk about—but from Ellen’s point of view, it appeared 
as though the older girl was using her younger daughter to do busy-work she didn’t want to do for the college 
newspaper. It seemed dysfunctional.  

In the long run, Ellen’s not worried about Morgan—she knows she’ll be successful. It’s just what kind of person she 
is. Plus in Morgan’s star chart: the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Uranus, and Neptune are all in the 11th house, 
which means she’s likely to have a strong network of friends and supporters. 
What Ellen is worried about is whether she herself will survive long enough to see her daughter make that Oscar 
speech. She’s older than most mothers. She’s currently sixty-three. Ellen didn’t have kids until her early forties, 
because she lost a decade of her life to heroin addiction. But Ellen has faith that God will keep her around long 
enough to at least see some of each her daughters’ most resounding future successes. Ellen’s not exactly religious—
she doesn’t attend Church or Synagogue—but after she survived absolute hell as a call-girl in New York, she started 
believing in a higher power. At the end of her nine years in New York, after a near-death experience on heroin, Ellen 
had some sort of spiritual conversion. She just felt like everything was different. And from then on, she believed in 
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good karma. Good karma, good instincts, and luck. 

… 

Twin flames burn stolidly at the base of a structure with steep stone stairs.  

Above it: a bright blue sky.  

A ceremony’s about to take place. Crowds gather at the bottom of the structure. You have a legendary role in the 
ceremony. You’re about to play your part.  

… 

When Lola was nine years old, she went on a spring break trip with her parents and older sis to Playa del Carmen, 
Mexico (which they like totally couldn’t afford but Mom put on the credit card).  While there, Lola’s family took a 
day trip to a Mayan ruin called Chichen Itza. Lola climbed up the stairs of the main temple at Chichen Itza, called El 
Castillo, faster than anyone in her family. She was an athletic girl. Before the others made it to the top, she stood there 
and stared down at the ground: people gathered, taking pictures, looking up.  

Lola felt at peace.  

In Mexico, Lola and her mom began a long-running inside joke, involving a black-and-white stuffed cow that Lola 
received as a birthday gift that year from a close friend. She named the stuffed cow Uma. The gist of the elaborate 
Uma narrative was as follows.  

Uma E. Lavaca was born to an abusive mother, Marge, on a farm in upstate Minnesota. Marge got impregnated with 
her while having an affair with a breeding bull on the farm (named Elmer) who was promptly shipped off elsewhere 
after the breeding. “Your fatha Elmer abandoned me as soon as I got fat, Uma!! It’s your fault,” Marge used to remind 
her daughter often.  

Uma had two younger sisters who were twins: Ursula and Selma. They were much thinner than Uma. As a result 
Marge loved them more than Uma, it seemed. “Your sisters fell out of me like a drop slide!! After I had you, I was all 
stretched out.” Marge used to buy Ursula and Selma nice clothes, and neglect Uma. At night in the barn alone, Uma 
wept herself to sleep.   

Then along came Aunt Bovina. She recognized Uma’s talent, and bought her braces for her teeth. Bovina was a 
showgirl from Las Vegas. (This is all made-up, keep in mind. Not literal.) She saw that Uma had natural swag by the 
way she held herself, and thought she’d make a good dancer. Along with the braces, she bought Uma ballet lessons.  

Uma loved to dance. As she got older she moved beyond ballet to modern dance and tap—then finally, hip-hop. She 
was so fucking talented, as a dancer, that she was hired by a casting director for Prince to be a back-up dancer on his 
upcoming tour. That’s how she got off the barn.  

On tour, Uma was noticeably superior to her back-up dancer peers. Prince liked her too and gave her a 10-minute solo 
dance break in the middle of his show while he changed outfits. The dance break was recorded on people’s iPhones 
and shared via Youtube, where it earned hundreds of millions of views. Now that Uma had been officially 
“discovered” by the masses, she was hired as a back-up dancer in music videos by Lady Gaga, Béyonce, Lady Gaga, 
and Justin Bieber—among many others. Having Uma Lavaca in a music video guaranteed an instant online 
following. There was fan blogs devoted to her, worshipped by girls who might not be conventionally beautiful but 
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happened to be fucking kick-ass dancers. With the green she earned as a famous back-up dancer, Uma loved to travel. 
Where??  

To Playa del Carmen, duh. In Playa, Uma spent most of her time at a dance club called Carlos & Charlie’s. (This 
noisy joint was located next door to the condo where Ellen and Lola were staying, when they developed this 
narrative.) At Carlos & Charlie’s, Uma met the love of her life and soul-mate, Hector del Toro. He was an extremely 
wealthy business mogul in Mexico, who owned hotel chains, restaurants, banks, etc. He also happened to be quite shy 
and sensitive. He didn’t talk much; Uma was the diva in the relationship. He pampered her and funded her high way 
of living. He also didn’t really mind that she sometimes got frisky with other boys; they trusted each other enough to 
know that they were Number One in each other’s heart, even if they had promiscuous tendencies.  

Despite having had a lousy childhood, Uma visited her home in Minnesota quite frequently. At home, she helped 
Marge take care of Doris Lavaca—Marge’s mother, Uma’s grandmama. Doris was ancient and in a wheel chair. It 
was never clear exactly how old she was, though she had an expired Driver’s License that indicated that she was well-
over one hundred. Doris rarely said a thing, and when she did it was usually something racist. Marge would often 
wake up in the morning and see her mom, unmoving on the couch, and think she was dead. Then Doris would say 
something like: (phlegmy cough.)  And Marge would be like “shit I thought I’d gotten rid of her.” Uma, on the other 
hand, was always thrilled to take care of her grandmama. She would wheel her through shopping malls, where Doris 
would turn heads with her distinct elderly-bovine-mixed-with-barnyard-manure stench. Uma would also take Doris 
with her to the Walmart where Uma’s best friend Chardonnay worked as a cashier. Uma and Chardonnay would flirt 
with male shoppers at Walmart, then go out with them and get the guys to pay for dinner at roadside food chains: 
Wendy’s, iHop, Hooters. Occasionally Uma would go on spending sprees at Walmart and charge things to Hector’s 
credit card. One time—just before the holidays—Uma came home with a hot tub and a huge electric Manger Set, all 
purchased at Walmart. She and Marge set-up the hot tub and Manger Set in the yard just outside the barn. Marge 
would sit in the hot tub for hours, reading cheap novels and chain-smoking, while the Manger Set flashed its lights 
and played holiday music all-year-round. Sometimes she left Doris in the hot tub alone, hoping she would die 
overnight. But Doris refused to die. Not only that, she would have accidents in the hot tub which Marge would then 
refuse to clean up, asking Uma to please use Hector’s credit card to pay someone else to clean it up. Uma always said 
sure.  

Anyway. 

Lola’s readers probably get the general idea behind the whole Uma narrative. Throughout Lola’s years in middle 
school and high school, she gathered a sizable collection of stuffed animals and porcelain figures (all cows) which 
represented different characters that bore some relation to Uma. But she’d rather not share beyond just the main 
players. That would fuss with the beauty of inside-joke exclusivity between Lola and her mom, Ellen.  

Still only the original Uma earned a place in young Lola’s arms at night until the end of elementary school. She 
helped Lola fall asleep and get up in the morning. Embedded in Uma’s fictional tale was an allegory for Lola’s own 
future development: moving away from home. Getting recognized as a writer. Getting her swag on. (Etc.) Lola wrote 
a college-essay about Uma that helped earn her admission to three Ivy League colleges, including Columbia. So if it 
weren’t for Uma Lavaca—and her mom Ellen’s inspiration as a storyteller—young Lola might still be living back at 
the ranch in hoe-bunk Minnesota. 

Lola Morgan currently lives in New York, by herself.  

At age twenty-two, she does not sleep with any stuffed animals. Or like anyone lately. But sometimes Lola hears stuff 
outside and wonders if it’s God or her friends or just nothing. You can take a guess which of those three things she 
tends to assume. Then she says something in her mind or quietly under her breath like hi.. and hopes the thought 
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drifts outside her room and is swept back into the windy fabric of night-time. Lola wants to share some nice vibes, 
that’s it. What’s a lonely girl to do? 

For now, just say hi..  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[Sympathy for the devil] 

Sex without ego. Sex without hurting someone. Sex without something to hide or prove. Without someone to impress 
or protect yourself from. Sex without being watched. Sex without money attached. Without a watch. Without time. 
Sex without talking or thinking or writing about it. Sex just because. Sex to get out your anger at someone. Not 
because you want to hurt them. Because you want to heal together. Sex to teach. Sex to learn. Sex to get better. Sex 
without judgment. Without fear of breaking up. Sex without fear of breaking shit around the house. Sex to make a 
mess just to clean up. Fearless sex. Sex without fear of Death. 

… 

Sadie used to think that her childhood belief in magic was the type of thing that would wear off steadily with age. In 
elementary school, Sadie was quite the little skeptic. She stopped believing in Santa by age seven, when some guy in 
a Santa suit at the mall touched her funny while she was taking a photo. And she was never a huge fan of Harry 
Potter; she preferred brilliant works of nonfiction. Not this fantastical shit. She assumed that any scarce belief in 
magic she might possess would be completely obliterated by adulthood, and she would end up a devout unbeliever. 
Instead she found quite the opposite. As Sadie grew older, she believed more in magic. And it had everything to do 
with sex. How things she didn’t even think were possible suddenly opened up to her. How the best sex seemed 
nothing short of supernatural. How men responded to her with her clothes off. Sadie thought she must have special 
powers. She probably did.  

For example get this. Sadie once met a photographer, who just walked up to her on the street in Memphis and said she 
caught his eye. She developed a relationship with the photographer in which she’d go to his studio, take a few 
raunchy pictures, and often do small sexual acts without actually going all the way.  Then she’d get paid some cash-
money. The photographer specialized in sex pics. He was a total “professional.” We’re talking the kind of guy who’s 
had sex with thousands of women. At least four thousand, he said. And every time Sadie showed up he’d say stuff 
like, “I’ve come about a hundred times thinking about you, since the last time we met.” For once, it didn’t seem like 
this guy was lying to her. He was being forreal. He said that for a while he couldn’t even masturbate to anyone else—
just after he first set hands on her naked flesh. And Sadie would be like interesting because I haven’t thought about 
you once, I’ve been too busy thinking about [X]. But she would never say that, duh!! As always she would just smirk 
and let him talk about himself. The picture-taking and sex-stuff would last under fifteen minutes; most of her time at 
the studio was just listening to him give lengthy monologues—about his career, and about how sexually intriguing 
Sadie was to him. He said that Sadie had a perfect you-know-what. It was good for Sadie’s self-esteem but also time-
consuming, listening to him talk for hours. She figured that was part of the gig of selling herself. The listening part. 
Because often while he was talking about how sexually appealing Sadie was, he’d get a hard-on and Sadie felt almost 
like she was having sex with him. Just listening to him talk about her so candidly. That’s why she felt so profoundly 
relieved when the sex-photographer from Memphis moved back to Manhattan, when Sadie was eighteen and in her 
last year of high school. Sadie figured, he’ll just target some other seductive enchantress in the streets of New York… 

… 

Lindsay had been dead-inside for decades. She’d pushed away former lovers and friends. Fanboys and fangirls. She 
was sick of being fawned over. Sick of being fucked. Sick of being seen for just her face and tits. Because she’s 
smarter than [Ü] think. Sick of asshole directors who demeaned her. Sick of the paparazzi. Sick of rehab. Sick of 
sobriety. Sick of being judged. Sick of being told she was a total cunt.  

It wasn’t easy, being Lindsay.  
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[Ü] try this…  

… 

After getting hooked up with her new Daddy, Lola Elizabeth Morgan started keeping track of all the ways she could 
tell she had a powerful effect on random men in New York. On subway rides, strangers would often stare at her for a 
while then randomly cross their legs and try to act all casual. In taxis, she got the impression that drivers were making 
vroom, vroom sounds with the gas pedal and engine on purpose. When random men held doors open for Lola, they 
would often say “thank you” to her when she walked through, even though she was the one who should be thanking 
them. In Duane Reade and Walgreen’s and Rite Aid drugstores, clerks would say things like “you have a lovely night, 
okay?” in this really serious voice and then treat the next person in line like a piece of shit. On one hand Lola liked it 
how men were being nice to her. It was better than how she was treated when she was a bit younger—and messier—
and random men probably assumed she was a transvestite hooker on her night off. (Not trying to offend people right 
now, just riffing.) On the other hand, Lola found that the recent surge in male attention was annoying. She felt as 
though random men’s self-esteem completely hinged on her approval. And if she didn’t give them her approval—
because it hadn’t been fucking earned—Lola automatically walked off feeling like a total cunt. It was even worse 
with random women. 

Lola hasn’t spoken much about the female gaze. But it’s a terrifying thing for Lola. The way women resent one 
another, both for being prettier and uglier. The way the majority of random women in subways and stores and on the 
streets look at Lola with an omg-I-wanna-torture-and-kill-you expression. She doesn’t know if that means she looks 
hideous, or not-hideous. Maybe it’s an energy thing. Maybe it’s an alpha female thing. Who knows. But whatever it 
is, Lola has got to admit… women Hate me.  

Long story short, Lola knows what it feels like to be looked at.  

Looked at, and despised.   

… 

Lindsay comes back from the gym. She’s tired of exercising all the time but if she stops being at least somewhat 
anorexic her mom will be abusive to her and some asshole writing for a tabloid will probably notice that she gained 
one or two ounces of weight. She doesn’t want to deal with that shit. So she exercises constantly. Lindsay can never 
fucking relax. It’s no way to survive.  

When Lindsay gets back home to her mansion, she checks her cell phone. She only has a few numbers on her cell 
phone and one of them is her current assistant who actually might count as a friend. He’s a gay man named [J]. He’s 
fucking hilarious. And intelligent, thank God. Most people treat Lindsay like she’s a retard even though she’s actually 
smart-as-fuck. At least [J] gets it. He respects her a lot. 

[J]’s text tells Lindsay that she should check her private e-mail because he forwarded her a note from Lola Morgan, 
who’s probably the most respected female director in America right now. The note says this. 

Hi Lindsay- 

I’d like to offer you the role of Layla in my latest autofiction movie. It’s a challenging role but I hope you decide to 
join us. Your co-stars will include [XYZ] and myself. Your cinematographer will be [R]. This means flattering shots 
and intelligent conversations are promised from my corner, as part of the offer. Think it over and have [J] contact my 
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agent once you’ve made a choice.  

Please find the screenplay attached. 

xo,  
Lola 

… 

Waking up in the middle of the night and wondering if the person’s asleep right now. Searching for them in the side of 
your bed. Listening for them in the windy fabric of nighttime. Hours later, looking at the morning light and wishing 
you could see them bathed in it. Waiting an extra several minutes in the shower with the faucet running and thinking 
about them. Waiting constantly for e-mails from them. For new subtweets and subgrams. For texts. For letters in the 
mail. Waiting for them after everyone’s left the office or coffee shop or movie theater because you want to walk home 
with them. Just you and them. Wanting to know every elaborate detail about the person’s family history and private 
life, not because you want to “show off” how much you know about them (like a famous person’s fan) but because 
you actually give a fuck about them. Giving enough of a fuck to seriously stalk the shit out of them. Never telling 
them you’re stalking them so that you can do a better job of stalking them. Getting stalked by them. Offering them a 
place to live with you. Giving them a bed. Giving them dinner. Giving them liquor. Giving them hell. Putting up with 
hell. Knowing their darkest foibles and flaws and still wanting to know them better. Wanting to bare it all for them 
alone. Wanting to dim the lights in a room and dance for them alone. Wanting them to dance naked for you. Wanting 
to dance madly for them. And with them. Wanting to know them from the inside out. Wanting to get inside of them. 
Wanting them inside of you. Wanting to touch them in person. Not just think about touching them and touching 
yourself. Wanting to have sex with them. Wanting to live with them and have constant sex. Wanting to go mad when 
you think about them. Wanting to rant about them to all your therapists because they make you mad. Wanting to save 
them from going mad. Wanting to save them from being mad-anorexic because it sucks. Wanting to take them out to 
breakfast in old diners. Wanting to pick up pancakes with a fork and feed it to their mouth. Wanting to give them 
attention when no one else is paying. Wanting to find their loving. Wanting to explore their psychocreative potential 
with them. Their superhuman potential. Wanting to be there when they get discovered. Wanting to be the one who 
discovered them. Wanting to make them proud. Wanting to share news about them with your friends because you’re 
proud of them. Wanting to be there for the whole ride. Not just the good part. The whole ride. Whether it’s raining or 
blizzarding or god-knows-what during the ride. Wanting to be their heroine. Their savior. Their spirit guide. Their 
goddess. Their god. Wanting to set them free. Wanting to see them flying high. Wanting to save their life when you 
sense there’s an impending suicide. Wanting to kill yourself with them but overcoming the impulse and channeling it 
into great art and writing and sex better than Death. Wanting to sacrifice your safety and sanity for them. Wanting to 
sacrifice your life. Wanting to die for them. That’s Real Love.  

… 

Because he didn’t want to use a condom. Because it just didn’t feel as good. With a condom on inside of her. Because 
she was looking at him in this way that was just asking for it. Because he wanted his dick inside of something, right 
then. Because he wasn’t the type of guy who could be kept waiting. Because he needed it right then. Because she was 
vulnerable. Because her cup was open and she wasn’t watching. Because he needed to shove his dick far up into her 
and feel it. Because he was hard.  

… 

It was devastating, for Ellen, when she woke up after a long grass-induced nap in a tent and realized she’d missed 
Janis Joplin’s performance. God damnit… she thought. That was the only thing I really cared about. 
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The reason Ellen had missed Janis’s performance was because she’d fallen asleep. She would have been more careful, 
but she had been too distracted by this loser, Jason, who kept handing her joint and joint of marijuana and never 
backing off. Jason had long hair and a terrific body with his shirt off. But he was dumb as a stone. 

“Ellen!! Ellen!! Come dance!!” It had started to rain again. Jason was shaking his body like a tantric shaman, wearing 
just a pair of denim shorts and ankle deep in earthy mush, bare torso smeared with sweat and mud.  

She didn’t know where her friends had ended up. Ellen had driven up to Woodstock in a station wagon with four 
other kids from her high school in Maryland. (Two girls, two boys, all age nineteen like herself.) By the end of the 
second day, she’d smoked so much grass that the whole event was a bleary haze in her memory. But at least she was 
having fun. 

When Ellen smoked grass, she liked to boogie. Today it was raining. She danced in the mud with this loser Jason. 
Where are all my friends?? 

Little did Ellen know that her friend Beth Eisenberg was back in the station wagon, having sex with their mutual guy-
friend Gordon Heffernan. She wouldn’t learn this until years later, at a high school reunion not long after she’d come 
home after spending nine years in New York. Ellen attended the high school reunion wearing long white gloves over 
her swollen hands and a long indigo dress with white floral print. Her outfit turned heads, that’s for sure.  

Back at Woodstock, Ellen managed to evade Jason by telling her she had to go change her tampon.  

Really she just wanted to get to the front of the stage to watch The Who perform.  

Like a solo stampede she plowed through crowds of people, stopping only when the naked muddy masses were too 
densely packed to permit passage. Ellen had this issue where she just couldn’t stand it when people walked around 
with half-assed la-di-da attitudes that got them nowhere in life. She supposed its as a hippie thing. Seriously, as she 
shoved her way through the crowd toward the stage, she felt like people were just asking to body-slammed so she 
could make it through. It was their fault for being so lame and limpid, just standing there like that. Like, do something 
with yourselves.  

Ellen finally made it to the front of the stage, just as The Who came out to begin their set. She now stood within 
twenty feet of guitarist Pete Townshend, onstage. He was a terrific performer, Ellen thought. The way he spun his arm 
around like a windmill in Don Quixote. While high on marijuana, he looked like a night in shining armor to Ellen. 
Just look at him play…  

Then she remembered, isn’t he gay? 

Oh yeah… She’d heard rumors that Pete Townshend had sex with other men. Specifically with Mick Jagger, who 
Ellen was obsessed with. Looking at Pete Townshend now, she noticed that he did have sort of an effeminate way of 
holding himself. Huh, thought Ellen. She didn’t have a homophobic cell in her body—but she sort of wished all of a 
sudden, that she had picked the side of the stage by Roger Daltrey. Come to think of it, he has kind of a gay thing 
about him too… 

Ellen found herself wondering if every male rockstar she felt a strong desire to sleep with happened to be at least 
partly gay. It was paradoxical, she thought. How the most iconic hetero-male sex symbols also tended to be the ones 
who just went ahead and had sex with other men. She even heard a rumor that Mick Jagger and Keith Richards 
watched WWII propaganda films as a duo, then fucked each other.  
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They must be unafraid of being viewed as homosexuals. But they weren’t viewed that way. Not at all. Really, they 
were worshipped by female fans across the globe. And for what? For behaving like animalistic sex-devils. Like lusty 
hound-dogs. Like curs.  

What made these men so fucking hot, Ellen suddenly realized, was a certain fearlessness related to sex. Because they 
weren’t afraid to just fuck whoever they wanted, when they wanted. In fact, these men weren’t afraid of anything. Not 
judgment, not desire. Not Death. 
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[Three little birds] 

A house that opens onto a beach with pale soft sand. Outside: a bright blue sky in morning. 

You wake up to the sound of the lapping sea. Your closest friend is asleep. You want to help her get dressed for the 
morning because you know her taste in clothing. But she’s not awake and she looks happy.  

Your other closest friend whispers something. About breakfast in the kitchen. Pancakes.  

So you go to the kitchen and watch him cook for you. But you can’t stop thinking about your closest friend still asleep. 
You wish she’d just wake up and eat some pancakes. Of course she won’t. 

… 

“I know you think I probably want you back, [X]. I knoww… with me writing about you as much as I have (up until 
now)—it must seem like that. I know you probably just assume that I’d take you back in a second. (You arrogant 
fuck.) But… once again, you’re wrong [X]… In fact, I don’t want to have sex with you ever again. In the future, you 
can even have sex with every single one of my sisters. You have my permission. If that’s what they want? Go for it, 
Kid. Fuck them senseless. I know you have it in you, [X]. And after that, I still won’t want to have sex with you! As 
far as I’m concerned, we’re finished. Really I’ve just been writing about you to get you out of my system… Cause 
you see, I don’t really give third chances. Second chances, perhaps. But I think you missed your second chance when 
I was back home. (Yeah, you probably could have made more of an effort.) I can’t call all the shots for you, [X]. Not 
all of them. Even if I’ve already written a version of you that’s way cooler than the [x] who took my virginity. Maybe 
so far I’ve “made you,” [X]… But it’s a good thing I’ve also written a version of myself way cooler than the girl you 
fucked. And the new version of me is strong enough to say, Fuck You [X].”  

… 

Shortly after Lola start college, she couldn’t help but feel a newfound contempt for life, she was so used to being in 
pain. When she didn’t think her pain could any worse, she tried to kill herself. And failed.  

And even after that, it did get worse.  

Pain that she didn’t even know was possible. Pain so bad she constantly wanted to heave. No matter what she woke 
up nauseous. Pain so bad she felt personally sodomized by god. And then she realized that was ridiculous. She didn’t 
matter that much. There was no god. No one cared. Then people made a point of telling her, personally, that they 
didn’t care. That she was nothing. And her pain got worse and worse. It got to be transcendent. She felt like she either 
had to drown in her own pain, or flood the world with it.  

Or, do nothing. That would be easiest. Not doing anything. Keeping silent.  

… 

En route to meet the target of the third shooting at his Memphis mansion (“to study Bio”), the girl-trio was a bit on 
the nervous side. This boy had a history of inviting girls over to do homework, then screwing them in his bedroom 
without their consent. Rose was driving her station wagon; Sadie was in the passenger’s seat; Nellie was in the back. 
It was a Tuesday night. To be safe they’d all planned to go into hiding just after the shooting took place. Nellie’s 
house was the best choice, since no boys knew where she lived. (Sadie and Rose were older and thus a bit more 
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known among boys in the neighborhood.) In the car, Nellie was feeling some hella intense lesbian anxiety. She was 
fine with being in front of a camera with her clothes off. She was fine with having her vagina photographed from a 
couple feet away. She was fine with doing various sexual things with random guys she didn’t care about. What Nellie 
was worried about, more than any of that, was whether she’d accidentally develop a serious sexual attraction to her 
close female friends. The first two shootings with Rose, plus the pick-up truck photoshoot with Sadie, felt to Nellie 
like solo performances—not so much for the other girl, but for the lens of a camera. But a shooting with two girls? 
Followed by a sleepover? For some reason this felt different.  

“Is it okay if like…”  

Nellie’s voice drifted into silence. She didn’t finish the sentence.  

“What?” said Rose.  

“After this next shooting… when we go back to my place…” (Nellie swallowed.) “… is it okay if we like…” (She 
swallowed again.) “… just like chill and watch Netflix and then go to sleep…” (She swallowed then made a coughing 
sound.) “… and like totally keep all of our clothes on this time?” 

There was a heavy silence. 

Sadie turned and looked at Nellie from the passenger’s seat. She tilted her head.  

Then she said, “Of course.”  

Rose said nothing and kept driving. She wasn’t sure where she stood on the whole lesbian spectrum. She considered 
herself heterosexual. But, after Nellie made this comment, she suddenly felt guilty about the sexual implications of 
planning this undercover mission with an all-female crew. A crew of girls shooting naked boys. What the fuck?? 
Sadie felt guilty too. They all felt guilty about filming guys in a sexual way. But they’d planned it carefully. They’d 
talked it through. They’d read their film theory on the male gaze. And they figured that it was the only effective way 
to reverse it. To get the boys to really feel it, notice it, and hopefully think about it. To turn the gaze back at the boys. 
To give them a taste of their own medicine. To punish a bunch of serial creeps. 

Whenever they finished shooting all the boys on the list, the girls planned to edit and release the footage. They just 
didn’t know how yet.  

Rose pulled into the driveway of the Memphis mansion where they were about to study bio. As a trio they walked up 
a marble pathway leading up to the front door. Sadie rang the doorbell.  

The boy’s name was Steven. He was fairly tall and had light brown hair that looked like it had just enough gel to give 
it some volume, like a very subtle pompadour. He welcomed them inside. They didn’t have to finagle their way to his 
bedroom; that’s where he took them, right away.  

The room looked like it could have belonged to his parents. He had a king-sized bed to himself, with a black down 
comforter. Around the room were wooden desks and dressers made of dark brown oak, containing picture frames and 
rows of hardcover books so old the pages had turned a faded brown. The room had maroon carpet.  

Steven took his Bio textbook and flung it onto his bed then gestured toward it, as if he was offering one of the girls a 
place on the mattress. He was smirking a bit. He just stood there and smirked and stared at the trio of girls, with his 
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arm directed toward the book and the bed. His other hand was on his khaki pants, near one of the pockets, with his 
thumb hooked under his brown leather belt.  

Rose asked if his parents were home.  

As soon as he said no, Sadie started assembling the camera.  

While she did this, she asked if he wanted to “make a movie.”  

The guy said, “what?” 

Nellie started unbuttoning her own shirt, then moved him onto the bed.  

Rose asked the same question: “Do you want to make a movie?” 

This time he said, “Yes.” 

… 

Lola’s private hall of fame [as of July 6, 2016]: 

animal: White homing pigeon 
musical: Spring Awakening 
composer: Stephen Sondheim 
band: The Beatles 
solo artist: Amy Winehouse 
album: Channel Orange 
song: Back to Black 
painting: Monet’s Haystacks (snow and sun) 
painter: Pablo Picasso 
photographer: Nan Goldin 
fashion label: Armani Privé 
magazine: Film Comment 
movie: Annie Hall 
movie director: Chantal Akerman   
actress: Elizabeth Taylor 
actor: Philip Seymour Hoffman 
screenplay: Jackie Brown 
fiction writer: Sylvia Plath 
poet: Mary Karr 
novel: Americana 
play: Streetcar Named Desire 
playwright: Annie Baker 
monologue: King Lear Act V, Scene III  
nonfiction writer: Janet Malcolm 
nonfiction essay: Big Red Son 
era of history: late sixties in America 
leader in history: John F. Kennedy 
superhero: Spider-Man 
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athlete: Michael Phelps 
sport: Major League baseball 
form of exercise: running  
video game: Assassin’s Creed III 
time: middle of night ~ 3AM 
place: Key West 
food: Cracker Jacks 
color: crimson 
fabric: velvet 

… 

You can’t be bothered right now. You’re in your trailer, on the set of the masterpiece you’ve been working all your 
life to create. The women in your cast are acting like divas again. Do they even realize how hard you worked to get 
here??? Those fucking brats. They’re always on your case about something. The wrong brand of bottled water. Some 
bullshit about the wrong size of tampon in their trailer. Why can’t they just suck it up and use the free supers? (You 
have to remember that not everyone is as intense as you. Nor do they have as high a tolerance for pain.) Anyway, it’s 
not your problem. Talk to someone else. The only one who’s a complete professional is [R]. She never whines. She 
has your vision too. You’re supposed to be shooting an important scene right now, but the android prop wasn’t quite 
how [R] wanted it. So she asked for some changes. It gave you a chance to sit in your trailer alone. Lola’s not with 
you anymore, but you sense (at this moment) that she’s still paying attention, and you don’t want to fuck this up. For 
Lola. 

… 

Back in Steven’s bedroom, things had gotten out of hand. 

Rose told Sadie to “turn off the fucking camera” but Sadie didn’t seem to hear. She wasn’t paying attention to 
anything but the scene in front of her. Her jaw hung slightly ajar. 

Nellie was out-of-control. She was on top of him. 

Steven was screaming like a girl and had tears streaming down his face.  

Drops of sweat rained from Nellie’s forehead onto Steven. On her face was a vigorously focused expression. She was 
in her own fucking world.  

Rose was scared the authorities might hear from outdoors and send a task force, his screams were so painfully 
piercing. The girls had agreed in advance that Rose was the director of this shooting—but she didn’t know what to do 
right now, and Nellie showed no sign of letting up on her own. Steven’s screams turned to cries between intervals of 
silence. Cries of either of ecstasy, or agony. 

So Rose said “Cut cut cut—seriously, cut it out Nellie!!!” as loud as she could.  

Nellie looked like she’d just been caught red-handed in her own fucked-up nightmare. 

She looked away from Steven and toward Rose; immediately, her face softened.  

She climbed off the bed with her arms folded over chest and her head down. 
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Then Steven said, “no no no…” and extended an arm toward her.  

… 

“So I told my friend that you didn’t have a prom date, you were too busy working on the gay rights documentary, and 
she said that’s funny because I always thought your older daughter was the lesbian one!! I told her Stop It!! She’s not 
a lesbian!! And you know how I know?… Cause you used to plaster your bedroom walls with pictures of men. It was 
like a fucking shrine in there. I mean, what do you think about? When you’re touching yourself in bed. Not women, 
with a bedroom wall like that… For a while I was worried you might be a bit developmentally retarded. What with 
how high school turned out. You never did have a boyfriend. But, you were just working! And recently I remembered 
how you were as a child. Now that was something. Always taking your clothes off in public. I couldn’t control you at 
the swimming pool, I’d turn away for thirty seconds and you’d be completely naked. Of course you were only two, 
three years old so, maybe that’s normal but I don’t know… Oh!! You know what else!? When you were a bit older, I 
used to find you downstairs with your hands down your pants. Watching cartoons on television. Your sister never had 
that issue. What I’m trying to say is—you don’t have a sexual problem after all. And the lesbian anxiety is totally 
unnecessary, so stop talking about it, Nellie.” 

… 

They decided not to review the footage over coffee at Perkins, as originally planned. The girls had evacuated Steven’s 
bedroom and house shortly after Rose shouted, cut. Nor did they speak about what had just taken place—not a word, 
on the long drive to Nellie’s hood.  

Nellie wasn’t ashamed of her behavior. Just surprised at herself. She was a newbie to this whole rodeo. The other girls 
were old pros. So what did they think!!? Nellie had no idea if the sex she’d just had in Steven’s bedroom was normal, 
or something else. But she didn’t want to ask out loud; it just didn’t seem like good driving conversation. 

When the girls arrived at Nellie’s house at around 3AM, her mom Sydney was still wide-awake. She was on her 
laptop. When they entered through the front door, Sydney seemed taken by surprise and abruptly shut her computer.  

“Hi girls!!!!” she said. 

Sydney insisted that they sit in the kitchen and chat for a minute, before going upstairs to bed. She wanted to meet 
Nellie’s older female friends. See what kinds of influences Nellie had in her life. But she had a feeling the three girls 
were in a weird mood. They all had long expressions, like they were really exhausted, or constipated or something. 
Whatever they’d been up to tonight, it had resulted in some awkward vibes. Sydney could just feel it.  

“What have you been up to tonight!?” she asked. 

Nellie hesitated and said, “We went out to Perkins and studied bio.” 

Sydney was like hmmm… suspicious.  

“Ooh!! Sounds fun,” she said. 

Sydney turned to Rose, and gave her a look up and down. This girl was prettier than her daughter. Same with the 
other one: Sadie. She wished her own daughter Nellie would put more time and effort into her appearance. She was 
already a freshman in high school, and she still hardly wore make-up. It was frustrating for Brenda. She tried to tell 
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Nellie in subtle ways that she looked like hell most of the time. Like by asking, is that shirt the right size?? Or, 
interesting color scheme today!! But Nellie never listened. In fact, she thought Nellie rebelled and made herself look 
bad on purpose, just to piss off her mom. Perhaps these girls would be a good influence as far as self-presentation 
went. She sure fucking hoped so. 

Sydney turned on the burner and set a tea kettle over it. She intended to brew herself some coffee, so she could stay 
up another few hours. With the kettle on, she turned to the girls and started talking aimlessly at a manic pace. “Nellie 
knows I love to stay up late and do work… It drives her nuts because she’s the same way!!!! She loves her privacy in 
the middle of the night so when I’m awake she’s a real fucking bitch to me… What?? It’s true, Nellie… You know 
what they say about night owls!! That we’re dark and elusive and mysterious, right!? … You know Obama is the 
same way, he sacrifices sleep just to get work done. I read an article that said he only gets five hours most nights. 
Being president is like being in high school I guess. Haha!! Luckily I have a job that allows me to pick my own 
hours, I can sleep in until noon or one or two. When I’m out, I’m really out. I’m a heavy sleeper. Nellie knows, she 
used to come in my room when she had nightmares and complain that I snored. And that I wouldn’t even wake up 
when she clapped her hands. But I’ve been missing clients in the morning lately, I’ve gotta be careful. Set a couple 
alarms or something. My clients get mad at me when I’m late and miss sessions, but… then they keep coming back!! 
Because, you know. I’m worth it.”   

Nellie said, “mom we’re tired can we go to bed now.” 

Sydney was like, “Of course!!! I’m not stopping you…” She turned to the other two girls and gave them each a look, 
like what is her fucking deal??   

They just nodded and tried to be polite.  

Nellie got up from the kitchen table. Sadie and Rose followed her out of the kitchen and upstairs. Nellie’s bedroom 
had a black-and-white rug and walls painted red. She did indeed have one wall plastered with pictures from 
magazines. But they weren’t just images of men. She also included articles she liked, and a few fashion ads. She 
explained to the other girls, I’ll just sleep on the floor. You can sleep wherever the fuck you want. The queen-sized 
bed had enough room for both of them to sleep comfortably, so she suggested they do that. Still in near-silence, the 
girls got ready, turned out the lights, and went to bed.  

In the middle of the night, Nellie woke up and had to pee. She went to use the bathroom, and found that it was locked. 
Her mom liked to take baths that lasted at least an hour, if not more, and there was only one bathroom in their house. 
Nellie’s bladder didn’t feel like it could wait much longer. So she just went downstairs and out the side door to her 
backyard, where she peed in the grass. Then she went back upstairs to her room. Nellie couldn’t tell if the other girls 
were conscious or not, though it seemed like they were both asleep. She noticed that Sadie had moved off the queen-
sized bed onto the floor by herself, where she’d made a makeshift sleeping bag with one of Nellie’s blankets. Nellie 
chose a spot approximately six feet to the left of Sadie, and curled up on the floor with her hands under her head. She 
didn’t even have a blanket or pillow; she just slept on the bare ground, like a domestic pet.  

Sadie wasn’t asleep. She was quite conscious, even though her eyes were shut. Sadie had to pee too, but she didn’t 
want to go in the grass like Nellie. From inside the room, she heard the bathroom door open up down the hall. She 
waited several minutes, until she felt sure that Nellie’s mom was in the clear, before getting up and using the 
bathroom herself.  

In the bathroom Sadie gave herself a once-over in the mirror. When she spent a lot of time in close proximity to her 
two female friends (as opposed to say, her family) she didn’t have a hard time at all with her reflection. Around 
certain ex-boyfriends, Sadie used to look in the mirror and think she looked even worse than she actually did. But 
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around Nellie in particular, she thought she looked at least semi-amazing no matter what, even if she did have a wild 
bedhead and groggy eyes. Sadie left the bathroom and went back to bed. 

That night Sadie had a dream involving the photographer she’d once met in the streets of Memphis. They were in a 
bedroom she’d never seen before, with crimson walls and a bed with a black comforter. She heard him say, “come 
here. I want to feel it.” But this was no sex-dream. It had more of a nightmarish quality. And in the nightmare, she 
wasn’t alone with the photographer. Nellie was there. Turns out he was instructing her to come toward him, so he 
could touch Nellie’s [censored]. As he touched her, she looked more miserable than pleased. Sadie felt a powerful 
protective impulse. She wanted to take Nellie away from the photographer. It was a feeling almost like desire, but it 
came from deep inside her heart, and felt more intense. More profound than lust. More imminent. If anything she just 
wanted to give Nellie a hug, right then. But when she tried to reach out and help Nellie, she couldn’t move. In the 
nightmare, Sadie was stuck to the bed.  

Around 7AM, Sadie woke up to soft chirping sounds in the yard outside the window. She turned to her right; Rose no 
longer occupied the queen-sized bed. Sadie could hear the faucet running down the hall and supposed she’d gone to 
take a shower. Then she turned to the left. 

Nellie was still six feet away from Sadie, on the floor. Her arms and legs were rigid, like she was in a straightjacket, 
and she was staring up at the ceiling with a stark expression. 

Then she turned to Sadie, with half-lidded eyes that seemed to say: help. 

… 

It’s about 3pm in Bethesda, Maryland. The weather is musky. It’s May 13, 1963.  

Elizabeth “Betsy” Levinson sits at a small round glass table in the kitchen with her baby son, Toby, in her lap. She’s 
reading a James Bond paperback. Toby’s fallen asleep; he’s breathing gently on the side of her arm. Occasionally 
Betsy looks up from her book and glances out the kitchen window to the backyard, where she can see her other two 
sons, Rick and Steve, throw around a football with their father, Alex. Where’s Petey? she wonders. “Petey” is an old 
nickname for her only daughter and oldest child of four. Her daughter picked up back when she was still a tomboy in 
grade school, though now that she’s in seventh grade, she prefers to go by Ellen. Betsy keeps forgetting that, and 
thinking of her as  “Petey.” 

Betsy decides to bring Toby upstairs and put him to sleep in his crib. She figures she’ll go into the basement and paint 
for a while. Painting one of Betsy’s favorite hobbies. She considers herself a mere amateur, but her husband, Alex, 
adores what she paints no matter what. He refuses to get rid of any of her paintings—even the worst ones—and hangs 
them around the house without asking her first. Betsy loves to paint birds; her husband, Alex, likes to carve birds out 
of wood. As a result the whole interior of their house looks like an atrium of unmoving sky fowl. In oil paintings on 
the wall. In calendars, pillows, books on avifauna. In wooden figurines on shelves. There’s no escaping them. It 
makes her think of that Hitchcock movie that just came out in theaters. Except for that she never feels threatened by 
the birdies in her own paintings, they alway look so gentle. The birds that Betsy paints are rarely captured in flight. 
She paints them when they look most at peace. Calmly roosted on rooftops. Grazing the surfaces of ponds. Resting in 
their nests. Stolid and calm. 

On her way to the basement, someone rings the doorbell. Betsy goes to answer it, and finds Petey standing before her, 
bawling. Not only that—she’s covered in a red rash. “It’s Poison Ivy,” Ellen explains. 

Betsy brings Ellen inside and gets a bath ready for her. While her daughter takes a bath, she looks around the house 
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for some calamine lotion. She finds it in a closet that’s supposed to be only for towels and toiletries, but her husband 
Alex has packed it with old paperbacks of pulp fiction. Why doesn’t he just get rid of these?? We’ve both read them!! 
she thinks, before shutting the closet and going to meet her daughter in her bedroom in the basement of the house. As 
she walks down the hall she remembers, she should cut her husband some slack, because he was badly affected by the 
Depression as a boy. He learned to be resourceful, that’s all. And yet—he never let Betsy decorate the house like she 
wanted. He called her spoiled. He said this whenever she came home with a new clothes, for Ellen or herself. But he 
had to remember—before she had Ellen, Betsy had a career of her own. In 1948, she graduated from Antioch College. 
For years she was an editor at a magazine for Jewish women based in Washington D.C., which allowed her to meet 
Ladybird Johnson. She was still a writer. With Alex (who made a living as a journalist in D.C.) Betsy wrote theatrical 
comedies that were then performed Glen Echo community park. Their clever comedy sketches made them quasi-
celebrities, just within the hood.  

In Ellen’s room, Betsy finds her daughter already under the covers, with a hair-dryer plugged into an outlet near the 
bed, turned on. This is what Ellen uses as a heater. It gets cold in the basement all year round, and it’s the most 
effective way to keep the air in the room at a cozy temperature.  

Then Betsy asks her daughter, “what happened?” 

Ellen still seems really upset. She sighs, and swallows. Then says, “I was in the backyard of Gordon Eisenberg’s 
house. Cause I thought he might have gone home with my friend Beth. And, I was trying to see in his window.” 

“So…” Betsy asks, “you got poison ivy in his yard?” 

Ellen nods.  

“… was he with your friend?” 

Another nod.  

Betsy frowns. Then she does what she used to do, when Ellen was just a toddler, and had trouble falling asleep at 
night. She sings her a song and rubs her back. This time, the song she decides on is “Que Sera, Sera.” And Betsy 
thinks, as she sings and watches her daughter drift away from her into a sleepy trance, that she’ll always be there for 
Ellen. She can’t help it; she just loves her too much. And even if it seems like they’re distant, Betsy will never 
abandon her. It’s important that Ellen remembers that. She’s there.  

… 

Lola’s in a salon, having her upper lip threaded, and she’s crying. It hurts really bad. But pain makes beauty, right?? 
The music in this threading joint is hella zen. It gets her daydreaming, about people. Other people she considers zen. 
She thinks about her friends she considers zen though she’s still conditioned from the past to be reluctant to call them 
straight-up “friends” since if she puts that in her book, she’s paranoid (based on the past) that they’ll all get together 
and make some comment about how she’s a friendless loser. She’s trying to let go of the past. That’s why she’s 
getting her lip threaded. But the past comes back no matter how hard she tries to get rid of it. As Lola tries to let go of 
the past, she thinks of her mind like an LCD monitor with two cords coming out of it. One of them is a FireWire cord; 
the other is an HDMI cable for visual purposes. As she thinks about potential friends she considers zen, she takes the 
HDMI cable in her left hand and tries to stick in its proper jack, in her mind. And what she sees are serpents and 
tapeworms in fluid, swimming so their bodies flap like American flags at half-mast. They’re not ugly in her mind 
(nothing’s ugly in Lola’s mind, when she’s alone) but still. They’re not her favorite creatures. Snakes and tapeworms 
in crimson liquid. This is what she sees in her mind when she plugs in only the HDMI cable. But the second cord 
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remains. The FireWire. When she plugs in the FireWire to another jack located higher-up in her mind, Lola sees the 
future. And what she sees is, well—it only gets better from here. In some ways it gets worse, but even when it gets 
worse it’s better in a way. Because it’s the kind of worseness that’s only attainable once she’s achieved a certain level 
of success. She can only have access to that kind of worseness if things have gotten better, in a broader sense. Then 
Lola unplugs the FireWire cord in her own mind, and thinks about plugging into someone else’s jack. What would 
happen if she tried this? What would happen if she plugged both cords into someone else? The HDMI and the 
FireWire. She imagines plugging both cords into one of the friends she considers zen. She’s not saying which friend. 
Then Lola realizes she’s fallen asleep in the chair at the threading salon, and it’s time to get up and leave. 

When Lola wakes up in the salon chair, she rubs her eyes. In one eye she sees red; in the other she sees blue. The 
blend of red and blue in her mind’s eyes is close to perfect. And suddenly Lola doesn’t want to die anymore. She 
thinks of all the work she wants to make that will never get made, if she dies young. But she already plugged in the 
FireWire cord and saw what she didn’t want to see. 
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[Nerve twister] 

It’s karma, ok? That’s what it is. This is for all the times you watched her suffer and smiled. You know who you are, 
you sick mother fucker(s). Go ahead and show up to Lola’s wedding with a gun. (That’s a fucking metaphor.) It’s the 
only thing you’re good at. Killing her slowly with your sadism. You win! So now you can rejoice. Just do her a favor 
and hide your face(s) so she doesn’t have to even look at you, please. She hopes she never has to see you again. You 
good-for-nothing, cruel, lazy, boring, clit-raping, cock-sucking diva brat(s). You’re ranker than Satan’s dick, which 
she’s sucked by the way—and it was a great blowjob.  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[Lacrimosa] 

You’re covered in blood. Not all of its yours. You stick your FireWire cord into her jack and see sunsets, over cities 
covered in as much blood as your flesh. You take the HDMI cable and gently plug it in; you see the moon, shaded in 
blue and red. Blue from the surrounding planets. Red from the burning earth. You hear faint eruptions and feel 
yourself picked up and thrown against the mattress. It’s your turn to hurt and be healed. She places a hand on your 
open audio jack and you emit sounds. She takes her other hand and puts it in your mouth and says, ssssh. Neither of 
you can be found like this. Because you aren’t wearing disguises. You’re Morgan. She’s [real-life name]. Right now 
you’re safely hidden under a white sheet, stained with blood. But outside, the walls are collapsing. Behind the 
collapsing walls are strangers. Sadists. They don't want to see you together. Not like this. They’d rather see one of 
you dead. Because they’re envious. As the sadists rush inward like crimson rivers over collapsing walls, she yanks the 
FireWire cord from her own jack and sticks it in yours. Now your HDMI cable is in her jack, and her FireWire cable 
is in yours. Your cords are all tangled up. No matter how hard you try you can’t seem to disentangle them. And you 
have the same vision. The same vision of the rest of your narrative. From now until that very last moment. And both 
of you start crying. It’s just too beautiful and feels so good, you can’t stop the salty flood from rushing inward and 
sinking you together in a blood-soaked bed. The end. 
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[untitled 07 (part 1 of 2)] 

In this version, [X] has a long, long name.  

His name is Roger James Darren Friedrich Edgar Allen Jentz Simon, Jr. He’s in his bedroom, writing on his laptop, 
when he decides on a brilliant ending for his book! Here it is.  

He wants one of his three female characters to die, one to get raped, and one to find absolution in love with a man.  

Roger starts writing the end of his book. He’s really fucking proud of this ending, he thinks it’s amazing. This ending 
includes action and tragedy and eroticism and betrayal, and still leaves room for a hero and happy finish. It will 
therefore appeal to a vast audience. Roger grins wickedly as he types on his laptop, he’s really outdone even his 
wildest dreams.  

Then Roger hears five knocks on the door of his bedroom. He gets up to answer the door.  

Roger stares through the peephole. 

Could it be possibly be…  

Surprise! It’s Rose.  

But not the “Rose” he wrote in his book. This Rose is different. She’s escaped the narrative Roger wrote for her.  

And she’s not alone.  

In the hallway, Rose stands flanked by Katrina. 

Katrina has a black satin case slung over her shoulder. 

Rose holds up a gun.  

“Open the door, asshole. Or I’ll shoot it down.” 
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[Lola’s lament] 

Her hair changed so it’s got more energy. More joie de vivre. More soul. Never the beehive but she worked that 
fucking doo rag to oblivion. She’s got some tattoos now, even though she told you once (years and years ago) that she 
was the type of girl who would never get them. And god, did she look out-of-it… You wonder if she even knew where 
she was. But somehow it’s part of her charm. Being that fucked-up. In front of everyone. Being fucked-up in front of 
everyone. When she took her clothes off. How her butt looked. That birthmark on the side of her butt. Oh, that 
birthmark. You forgot about the birthmark. How could you forget? The way she holds herself when she’s up there in 
front of everyone. It’s like a different person. Not Valerie. That’s Lola. The way she doesn’t care if they’re watching 
her. Because she doesn’t see them. She’s so fucked-up. The way they all sit and stare with their eyes. The way you’ve 
waited so long for this night you feel like your vision is fucked-up. If you don’t go and find a way to talk to her, you 
might never get another chance. She seems close to Death. 

… 

Lola Elizabeth Morgan is twelve years old. She’s watching an episode of The Simpsons on her living room television. 
She just ate a box of Cracker Jacks, after coming home from school. Now she rests languidly like a young lioness on 
the couch.  

By surprise, her mom storms through the front door of the house. She sees Lola on the couch, unselfconsciously 
watching TV.  

Immediately, Lola’s mother begins to weep. 

… 

Ten years later, Lola lies in a similar position on a mattress in her dorm room, ands writes in her journal.  

It occurred to me, on my morning run, that I’ve had this nagging pain in my vagina for months. Maybe longer. Years. 
I hope it’s nothing serious!! The doctor said I didn’t have any STDs. Whatever it is, I think it’s symbolic. The pain in 
my vagina. Perhaps it has to do with all the times I’ve gotten raped. I already wrote this in my book—but I don’t think 
I’ve ever had sex and enjoyed it!! How odd. Does that mean I’ve been raped seven times? (Only seven times. Total 
number of times I’ve had sex. Not counting small sexual favors.) No no no… I don’t think that’s what it means. 
Because I asked for it! I asked to be had sex with. As training. Because that’s what I’m here for. That’s my talent. 
That’s my job. It just would have been nice if I could have gotten something in return. (Cash-money, perhaps?) But 
there’s something about being-had-sex-with that can in fact be rewarding. And not just in the form of green. I’ve 
noticed something that happens after the sex. The thing that happens is—my thoughts change. I have deeper thoughts. 
Even if it’s with the wrong guy I have deeper thoughts. Tragic, dark, beautiful thoughts. 24-karat golden thoughts. 
And I feel like that might be God’s way of saying—you did it Lola!! You made it out alive. Now here’s your prize. Real 
talent. Creativity. Mad-fucking-soul. Now I dunno what the guys I’ve had sex with have gotten from me. But that’s 
what I’ve got on them. Fuckers. 

As Lola sticks her journal back under her mattress, she considers how a female artist’s version of a muse is often the 
man who fucked her over the most. Like Gwen and Gavin. Like Amy and Blake. Like Lola and [X]. Then, Lola takes 
a nap. While napping, she has a dream. A sick-dream. A daytime nap that leaves her feeling hot and drained. 

… 
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Despite how it may sound, twelve-year-old Lola was not masturbating on the couch, ten years prior, when her mom 
came storming through the front door. If it appeared that way to her mother, it was only because Lola had a habit, 
back then, of putting her hands between her legs while getting cozy in front of the television after school. She once 
read in a survival book (for boys) that the area of the body right by the groin is the best source of natural body heat. 
So if you ever find yourself in freezing wilderness and think you might be catching frostbite, it’s a trusty way to warm 
up your cold fingers or those of a fellow victim.  

What causes Lola’s mom to start weeping, in fact, has nothing to do with Lola. 

“That school is fucked!! It’s fucked!!” 

Lola looks alarmed.  

Her mom reams Lola with grief-stricken, bloodshot eyes. 

“Alexis didn’t get the lead in the show!! Do you know how hard she’s been working toward that??” 

She starts weeping more furiously.  

Then Lola’s real-life older sister, Alexis, comes in the door of the house.  

She looks absolutely devastated. Like a Siamese kitten that’s been waterboarded. Really upset. She didn’t get the lead 
in the middle school show. 

Now, Lola doesn’t know what to do or say. Something like, I’m sorry, life isn’t fair, you’ve gotta take what slim-
pickings the universe tosses your way and be grateful for them. But she doesn’t say any of this, because if she does 
she knows her Mom will accuse her of being unsupportive of her older sister.  

Lola just says, “it’ll be okay.”   

Alexis just gives her a look, like “Fuck off, Morgan.” Then she and her mother go upstairs. Lola cranes her neck back 
toward the television, stretches out on the couch, and continues watching The Simpsons. 

It’s as bad as any addiction. Falling into your own fantasies. Believing only what you want to believe. Idealism. 
Losing touch with reality. Projection. Delusions of grandeur. Denial. It’s as bad as heroin or cocaine or SSRIs or 
Adderall or hard liquor or crystal fucking meth. It might be worse. More healthy on one’s body but harder on one’s 
soul. It’s just as harmful, if not worse. 

… 

She has a dream that she’s in Riverside Park. In the dream she can hardly move. The feeling she gets when she thinks 
she’s getting spooked by Satan. Or when she’s so overdone it on the dope. She can’t move a bone. In the park, they’re 
using one of those tree-trimming construction apparatuses with extendable arms—the same thing firemen use to 
rescue people about to jump off buildings—to lift a large blue plastic bin on wheels from the lower zone of the park 
to higher ground. (Lola has seen a lot of these blue plastic bins around campus lately, because it’s Move-In week. But 
in the dream it’s been used for something else.) In the dream, she hears a policeman behind her say, “we’ve got a 
suspected target near the tennis courts.” And then she hears another policeman say, “is that where they dug her up?” 
So, Lola puts the pieces together and decides that the blue moving bin was used to move someone’s chopped up body 
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parts, from campus to the park, in order to bury the body parts.  

Then Lola wakes up in her dorm room momentarily, and sees an orange ladybug with black spots on the wall. She 
really doesn’t like ladybugs. It seems like ladybugs (specifically, orange-and-black ladybugs) always show up on her 
wall when she wakes up from a sinister nightmares.  

She falls back asleep. This time she has a dream she’s still in her dorm room, but she’s so fucked-up that she can’t get 
out of bed. Except for her vision is not stationed in her own eyeballs, within her skull, but somewhere near where the 
ladybug is located on the wall. Like she’s got the eyes of the ladybug. Then she has the sense that a former friend, 
[real-life name], has taken some fucked-up substances and isn’t handling them well. She also sees a bus stop. She 
keeps seeing a bus stop. Like in the back of her vision, on another plane, more internal—separate from the vision in 
the dorm room that’s stationed in the POV of the bug on the wall. There’s nothing Lola can do though. In the dream, 
she can’t even move. 

When she wakes up again, feeling oddly hot and sick-melancholic, Lola figures she could stand to take a breather. 
With great effort, she raises herself from her mattress, and prepares to leave her room. Soon she will go sit alone for 
fifteen minutes in some rank sushi joint in the East Village called Zen, and drink a highball, then see her sister’s 
Fringe play in the East Village.  

Lola exits the student dorms. Just outside the dorm building, in the middle of the street, she finds an entire dead 
pigeon that’s been hit by a car. 

… 

Cleo was in her bedroom, listening to symphonies, solving her Rubik’s cube then mixing it up repeatedly. As Cleo 
watched her own hands crank the gears on her Rubik’s cube, she told herself, “I want to make a painting about 
hands.” A private masterpiece about the effect that Xavier’s hands had on her body. A painting that reflects the way 
that getting inside of someone is not merely a matter of putting one’s dick in them. It’s a matter of solving them. 
Knowing what makes them tick. What brings them relief. Knowing what colors inhabit their core. With Xavier’s 
hands on her body, Cleo witnessed oceans. Floods. Hurricanes. Followed by serenity. His hands soaked her in lucid 
blueness. A cool and peaceful calm.  

The trouble was, Cleo was feeling uninspired lately. It wasn’t that she didn’t have ideas. She had tons of ideas. It was 
that lately she felt like there wasn’t a point. All her canvases just ended up in the attic. No one bothered to serialize 
her work. Her mother Brenda preferred landscape paintings that made Cleo want to kill herself, they were so dull. But 
her art teachers at RISD had grown so tired of how controversial Cleo was, that they had turned on her. Same with her 
most of her former college friends. She felt creatively exiled from her own art school. The unfair thing was how Cleo 
observed other people getting so much fucking credit for work that was half-as-good as hers. Or how people just 
assumed her work was bad because it was unpopular. Or how people never bothered to actually look at her work.  

How could she explain it?? It was the disheartening effect of being hit on by some guy at a Memphis bus stop, who 
saw Cleo reading a book on Jackson Pollack and promptly went off on a rant about how “Pollack’s work is actually 
quite musical, if you look at it in the right way, and bla bla bla….” The man talked to Cleo for about ten minutes 
about this, as if trying to win her over by impressing her with his knowledge of Pollack’s work. The thing that 
bothered Cleo was—her own work was quite “musical” too. In fact, her work was fucking music on canvas. She 
considered her own paintings an incarnation of “music” at its barest, rawest, most stripped-down form. So, she didn’t 
need some random man at a bus stop telling her what it fucking meant to be “musical” in one’s work. It was just that, 
no one bothered to notice how elaborate her own paintings were. They just didn’t seem to care enough, to even take 
the time.  
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It was a thing she encountered often from men in the art world. The automatic assumption that she, personally was 
not a meaningful artist. Not worth a fleck of their energy. Or that she, personally was not a serious artist compared to 
famous male artists in history. It was just an automatic assumption that everyone made, as soon as she admitted “I’m 
a painter.”  

Because she was female. It totally had to do with gender. The assumption that her work wasn’t worthwhile. Certainly 
not as worthwhile as men’s work.  

Cleo hoped the menstrual blood and sweat and soul that she poured into her paintings might pay off someday. If not 
in this life, then maybe the next one. Or in the afterlife. A belief in creative retribution—that good, truthful art would 
vanquish bad, irresponsible work—was the only thing that kept Cleo motivated anymore.  

Cleo set down the Rubik’s cube, set up her easel, and began to mix shades of blue and green on a palette.  

… 

Rose, Sadie, and Nellie were suffering. By now they had completed a total of five shootings. With each shooting they 
got better at forcing the boy to thoroughly question his creepy past behavior, through a carefully choreographed blend 
of verbal interrogation and sexual distraction. But of course, word about the shootings had found its way into the halls 
of both Presley High and Priscilla Presley Academy. And of course, the three girls were shunned.  

Mostly shunned. The thing is, students acted like they thought it was cool. They’d come up to the girls and ask them 
questions about the shootings. Did you actually??… Does he really??… How did you even come up with this??… Etc. 
They acted sincerely curious. They said they thought it was awesome. But Rose, Sadie, and Nellie were each 
perceptive enough to see the truth in their eyes. In their eyes, they saw judgment. And vitriol. 

That’s the thing about communication. What’s true and what’s not. A person can deny “ever having said 
something”—but the truth remains the same. The truth is in the feelings. Feelings surface in the eyes. 

What this means is, people can say anything verbally. But they might be lying. They might not even be self-aware 
enough to know that they’re lying. For all Rose, Sadie, and Nellie knew—other girls in the halls of Priscilla Presley 
High didn’t even know they were being bitches via eye contact. This is not to suggest that if they got one bitchy look 
from someone, the girl-trio assumed it meant loathing. Eyes and the emotions they exude are subject to sudden whims 
and changes, according to things like current mood, time of day, and the weather outside. You might still love 
someone and give them evil eyes here and there. But with strangers your instincts are probably reliable, if you happen 
to be perceptive and street-smart. What this does suggest, most certainly, is that hot girls like Rose, Sadie, and Nellie 
should be suspicious of men on the streets of Memphis who wear sunglasses, all the time. (Like the photographer.) 
Got it? 

“Good thing we planned this so carefully,” Rose said to the other girls, soon after the rumor mill started churning in 
the high school halls. They’d foreseen a possible leak that thwarted the secrecy of their project, and they knew it 
could cause a shit-storm if they got in trouble. So they held tight to their bluff. Whenever another student asked any 
of the girls about the shooting, they denied all connection to anything relating to boys and cameras. (“I don’t know 
what you’re talking about,” was the simplest and safest response.) In addition they never communicated about the 
shooting via e-mail or text, just in case the administration ever got involved. They didn’t want any proof—in writing
—that it had ever happened. 
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But then, the administration did get involved. Turns out this mega-creeper named Earl (target #4) was prudent enough 
to keep a DNA sample from the sheet of his bed, the night the shooting took place. He then brought the DNA sample 
to the office of Priscilla Presley Academy and claimed that he’d been raped by three girls. Of course it wasn’t like 
that at all; this guy seemed to love being on camera. The girls hardly even had to distract him, sexually, while asking 
the questions. He answered all of them willingly, staring right into the camera with a straight face, like a serious 
sociopath. During the shooting, he confessed to collecting hair from every girl he’d ever fucked and keeping them in 
small clear plastic baggies in his closet. The girls confiscated the baggies and threw them out—but not before going 
through each and every one and getting Earl to confess what he’d done to get them from innocent girls. Finally by the 
end, Earl expressed real remorse, and started weeping the words “forgive me, forgive me.” The girls said he’d be 
forgiven as long as he quit treating young women like inanimate objects. Like dolls. To be fondled and fucked with. 
He said, “I’ll stop. I promise I’ll stop. Just give me a chance.”  

But then Earl reported them to the principal’s office. DNA sample and all.  

The DNA sample was identified as several strands of Sadie’s hair. When the administration figured this out, after 
bringing Sadie into the nurse’s office for a “random lab test,” there was talk of Sadie being expelled. When Nellie 
heard this, she went to the school office and raised hell. (“Isn’t that a bit extreme!!??” she yelled in an unannounced 
meeting with the principal.) Then Nellie turned herself in. So did Rose. Ultimately, all three girls got off with a two-
week suspension from classes, plus a report of the incident on their formerly pristine academic records.  

Of the three girls, Sadie took this the hardest by far. It was likely that she was the most sensitive among the three girls
—or at least the most used to being hurt, given her history with men and bad female friendships. She was used to 
being ostracized, even though she seemed well-liked. The thing was, the people who ostracized her probably weren’t 
self-aware enough (too dumb, too selfish) to realize they were doing it. They just assumed that because she was Sadie
—beautiful, charismatic Sadie—she could handle their subtle forms of cruelty. (For example: all the times guys just 
had sex with her like it was nothing. Or all the times girls flattered her just to say “I’m Sadie’s friend,” and then 
ended up having some weird psychological complex against smart and pretty girls. Women often turned on Sadie, 
suddenly, after being suspiciously kind to her all along.) On top of all that, Sadie’s family wasn’t exactly a big help. 
Her parents had extremely high standards. They’d both had successful careers. And they pushed Sadie so hard to get 
into a Ivy League college that she constantly felt on the verge of mental collapse. It wasn’t fair to Sadie, because she 
was more sensitive than her parents ever were. So their standards for her were sometimes unrealistic, or unfair to who 
she was as a person. They didn’t understand her well enough. That is, she couldn’t always handle the extreme 
pressure to be charismatic and skinny and brilliant and beautiful and successful and one-hundred percent perfect. She 
wasn’t superhuman. Really, she was more fragile than most humans. She was an artist. Not a business woman or 
scholar or scientist. The pressure was too much for her. She needed a second to breath, or she’d crack.  

Then the suspension happened. And Sadie really went downhill, fast.  

She stopped answering her phone. She couldn’t be contacted. Not by texts or calls. Not by e-mail. Nellie and Rose 
tried to reach out to her again and again, and got back radio silence. They started worrying about her; not just because 
of the silence, but because they just had a feeling she wasn’t doing so hot. After the two-week suspension was up, 
Sadie still didn’t come back to school. So Nellie and Rose showed up at Sadie’s house. Sadie’s mom welcomed then 
in and gave them coffee. She didn’t seem very worried, at all. She also acted like she was oblivious to the recent 
suspension, though surely, she’d been contacted by the school about it. Sadie’s mom said that her daughter was in her 
room, “studying,” and that the girls were welcome to go say hi.  

… 
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The only thing you’ve tasted in weeks are SSRIs and Adderall. When combined they leave a pungent yet sweet taste 
in your mouth, like small dissolvable candies filled with poison. All you do is wake up, stay in bed, take baths, eat 
meals with your family, and read articles on your laptop. During the meals you can’t taste the food because of the 
effects of the SSRIs and Adderall. When your done with your meals, you go back to your bedroom and do nothing for 
a while. Sometimes you try to read novels but you can’t inhabit the books like you could when you were younger. In 
your bedroom, you have a bottle of whiskey hidden under the bed, which you drink along with the SSRIs and 
Adderall. Sometimes you feel so emotionally dead—on the pills mixed with alcohol—that you wonder if you’re 
brain-damaged. If you’ve fucked up your seriously valuable head once and for all. But then, the feelings always come 
back. Slowly but surely. You feel immense pain in your head and heart. And you start the routine again. Wake up. 
Stay in bed. Feel like crying. Want to die. Take your pills. Take a shower. Take a bath after the shower. Take a break 
to have lunch with your family. Go upstairs. Drink whiskey. Take another bath. Try to read. Feel detached from your 
reading. Throw up. Go to bed.  

You don’t know how many weeks this has been happening when Rose and Nellie suddenly walk through your door, 
but your first instinct is that you don’t want to be seen like this. So you treat them like shit. You won’t even look at 
them, because you don’t want them to look at you. You just want them to leave you alone.  

Nellie is too young to understand it. She gets her feelings hurt. She calls you a “Cunt” to your face, then storms out of 
the bedroom into the hall. That hurts you even worse. But luckily Rose is older, and she’s been through this before. 
The same exact thing. Except for instead of drinking whiskey she had vodka. And maybe different pills. The point is, 
she knows what it’s like. So she doesn’t take it personally when you really treat her like shit. In fact, she’s worried 
about you. She sits down on your bed. (Even after you say “please go.”) And she stays there for like five minutes in 
awkward-as-fuck silence. Then Rose asks if you need anything. You think for a second. Then you say “no thanks” 
because you can’t think of anything you need: you have everything accessible in your house. But there are plenty of 
things you need that you just didn’t think of because you don’t cut yourself enough slack. For example, you need 
someone to recognize that you’re super fucking talented, and not reaching your fullest potential around certain people 
you’ve been spending time with. You need someone to recognize that certain people have been abusive to you for a 
really long time, and probably don’t even realize they’re being abusive. (It’s not their fault; it’s just how certain 
people are.) You need someone to pay attention to you—and not just so they can fuck you, or say they’re “in with 
you,” or feed you praise so they can be “in with you,” or mock you just because they’re pretentious older men who 
think they’re better than you even though they’re total losers. (And assholes.) You need real friendship from cool-ass 
people who actually give a fuck. And you need someone you can trust who’s got your back, girl. 

Nellie comes back in the room from the hall and says, “Sorry I was being dramatic.” Rose just raises one eyebrow at 
Nellie as if to say, “yeah I’ll say.” Nellie shrugs at Rose. Then she turns to you, Sadie. And she asks if you want any 
Froot Loops—she’s got an extra container in her backpack which she took from the lunchroom. You say “no” even 
though you actually kind of want them. Nellie says “cool” and sits down on the floor approximately four feet to the 
left of your bed. She goes ahead and eats the Froot Loops herself. 

… 

“Please don’t just hurt me for the sake of hurting me. Please stop. It hurts enough being alive. It hurts enough trying 
to carry what’s on my back. It hurts enough already. It hurts my pride even saying this. It hurts so bad.” 

Lola’s saying a prayer in her dorm room. And she’s naked. She’s about to take her third shower today. Plus another 
nap after the shower. Because she’s exhausted. Writing is hard but it’s better than other things. Like being enslaved, 
imprisoned, or bored. It’s better than that. She feels like she has to get naked to be worth God’s time. It’s a sacrifice. 
In the past she felt self-conscious even by herself. Especially by herself. But now she’s practically buck naked all the 
time. For everyone. For strangers. Her family. Lola prefers having walls to hide behind. Not bars. Walls. Because she 
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doesn’t feel good enough to be seen naked all the time. Not even close. But Lola has a hard time keeping her clothes 
on. In private. In public. As strange as it may sound, it’s a self-defense mechanism. Because getting naked is one of 
her talents. It might even set her free.  

… 

In a past life you were llamas. One of you was red and the other was blonde. Really soft llamas in love. Lola had a 
dream once that she was a happy soft llama and that’s how she figured out it out. Maybe it was dream-metaphor and 
it wasn’t a past life thing. (No way to fact-check these things.) Actually now that she brings it up Lola’s not sure if 
they were llamas or some like prehistoric type of ungulate that’s presently extinct, like in the same general era as the 
wooly mammoth. Anyway the idea is that you’ve been in each other’s memory for a long time, and you probably 
can’t get rid of each other, no matter how hard you try. 

… 

Sadie was taking another bath. Her feet were clean. She was running the faucet over her unpainted toenails because it 
felt good on her feet. She was high on SSRIs and Adderall, plus liquor, even though her friends told her stop taking 
those they’re terrible! Sadie couldn’t be told what to do by nobody. Not her family. Not her friends. Not even God.  
She made her own rules. You only live once. (That was her mantra, for a phase.) And then Sadie thought, my friends 
were right. These drugs were no good for her. Not good enough. Not soulful enough. She could get much higher, in 
the soul department.  

In the bathtub Sadie thought about time. She thought about time and space, and how when she was dreaming (or 
really blitzed on pills, and liquor) she sometimes couldn’t distinguish between the two things. Between time and 
space. They seemed to merge into just one thing. She thought about how proximity in time—being close to a good 
event, or a terrible event, or nothing exciting at all—was like proximity in space. As she approached something—like 
approaching an event in time—she started to feel a certain way. Excited, nervous, thrilled, bored, frightened. She 
might have a good or bad premonition about something. Sadie thought she had good instincts. She listened to her 
feelings when approaching something in time or space, and let her feelings guide her. And she often went to places 
and events that she felt drawn to, inexplicably. 

Using her feet, Sadie turned off the running faucet in the bathtub. For a while she bathed in silence. She held her 
breath so there wasn’t a sound in the room. Yet she had the distinct sense that a clock was ticking somewhere. Even 
though the bathroom was totally silent. She could hear the click of the ticking clock. Tick, tick. And the ticking-clock 
sound in her head made her feel anxious. She wanted so badly for the good things to happen. But she couldn’t control 
what happened in the future. She knew that; she’d figured that out for certain earlier that school year, when applying 
for colleges. Outcome-detachment, was what her therapist called it. You can’t control the future.  

Sadie wondered, at this moment, whether the suspension-incident would affect her future in a negative way. She 
wondered if she would still get into her first-choice of college. (Then finish college. Then be as successful as possible 
in the time she had left.) Had she fucked up her life already? Sadie just wished she could go back in time and fix 
things. 

She had the sense, now, that she hadn’t fucked up her life yet. Things would get better. Then worse. Then better again. 
For now, they would get better. That was her premonition. 

Sadie thought about moments when premonitions didn’t work. When her time-space proximity theory no longer held 
true. For example: surprises. Or, moments when time stopped completely. When it didn’t seem like she was moving 
anymore. When she was levitating in space. There was no time. 
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She wished she could stop time on her own, but she couldn’t.  

Time only ever stopped for Sadie only when she was with someone. When she was with someone that made time stop 
for her. When everything grew still and silent and serene. No more ticking clocks. 

At that moment, Sadie realized that the ticking-clock sound was the faucet, dripping water onto the surface of the 
bath. She felt less anxious. Also, disappointed. She’d begun to believe that the ticking-clock sound was the result of 
something surreal, happening in her mind only. But it must have just been the faucet. Drip, drip.  

… 

Rose and Nellie decided to do the next-to-last shooting by themselves. Just the two of them. Sadie was still too weak 
from the suspension-incident. And she didn’t want to get in trouble. These two didn’t give a fuck about getting in 
trouble, their GPAs and academic records were already fucked-up so it didn’t matter. The next-to-last shooting was all 
planned by Nellie. She just happened to be in a reckless mood that night, and didn’t want to do her homework. She 
didn’t intend to go to college. Neither did Rose, actually. The world was ending, wasn’t it? 

Fuck it, fuck it.  

They showed up outside their destination in Rose’s station wagon, with the headlights turned off so they wouldn’t be 
seen pulling up the block. Not fucking around for a second longer, they grabbed the camera and went straight inside 
the house without knocking. They knew it would be open. Tonight, a party was planned at Jerome and Kenny’s house. 
(Targets #5 and #6.) These guys were brothers. Also, savage rapists. They specialized in roofying girls.   

When they arrived at Jerome and Kenny’s house, the party hadn’t started. It was around 2230h and guests weren’t 
supposed to show until like 2300h. Rose and Nellie snuck upstairs and discovered the boys in an upstairs bedroom, 
smoking a bong. They didn’t enter the room right away. First they stayed in the hall and stayed frosty, while planning 
the attack non-verbally, through eye contact and hand motions.  

Just as they were about to enter the room, they heard a sound behind them. 

A third boy had entered the house. He was going to meet his two guy-friends upstairs, but instead he discovered two 
unsuspecting young women. The third boy had short brown hair and a crooked smile.  

This was Roger.  

From where he stood, Roger shouted to his friends. “Hey boys! We’ve got company,” he said.  

Inside the room, Jerome and Kenny stopped smoking their bong. They turned and saw the girls at the door. It seemed 
the boys recognized them, immediately. Probably from all the school rumors. “It’s our lucky day,” said Jerome.  

He and Kenny walked toward the doorway, where the girls stood.  

They were trapped. By Roger on one side. By Jerome and Kenny on the other.  

They girls exchanged one last glance.  

Of all things, Rose looked angry at Nellie. Because she was scared. It’s your fault, she seemed to say. 
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Nellie gazed back. I’m sorry, she said back with her eyes.  

“Three men two girls,” said Kenny. “How’s this gonna happen?” 

Roger pointed at Rose as if to say, dibs.  

Jerome and Kenny seized Nellie by the arms from behind.  

She didn’t scream; she looked dead already. The boys dragged her into an open bathroom down the hall.  

On the way, she released the black satin case that was slung over her shoulder. It fell on the ground. 

Roger picked up the black satin case, and unzipped it.  

He unzipped it, and found a camcorder.  

Then Roger took Rose by the neck. He forced her into the bedroom, and shut the door. 
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[untitled 07 (part 2 of 2)] 

“Cut.”  

On the set of her latest movie, Lola Elizabeth Morgan closes out the last take of a scene that takes place in Roger’s 
apartment. The hired actresses playing Selena and Rose sit together on the side of the set and gander around the room 
with surly glares. It seems like they’re being judgmental of everyone on set. That’s fine, they’re in character, Lola 
thinks. 

She helps her crew pack up equipment. When the equipment is packed up, everyone heads to the next location at a 
nearby apartment, within walking distance.  

Before she leaves, Ava uses the bathroom in Roger’s apartment, and shoots up some heroin.  

Then she follows her crew out the door of the set and to the next location.  

Lola walks on the edge of the sidewalk, alone.  
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PART 3 
January 
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[Lady Moses] 

Her morning felt like a slapstick doodle, scribbled in Satan’s very own red-tipped pen. Valerie got on a downtown 
train to deliver a brown paper bag containing thirty-three used syringes to a needle exchange in the West Village. On 
this ride in particular, she had a hard time with other people’s energy on the subway. It made her feel sick. She 
couldn’t help but imagine either blowing her brains out or blowing up the whole subway car—just to escape the bad 
energy in the air. She almost hopped off the train early, at the 42nd Street Station, to go to another needle exchange 
she knew about in Times Square. But Valerie had recently been advised by her dealer (who she considered a friend) to 
be especially careful in that part of New York. He said that all of Midtown was crawling with swarms of undercover 
cops, disguised to resemble pedestrians and even drug addicts. Valerie didn’t want to be seen at a needle exchange by 
an undercover cop, then followed back to her dealer.  

On the train, Valerie remembered one of her mom’s old sayings: “don’t shit where you eat.” 

So she stayed on the train to W 14th Street, where she planned to transfer to the F-train and take it to Allen Street. 
Valerie was a little out-of-it given that she hadn’t slept, so she accidentally got on the M-train instead of the F. Soon 
she found herself on a bridge above water, traveling toward Brooklyn. What the?? She’d intended to stay in 
Manhattan. The train’s current occupants included a screeching infant, a man having a fight on his cell phone in 
Spanish, and a pair of girls chatting loudly about “how many steps they needed to get in” by the end of the day. 
Valerie didn’t want to hear it. Not a word, not a sound. She wasn’t sure whether it had to do with stress about the 
upcoming college semester, or withdrawal, or unrelenting dysthymia, or xenophobia, or wild fear about her own fate 
or what, but Valerie felt hella claustrophobic on this train. So the second it stopped at Marcy Avenue—rather than 
switch platforms and take it back Uptown to her desired destination—Valerie left the station and felt the wrath of her 
uncontrollable breaths, laced with briny tears, while searching desperately for a bar with a solo bathroom where she 
could do her thing. It took several blocks. But she found a place with a nice female bartender who said yes (with an 
affirmative thumbs-up) when Valerie asked (using hand gestures) if it was okay if she just used the can. 

It was a tiny dark bathroom, the size of a broom closet. From her backpack, Valerie took out her black metal pencil 
case that said “I ❤  NY” on it. She set it on a counter above the sink. The counter above the sink happened to be 
located just beneath a hand-dryer. So her stuff flew out of the pencil case and all over the tiny dark bathroom. To add 
to Valerie’s internal pandemonium, someone outside the bathroom started fiddling with the door handle. She shouted, 
“just a minute!!” Still, the fiddling persisted. In a rush now, Valerie plunked down on the closed toilet seat. She did 
her own fiddling with the pencil case on her lap. Soon the fiddling on the door of the bathroom turned to loud, 
aggressive knocks. Valerie shouted “I’m fucking IN HERE!!” and kicked the door as hard as she could. The knocking 
stopped. Valerie remained flustered and eager to finish up. She ignored the sharp pain she felt when she finally did 
her thing. Turns out she hadn’t hit the vein. Not only did this hurt terribly and leave a bruise—she’d also just wasted a 
precious dose of her stuff. Ow…. 

Valerie thought about getting back on the F-train back to Manhattan in her vaguely sober condition, and felt terrified. 
She looked at the dark blister that had just formed under the skin of her forearm, and felt disgusted. The blend of 
emotions she felt blowing up inside her brought Valerie close to panic. She imagined letting out a primal scream, 
right there in the bathroom.  

She packed up her stuff and left. The person who’d been fiddling the door handle was gone. 

On her way back Uptown, Valerie decided it wasn’t worth the hassle to stop at the needle exchange. That would have 
to wait until tomorrow. Until then, she had a couple clean needles in her room. They weren't the right size. (Too short. 
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She had deep veins.) On the F-train, Valerie put on her headphones and tried to shield her eyes with the front of her 
hand, so she didn’t have to look around the subway car. Whether or not it was true, Valerie felt paranoid that she was 
being watched by other passengers. Constantly, against her will.  

… 

Cleo had a new idea for a controversial painting about female aggression. She found it tremendous. She considered 
cruelty a complex creative craft, and bitchiness a talent that you either were born with or lacked. It was inspired by 
something her mother and several ex-boyfriends had told her. “Cleo, you’re so aggressive!!” At some point she 
started taking it as a compliment. Cleo didn’t think it was necessary to pathologize female anger. She thought that 
female anger could lead to formidable beauty. If hot-and-smart woman weren’t mad about getting hurt, they were 
probably suicidal. Fury turned inward caused self-destruction. Fury turned outward caused violence. Fury channeled 
between lovers and friends could result in incredible lovemaking and creative output. 

Cleo looked at her own past like a work of art, separate from her paintings. She had regrets about her history, which 
she knew would remain on her personal track record for eternity. But that’s why she hoped to improve as she got 
older, and hopefully wiser, with age. Cleo wanted to enhance how she lived life—and create work to reflect her 
creatively, intellectually, sexually richer life—as she approached her inevitable Death. The things that Cleo 
considered “mistakes” in her own life story were bad art, in her eyes. And the periods of time she’d wasted in the past 
were ruined canvases. Mistakes and wasted time hurt the most when she destroyed canvases that had the potential to 
be glorious pieces of work. For example, as an artist Cleo had an issue (for a while) with burning her own paintings. 
And (for a while) she had an issue with being too aggressive in personal relationships. She once almost stabbed 
Xavier in the throat with a kitchen knife, but was hospitalized instead.  

The reason Cleo had tried to stab Xavier in the throat was because he told Cleo, casually one day, that she’d lost her 
looks. To be precise, what happened was that Xavier’s mom told Cleo at dinner that she’d personally begun to “lose 
her looks by age twenty-five.” Later, while doing the dishes with Xavier, Cleo expressed fear that she was running 
out of time to be successful as a woman, since it seemed like only pretty women ever made it in this world. If she lost 
her looks by age twenty-five, she was screwed. And then Xavier said, as a joke, “you’ve already lost it Cleo!!” Maybe 
he was right, but it still insulted Cleo enough that she attempted, rather half-assedly, to stab his throat. Xavier 
retaliated by calling 9-1-1. They sent an ambulance and took Cleo away from him. 

Cleo would like to point out that Xavier didn’t put any more effort into his appearance than Cleo did. It wasn’t fair 
that he got to to make fun of her about her looks, and she felt so powerless. At the time, Cleo was laced with a 
protective sheen of fat on her bones, which helped insulate her from getting totally wrecked by men who were 
physically stronger than her in the sack (e.g. Xavier). It might have been Xavier’s favorite thing about her. Cleo’s 
softness. She only showed him her soft side in private. Cleo’s soft side was completely different from her aggressive 
side as an artist. So far, she’d only showed her soft side to Xavier. No other boys.  

Yet around girls, Cleo’s softness—physically, emotionally—caused her to get ravaged. In high school, skinnier cunts 
seemed to think that being prettier automatically gave them an edge over her. Back then she’d attempted a painting 
about female aggression. But she burned it. That was the same week she tried to stab Xavier in the throat.  

While Cleo blended colors on her palette to give the painting a second shot, she did what she normally does before 
she starts painting. She tried to play devil’s advocate to her standard set of beliefs. She tried to enter a creative 
mindset much different from her usual persona. At this moment, Cleo decided to temporarily adopt the mindsets of all 
the people who had once bullied her for being quote, unattractive, even though she hoped she wasn’t unattractive in 
everyone’s eyes. Certainly in the eyes of the college hoes who backstabbed her. In order to do a good job on her 
painting, Cleo tried to imagine what it would be like to backstab a friend because that friend wasn’t pretty enough to 
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hang out with her. Just because that friend used to be prettier, and had put on weight or stopped brushing her hair or 
something along those lines. And Cleo literally couldn’t imagine turning on a real friend because the friend looked 
bad; it was too fucked up. And now, Cleo wants to take a moment to address her former friends from college who 
abandoned her. Seriously, what is your fucking issue. Cleo personally believes that women who choose friends based 
on looks are just as bad as racists who only make friends with Aryan people. Fuck you. She decides, at this moment, 
she’d rather be a reclusive painter for the rest of her precious time alive, and die alone, than ever relinquish her hard-
earned pride to the bratty shitheads who turned on her. Cunts.  

Now Cleo has an idea of how her painting is going to look. It’s going to look like a red sea, parting down the middle. 
In the middle of the parted red sea will be her own figure, completely stripped of clothes. And her bare naked body 
will have black snakes coiled around the arms, legs, and neck. And in place of her own appendages she’ll stab the 
canvas with syringes. Syringes filled with fluid that overflows into the salty red sea that surrounds her naked, raped, 
unattractive corpse.  

There would be no need for acrylic paint. The work of art Cleo was about to create would be done in her own blood.  

… 

Rick didn’t understand why so many people were obsessed with Valerie. He’d certainly been with prettier girls. And 
now for some bizarre reason, she decided to say “no” to him?? He was doing her a fucking favor by even stooping so 
low to ask her out. He was a successful writer in New York and had hundreds of friends. Most of them were as 
successful as he was. He’d fucked many of them too. All his friends were either famous, or came from famous 
families. Does she even know what kind of connections I have?? He was extremely popular. He was wealthy. He had 
a thrilling life-story. And Valerie was an unknown writer who had no friends or money or competing narrative. Does 
she even know how many choices of women I have these days?? How fucking dare she say no—to me. He wanted to 
bring Valerie down a notch. To put her in her proper place. 

Rick had a peculiar habit of asking girls to share their greatest fears on the first date. So from day one of his 
friendship with Valerie, he knew that she had a hard time with snakes. Years after Rick broke poor little Valerie's 
heart, he decided he wanted to bind it back up again. But he didn't intend to use ropes or chains to get the job done. 
No, no, no. Little Miss Valerie deserved better than that. For Valerie, Rick made a special trip to the pet store. Once 
inside, he went straight to the reptile section. 

What else did he know about Valerie? She was insecure about her body. And her uncontrollable sexual urges. That’s 
what made her most vulnerable. So he’d have to make sure she was naked and aroused before he surprised her with 
the snake. That would be the showstopper. He wanted to to bring out the snake when she least expected. And the 
camera. He wanted to film Valerie and the snake together, in bed.   

… 

In high school, when Selena and Valerie were still friends, they used to take nannying gigs together and split the 
earnings between them. They’d either babysit together or switch off days, when one girl had an after-school activity 
or homework to finish. Both girls often joked that if they were in charge of one kid individually, they’d kill it by 
mistake. They both had a hard time with most children (like most adults), though of course there were a few 
exceptions. One such exception was a 4-year-old who lived in a penthouse a few blocks away from their private girls 
school in New York. She had curly brown hair, green eyes, and a round sensitive face that seemed “more mature than 
most grown-ups, already”—in Valerie’s words. The girl was named was Lucy. 
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One day after school, Selena and Valerie decided to take Lucy to the Bronx zoo. At the snack bar, while Lucy ate a 
popsicle shaped like the mask of Spider-Man, Selena and Valerie sat at a table and talked about the future, and 
whether they wanted kids of their own.  

Selena said she wanted kids, but only if she found the right dad.  

Valerie said, “I’d love to have kids… but I’ve always suspected that I won’t live long enough.” 

Then Valerie excused herself to go to the bathroom. She stayed in the bathroom for five minutes.  

For a moment after Valerie got up from the table, Selena felt a rawness in the back of her throat, like she might start 
to cry. It was something that Valerie said often. That she would die young. (Ever since she saw that bitch fortune-
teller in the West Village!!) She never knew whether Valerie was joking, or caught up in some dark twisted delusions 
about her fate. Valerie certainly had a tendency to confuse fantasy and real-life. So maybe she was just “full of it” as 
usual, and Selena had no reason to be alarmed. Yet for some reason it worried her, deeply, when Valerie said this. 
Because if Valerie kept insisting that she was going to die young, then it made her odds of having a long, complete, 
feature-length life much, much slimmer.   

Lucy finished her popsicle. Her face was all covered in frosty slush. Selena told Lucy, “come here You.” Clumsily, 
she climbed onto Selena’s lap. Selena poured some spring water from a bottle onto a napkin, and cleaned off Lucy’s 
face.  

By the time Valerie came out of the restroom, Lucy looked like she was about to fall asleep with her face on Selena’s 
forearm. Selena didn’t want to get up and disturb Lucy. So Valerie sat back down, and they talked for a moment 
longer.  

“So you’re done with college apps?” Valerie asked. 

“App, singular,” Selena corrected. She’d only applied to one school: Barnard. 

“That’s bad-ass,” said Valerie. “Only applying to your top pick. I’d be too scared of rejection to do that.” 

“I knew I wanted to stay in the city. And I didn’t like Columbia… God knows I wasn’t going to NYU.” 

Valerie smirked. “I’ll bet your application to Barnard was strong enough that there’s no chance in hell you’ll get back 
a rejection letter.” 

Selena didn’t say anything. She just took a sip from her bottle of distilled spring water. 

When Selena lifted her arm, Lucy woke up.  

The girls asked Lucy what she wanted to do next. She shrugged. 

“Would you rather see the snakes or the lions!?” Valerie asked her, like she was trying to sell the second option.  

“Reptiles,” Lucy said softly. 

“Huh,” said Valerie. 

The girls went to the reptile cave. Once inside, Lucy went straight to the exhibit that contained a dark serpent. The 
creature was awake and slithering busily around its domestic habitat behind glass. With a determined look, Lucy tried 
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to pull herself onto the plastic sign that contained information about the exhibit, so she could get a better view of the 
snake. She slipped and fell on her knees, then promptly got up and tried to climb the sign again. She fell a second 
time. Valerie said, “no no no,” then got on her own knees and told Lucy to climb on her back. When Lucy’s arms 
were securely fastened around Nellie’s neck, Selena read aloud the information on the plastic sign that she’d been 
trying to climb.  

“Eastern Indigo Snakes, commonly known as the Blue Bull Snake, are large, harmless, non-venomous, glossy-black 
snakes with smooth and shiny scales. They are native to the Southeastern Coast of America and are especially 
abundant in flatwood regions of Florida. Because they are non-violent snakes and pose no apparent danger to 
humans, they are subject to abuse from civilians, hunters, and illegal pet traders. Recently, Indigo Snakes have been 
classified as an Endangered Species, so that collecting, possessing, harassing, or killing them is a violation of the 
federal Endangered Species Act. The snake you are viewing has been a member of the Bronx zoo family for nine 
years, and is named Pepe.” 

… 

MEMPHIS, Tennessee — Jerome Smith (19) and Kenny Smith (20) and have been charged with first-degree murder 
after forcing Nellie Larson (15) into a bathroom during a house party on Friday night, raping her at gunpoint, then 
shooting her three times in the back.  

The body was discovered in a bathroom by police officers during a house party last Friday, shortly after another 
guest at the party, Rose Williams (18), dialed 9-1-1. 

Shortly before the phone call, Ms. Williams was raped by a third attacker, who escaped before the police arrived at 
the scene. The unidentified attacker has yet to be turned in. 

When Sadie read the first few lines of this article in the breaking news section of a local online news source, she 
didn’t know how to react, at first. She thought she might feel something unlatch near the bottom of her heart, like a 
trap door over a cold and musty basement. It didn’t hurt, though. It just felt different. She’d heard of the Five Stages 
of Grief before, and how the first stage was “denial.” So she thought she must still be in that stage. It wasn’t until a 
couple hours later, when Sadie was eating dinner with her family, that she felt the first dark wave of grief run through 
her teenage veins. The dinner conversation left much to be desired. Sadie thought, in passing, I’d rather be having 
dinner with Nellie. But she couldn’t have dinner with Nellie. Not anymore. 

Then Sadie realized all the other things she couldn’t do with Nellie. She hadn’t known her very long, but she always 
figured in the back of her mind that there were plenty of things that they’d do together, which they just hadn’t done 
yet. Have overnights with the other girl. Have late-night chats on the phone. Go out to restaurants. Go to movies. 
Read the other girl’s writing and give her tips. Use the other girl for good material as artists. Be cruel to the other girl 
on purpose for the sake of art. Have humiliating tantrums in front of the other girl. Have arguments that ended with 
someone breaking shit. Yell at her when she stopped caring about anyone but herself. Help her when she stopped 
taking care of herself. Take care of her. Call the other girl, “cunt,” to her face. Stop talking to each other for months. 
Or years. Laugh about it later, because it was so awkward. Hate her for being stubborn. Hate her for being talented. 
Loath her for being so careless with her time and life. Now that Nellie was gone, Sadie couldn’t do any of that. 

… 

The parrot’s gotten stronger. It looks like a red supersonic demon, with wings. You’ve gotten weaker. You can’t 
distinguish between friends and enemies. In your mind, they all want you dead. They’re sociopaths. But sociopaths 
always seem to win. They have more followers. They have more friends. My old therapist said they feel empty within. 
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Who the fuck cares? On the outside they’re stronger. They have supersonic wings. You can’t fly. You’re weak on the 
inside and out. Being vulnerable makes you easy prey for them. They’re Nazis. But Nazis are stronger than Jews. 
They’ll suffocate you to death. All their past threats float down from the skies like burnt slips of paper. They fall from 
the future in the form of ash. The past is superimposed on the future. The past never dies. A red parrot flies through 
the ashes. He can breath. You can’t. Look out the window, Lola. A storm’s on its way. Soon it will rain. And you’ll 
drown in a crimson flood. There are no lifeguards anymore. They’ve deserted their shifts. They’re bystanders. There’s 
no one left to save you. You’ve tried e-mailing them and calling them. You’ve tried dope. You’ve tried suicide. 
You’ve tried offering your body to wealthy men. You’ve tried everything possible to make your a movie about hoes 
and heroin. There’s nothing left for you to try now, is there Lola? You might have your “pride” left. But what’s pride 
worth in money? In time? Not much longer till you die. Actually, not just in your mind. You’ll rot on the floor of your 
single dorm. An unknown writer. The only thing you have left is me. I’m right here, Lola. You asked for someone to 
take you to a needle exchange? I’ll take you. Just you and me. Tomorrow morning, when the headache feels more 
bearable, we’ll make a trip to Allen Street. I’ll take you to Midtown too. Thank me, Lola. What are you saying? 
That’s not a thank you I hear coming from your mouth. The only thing I hear coming from your mouth is, heeelp mee. 

… 

There was this feeling that Lola used to get in the middle of the night, as a little girl, that she could never identify 
until she was much older. It was a feeling like standing on the edge of a black hole and having your soul pulled out 
slowly by force. The feeling was like touching yourself, then remembering someone who harmed you, who you might 
not have loved to begin with. The feeling, for Lola, was like being drowned. 

As a little girl, Lola watched a lot of movies. At Christmas, she often watched a movie that was performed by the cast 
of Disney’s Mickey Mouse. It was a cartoon version of A Christmas Carol. The ghost of Jacob Marley was played by 
Goofy, who looks like a dog with human features, but is meant to be a cow.  

At age three, Lola started being haunted by Goofy. In the middle of the night, she had nightmares that Goofy would 
come into her room without being asked. She imagined her plastic bottle of milk (to put her to sleep) transformed into 
the face of Goofy. She got rid of the bottle. But then her family got another one, and Goofy came back.  

So Lola started going to her mom’s room. She liked it better in there. At night, she slept next to her mom so often that 
her dad finally switched bedrooms with Lola. This arrangement lasted until Lola was thirteen.  

Her grandpa had a problem with snoring. She never got any sleep at the grandparents house, even though Grandpa 
Wilcock’s bedroom was at the end of the hall. He snored so loudly she could still hear it from her bedroom. You know 
who else had a problem with snoring? Lola’s mother. By age ten, Lola would often wake up in the middle of the 
night, and say things under her breath like “shut the fuck up.” 
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[Karma Police] 

Hug her back, hear her heartbeat, forget you’re a grown-up. Peel off the inhibitions and say twice, it’s gonna be fine. 
It’s gonna be fine. Forget about what happened. It doesn’t even matter. Feel the well in you open and refill with life.  

You’ve carved an X in her heart with your pen. In all their hearts. With sick threats of moral retribution. Of 
abandonment. Of Death. It doesn’t matter if she reads it now or never. You’re killing her, Lola. And then blaming her 
for your own self-centered, villainous acts.   

… 

He wasn’t doing well.  

Benny knew that. But still, he’d been so harsh. For a large portion of the summer, Benny had been sleeping on 
Clyde’s couch in his one-bedroom apartment, in Harlem. But then Clyde got so hooked on heroin that he never paid 
his own rent. He stole all of Benny’s food and never apologized. He left a mess in the bathroom. He was a dick to 
Benny around the apartment, all the time. For a while Benny let it slide. (“It’s the drug talking,” said Clyde, whenever 
he cussed out Benny for some made-up reasons.) But at some point Benny just decided, fuck you man. He packed up 
all his shit and left Clyde behind. Now Benny was worried. He hadn’t heard from Clyde in months. And if Clyde 
didn’t have any money to pay rent before, then it wasn’t unlikely he’d been evicted from his apartment by now. All 
his money went to dope.  

For his final semester of college, Benny was staying in the student dorms at Juilliard. He’d just woken up from a bad 
wet nightmare. It had to do with Valerie. (Not Selena, for once.) He’d been confused about Selena ever since he ran 
into her at a jazz club in Brooklyn. For Benny, seeing her again—after all his projections about sex with her at some 
future date—was a total disaster. It was awkward-as-fuck. 

That same night, after he ran into Selena, Benny tried heroin for the first time with Clyde. He decided he didn’t like 
the drug. It made him nauseous. Plus it made it harder to hold long notes on his trumpet.  

Months later, in his dorm room, Benny suddenly felt desperate for something to help him make it through this 
semester. He’d always just assumed that he wouldn’t graduate from Juilliard. (“Like Miles Davis,” he used to brag to 
his friends.) Then he calculated how much money his parents had shelled out just to put him through college. And he 
thought it would be a dick-move, not graduating. It would really let his parents down. So Benny was doing his very 
best as a student. And yet, he couldn’t even make it out of bed to get to class. 

Benny thought about giving Valerie a call. To see how she was. He wasn’t sure if she was living in Manhattan, or in 
Queens with her dad. It had been a while since they’d seen each other. They’d left on a bad note. 

She wasn’t doing well either. Not at all. 

Benny rolled over and stared out the window of his dorm room. He had a nice view of the main plaza of Lincoln 
Center from this height. He was on the eighth floor of Juilliard student housing. When he saw other students and 
foreigners and New Yorkers from this high off the ground, he always felt more alone. He thought about all the 
relationships with kids his age that had fallen through since he started college. He couldn’t think of one person who, 
since freshman year, had actually been a friend to Benny. They aren’t here to make friends, Benny supposed. They’re 
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all just chasing fame and success. Sometimes other students were impressed with Benny’s talent, and acted like 
friends for a while. But then they just turned out to be hangers-on. They never came through for Benny when he 
wasn’t doing well. In fact, they just made him feel worse. 

Except for Clyde. Maybe Clyde. But he hadn’t heard from Clyde in months.  

Benny decided to get a hold of Clyde, no matter what. Clyde’s phone hadn’t been in service lately. He wasn’t 
reachable by e-mail. Still, Benny knew enough about his friend’s old hideouts that he thought he might be able to 
track him down in public.  

First Benny had to attend his morning class: a seminar in musical composition.  

… 

“Do you even know how hard of a time we all must be having right now? (You know who you are.) Like, God 
Damnit. And then we make life harder on ourselves and the others for total horseshit reasons, like that we’re bored or 
insecure about our lack of success. What if none of my predictions ever happen? First of all that’s unlikely because 
I’m mother-fucking 3% psychic. (At least.) Second of all, who gives a mother-fuck!? We already cooler than the rest 
of the world. Y’all (talented few) know what the fuck I’m talking about. Y’all and me walk into a coffee shop or club, 
and we get mother-fucking looks just cause there’s something about us. We get mother-fuckers recording our 
conversation on their iPhones. It’s better than being famous. (Being publicly recognizable would/will be a mother-
fucking shitstorm.) It’s genuine swag. If you’re one of the talented few people Lola has ever respected enough to 
wanna-kill-em and then come back to—then you’re no mother-fucking slouch! Cut yourself some slack. (Hoe.) And 
if you ever feel like giving up then just remember, you’ve made it this far. Look how far you’ve come. Then think of 
that one course you took in college, when you felt like the only one who got the jokes in [title of film or book]. You 
got it. I know you got it and so do you. So I need you to get your ass out of bed today, and do what the mother-fuck 
you gotta do.” 

… 

Lola sat in the tub with the showerhead and lower faucet both running. She didn’t bother to put the plug in the drain. 
She felt totally sober for the first time in weeks. She felt like she was drowning. For a while, she suffocated. It hurt 
way too much to breath. Time entered and left her like blood from a bullet gash. Time fell out of her and flooded the 
floor of the space. Time conquered Lola Morgan. Stole most of her future. Gagged her. Beat her brainless. Then came 
all over her face. 

When Lola Morgan got out of the bathtub, she went to bed. In bed, she felt a nagging pain in the lower half of her 
body that she’d forgotten about on drugs. She thought about her dad’s family. About generations of subtle contempt 
of men toward their wives. And their daughters. And grandkids. How do you even fight that? Men armed with cocks. 
Women, unprotected. She experienced a feeling as bad as agony, if not worse. She felt powerless.  

Oh, but there are ways. That’s where her naked dance scenes would come in handy in future movies. The gaze was 
the best thing she had to fight back with. Not by turning the gaze against men. By demonstrating how the gaze can 
either set people free or enslave them. How the gaze can empower or oppress people. How the gaze—at its most 
harmful—can be laced with generations of profound sickness and hideous pain. The task of redeeming the gaze 
would require immense patience. Do I really have to be patient—with them? Lola Morgan never said it would be 
easy. It would take time to heal. Enough time to build a canon of movies and textual bodies that would combat the 
gaze. Books and films that would someday be called feminine masterpieces. She didn’t have nearly enough time (or 
power, or talent) to do it herself. Most of her time had been raped. 
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… 

Valerie had this issue at night. She’d be trying to fall asleep and think about Benny by accident. Then she’d turn over 
and punch her pillow and say “fuuuck!!” She wished he would leave her alone. Valerie thought if she ever ran into  
Benny in public, she’d be cordial. But he would never have the honor of getting fucked by her, now that Valerie was 
older and wiser and slightly more trained. 

She was living back home with her father. It seemed like fate always brought her back to his doorstep, no matter how 
desperately she tried to free herself. This time, she’d actually asked to move back home voluntarily, because she was 
trying to stay away from drugs. Valerie figured, if she was living way up in Queens, she’d be much less likely to 
wander back to her old dope friends in Midtown. Plus Valerie’s dad was being much friendlier to her ever since her 
little runaway. He kept saying, “at least I taught my daughter how to say a good fuck you.” Valerie knew he was right.  

During the day, Valerie would take the train into Manhattan and take classes at Columbia. She only had a few more 
credits to finish her degree. Lately she felt like she was being pulled along by forces far beyond her control. These 
forces pulled her back to school. The feeling she had at all times lately—on campus, in classes, on the subway, at 
home—was a peculiar one. It was like seeing life from a long shot rather than a close-up, and in sharper focus than 
she ever remembered. The feeling was like being watched from above.  

Perhaps it was the supersonic parrot, staring down at her. The parrot had morphed since it first showed up. It was 
stronger. Its vision had changed. All of this altered the way Valerie felt about Death. She didn’t want to die anymore. 
She wanted to conquer the parrot. She felt obligated to do well in her life, so the parrot wouldn’t have the satisfaction 
of slowly draining Valerie’s strength and using it for its own battery. The supersonic parrot would keep draining her 
and draining her until she died. Valerie felt half-dead, already. Like no matter what happened, she’d already died like 
six times. She couldn’t go back to how she was. It was a powerful feeling. But not the best one. Valerie felt under a 
lot of pressure to perform highly at all times. She felt controlled by the gaze of the supersonic parrot. That’s why she 
quit the drugs. 

Valerie’s feelings about being sober were complicated. It was true; she felt “more like herself” on drugs. It was so 
much harder to do the little things. While sober, her body felt constantly achey. Her self-esteem always felt like it was 
about to fall apart. But the dope made her burn bridges like a missile dropped over a highway. And her writing was 
better sober. As much as she wanted to believe otherwise, there was no denying that. Another big reason she was off 
the dope was that it fucked with her sex drive. On the drug, she felt dirty. She felt rank. She felt like men looked at 
her like she was rank and dirty. She gave off sick vibes. If Valerie had pushed her addiction much further, and 
continued to shoot up, she would have begun to look and feel ratchet. She could sense that was a possible outcome in 
her life-story. Being a rank, ratchet hooker and fuck-up. Now that she was off the drug, and was “back on her game” 
supposedly, she kept thinking about Benny. Valerie would almost prefer that he encounter her working the streets as a 
hooker, than working as a student at Columbia University. Maybe that’s how he saw her all along. As a ratchet street 
hoe. Maybe that’s why he treated her like one. Maybe that’s who she really was.  

At her dad’s house, Valerie climbed out of bed and got ready for classes. She checked herself out in the mirror and 
felt pathetic. It was happening again. All that self-conscious bullshit that came with being sober. Before she left for 
classes, Valerie decided to take stock on her stash. She opened the designated desk drawer in her bedroom. She had 
one bag. Just one. Then another bag leftover from Vancouver which she was saving for an important scene in Black 
Satin, assuming the film got made before that good shit went stale. She considered shooting up a little of the first bag. 
Just a little. To get her through today. To get her back in touch with the real Valerie. She ran a finger down the veins 
of her left arm. Her bruise was mostly healed. As far as she knew, it was never infected. She looked healthy again. 
But she was having a hard time, at this moment, determining whether she actually wanted to stay sober. It was true 
that Valerie’s whole look changed while she was shooting up. Her aura. She felt darker and edgier. It was like a 
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sinister steroid. Valerie desired the rush of being high in class with a bunch of unsuspecting students. She missed how 
it felt to be in touch with “herself.” 

Valerie closed her desk drawer, then sat down in the rolling chair in front of her desk. 

She was beginning to confuse fantasy and reality. She had to be realistic about how life worked. Valerie wasn’t a real 
street hoe; that was her character. Her alter-ego. She had to work hard so she could make her movie, before she was 
allowed to play that role.  

But what if the movie never happened??  

Valerie pulled her knees up in the rolling chair and covered her face with her forearms. She tried not to think for a 
while. She took deep breaths. If she wanted to kick this habit, she needed an adequate distraction. A whole new 
project, perhaps. After a few minutes, Valerie pulled it together. She left her bedroom and went to class. 

… 

“I know everything. She knows everything. You two basically already know each other. I told her everything about 
you. And I’m bout do the same from her to you. We all know everything about each other. And other things. So let’s 
just shut the fuck up, and get cracking. Speedballs… speedballs…” 

Clyde gesticulated crazily as he rambled. Benny stood across from him and tried to keep calm. They were inside 
Clyde’s apartment. Not the old one, in Harlem. A room in welfare housing just south of Penn Station, which Clyde 
was sharing with a girl. A stripper. She was with him right now. She had dirty blonde hair and a constantly placid 
expression. Like Clyde, she seemed to be fucked-up on drugs. 

To be real, Benny just wanted his friend back. He didn’t like the guy was standing in front of him. It wasn’t his friend. 
And who’s this girl?? A few years ago, Clyde never would have been caught dead living in welfare housing with a 
stripper who seemed much dumber than he was. Clyde wanted to be a great musician. Not a homeless bum. 

Benny found Clyde panhandling on the corner outside Macy’s in Midtown. At first he didn’t even recognize him. 
Clyde looked defeated. Even his Jewfro had surrendered. It hung limply and clung to Clyde’s forehead, which was 
slick with pale green sweat. Clyde’s chin rested on his chest. When he looked up and saw Benny, he seemed deeply 
relieved and humiliated at once. Clyde got to his feet and hugged Benny. He smelled like puke. Benny asked Clyde if 
he needed somewhere to take a shower. That’s how they ended up at the welfare apartment, which belonged to 
Clyde’s new stripper girlfriend, named Jane or Rose or Jenny or Karen or Emma or something like that. Benny wasn’t 
sure.  

“I have to be careful with these cause I love them so much, I can’t keep away from them…” said Clyde. He let out a 
mad laugh. He was stirring a cap of mixed powders to blend with his blood.  

Benny turned away and crossed the room to the window, and looked down. This time when he saw people on the 
sidewalk from several stories up, Benny felt a strong urge to leave the apartment. He inhaled deeply. The air around 
him smelled like rank eggs mixed with chemicals. The stench made Benny feel lost and alone.  

As a boy, when Benny felt like this, he used to think of his mom. He used to imagine his mom was with him, 
shielding him from sights and sounds and scents and sensations he was too young to know. But as Benny got older, 
this method didn’t work. He felt disillusioned with his mother. He felt more capable of protecting himself. So when 
Benny felt unsafe, instead of thinking of his mom, he thought of a girl near his age. A girl he might have cared about, 
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but chose to let go. He knew it was hokey, but he felt some obligation to be strong for her. To make smarter choices. 
Not stupid ones.  

By now, Clyde and the stripper-girl had gathered around the coffee table, like children about to play a board game. 
The stripper-girl took a box of Kleenex from the corner of the table and pulled some tissues from the top, revealing a 
bunch of clean needles and bottle caps. Clyde took out a syringe and held it out to Benny. He was offering him a 
ticket to get blitzed on coke and dope. 

Benny put a hand just beneath his forehead, as if he was trying to hide his gaze from Clyde. Then he crossed to the 
front door of the apartment and sat on the floor. He started pulling on his black suede sneakers with white socks 
visible beneath a pair of blue Levi jeans, cuffed at the foot. 

Clyde looked like he was about to start crying. “Hey man, you’re leaving?” 

Benny hesitated. “I’ve got work to do man, for school. I’m sorry.” 

Clyde’s eyes beseeched Benny, “don’t go…” but Benny wasn’t having it.  

He broke the eye contact and focused on his own hands, tying his shoelaces. 

What else could he do?  

At least Clyde had a place to stay. At least he wasn’t dead. Benny knew, from dealing with addictions within his 
family, that he couldn’t tell Clyde “please quit” and expect it to make a difference. In fact, that might just cause his 
friend to go on a bender. To feel so ashamed that he sunk into self-destruction. To force an overdose. All that Benny 
could do was wait for Clyde to reach out to him. So before he left the apartment, he wrote his name and phone 
number on a slip of paper. He crossed to the fridge and stuck it on with a magnet, which contained the logo and 
address of a Hell’s Kitchen strip club. 

On his way out the door, Benny passed Clyde a glance. He wasn’t looking at Benny. He had a needle in his arm.  

Clyde’s girlfriend stared back at Benny, like “just go home.”  

Benny walked out the door.  

What Benny often felt at moments like this—when he made an aggressive move away from the past and toward some 
sort of present rebirth—was a sudden willingness to take big risks. The anxiety he felt about giving Valerie a call 
seemed so mild next to what he just experienced with Clyde. So Benny took out his cell phone, and dialed Valerie’s 
number. It rang a few times, then cut off early. She didn’t pick up. 

Damn. 

Benny didn’t want to waste this bold feeling. So he scrolled up his phone contacts, and called the next girl he found. 

… 

To help Lola get her shit together at the start of the semester, because she wasn’t doing well, Lola’s mom flew into 
town. She hadn’t been reading any of Lola’s work. So Lola could tell right away that her mom didn’t realize the 
gravitas of what Lola’s been through. (Thank God.) Lola’s mom stayed at a hotel where Lola was able to take like 
twelve baths in two days. For the first day, it was nothing short of life-saving. Lola felt taken care of. After a few 
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weeks of feeling dead, she felt resuscitated by human connection and love. But of course, things fall apart. This time 
when things fell apart, it left some mild debris. Lola was on a couch in the hotel, working on this book, when her 
mom started yelling at the refrigerator because it didn’t seem to be doing its job. The food wasn’t cold. Lola felt 
annoyed and said, “okay I’m just going back up to campus, I can’t work like this.” And Lola’s mom got mad. She 
said the reason people didn’t want Lola around was because “the world revolves around you and your work—you 
control everyone—you’re never going to find anyone willing to put up with that!!” She had a point. But she wouldn’t 
stop saying it. She must have said it like sixty times (in different ways) while Lola was packing up all her things to go 
back to campus. Then Lola snapped. She screamed at her mom. She picked up a book she’d been reading called The 
Art of Seduction and threw it across the room so hard that the binding split into six smaller portions of pages. She 
kicked a trash can full of used tissues. It fell over. After her outburst, Lola felt slightly better. But also embarrassed. 
For another hour at least, she surrendered and listened to her mom yell about non-related things involving Lola’s 
father and his financial situation. And Lola remembered where all her angst comes from. She realized why it wasn’t 
an option to live back home. She thinks her mom is addicted to anger in the same way she was once addicted to 
drugs. She doesn’t want to live through that again. Lola’s mom made the case to Lola that someday, “you’ll have 
great sex that helps you get out your anger.” And Lola was all like, “what about now.” 

On her walk back Uptown the next morning, Lola tried to figure out, what the fuck is it?? that’s been happening on 
the internet between her and friends and ex-friends and possible creative collaborators and whoever else. She has no 
idea. But it feels less “fake” than it obviously appears from afar—the whole arrangement of being connected to 
people she’s only met online. Like so connected to them at high-stakes moments, that it feels like there’s some energy 
transference among the people that transcends language and distance and possibly time. Whenever she goes out in 
public with her family or college friends, lately, she comes out feeling more drained and depressed, whereas distant 
online communication keeps Lola from killing herself using drugs or pills or hand-dryers in tubs. In public with 
family or friends, she picks up on other people’s energies and cynical beliefs, and leaves feeling like there’s no such 
thing as fate. She feels like she’s been deluded all along. And then she spends another several hours alone—and does 
some writing—and ends up back where she started. Believing in some big plan. And having the sense that she’s a 
semi-important blip on the big plan’s radar.  

There’s plenty that Lola’s been wrong about. She’s only twenty-two and still has a lot to learn, “the hard way,” 
perhaps. Maybe she’s been idealistic about her future. Maybe she’s been idealistic about who she can trust. More 
likely, her definition of trust is wrong. She doesn’t think that trust precludes hurting the people we love. Nor does 
loving someone deeply, or being their parent or child or sibling, guarantee trust. Lola thinks she can trust someone 
while still being subject to their anger and occasional abuse. But she’s not sure how much abuse she can take. 

Her mom said she could use a haircut.  

Lola said, you’re right.  

Her mom said she’d pay for a good one.  

Lola said, that’s nice of you. But I hate most salons.  

Her mom said, really?  

Lola nodded.  

When she made it back Uptown, she took a sharp scissors to her own splitting hairs. Lola gave herself her own damn 
haircut. Her hair would never be tamed and pretty. She’d given up.  
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Most people think they’re good-ass people. Few people consider themselves assholes. Adolf Hitler probably thought 
he was a pretty cool guy. The problem is that few people realize that morality is an overlapping nexus. You have to be 
really open-minded, and smart, to notice where the truth lies.  

Lola’s more recent definition of trust has to do with someone’s track record on the big plan. Whether they preach the 
truth or not. Whether they choose to be honest at risk of losing fans. Whether they’ve helped more people than 
they’ve harmed, in the long run. Whether they’ve saved people or insulted them deliberately, and made people want 
to die. For writers, trust has to do with the work they put out and whether Lola considers it a reliable source of data 
that pertains to her fate and purpose in life. She thinks that Twitter and Instagram should not be dismissed for how 
important they are as mechanisms for writers to preach the truth, or for artists and other public figures to help guide 
young people to the light. Lately, she thinks that the only people she trusts (by that definition) are people she’s never 
met. Writers and artists who post their own work, and share the work of others. Especially writers and artists who are 
marginalized in some way. Without the internet, their work would be shut down and censored by publishing moguls, 
movie producers, and other incarnations of The Man. 

For Lola, writing and posting her work has never been about the money. Obviously not, since she’s making none. It’s 
been about building a track record, which hopefully can serve as its own currency, when things fall apart on a vast 
scale and the overlapping nexus gets lost for a while. It’s been about communicating the truth to a few people who are 
willing to listen. Her movies might be hard to watch. But only because the truth is tough to stomach. Maybe that’s 
why nausea is noble, these days. If you’re not feeling at least fairly sick as a young person in America, then you’re 
not one of the people Lola can trust.  

Sorry!!  

… 

“There’s no one mother-fucking like you. No one. Couldn’t find a replacement if I tried. Bitch!! You’re perfect. I’d 
fuck you three thousand times in a row and not get sick of you. I need you like a prairie needs wildfire. So don’t ever 
change please. Not at all. I love you so much.” 

Benny was in a dark apartment with Selena, and they were fucking. Not in bed. On a rug next to the oven in the 
kitchen. It just so happened that Selena was in the neighborhood when Benny rang her up. She said she was bored. 
They met and got coffee in Midtown. Somehow they ended up here. 

It wasn’t even Selena’s apartment. It was a place by the Hudson, where she was taking care of two dogs for a friend. 
German Shepherds named Max and Hunter. They were brothers. Right now they were resting together in the bedroom 
on a bed made for humans, with their ears laid acquiescently on the tops of their heads. 

It was something that Selena grew used to with Benny, and other men. Verbal admissions of obsession in the middle 
of sex. In high school, it automatically put Benny in the submissive position. But today he didn’t strike her as 
submissive. Not like back then. 

Selena’s memories of Benny weren’t entirely pleasant. Well, the sex was. (Pretty much from the get-go.) But then 
Benny tried to make their relationship more personal. He took her back to his family’s apartment for dinner with his 
mom. She remembered how his mom, Lacie, gave her eye contact that sent cold shudders down her spinal cord. It 
freaked Selena out. A week or so later, she was alone in the bedroom with Benny doing homework while he took a 
nap, and overheard Lacie bitching on her cell phone, “he used to be such a sweet boy!! And then he met her.”  

On that occasion, Lacie probably didn’t know Selena was in the apartment. But another time, Selena was watching 
television with Benny. He got up to use the bathroom while Lacie was in the kitchen, having coffee with another 
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mom from Benny’s school. While Benny was in the bathroom, Lacie started talking loudly about studies they’d done 
on monkeys that proved that racism was learned and not inherent. The connection she made had to do with Obama, 
and how Republican media had turned the country against him. But Selena also felt a bit like the timing on this 
conversation was deliberate. Lacie knew that Selena’s family was conservative. So it seemed, at that moment, like 
Lacie was trying to tell Selena that she thought she was racist. There was no way to tell for sure. It made Selena 
nervous and uncomfortable.  

She never brought it up with Benny, of course. But that was around the time Selena stopped going over to his place. 
She said if they wanted to have sex, he had to come to her apartment. 

But Benny had the same problem with Selena’s family. He felt like they wanted him out of their daughter’s life. 
Selena wasn’t condescending toward Benny. But her parents certainly were. They got all weird whenever he came 
over. Selena’s father used to teach a seminar on economics at Columbia, and he once started ranting at the dinner 
table about how a former student (who happened to be black) had once e-mailed him a short story about a suicide 
attempt, before asking for an extension on a paper. Selena’s father made some argument that suicide in the black 
community was rare—so the fact that a black student was feeling suicidal must demonstrate something about how 
times were especially hard for young black people. He said that he encouraged the student to draw a connection in his 
story to the “Black Lives Matter” movement that was taking place at the time. Benny thought Selena’s dad was being 
a presumptuous asshole. Just because he didn’t know about suicide in the black community until a student in his 
seminar brought it right under his nose, doesn’t mean it hadn’t always been an issue. It was shockingly insensitive. 

Benny never relayed any of these opinions to Selena, of course. But that was the last conversation he had with 
Selena’s father. Benny stopped going to Selena’s apartment. The two of them stopped having sex.  

Four years later, they re-united. And their communion was rapturous. There were no parents in the way. 

They’d been with other people since high school. They’d tried to find replacements. It just wasn’t this good. It had to 
be more than sex between two random people. It was something deeper. There was something bigger going on. After 
four times on the floor, he picked her up and fucked her on the kitchen counter. He was cheap Smuckers jelly and she 
was nutella fudge. When put together they tasted perfect. (“Maybe we should go to the bedroom,” said Benny. 
“Okay,” said Selena. They went to the bed. The dogs were still on top.) In the bathroom, Benny turned on the faucet. 
In the tub, it felt like they were fucking in a swamp. In the swamp, sex felt like a means of survival. Like they were 
surrounded by rabid muskrats and sick frogs and slugs. But the sex was so good between them that it didn’t matter. 
Their sex was indigo snakes and swans. They were safe right there in the swamp. (“Right there,” said Selena. Benny 
fucked her right there.) They turned off the faucet and let the water drain out. Benny took a towel to the bottom of the 
tub. They had dry sex. Dry sex in the empty tub. They came out with scuff marks on their knees and arms. 

Technically, Selena was just on a lunch break. She worked in a magazine office near Bryant Park. She was an editor’s 
assistant and occasional ghost writer. On her lunch break, she’d been out for over two hours. But Selena had 
explained to her boss that she had to walk a couple dogs. (Her boss loved her. He also loved dogs.) 

Technically, Benny was just between classes. He had to get back to campus for rehearsal, or he might get cut from 
first chair. That’s what did Clyde in; he missed too many classes. When Clyde got replaced on first tenor, he took it 
hard. He stopped coming to any rehearsals or classes. Benny didn’t want to go through that himself. 

So finally, they called it an afternoon. 

“I’ll text you tomorrow?” said Benny on their way down the elevator. 
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Selena said, “that should be fine.”  

On the elevator, it took a lot of restraint for them not to have sex one more time. 

When Selena got back to the office, she got in trouble. “Where the hell were you!!?” yelled her typically friendly 
boss. She explained that one of the German Shepherds ate a dead animal in the park, and got sick from it. Her boss let 
Selena off with a warning. But after she got yelled at, Selena felt strangely ill. She often felt like this in the office. Not 
physically ill; just plagued by a deep and unassailable sense of discontent. For a moment, she looked around at her 
coworkers. Most of them were in their forties and fifties. Selena was in her mid-twenties. She must be the youngest 
one there.  

She realized, now that she’d spent the afternoon with Benny, how affected she was by the people she spent time with. 
Like she picked up on everything they said and did and felt. Suddenly sex with Benny felt like her only hope. 
Otherwise she’d get addicted to prescription pharmaceuticals, like everyone in the office. (At least, that’s what she 
guessed from their bland and sexless vibes, compared to what she’d just been through with Benny.) Knowing Benny, 
he’d probably end up addicted to something much worse than prescription pharmaceuticals. She knew that hard drugs 
were popular among New York jazz musicians, and that Benny was one of the few who kept clean. God knows how. It 
occurred to Selena that Benny must masturbate often, in order to stay off the drugs.  

She wished she could just leave the office. Instead of writing copy, she wanted to have sex. But that wasn’t an option 
for Selena. Like all New Yorkers, she had to make a living somehow. 

… 

Valerie remembered the moment. The dealer tried to push more on her; she said “no that’s enough.” Now she was 
grateful she hadn’t listened to him. If she had, she wouldn’t have been able to control herself.  

She was in bed, sweating with a headache, when she got a phone call from Benny. She hit the “decline” button and let 
it go to voicemail. When she pressed “decline,” she hoped that he would leave her a message. Voicemails required 
vulnerability. She wanted to hear him be vulnerable in front of her, for once. But he didn’t leave a message. And he 
didn’t call her back. Within ten minutes, Valerie wished that she had answered. She turned over and put her face in 
her pillow and groaned the word, “fuuuck.”  

Valerie tried to fight back using silence. She had the sense it hadn’t worked. Now she had nothing left to fight with. 
Valerie was hurt. 

Whatever he wanted from her, Benny had won.  

It was never the drugs she was addicted to. It was control. And she couldn’t control anything. Not Benny. Not her 
fate. Not even her work. And now, she had nothing left to fight with. But still she tried her best. She kept stabbing and 
it wouldn’t take. Down her arm, a crimson worm. No matter how much the worm slithered it still wouldn’t take. Not 
that it made a difference. She had nothing left to fight with. No bait. No hooks. The worm grew thicker as it slithered. 
It was true. She was a loser. At last, she was lost. 

Valerie couldn’t fight anymore. 

She dreamed that her death was a private lynching. She was killed by women disguised as men in black robes with 
hoods. There was an X carved over her heart. The X bled crimson spiders and worms. The lynchers in robes threw 
firecrackers at her feet, and watched her dance on a string like a puppet. Her lover would never admit that he loved 
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her. He stood at the base of the scaffolding with the women. And he laughed at her. That was his way of saying, “I 
win.” But his laughter set her free. In his laughter, she heard the truth. She was a better writer. She wasn’t a loser at 
all. In all their laughter, she heard grief mixed with envy. They were just choosing to act like idiots. And they 
deserved no glory for lynching her. She hung herself.  

When Valerie woke up, she didn’t feel mad anymore. Not at herself. Not at anyone. What was the point? She had no 
heroes. No enemies. It was no one’s fault she’d become such a mess. Valerie had the sense that she was on her own, 
in no man’s land. Whatever it took, she wanted to find her way back home. But she couldn’t remember which 
direction was the right one. Up, or down. Toward light, or darkness. She couldn’t see her way out.  

… 

God was at the golf course, doing nine holes with his old friend and brother [Ü], when he got a new text from Lola 
Morgan. The message said: “hey i’m really sorry i’ve been so indecisive lately but i really just wanna stay sober and 
finish college. so that’s my prayer. hoping u can cut me some slack and help me stay off the dope & out of the dark (at 
least for a while)… lemme know if u get this but i understand if you’re too busy / don’t exist - xo, lola.”  

God showed the text to [Ü], who was all like: “Keep giving her heroin!! I like watching her dance with her clothes 
off!!” But God wasn’t convinced. Still, to seem cool, he laughed at [Ü]’s joke. The pair of them finished their last few 
holes at the golf course. [Ü] ended up winning. He was more athletic than God. 

Around 4pm on 9/19/2016, God pulled into one of the spaces in his twelve-car garage. He parked his white Range 
Rover with a vanity plate that said, “BLESSS,” then walked into his mansion. One of his mistresses, named Marilyn, 
had just cooked him up a plate of steak. It wasn’t the greatest steak he’d ever tasted. Marilyn might be a lousy cook, 
but she was a bombshell in the sack. (God said, “thanks Marilyn.”) When God was done with his evening snack, he 
went up to his office and took a look at Lola Morgan from the new high-tech traveling security camera, which he’d 
recently purchased from [Ü].([Ü] owned a business called Stawker that sold GoPros and similar devices.) It was a 
really cool camera. It took the form of a metaphysical parrot. The metaphysical parrot functioned as a tracking device 
that allowed God to keep tabs on Lola Morgan wherever she went. Right now, she was lying in bed in her dorm room 
in her underpants. On her desk, there were a bunch of blood-tipped needles, plus a stamp-sized wad of cellophane that 
had been torn open and licked clean. Lola had fucked up. 

God re-read Lola’s text and felt sympathetic. He used the prayer app on his phone to save her. Then he watched on his 
computer as Lola Morgan suddenly sat up and clutched her arms to her chest. A bunch of sirens blasted outside the 
window of her dorm. Wearily, Lola climbed out of bed, and swept all the needles into a plastic baggie from Duane 
Reade. She put some ointment and a large band-aid on her forearm, then pulled on an oversized white blouse, which 
she chose because she thought it looked pure and would reflect her present commitment to staying sober. (God was 
relieved. She’d gotten the message.) Lola Morgan walked down the hallway of her dorm building, took the elevator 
downstairs, and went out the front door to the sidewalk. She tossed the plastic baggie from Duane Reade into a 
dumpster.  

… 

In his sleep, Clyde had a flashback to a night back in high school, when he was still a freshman. (He wouldn’t meet 
Benny until the following year.) His best friends, at the time, were named Anders and Cole. Neither of them went to 
Horace Mann; he knew them from his public middle school. Clyde remembers the first time he got stoned with them. 
They were already drunk when Cole brought out a bong packed with bud. It was past midnight. The three of them 
were in Cole’s apartment together, in Queens. On a computer monitor, they were all watching porn. Clyde took a hit 
and started coughing and couldn’t stop. Anders was like, “inhale in your mouth and exhale through your nose.” Clyde 
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took several more hits as instructed. The high hit him suddenly. He felt like he had tunnel vision. When the high hit 
him, Clyde didn’t feel like socializing; he felt paranoid. Like he didn’t want to be around these guys anymore. He 
ended up going to the bathroom and barfing, then listening to music on his headphones. He stayed in the bathroom for 
forty minutes. When he came out of the bathroom, he found Anders and Cole on the floor by the computer. They had 
their pants down. And their cocks out. That’s when Clyde slipped out of the apartment, quietly, and took the train 
home to Manhattan. Clyde never heard from Anders or Cole. That was the last time they ever hung out. 

When Clyde woke up from this nightmare, he had a bad headache. Worse than Death. Like if someone would have 
offered him Death over another two minutes of this headache, he would have taken the offer without thinking much. 
The only thing Clyde found he could think about, was Benny. He took Benny’s recent rejection quite hard. Shortly 
after Benny came over to the welfare apartment, Clyde stole a few people’s iPhones then sold them to pay for his own 
room in a cheap hotel. In the hotel room, he went to bed without doing coke or dope. He planned to use this night to 
get sober for good. In bed, Clyde got so wickedly ill that for some reason, the emotions he associated with Benny felt 
redemptive. Like they were the polar opposite of his illness. Like there was something pure and plain about their 
friendship. Like the idea of Benny was the only thing that kept him from throwing up. But after Clyde woke up from 
his nightmare, he felt guilty, thinking about Benny. Suddenly, he couldn’t help but wonder—am I a fag?? 

… 

It was the only thing she couldn’t be totally candid about in her writing. Why she suspected so many of her 
friendships with other women fell through suddenly, out of nowhere. Why so many women picked on her for petty 
reasons, like her looks. She never considered herself, you know. She really cared about the women in her life. So 
much that it sometimes felt more intense than friendship. Not like lesbians, though.  

By age twenty, Sadie was almost done with her first memoir. She was studying English at Harvard. She chose it over 
Barnard, like Malia Obama. She reached the moment in her memoir when she had write about Nellie. And she didn’t 
know how to put it. She didn’t know whether they’d been just friends, or something more.  

She never considered herself, you know. She liked men too much, right? It wasn’t possible. 

Once in a while Sadie considered how her life would change if she decided one day, I’m not straight anymore. She 
didn’t think her life would change much. She would still be lonely. It wasn’t sex with a certain type of body she 
wanted. It was intimacy. Even if she met “the right guy,” Sadie feared that she would spend her life trapped in desire. 
Desire to return to the past. To hang out with Nellie. To make different friends and forget about Nellie. To finally 
move on. But none of these desires seemed possible. It wasn’t how memory worked. She couldn’t stop thinking about 
her. It hurt so much. 

It wasn’t even about gender. It was about people. She could never seem to get the timing right with people she 
actually loved. The only people she gave her time to were the ones she cared less about. She didn’t even want to 
admit that she loved Nellie in her writing, because then people would say she was a lesbian. She didn’t want to 
remembered like that. She wasn’t a lesbian. She wasn’t bisexual either. She was a writer. It got in the way of 
everything. This need to identify her sexual identity. Like being a certain race or class or age. It was another obstacle. 
It stood in the way. 

If it all got scraped away, there was nothing. Just a massive fabric that held all the people Sadie ever loved. It had 
nothing to do with identity. Just a massive fabric. There was a hole in the fabric where Nellie once existed. A black 
hole. It sucked out Sadie’s time and energy. It sucked out her ability to love anyone else. She couldn’t take it 
anymore. She stuffed the hole with words. Pages and pages of words. Images made up of tiny particles. Scenes of 
Nellie she wanted to hold onto and forget. At first, it didn’t make a difference. None of the words had to do with 
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reality. It was all memory. It was all made-up. Nothing was real. But eventually, the black hole turned into something 
else. The black hole turned into a nebula made of lost moments. Then a baby star. Then a supernova made of words 
and sounds and images. It kept growing in mass and size. It got prettier. It got brighter in the night. Whatever it was, 
it was immortal. It wasn’t going anywhere. She could see it everywhere. It would always be there. Even if Nellie 
wasn’t with her. It was in the sky. It just morphed over time. 
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[Zyklon fever pitch] 

“I’m not trying to be a dick, Benny, it’s not about you. Please don’t take it personal. I just don’t think I can do it. It’s 
too much.”  

“What is.”  

“The everyday, man. It’s too much. I’m too sensitive for this world. I don’t belong here. It hurts.” 

“It’ll get better, Clyde. Give it time.” 

“Everyone says that but I really don’t think so. Sure I have goals but they just fuck me up. They hurt too much. They 
never fucking go anywhere. It’s just idealism. It’s an addiction like dope. I don’t think I can pretend anymore, Benny. 
I can’t do it anymore. I’m gonna go back.” 

… 

She feels contemptuous of male artists and distrustful of all women. She says she’s not a lesbian but has no boyfriend 
or female friends at school. On projects that require collaborators, she has a pattern of sending back-to-back e-mails 
until other students accuse her of stalking them. Her relationships with boys are completely one-sided so she’s the one 
making calls and sending all the texts. The boys claim they feel harassed and report her to the school. She has a tag 
on her permanent record that says “ED” which stands for “emotionally disturbed.” In mental evaluations, she’s 
referred to childhood trauma related to verbal abuse within the family and infrequent molestation. Her work reveals 
an acute sense of loneliness and ceaseless obsession with past events. Drug abuse and alcoholism are part of her 
family history. She struggles with a number of addictions herself, along with kleptomania and pyromania. She admits 
that recently, she had a psychotic break during which she burned some of her favorite paintings. Cleo says she’s lost 
hope that she’ll be successful. She insists that she “won’t live past middle age, so might as well give up now.” That’s 
the main reason she gave for ceasing to attend classes and filing a request to withdraw from study. 

Cleo was imagining what the Dean would tell her parents if they found out that she’d stopped attending classes at 
RISD and decided to run away. She knew it wasn’t practical. She knew everything wasn’t “gonna be OK”—whether 
she did it or not. She wasn’t actually planning to do it. But she liked to fantasize. Cleo kept having dreams involving 
vehicles and highways. She had road trips on the brain.  

She thought she was at least somewhat psychic. In the past, she’d experienced dream-visions that foreshadowed the 
Paris Bombings and other really bad world events. Her visions commonly came from the eyes of distant enemies. 
Like she had insight into the souls of really, really mean men. 

Cleo did not fully jam with the Freudian idea that dreams were all about unconscious desires, and therefore only came 
from within her own brain. While her brain provided the language for dreams—and placed them into context using 
images from memories or work by other artists—she thought it might be possible to fall into some universal fabric 
while asleep and find herself in orbit with other people. People whose work she’d recently been looking at. People 
who were probably psychic too, but didn’t understand it or diagnosed themselves as crazy. People who she considered 
trustworthy based on their work. 

It was true, Cleo had no friends at school. Her only “friends” were more successful artists who posted their work on 
Instagram, and sometimes looked at her paintings on Instagram too. Her bonds to these artists were purely visual. Not 
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emotional. Not sexual. She was no longer in contact with Xavier. The two of them were officially separated. They no 
longer spoke via e-mail or text. 

In the past, Cleo noticed that her dream-visions were influenced by the kind of sex she was having. Or was 
fantasizing about having. Her dream-visions were closely linked to her lower half. In her lower half, she felt a 
nagging pain lately. At first she thought it might be an STD or injury from all the rough sex with Xavier. But then she 
realized, it must be something else. 

Desire. Most of her psychic dreams had something to do with violence as a sexual thing. There must be a fine line 
between desire and uncontrollable urges. Urges to hurt oneself or other people. To blow up entire cities. Cleo knew 
the feeling. When she felt uncontrollable urges, she usually threw herself into her work. But sometimes she didn’t 
have the self-esteem or the energy to come up with a new painting. 

Cleo had a teacher at RISD once tell her, “great work always comes at a cost to the artist.” He said it didn’t matter if 
the artist was a painter or something else. “There’s always a cost.” The idea that “great work always comes at a cost 
to the artist” was something that Cleo’s family refused to acknowledge. They treated her obsession with painting like 
some childish game. When Cleo couldn’t paint, she threw her uncontrollable urges into worse things. Like drug 
abuse. Drinking. Violent sex with beta males on campus who she didn’t even like. Obsessive e-mails to students who 
were scared of Cleo, based on her freaky paintings, and rumors on campus about how she fucked boys and left them. 
She was pegged as a stalker. And a sexual mess.  

How can I keep a handle on my urges? Why is the opposite of sex like, villainy? Is it possible that sex with potential 
villains can avert physical and psychological violence? Can great sex save the world? How about great sexy art? 

Cleo didn’t have an answer to these questions. But she recalled from her relationship with Xavier that when they 
weren’t having sex, they were just cruel to each other. Like abusively cruel. Like trying to stab each other with 
knives. It seemed possible that, the night Cleo and Xavier broke up, the two of them were just horny. Still, Cleo didn’t 
want to go back to Xavier. She was mad at him. She wanted sex with a new man. Or woman. (I could probably find 
some chick on campus, Cleo thought.) She didn’t give a mother-fuck who she had to fuck, as long as it wasn’t another 
beta male. (Ulch.) If she waited much longer to get frisky with an alpha, she’d either burn down a building on campus 
or set herself aflame. 

… 

He couldn’t find his dope dealer anywhere. He was scrambling around Midtown with one hand in his ratty Jewfro and 
tears streaming down his cheeks. His cheeks were chubby for his age, like he still had remains of baby fat from 
childhood. It’s not funny, man. He saw some homeless guy laughing at him. When he asked the homeless guy where 
his dealer was, the guy said, “he ain’t been here lately. He found a way out.” 

Clyde tried calling his dealer’s cell phone. It came back with an automated message that said, “the subscriber you are 
calling is currently unavailable.” Clyde had no way to get dope. But he desired it so intensely. He was addicted to 
dope like girls back in high school. He couldn’t help it. No matter how hard he tried to control himself. He needed it 
now. It felt like life-or-death. 

And it wasn’t funny. How upset he got without it. He didn’t want to be sober anymore. He didn’t have a solid reason. 
It didn’t make a difference. No matter what, he was a mess. He might have been a great saxophonist but it didn’t 
matter. Music teachers were especially unkind to Clyde. Jazz musicians disliked him because he wasn’t black. Dope 
was the only one that loved Clyde back. The only one he could be alone with. If he loved Benny, he was a faggot. If 
he loved girls, he was a creep. With dope, he didn’t have to worry about the future or the past. Dope made him forget 
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all of that. But he couldn’t get his hands on it. His dealer had left him. Now Clyde felt like a fuck-up. He felt 
wrecked. 

… 

“Let’s go back for a second. Way back. To the ship where you first laid a hand on a scared child’s clit. Was that fun 
for you, Daddy? I hope it was fun. I hope it was worth that young girl’s pain. Because it’s still in my memory. It’s still 
in yours too. Now remember the first time you set a cross on fire, Daddy. And the time you raped a slave. You must 
be wondering, which time? There were so many! You must have also raped her daughter. And her sister. One of those 
slave hoes must have had your kid. Now I’d like to talk to my Mami. Hey girl, it’s me. Your beloved child. Still with 
you, Mami. I ain’t gone yet. Remember the time you knew I was dying slowly and you still didn’t do anything? You 
knew he was touching me. You must have known. How could you not? You saw the way he looked at me. The way 
you looked at me was worse. Like I was nothing. You did nothing. I wasn’t worth your help. I wasn’t worth the effort 
it would take to be saved. You’re a bystander, Mami. You’re just as bad as him. Now I’m here to tell you both, there’s 
such a thing as healthy remorse. And you both deserve to help me. You either rescue me when you get a chance, or 
kill me with your own bare hands. Because I hate it here. And I deserve to be helped. Thanks to [Ü], Mami and 
Daddy, I’m trapped in the past. I’ll always be imprisoned. I’ll always be enslaved. So help me already. Kill me now 
and set me free. Or just leave me in this prison. Someday I’ll escape. I’ve earned my release.” 

… 

Lola Morgan starts having such unusual dream-visions and waking up with such a strong nagging pain in her lower 
half that she convinces herself, something’s off. So she makes an appointment with Columbia Student Health. She 
wants to get her [redacted] checked out by a medical professional. After Lola schedules the appointment, she 
suddenly feels more anxious than she’s felt in months. What if I have AIDS?? Lola wonders. She’s been through a lot, 
and, you never can tell. 

It might be cliché but Lola loves the movie Pulp Fiction. Her favorite scene is the part where Mia Wallace has a drug 
overdose, then comes back from near Death when Vincent Vega stabs her in the heart with a big syringe. Lola feels 
like she had this happen to herself this summer, except for a few key differences. She got stabbed with a little syringe 
that Dollar Mike used on her, then came back from near Death when she was shocked in the heart with a defibrillator, 
operated by medical professionals. She just wishes someone had captured it on film. 

She doesn’t have much time to waste if she wants to make more movies. She’s inching nearer to Death each day. And 
what if I have AIDS?? Lola wonders in the waiting room of the campus health center. If I have AIDS… 

I’m definitely killing myself. 

The finger prick. She was scared of that needle. She’d stabbed herself a hundred times with needles but was freaked 
out by the needle in a doctor’s hands. It wasn’t doctors specifically that scared her. It wasn’t needles either. It was 
people. People who hurt her on purpose. She wanted the doctor to be different. She wanted to have a little faith. 

The doctor was the same one who put in her IUD last summer. (The one who told Lola she had a high tolerance for 
pain.) Eye contact wasn’t difficult with this doctor. It seemed very pure and plain. Lola described the nagging pain in 
her [redacted]. She also admitted that she’d been raped. The doctor gave Lola resources for sexual violence 
counseling, then took a glance down under. It appeared as though Lola was totally okay. The doctor then provided 
Lola with a revelation that brought her immediate relief. The IUD from last summer had fallen off kilter and had to be 
taken out. Lola’s body had expelled it. That would explain the nagging pain. 
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After that came the blood test. Lola was nervous. This task would be performed by a nurse, not the doctor.  The 
results would come back via e-mail by the end of the day. The nurse pricked her finger and collected her blood in a 
tiny vile, then said, “that’s it. You’re finished.” Lola Morgan left the office and walked away.  

… 

9/22/2016.  

An urgent note from Lola Morgan to her few loyal fans: 

Can you do me a favor if I don’t end up successful? Never show anyone what I’ve written. It’s too humiliating. Burn 
all the manuscripts, please. 

… 

Rex got up in the morning and ran on a treadmill. He ate a light breakfast. He tried to stay healthy so he could live to 
be at least one hundred. So far, he’d gone through life carefully. He’d never had any near-death experiences. He kept 
away from Death. When Rex was done with his breakfast, he said goodbye to his wife before she dropped the kids off 
at school. Then he went to his room and wrote for a while. Most of the day he stayed indoors, except when his wife 
came home. Every day, they went on a noontime walk. 

… 

“You gotta remember that for a guy, it’s hard to separate girls from what they offer him. Some girls are the type guys 
want to marry. Other girls are just for fucking. That’s what prostitutes are for… What’s that? You really wanna 
know… okay well, as long as you don’t hold it against me… between the two of you, I’d have to say that Selena will 
always be the type guys wanna marry… And Valerie, no offense. But you might have a harder time finding someone. 
You’ll always be the hoe.” 

For the last five years, Valerie and Selena hadn’t spoken. They didn’t want to. They flew through separate realms. 
They didn’t sync up. If they happened to come near one another in public, the interaction was unpleasant. It wasn’t 
meant to happen. They couldn’t stand each other. They couldn’t get along like at all. 

One of Selena’s pet peeves about Valerie was that she used the word “like” too much in her writing. Also the way she 
tried to do this rhyming thing in paragraphs but couldn’t seem to get the rhythm quite right, even though she really 
hoped to force her own tempo by blending many separate words with hyphens. It really got under Selena’s skin. You 
could say it was one of the things that hooked Selena on Valerie. Like a psychotic sex addict gets obsessed with a 
special hooker. Or like a lock gets hooked by a key.  

That’s how love-hate is. Or maybe just love with a frosty splash of hate to keep things not-boring. 

Now Valerie takes Selena back with her to a memory that was recorded on 11/17/14.  

That’s the night she went back to the Carlyle, a second time, and saw Woody Allen play jazz in person. She wants to 
take Selena to the memory with her and laugh at funny things, like this guy who walks up to Valerie and Selena at the 
bar, then proceeds to talk to them for like thirty-six minutes. The guy’s name is James. He says such fucked-up things 
to Valerie sometimes, like the thing about the wife and the whore. He’s not wrong but… what an asshole.  
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Morgan wants to wait and tell [real-life name] the rest of the story in person, whenever that good conversation finally 
takes place. She doesn’t know when or where or how. She’ll never be able to control Time but she can at least fight 
back by recording collective memories with [real-life name] in the space they have left together. She wants to leave at 
least one permanent bruise on the body of Time by bringing a masterpiece fantasy to life with the help of [real-life 
name] and [XYZ] and [R]. She hopes to direct that future memory and record it on film and have faith that it’ll be not 
just good but great. Sort of like a documentary but probably better. Imagine it more like a new home movie. 
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[In real-life Cleo is named Lola Elizabeth Morgan and is not a painter but a filmmaker and part-time goddess] 

It had something to do with quantum physics. I won’t even try to explain it. I got a C- in astronomy, I could never be 
a scientist. I don't have the right brain for it. But I do vaguely recall this one crazy thing the professor said once, about 
parallel universes and what that means. Whatever he said had something to do with observing things. How collective 
observation was what made reality the way it is. Like different gazes intervening or something. Don’t ask me, ask the 
next Einstein, whoever he (or she) is. 

Everything that’s happened between you and me has only taken place on the internet. It all happened privately, in our 
heads. There’s no proof that any of it happened. I can’t prove anything. It’s possible that none of you give a flying 
mother-fuck about me, and I’ve gone totally batshit. Perhaps none of what I’m writing has anything to do with real-
life.  

But that’s where science falls short of explaining things. That’s where magic kicks in. Magic and faith.   

Our mythologized selves got to know one another. It feels like it all happened on a parallel plane. In real-life, it 
wasn’t nearly as pleasant as in our collective myth. But who the fuck wants life to be pleasant. (Ulch.) That’s fucking 
pathetic, right?? That’s not how real-life actually is. Real-life is the stage for real shit to go down with other people. 
For actual friendship. Filthy passion. Real love. In real-life, it’s not gonna feel like perfect parallel planes running side 
by side. That’s not how real-life works. Nawww… 

The real-life versions of ourselves aren’t self-created myths. In myths, certain subtleties aren’t possible. Real-life is 
where subtleties flourish in the flaws and cracks of who we are. That’s why it’s important that we start to re-
humanize, without relinquishing faith in something greater than our measly human selves. Because humans fuck up 
so badly. Especially now. That’s why we have to climb into a shared myth. We have to bridge our parallel planes 
somehow. To fuck with the line between fantasy and reality. That’s what autofiction is. It’s taking myths and real-life 
and stirring them together to come up with something better. Because real-life is a fucked-up place. But it’s not 
hopeless. It’s not a Kindergarten drawing of parallelograms. It’s a painting by Picasso. It’s a fucking gorgeous mess. 

Real-life is better than myth. There’s no way a human could even come close to replicating real-life in a way that 
looks or feels sicker than it currently does. No humans are talented enough to paint in multiple dimensions, using not 
just colors but memories and emotions and a crimson splash of magic. Except for maybe a certain solo dark 
enchantress with mad-soul. A filmmaker named Lola Morgan. For a while now, she’s been searching for an elite band 
of talented artists, so she can come up with a breathtaking mixture of multi-dimensional, soulful emotions to create at 
least one future movie that’s near Perfect. Her dream is to paint a groundbreaking movie before she’s dead. A multi-
dimensional painting in color. At least one. Before she leaves, she needs to make one undeniable masterpiece. She 
won’t settle for anything different. That’s all she asks for. That’s it. 
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[Let it go] 

Another totally private journal entry from yours truly: 

I don’t know what this new feeling is but I feel more distant from like all of humanity. I feel like my dreams are bigger 
than myself and writing these books is crazy. The screenplays are even crazier. The movies are so expensive. I think I 
have more secret readers than I realized so that’s a good thing. And still I only care about 1-2 of them. It occurred to 
me last night how fucked up this genre is. So far I’ve mostly stalked people online and then made characters out of 
them. Usually the characters are cooler versions of their real-life counterparts. It’s like a bunch of imaginary friends.  

My morale isn’t doing so hot. I want to give up constantly. I hope it’s just symptomatic of drug withdrawal and that it 
dissipates. I feel like I have to keep writing to stay sane (or to stay insane, haha). I’m also scared I won’t graduate for 
reasons totally unrelated to class performance. In screenwriting class with a female professor I presented “Black 
Satin” and started a spiel on autofiction and then she stopped me. It wasn’t what she assigned. She shut me down so 
fucking hard, it took me hours to get my self-esteem back. I sat in class with my head down. The other student’s ideas 
were so boring that I actually wanted to die. 

Last night when I was writing about he-who-must-not-be-named, I had that odd feeling where everything sort of rings 
in your head like you’re high on metaphysical fumes that are spiritually destructive but make you stronger in some 
fucked-up way. I think he-who-must-not-be-named is more or less Satanic, at the moment, but only because he’s been 
demonized by the rest of the world. So he’s just gotten worse. By contrast—I’ll probably always be the one who gets 
creeped on and then left to suffer. I’m almost glad that’s the role I’ve been stuck with. I have to be much stronger than 
people realize. The roles I play require courage. If I’m ever able to finish writing “Black Satin,” I’ll have to make the 
plunge into really, really dark places. Somehow I feel like I’m not old enough. Or maybe I should go for it. We’ll see 
what happens in the next few months. In general I could stand to be more patient. Then again, Kent once said it’s a 
bad idea “to keep waiting till you’re sure, then really sure, then really really sure”… but who says I should take 
advice from him?? Let give and let God, you know?? 

At least I don’t have AIDS! 

xo xo 

Lola 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[Purposeful stem cell art] 

“Some of the shit I’ve been through. Like oh my god. I don’t even know how to put it. It’s coming back lately. Like 
waves or flashbacks or something to that effect. I don’t know why it’s coming back now and not some other time. 
Maybe like repressed memories or whatever. Like, this really intense scene of Michael sitting next to a garbage truck 
in Harlem with blood trickling down his elbow and nodding off like his life hinged on just that moment. It’s a fucked-
up memory but honestly gorgeous. I never got nearly that addicted, by the way. 

There was this other memory that kinda came back to me on my way here. The memory is like… it felt like there was 
a big hand gripping my face. Then I reached up and pulled off an oxygen mask. And I realized I was in the back of an 
ambulance. Like, holy shit. That was the second time I died. Sorry to say it like that. I was so fucking hysterical. I’m 
talking about the second overdose. I remember it more vividly now so I’ll try to explain it but it’s complex. I’ll do the 
best I can. It felt like I was falling out of reality like a bunch of times. Or maybe falling in and not out or whatever. 
Either up or down, it probably felt more like down. So I couldn’t stop falling and then I got fucking dizzy. But I kind 
of saw all these things. Like I was in some McDonald’s in Shanghai and the same thing happened to me another way. 
And somehow I was in some other cities too. I was wearing like a fur jacket in another city. Like a different world 
though. A whole different feeling but not a good one. Maybe a city that doesn’t exist here. I kept almost dying or 
actually dying or waking up again. I really couldn’t tell. Maybe I was at the same McDonald’s and thought I was in 
Shanghai cause I was so fucked up. I’ll never fucking know. The point is that I couldn’t stop falling out of real-life. It 
felt like flying but not the right kind of flying. It was the worst feeling ever. Seriously the tips of needles were like 
tiny black holes that made me keep falling. I don’t know how to describe it though. I couldn’t stop switching settings 
but they weren’t real-life. Somehow I made it back here okay. 

I swear to God though. There was some vague scene in the midst of the overdose that had to do with Adam and Eve. 
And I think you were there. I hope. It didn’t matter where I was. You were there, I think. The truth remained the 
same. It better be the truth, right? God please let me have faith in ü… ugggh I want you so bad. I gotta fucking 
believe we can make actual love between us in real, real life.”  2

… 

Lola hereby gives all stalkers consent to visit her secret blog, as long as they don’t pretend they never went there. 

“preach, Lola. preach!!” 

3-Thou shalt not abuse another person’s privacy w/o consent  

2-Thou shalt not use photoshop to terrorize 

1-Thou shalt not deny being a rapist 

“You know what to do!!!!” 

Lola has to confess.  

 I gotta warn you though.  2

I’m kinda nuts. 
 Cashews 
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She misses [X]. 

She doesn’t think he ever flinched at her intentionally. She can’t prove anything. And yet it’s hard to control flinching 
and it was only one time. He probably wasn’t ever trying to hurt Lola on purpose. Lately in public Lola has been 
frequently flinching. She thinks it’s an innate form of self-defense, either to make people feel bad for her (and 
therefore be less likely to hurt her), or because her body does it naturally for Lola to rinse out her private visual realm. 
And yet she has a divine right to keep her private visual realm somewhat ratty but not tragic. Not sinfully messed-up 
with creepy-ass shit. But also not, like, antiseptically clean.  

Silence is something that Lola shared with [X]. Not comfortable silence. Mostly awkward. They used to have sex in 
awkward-as-fuck silence. Someday she hopes to change that. Just remember the safe word. If you think we already 
have a safe word and ü know what it is, good. 

… 

So let’s say Lola’s right and most of her time has been “raped.” Ha. 

Lola couldn’t help but feel that her entire self belonged to a much larger body. But not “belonging” as an equal. Like 
a much smaller thing. Like a cell belonging to the body’s skin. Like she was just an unwanted skin cell on the body. 
And so the larger body brushed her away. She was meaningless waste to the larger body. But only because the larger 
body was so ugly. He hated her. On her own body she had unwanted cells too. She abused her own cells. She began 
seeing all her cells as ugly and treating them like lesser things. But only because she was being looked at cruelly by a 
larger body, also made up of little cells. As a result, she just wasn’t doing well. If the larger body looked at her fondly, 
she would probably would be doing fine.  

But if she tried hard enough she could escape the larger body. There was hope. She abused herself with her own free 
will because she had to, in order to be deemed worthy enough in real-life. To stand out as different. To be a 
tremendous outcast. As pathetic as it sounds, to be herself. She had to be herself to her utmost potential. Otherwise 
she wasn’t cool enough. (Ice-cold!!) Otherwise she’d be better off giving up, because she didn’t matter. Because 
nothing mattered. Because she was a tiny cell just like the rest of them. Because she was only a particle. She didn’t 
have anything special. She was enslaved to a larger body called Time. 

She only abused her body because she had to for the sake of Art (not Time...). She wanted to be Time’s favorite slave. 
That was her individual purpose. She couldn’t explain it no matter how hard she tried. She knew by instinct. And she 
trusted her basest instincts. They were all she had left in really, really dark times. She was meant to do it this way, not 
the more rational way. If she stood out enough, she might be deemed worthy. And pulled out of oblivion by a totally 
good man upstairs named capital-g [G].   

…  

“I’m dizzy,” said Lucy. “Stop.” 

“What’s the matter?” asked Valerie. 

They were sitting together in Lucy’s penthouse apartment. Valerie was playing a Spider-Man videogame on Xbox 
360. The game and device belonged to Lucy’s older brother, Noah. There were some more age appropriate choices for 
Lucy, in case she wanted to play videogames herself. But Lucy insisted that she just liked watching Valerie play. It 
was fun for her. She said, “it makes me calm.” 
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Valerie paused the game. She was confused about Lucy’s comment (“I’m dizzy”), because Lucy was only watching 
the game from afar. She made the comment after Spider-Man fell from the top of a skyscraper and seemed to 
disappear between all the buildings, somewhere into darkness. When Valerie asked her a question (“What’s the 
matter?”), Lucy put her hands over her eyes. She said, “I dunno, it’s hard for me to watch.” 

“How come?” 

“I get this fally feeling. My head hurts really bad.” 

Now Valerie was worried. She set aside her controller and stared Lucy in the eyes. She seemed sick.  

“What feeling?” 

“The fally feeling. I can’t make it stop.” 

Valerie thought she knew the feeling. She remembered it from this one weird dream she kept having in middle school. 
She kept having this weird dream when she caught swine flu, and had to stay out of school for a while. When her 
fever was especially terrible, the weird dream would come back. It involved sitting in a boat with one other person. 
She never could see the person’s face, but she heard a voice. The voice would whisper in Valerie’s ear, “do it, do it, do 
it…” 

The weird dream would change setting sometimes but one thing stayed consistent. There were two entwined wires 
attached to a device in the bottom of the boat. And Valerie held a remote control in her hand. She didn’t know exactly 
what the device was capable of… 

“Do it, do it, do it…” 

The monotonous tempo of the voice made her ill. Like if she listened to it devotedly, she would get this fally feeling 
in her head. It would feel like she was spiraling outward and inward simultaneously. Like she was drowning in fast-
motion. At the end of the creepy dream, she’d see a crimson rainstorm. 

Valerie held Lucy by the shoulders and said, “look.” 

Lucy stared back but her eyes were all groggy.  

Then Valerie said, “keep looking in my eyes and the fally feeling will stop. Trust me.” 

So Lucy kept looking into Valerie’s eyes. In Lucy’s head, she felt like she hooked onto something. But not in a 
painful way. More like Spider-Man’s web catching her. For a moment Lucy felt like she was swinging slowly, not 
falling. It was smooth. Everything grew cool and quiet.  

Valerie asked, “did the fally feeling stop?” 

Lucy raised her eyebrows and tilted her chin up. She held her palms open in front of her. On one blade of the ceiling 
fan (turned off), she saw a spider hanging its web up. 

“Sure,” was how she responded to Valerie.  

“Let’s take a break from the videogame. Are you hungry?”  
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They went to the kitchen. Valerie made Lucy her favorite treat. It was Honey Nut Cheerios, but instead of pouring 
milk over it, she preferred coconut water. It was just one of her things. 

… 

Clyde was outside of Benny’s dorm room at Juilliard, sitting in the hallway on the floor. He was picking popcorn out 
of a small box of Cracker Jacks from a vending machine, which almost malfunctioned and swallowed Clyde’s money. 
On the front of another dorm door hung a small poster of Kobe Bryant, next to other athletes and celebrities. Clyde 
looked at it. He felt all pathetic.  

“The road to hell is paved with self-comparison…” That’s one thing Clyde’s friendly old rabbi used to say. He 
dropped out of Hebrew school when he was eight years old, because his parents got divorced. He spent most time 
with his dad, who wasn’t Jewish. Clyde never got a Bar Mitzvah. He was always kind of upset about that.  

Benny was with Selena, inside the room. Through the door Clyde heard a song playing dimly. The lyrics were as 
follows: 

Hoe don’t do it. 

Together they listen to bomb and bad-ass music.  

Sex noises that bust up the silence. Sex noises that are so real you just have to admit your cool-and-sorry ass is so in 
love. Sex noises that rip and roar and break you apart then build you back up again. Sex noises that get under your 
skin and under her skin and under his skin and whoever else’s skin is involved. Real sex sounds. Not fake. Not 
manufactured. Not like whirring engines and airplanes. Not like fluorescent lights and buzzing flies. Not like laugh 
tracks. Sex sounds that build freaky unseen melodies. Sex sounds that go undercover. Sex sounds that make you stare. 
Sex sounds that watch war propaganda films then fuck each other. Sex sounds like mongrels. Like curs. 

Someday, silent sex that saves us. 

A quiet blast.  
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[Ssshh let me tell ü a story…] 
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The End !! 
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[Second chance] 

Valerie fell ill with superhuman powers. She woke up and all her senses had been fused into one. It was like her brain 
had been infiltrated by hackers. Sights created sounds, which then created images that belonged to locations and time 
periods other than her own. When Valerie looked at words, she heard ugly music: shrill tones, throbbing rhythms. 
Beneath the music—an unrelenting hammering sound. It seemed as though language was a broken apparatus. Words 
were rusty cogs in a mass contraption that had malfunctioned. Standard definitions were outmoded. She felt 
suspicious of writing on the internet. Most sites used words like weapons. They were plotting against her thoughts. 

Above Valerie’s bed there hung a strange painting. She’d first seen the painting a few feet to the right of a plastic 
trash bin in her preferred computer lab on campus at Columbia. On the night she decided to bring the painting home 
with her, Valerie had just finished writing the closing scene of her latest screenplay. The screenplay took place in 
America following a nuclear attack. It was an abstract projection of how pop culture would be passed down in the 
future. Valerie studied early Mickey Mouse cartoons. She developed a written vision of how characters would 
describe cartoons to one another while gathered around a campfire at night, sometime after all the electricity in 
America had gone out. Night after night, in the computer lab where Valerie wrote most of the screenplay, she found 
the painting propped near the trash like an aborted vision left to rot. She couldn’t help but grow superstitious about 
the painting. (Why was it still there? Even after the other trash was taken out….) When Valerie completed her 
screenplay and was proud of the result, she finally picked up the painting and carried it to her dad’s place in Queens. 
Perhaps it brought her creative inspiration. Perhaps it possessed some sort of charm. 

Yet now that Valerie was equipped with hyper-sensory perception, she saw the painting in a much harsher light. When 
she viewed it she felt a strange tightness in her gullet. She wanted to puke. It was done in red, orange, and blue 
acrylic paint. The colors interloped in spirals that resembled tentacles. At first, Valerie thought it looked as bad as any 
abstract painting left by the trash. She found it funny. No matter how bad it was, she was convinced that it contained 
magic in its canvas flesh. Valerie still felt that way when she looked at it with her heightened perception. But if it 
contained magic, it might be a curse. To Valerie, the painting looked like a bunch of parasitic worms. An infection in 
her vision. She needed to purge it from her sight. 

Valerie decided the best way to rid herself of this painting—quickly and thoroughly—was to toss it in the Hudson 
River. How cinematic, she thought cynically as she descended the stairs separating the raised cobblestone pathway 
from the grassy plane of the park. At the bottom of the stairs was a pilates class listening to Afrofusion Dubstep. 
Valerie steered clear of the pilates class. She didn’t want to be seen. She passed the soccer courts and felt a tame 
melancholy when she saw the young players being yelled at by their parents. Such a harsh world… On the ground by 
the public soccer pitch, Valerie noticed something clean and neon. A tennis ball. She picked it up and stroked its 
nylon fabric with her fingers, before placing it back on the ground. 

It was around 12pm when Valerie reached the Westmost point of the park. She climbed over a metal fence that 
separated Riverside from an untamed patch of weeds, drawing a few stares from park-goers. Valerie could see the 
Hudson. A highway separated her passage to the blue-green river. Cars echoed past in both directions like cannons 
from two ships at odds. Still, Valerie was prepared to sprint through oncoming traffic to reach the river. (She had to 
get rid of this painting.) She looked both ways and noticed a parked taxi about a hundred yards to her right, with an 
off-duty light labeled “A122” and a bumper sticker that said: “Your Choices Matter Behind the Wheel.” 

As Valerie approached the taxi, she tried to temper her impulsiveness with some rationale. The odds of making it 
across the highway alive were miniscule. It would be an idiotic move. Her only other option was to take the painting 
downtown to the nearest pier by the Hudson, where Valerie knew there would be no highway separating civilians 
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from the river. But the pier was one of Valerie’s favorite places in New York. She didn’t want to spurn this hideous 
piece of artwork onto such a beautiful setting. So Valerie decided to eliminate this painting here and now. 

The stationary yellow cab seemed out-of-place in its surroundings, almost like it was hovering (though it wasn’t of 
course). Surrounding the cab was a rancid puddle of water. An empty plastic gallon-bottle drifted along the surface 
like an abandoned lifeboat. Valerie glanced inside the taxi and saw no driver. This meant she wasn’t being watched. 
Valerie dropped the painting into the rank puddle of water. Without looking behind her, she made her way back 
toward the upper regions of Riverside Park. 

Valerie had the sense that whatever she did by dropping the painting in the puddle, it was somehow important. She 
also had the sense that she had done the right thing by not throwing it in the river. Privately she experienced a change 
in gravity, like her feet were two showerheads and each hole shot poles of force into the ground beneath her. Her 
brain felt heavier. When she reached Broadway, she saw most people and felt the same way about them as she did 
about the painting. Like she wanted them out of her zone of sight. She felt threatened by everyone. She needed to get 
back to her apartment, or she might be mauled by these zombies and fall under the morbid stupor that had been cast 
on them all. 

Am I the only one who feels like this? Valerie wondered. She began searching the facial expressions of other people 
on the sidewalk.  

She caught the gaze of a boy near hear age wearing a pale denim baseball cap with no logo. He gave back a gentle 
nod, as if to confirm that she wasn’t alone. Other than this boy, most humans suddenly looked pathetic. They were 
such losers, to Valerie. She couldn’t think of a better word to describe most people in her perception of reality, right 
then. Losers. Everyone. Valerie kept her eyes low, because when she got eye contact with the losers she felt like they 
were searching for empathy. But she didn’t have unlimited empathy to provide. She wanted to save her supply of 
empathy for people she cared about, not random losers on the street. If she got eye contact with the losers, she felt 
like she started growing dumber at a steady rate. If Valerie rejected their eye contact, she felt as though the losers 
wanted to eat her alive. 

At a corner, Valerie was approached by a homeless East Asian woman with a thick matted braid, rolling a small metal 
cart on wheels. Valerie made an effort not to look her in the eyes. The woman asked Valerie for money. Valerie said 
no twice. The woman persisted. Then Valerie’s impulse-control failed her. 

“Get the fuck away from me. Now.” 

… 

Clyde finished his box of Cracker Jacks. He felt oddly agitated, at this moment, and wanted Benny to stop fucking 
around. He didn’t know what Benny was getting at, fucking Selena. He knew Benny liked to fuck all types of girls. 
But Clyde didn’t endorse this particular one. He’d met Selena, and personally thought she was a sociopath. She saw 
people as vessels to be used. Because Clyde wasn’t successful or sexy (yet), she offered him a deliberately flaccid 
handshake. She seemed to consider him scum.  

Clyde began to wonder if he was in fact scum. He wasn’t unattractive, though drugs had recently worn him down. He 
was great at saxophone, though he’d recently stopped attending music classes. If Clyde had it his way, he’d record 
music with Benny and the jazz guys and play gigs all the time. But at a certain age, most of his musician-friends 
stopped playing music and gave their energy to corporate jobs they didn’t even like. It seemed like so many people 
had begun to settle for their second best lives. That scared Clyde. 
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He didn’t think he’d ever be the type to settle. When Clyde felt hopeless, he simply gave up. It had already happened 
a few times. Clyde was used to failing in big ways. Usually his ambition found its way back to him like a missing 
measure of his soul. Usually he managed to clean up the wreckage in his wake. But lately Clyde felt like he was 
sinking, and he’d already used all his second chances. Even though he’d been clean for a while, it didn’t seem to 
make a difference. He was scared he’d already fucked up his life. 

We all have to make a living somehow. 

Selena and Benny were still having loud sex. Clyde decided to go for a walk outside, instead of listening to them. It 
was making him angry. Outside, the air felt colder and thinner than usual. Clyde wasn’t wearing a coat; just a T-shirt 
that said “Gen Z” on the front. Aside from the chilly weather, he thought it seemed eerily calm outside. Suspiciously 
so. Almost like a nuclear test site designed to resemble New York. Shit, thought Clyde. He ran his hands through his 
Jewfro.  

Now, Clyde knew what it was like to feel crazy. Clinically speaking, he was prone to psychotic breaks, manic 
episodes, and nervous breakdowns. He couldn’t always distinguish these diagnoses from one another. Usually he 
could tell when he was acting insane, and found it creatively stimulating. He didn’t mind much when people called 
him crazy. He couldn’t help it. If he slowed down his brain, his music kind of sucked. 

But this time was different. Clyde felt a bad kind of crazy. Not smart-crazy. Something else. Like his brain was 
malfunctioning. He looked around; everyone seemed fine. In fact they seemed happy. He looked up at the sky. There 
were hardly any clouds. But he heard helicopters. Helicopters at distance. Metal helicopters like velociraptors risen 
from dark parts underground. 

Urrrggghhh that whirring sound…  

He took a seat at a bus stop and put his hands over his ears. That sound, make it stop… Clyde tried to slow down his 
racing mind with a few deep breaths and was successful. But now the whirring sound got too slow. Torpid and 
tiresome. He felt like his mind was a sieve containing quicksand. The quicksand was simultaneously squashing him 
and stretching him out. His eyes were being yanked away from their sockets. His jaw, falling downward like a 
phantom mask with a gaping hole for a mouth. He put his hands on his face; his body wasn’t literally affected. So 
these feelings must be happening to his soul, or ka. 

He wasn’t particularly religious but sometimes when he fell into his music, his mind tapped into some sort of spiritual 
drift. Now he felt, internally, that he’d coasted to a higher level. Like the brain he possessed was beyond human. 
Everything was so intense. He was accosted by sensations he'd never encountered. It was too much to handle. It was 
making him sick.   

Clyde thought it might help to be horizontal, not vertical. He wanted to lie down on the bench of the bus stop and 
either take a nap or die. Instead Clyde hurried back to the hallway outside Benny’s dorm. At last, the sex sounds had 
stopped. He knocked on the door to the rhythm of a whistle he often mimicked in riffs on his saxophone. The 
whistling rhythm was taken from one of his favorite films. 

 Knock. Knock. Knock-knock-knock. 

Benny knew it was him. He opened the door and let Clyde inside.  

On the bed by the window, Selena sat with her head against the glass. She was looking down at the people. The 
movement on the street beneath her looked programmed. People moved in straight lines and occasionally collided 
with one another in crowded places, like ghosts in a game of Pac-Man.  
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Behind her, Benny and Clyde were having a peculiar chat. 

“Do you feel it man? Am I crazy… tell me I’m crazy,” asked Clyde. 

“You’re not crazy. I feel it too.” 

“Or we’re both crazy.” 

“Probably that,” Benny replied. 

Selena turned to the boys and said, “I should get going.” After the sex, she began to have the sensation of a migraine 
in both her head and chest. She thought it might have to do with Clyde’s presence. He seemed to dislike her 
automatically. She suspected he was jealous of Selena, for all the time she spent with Benny.  

On her way out of the building, Selena saw a kid sitting in the hallway with his legs tucked up and his face between 
his knees. She didn’t know why he was sitting like this but for some reason the sight of him caused the migraine in 
her head and chest to worsen hard and fast. Selena thought that sitting in that position, and hiding one’s face 
deliberately, was a signal of fear more profound than any other. After she saw the kid, she felt some of that fear spark 
up her heart rate. She didn’t know where this fear was actually coming from. Hopefully, herself. 

… 

Lola Morgan felt like she might as well be in the loony bin, she missed so much class due to a manic obsession with 
her work. For the past couple of weeks, she felt like some force had overtaken either the city or her consciousness, 
like an invisible curse. To Lola, it was obvious that a foreboding stillness overtook the city during the first 
presidential debate on 9/26/2016. But no other college kids in her dorm lounge seemed remotely nervous while 
watching it. They laughed at Hillary and Trump on television like they were contestants on a gameshow. Either her 
peers were in deep denial about the stakes of this election, or Lola herself had gone insane. She was for Hillary, 
obviously. (If Trump were elected, the country was fucked.) It seemed like Lola’s mind was spinning faster than both 
contenders in the debate—not in a good way. More like anxiety. When she first felt a slight pressure in her brain, she 
wondered if it was symptomatic of drug use. But she’d been clean for a while so that didn’t make sense. Lola felt 
obligated to keep writing to stay mentally fit, and to document what was happening in New York.  

She predicted that something serious would happen before the end of the semester. Lola didn’t know whether this was 
merely a delusion she clung to so she didn’t have to do her homework. That was possible, though to be honest she 
was more afraid than anything. Her fear affected her behavior. Lola rarely left her room. She rarely slept. All she did 
was fire away on her laptop. Whenever Lola stopped taking care of herself and worked compulsively, her mind had a 
tendency to fall out of sync with time and space and the way real-life was programmed. As a symptom of overdoing it 
on the work, Lola felt her consciousness had slipped out of her body and drifted upward, like a bird tied to fishing 
line hooked into her brain. From her heightened perspective, she realized that the idea of going on a road trip this year 
was diagnosably insane. She didn’t have the resources to organize that kind of project. Like, wow. Not to mention—if 
any of the people whose work she read online ever met her in person, it would be totally awkward. Lola was shy and 
quiet in real-life. After consuming some leftover articles on her reading list, she was reminded that real-life people 
were nothing like the characters she wrote. Usually they were cleverer, more cynical, and skeptical of anything to do 
with magic or God. They were probably less intense than they came off on the page. Same with Lola. On campus, she 
wasn’t Lola Morgan. She was Morgan. She kept a low profile and spoke in class rarely. 

So she wanted to be a female director. Whatever it takes. Her body ached. Her room was a mess. She couldn’t get out 
of bed to get dressed. You have to do it. So she wanted to be a female director and the odds were stacked against her. 
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She had her life mapped out but the map was turning black. On the map she still saw blips like stars at scattered 
locations. Beneath the stars, she tried to rest.  

They didn’t want her around. Men. They projected their sins onto her. She was the evil one. In truth, it was the other 
way around, but they would never realize that. Not if she looked how she did currently, which (she believed with 
conviction) was sinful. To hide from everyone she wallowed in blackness. She grew rank and sick and slowly sank 
until she was so deep she couldn’t see. Around her navel was a cable, connecting her to someone she still had yet to 
meet. Through the cable, someone felt a shockwave of Lola Morgan’s pain. Someone began to reel her out of 
blackness. When she finally broke the surface, she was unable to move or eat or speak. Everyone thought she’d lost 
her sanity. Certainly her will to survive. With effort, someone managed to coax her body back in sync with a long-
distance soul mate who was still barely breathing but also wanted to die. For Lola. 

I’m your hoe, but you’re not mine. Stay with me, [real-life name]—it’s not your time. 

… 

“When I’m around other smart people, my worries about the fate of our nation go away for a while. Of course my 
whole issue is that I don’t think rationally about things, and I’m often wrong as a result. I get caught up in delusions. 
So I go to more pragmatic friends when I’m getting too crazy. Sometimes when I see a smart boy after spending too 
much time by myself, it’s like ‘reason patrol!’ and I realize how emotionally overwrought I’ve been. Then I end up 
getting annoyed because they’re condescending about my beliefs in bad omens and shit. Now when I talk to dumb 
people like certain actors (who are supposedly more in touch with their emotions) my fears definitely subside for a 
while. Like no one’s worried about a thing. Well, this is what I think… It’s the same as the empath thing. I’m careful 
who I spend time around because I pick up on their energy, and usually my solo energy is preferable to theirs. It takes 
me a while to get other people’s feelings and thoughts out of my system. So I’m careful with who I let close. The 
trouble is, my solo energy can be too intense, and I end up self-destructive as a result of spending too much time 
alone. Occasionally I meet someone whose energy makes me feel better, but that’s a rare occurrence. The reason I’m 
even bringing this up is that I think the reason I’ve been feeling this dread lately is that… when I’m away from 
everyone else, I’m empathic with the city itself. Like I feel for New York so much that I picked up on how the whole 
city feels—which is, especially on edge. Maybe it’s not the city so much as like, the collective energy of its 
inhabitants. I don’t know. Who knows? I have to accept not-knowing. Then again, it might just be instinct. 
Something’s off.”  

… 

The subject of Cleo’s paintings had changed. She stopped painting sick-looking girls. She stopped painting women on 
the toilet. She stopped painting still lifes of fruit for Xavier. The only thing she painted, in recent weeks, was herself. 
She wanted to counter the painting of her naked figure covered in blood with something slightly less appalling.   

Cleo’s artist statement used to include a paragraph about how she believed that “reversing the gaze” involved being a 
total non-conformist. If the subjects of Cleo’s paintings didn’t fit the mould of what men wanted to see and in fact 
shocked them with (what should she call it) unpleasant imagery of crazy women in private, then perhaps men would 
at least pause to think about how their behavior was literally killing women. How their behavior had an impact on a 
woman’s appearance and how she chose to respond to men in general. In addition, Cleo liked to expose scenes of 
psychological violence between women. It was a subject that no other students painted about. She thought the 
occasional backstab was an inevitable facet of having brilliant female friends. (Even though she currently had none.) 
Cleo believed that bitchiness could be beautiful. So she painted about it. 

But none of Cleo’s paintings sold. Except for the still lifes of fruit. Those ones were popular with parents. 
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Cleo decided to obliterate the original painting of her naked figure covered in blood. She took a kitchen knife to the 
painting and sliced the canvas into thin painted ribbons. Half of the ribbons were brought into the kitchen and placed 
in a pan. Cleo set the ribbons on fire in the oven with a tiny splash of lighter fluid and a match. She took a new canvas 
and raised it above the black smoke billowing from the oven. The result was a sooty blush in the center of the canvas 
frame. Now, Cleo removed the pan from the oven. It contained the ashes of her former work. With the ashes, she 
coated the bottom of the new canvas in a dark smoky glaze. With the other half of the sliced-up ribbons from her 
former canvas, which were mostly painted red, Cleo formed careful patterns above the ashes that looked like flames. 
Above the flames, she used oil paint to paint her own figure. Once again she was naked. Only this time Cleo appeared 
much more (how should she put it) palatable to the gaze of the average straight male. On her face in crimson paint she 
traced a derisive smirk, which happened to be quite becoming on Cleo. The finishing touch was a backdrop spattered 
with black winged creatures. It was unclear whether they were blackbirds or bats, but what they all had in common 
was a green set of eyes.  

Cleo stepped back and admired her latest painting. It was objectively beautiful, she thought. This breathtaking mess 
of a canvas would be the first (and not the last!) self-portrait that Cleo ever sold. 

… 

This is how it would usually go.  

She’d always order three Bloody Marys. That was the first thing she’d do. While they waited for the delivery of the 
drinks he’d ask her a few inoffensive questions about her life. Around the time she finished her first Bloody Mary, 
he’d ask her to take her clothes off and she’d say “fine.” The last time she stopped by, he admitted that each time he 
saw her she looked older and better. If anything he got more excited to see her each time, he said, and that she was the 
only woman he’d met who had such an immense impact on his dick from afar, even before sexual contact was first 
initiated. He said that was unusual for him, and she was like an addiction. She always stayed silent.   

So now that her clothes were off and she was naked in front of him, in a leather-bound chair, sipping her second 
Bloody Mary, it was only a matter of moments before she had to lend herself over. She never did much and tried to 
keep it brief. Each time she’d give slightly more to send a message. Someday if the timing was right she’d just give 
up, in exchange for one thing. After the ten or fifteen minutes was up, she got her clothes back on but sometimes left 
some off, just to maintain a certain ambience in the room. Occasionally there was a second round later but usually she 
could relax. He’d order more room service and talk to her for hours, in a great mood. She listened and eventually 
feigned a few yawns to let him know she was tired. The last thing she’d do was ask for the room key. As soon as he 
left, she’d take a bath and watch a movie. That was her favorite part of the night. 

… 

In a classroom at Barnard, a female screenwriting professor was giving Valerie a hard time about her choice to feature 
“African American characters” in her latest screenplay. The professor missed the point of the scene. In the scene, the 
main character meets a pimp at McDonald’s. The professor didn’t understand the male character was a pimp. Valerie 
felt like saying, “bitch! you don’t know shit.” She didn’t say that. Valerie kept her cool. Mostly. 

“Listen. I’m just trying reflect how this situation would go in real life. Okay? It doesn’t really have to do with the 
character’s ‘ethnic background’ or whatever the fuck…” (sighs.) “Okay, I’m sorry. Never mind. It’s just how I 
imagined casting. For this particular scene. I wasn’t thinking about it like that.”  

“Valerie. Valerie? Valerie… ssshh… We aren’t thinking about casting. We are writers. We are thinking about writing.” 

“I know, sorry.” 
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“And don’t you think it’s wise to write within your own experience?” asked the professor. 

Valerie hesitated. “Not if you’ve been exposed to other things…” 

Shortly after Valerie presented her scene, the professor let everyone out for a break.  

In a secluded hallway where she wouldn’t be seen, Valerie leaned the back of her head against a wall and slid down it, 
performatively. She wondered if the professor had a point. She didn’t intend to write about only white people from 
now on, because this professor took issue with her characters. If her movies got made, she didn’t even want to place a 
distinct label on the racial heritage of any characters. She wanted to leave it mostly ambiguous, as though her 
audience was interacting with Lola Morgan’s characters in real-life, and could only judge or misjudge or not judge 
these characters based on the skin shades they saw onscreen and their own volition as viewers. Valerie knew that she 
would encounter the same critique about her work many times in the future: “stick to your experience.” She didn’t 
intend to narrow her imagination to the confines of her own blood-based background and so-called ethnicity—which 
to be real, was a mystery to Valerie. (Some Russian, some English, some other stuff.) What Valerie was unsure about 
was whether it was wise to write screenplays with specific casting in mind. It was a risky setup for disappointment. 
She was feeling hella nervous about the future, right now. 

Valerie attempted to control the future by fiercely projecting her own desired visions into her autofiction writing—as 
if she could control her fate. Valerie’s attempts to control the future might include her predictions about a possible 
evacuation of New York. Perhaps she only predicted such a drastic event because: 1) she was totally paranoid, 2) she 
was sick of college, and 3) it might, possibly, maybe improve her chances of making a movie about an über prostitute. 
She had issues with controlling other people. The only time her controlling influence came in handy was when she 
was directing a film. As for the fate of New York—Valerie still hadn’t spoken to another person who’d experienced 
the same weird feelings she had on the day she got rid of the ugly painting. As usual Valerie had lost her mind. It was 
all in her head. So were her screenplays. So were all her predictions. She was a lunatic. 

There were a few subtle cues that she hadn’t lost her mind, completely, in anticipating something big in New York. 
For example: the choppers. There were flocks of choppers in the skies. Back in her screenwriting class, she could 
hear the choppers circling above the building. 

“What’s with all the helicopters?” a student asked. 

“I didn’t notice, but now that you mention it,” said the professor. “I hear them.” 

“It’s all in your head!” said another student. 

Valerie grimaced. She felt feeble and nauseous. The truth was, if New York was threatened in any way, she possessed 
no control at all. She could plan and predict all she wanted but national security was entirely out of her hands. She 
stared down at her upturned palms and gave up on control, for once. She gave her trust to the chopper pilots. To their 
commanders. To soldiers much higher than her in rank. She relinquished control like a child letting go of a balloon. It 
flew from her fingertips. It was no longer hers. Valerie felt oddly vulnerable in the classroom. She regretted being so 
arrogant at the start of the class. 

… 

“They only gave him another movie because his remake of Planet of the Apes brought in so much money. That’s all 
they base it on... De Niro’s a mess too, he cares nothing about the movies, only the profits from his hotel chain, called 
Nobu... You know who called me before you got here? My buddy who was with me the day we met. I told him you 
were coming and asked if he remembered you and he said, ‘yeah—that was a great connection you made that day.’” 
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“Oh yeah?” 

“He’s just mad cause I owe him a million bucks. Every time I talk to him... ‘hey, you know you owe me a million 
bucks right?’... You know all the best ones schemed their way to the top. Godard’s a con artist. He cheated producers 
too. He tricked them and never paid them back... Say, I was thinking about you on the way here, and I remembered a 
scene from Godard’s Weekend which involves just a conversation between Mireille Darc and Jean Yanne.” 

“Oh, I don’t think so.”  

… 

Selena walked out of a movie with some male friends on a Saturday night, because it was boring. It was an old war 
movie. She didn’t walk out exactly. Selena told her male friends she had a feminine emergency. Then she went 
outside for a cigarette, and saw a Tarot Shop on the second story of a building across the street. She crossed the street 
and went upstairs.  

It resembled a therapy office, with yellow Christmas lights on the walls in place of fluorescent lamps. Selena waited 
in a chair until a big woman wearing a Hawaiian sarong as a dress came through a bead curtain and invited her in. 
They bartered a bit; Selena got some sort of deal for $15. The witch in the floral sarong took Selena’s hand in her 
own.   

“You’ll have a long life.” 

Christ, thought Selena. That’s the last thing she wanted to hear, and this witch was probably only saying that to please 
her. She was running a business, after all.  

“Who’s this Benny boy?” the witch asked.  

What the hell?  

“Oh. Um. A guy I’ve been seeing on and off.” 

“He’s not the best material for a relationship.” 

“No?” 

“Not for you,” said the witch. “You don’t do well alone, and you’d benefit from something more stable.” 

“That’s probably true,” said Selena. 

“This boy is in it for himself.”  

“Really?” 

The witch gave a sorrowful nod, then asked, “who’s this W person?”  

Selena honestly couldn’t think of anyone she knew whose name started with the letter W.  

“I’m not sure,” said Selena.  
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“Hmm, nor am I…” said the witch. “But I can see this much. From your energy, it’s clear that you’re not content with 
your current life. You need a big change—Paris, California. Think about taking some time away from home, to focus 
on your music.” 

“I’m not a musician.” 

“You’re not?” 

Selena shook her head.  

“Oh,” said the witch. “Well. I’m afraid that’s all I can tell you.” 

She left the shop feeling like she got scammed. Though, the Benny comment was awfully weird. How’d she guess his 
name? Selena may not be clairvoyant or telepathic, but she was intuitive enough herself to realize, what the witch 
said about Benny was probably right. He was only “in it for himself.” That seemed like another way of saying, “in it 
for the sex.” If that was the case, she couldn’t remember any relationship she’d had with a boy who wasn’t “in it for 
himself.”  

Selena re-entered the pitch black movie theater. She took a seat in the last row, rather than risk distracting the 
audience with a clumsy search for her male friends. She hoped the end credits would roll so she could get going. 
Turns out the movie had another hour and a half to go. (These war movies are always too long, she thought.) When 
the film was finally done, the guys found her in the back of the theater. They asked if she wanted to join them all for 
drinks, platonically. Selena said, “no thanks.”  

Outside of the movie theater, Selena was aware of helicopters above her. (Not quite a swarm, but more than usual.) 
She wondered if a crime had taken place in the premises; that might explain it. Either that or something worse—but, 
Selena wasn’t the type to jump to dire conclusions until she had the facts straight. Across the street she saw a Mobil 
gas station sign, thirteen feet high, with a figure of Pegasus as its logo. The sign reminded her of Valerie, who used to 
have this dorky gold necklace with a flying horse charm on it. What the fuck has she been up to… 

Selena lit a cigarette. Above her she strung a misty canopy of ash, en route from gas to subway station, not bothering 
to cover her billowing breath when she passed a mass of fellow citizens. It always amused her when passersby 
avoided her deliberately because they didn’t want to inhale her secondhand carbon—though, she probably shouldn’t 
judge. It was a choice how someone treated their body. It’s a choice… 

Had Valerie taken up smoking, since high school? Had she changed the way she dressed? What elements of a face-to-
face friendship were different from one constrained in memory? Why did some people get stuck in the back of her 
brain, while other people… fell out… 

Why can’t I drop that slummy bitch and move on?  

The potency of the feelings. That must be difference. Like a chemical reaction, two bodies face-to-face triggered 
something that couldn’t be manufactured in a solitary consciousness. It was never obvious until two people came in 
touch, how intoxicating a person’s presence could be. How hazardous. Like an untapped addiction. It could never be 
known, how one soul alchemized another soul. Not until it took place, in real-life. Not until the air thinned out or 
grew denser or clung to her esophagus and choked her. She couldn’t replicate that with drugs or art. Couldn’t procure 
that from memory or imagination. Those vivid feelings that either filled her fervid, or tore her up and bled her dry, 
depending on the timing. The particular circumstances. The intensity of the corporeal bond. That was never obvious 
until it happened within the body, not solely in the mind. 
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She was on her third cigarette. Outside the subway station, she paused and let the tobacco cylinder simmer to a third 
of its length, before letting go and stamping it out. She descended the stairwell to the train tunnels. The dead cigarette 
bled a thin helix of smoke above the ashy mess it left on cement. Selena rode the C-train downtown. 

… 

Itches like Satan oozing along the tips of his toes and tongue, simultaneously, so base he’d be more comfortable with 
his skin torn off, surely. Ten milliliters in the nozzle would be totally enough to cut him loose, enough, enough, okie 
doke… been doing so well for so long… Got me a job!! Got me a lifey!! Got teachers to cut me loose, loosey-goosey 
enough to let me back in school… so smooth… Been doing so smooth for so long… not now… Imagination was 
rough, suffocation, mask of latex pulled taut over his mouth and nose… no, no… couldn’t breath, or speak, or see, or 
hear. Blackness. Bliss for Clyde, reprieve from the enrapturing dread and pleasure and pain. An angel, he saw, 
flapping her bat wings. Silence overtook him like a flood of wet velvet… Oh good… Again he could think. Could see. 
Could feel, his fingers on the clasps of his horn. He was alive, again. Alive, again… oh god… oh, good.  

In a soundproof practice room on campus, Clyde was all keyed up. It was the first time he’d picked up a saxophone in 
months. Music might be the one thrill in life he couldn’t live without. Music, dope and girls. If he had to give up one 
thing it would be the dope. Between music and pussy, well. He might have to think about that. It was when he got off 
the girls that he started up on the sax. After high school, he got used to playing music on drugs—so when his fingers 
got rolling, he recalled the taste of bud and whiskey and junk. He was sober. When he was sober he had total control 
of his hands. Never his thoughts. He was in danger of falling off. So he blew. He blew so hard he felt an ear pop. He 
didn’t stop. He couldn't be alone with silence and his thoughts. What was he scared of?? That awkward, sober, ugly 
silence. The worst symptom of sobriety. Awkwardness. That’s what got him. That’s what fucked him up when he was 
young. How awkward he was. That’s what got him on the drugs. But sex on drugs never fixed him up. Whiskey and 
junk made sex murky and soft. Never worth the druggy buzz. Now that he was thinking about it… It wasn’t about the 
pussy… maybe now but not in high school… He wanted someone to snuggle. To kiss and cuddle cause he couldn’t 
handle silence by himself. Someone to hold close and quiet. Not awkward. All he wanted. Not sex or drugs. Cozy 
quiet. Under-the-cover hugs. A snuggle bud. 

… 

In White Plains, around 1AM, Cleo crept up to her sleeping sister and hit her in the head with a pillow. She’d been 
snoring softly on a long leather couch in their basement, located in front of the television, where the two girls had 
stayed up watching the second presidential debate followed by an infomercial for LifeAlert. Cleo was on fall break 
from college. For the weekend, Rose left the city to see her sister and spend some time back home.  

“Ow,” said Rose. 

“Stop snoring,” said Cleo. 

“You could have just said that. What the fuck is wrong with you.” 

“I don’t know, I think it was subconscious. Assume I did that in my sleep.” 

“Did I deserve that? Why are you mad.” 

“I don’t know,” said Cleo. “I told you, it was subconscious.” 

“Be nice. I risked my life to take a train out of New York.” 
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“I didn’t tell you to come home.” 

Rose turned over so she was facing her sister in the dark. “Mom said you were ‘being suicidal’ again, the other night 
at dinner.” 

“All I said is that if Trump wins, I’m shooting myself in the head.” 

“He’s not gonna win, so don’t,” said Rose. “I’m more worried about Hillary.” 

Cleo hesitated, then asked, “what are you misogynist?” 

Rose didn’t laugh. She said, “That’s the whole issue. I don’t think people are paying attention to what matters, or 
what should matter. All the election coverage is based on spectacle. So Hillary would make the first female 
president…. that’s great, yeah… I understand it’s a historic moment, for women… I get that, I do. But she says things 
sometimes, and I think… it’s gung-ho to assume that she’ll make a superb leader, I mean…. America is so full of 
assholes… and oh, I don’t know…” 

“What?” asked Cleo. 

“I hope this doesn’t make you feel worse. But I’ve been feeling rather suicidal myself, lately. More than the standard 
bout of dysthymia. I can’t explain it.” 

Rose caught a glimpse of her sister’s face in the blue hue coming off the television. She looked upset. 

“Don’t worry Cleo, I’m not going to kill myself. I wouldn’t do that to people. I think the only reason I said that is to 
suggest that I’m anxious, about the future. But I have no idea what’s going to happen!! Maybe it won’t be bad at all. 
I’ve always been paranoid about everything, you know that.”  

Cleo nodded, still clearly ill-at-ease. 

Rose raised her legs, so there was space at the bottom of the long leather couch for her sister to join her. Cleo climbed 
aboard. Within twenty minutes, Cleo had begun to snore. Rose didn’t bother to wake her up. She had a dream she and 
Cleo were both at Coney Island. In the dream, much of the boardwalk was under construction, because the rides at the 
amusement park had been malfunctioning. Part of the construction project involved repainting cartoon characters 
(which served as logos for each respective ride) so their expressions went from being happy, to scared. The title of the 
Mad Mouse ride was changed to Sad Mouse, and the Cyclone rollercoaster was renamed Wormhole. Cleo and Rose 
avoided the rides and went to the beach, to go swimming in the ocean. Rose broke out of the dream at the same 
instant she and her sister dove under a wave. The first term that came Rose’s mind—when she woke up to the ebb and 
flow of Cleo’s respiration—was “fear mongering.” She assumed her consciousness was in charge of this tactic. She’d 
always been paranoid, after all. 
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[Straight, No Chaser] 

“Selfish?” asked Benny. “How am I selfish…” 

“Don’t ask me that. That’s for you to figure out yourself.” 

Benny put a hand to his forehead. “Is it a sexual thing?” 

“No…” said Selena. Benny interpreted a sarcastic timbre in her vocal tone.  

He sat across from Selena in the patio of a French restaurant in the West 80s, where they walked after having dull sex 
in Benny’s dorm at Juilliard. Benny hadn’t wanted to “waste money on a restaurant,” but Selena insisted they go 
somewhere other than his dorm room to talk. Benny looked up at the sky, which was coated with a grim billowing 
cloud cover, and said, “Clyde was right… you only fuck with me so you can humiliate me…” He looked back down, 
at Selena. “It’s so fucking obvious.” 

Then she got mad.  

“Christ, Benny. I knew you were going to make this into a race thing! Can’t you fucking see? I’m not the one fucking 
you, I’m the one getting fucked!” 

“No one said a thing about race, Selena.”  

She let out a frustrated moan which resembled a sex noise; Benny laughed with his eyes. Selena slammed the bottom 
of the table with her knee by accident, said “fuck,” then started ranting on the verge of tears. “Are you capable of 
thinking of someone other than yourself for once!!? Look at it from my perspective, please… at least try!! You call 
me up when you wanna fuck me, either at your old apartment or your dorm, where I basically have to leave as soon 
as you’re done fucking me cause your mother or Jewish boyfriend see me as an intrusion on your sacred bond. Then I 
don’t hear from you until the next time you wanna fuck!! Usually by text… never a fucking phone call. If I call you 
or text you first, you ignore me. Always. And the same thing happens again and again… Every time I’m around you I 
feel like you’re using me, and as soon as you’ve gotten what you needed, I’m worthless… I’m pretty sure this is the 
only actual ‘date’ we’ve ever been on!! This restaurant. And that’s only because I asked. Go ahead and hire an actual 
whore, Benny, cause I’ve finally had it. I’m done.”   

Benny reacted with a blank, boyish stare, which hardened to a glowering gaze. “It’s funny that you say that, cause I 
hear this girl I used to hook up with is an actual whore now,” he said as he applied ketchup to his plate of fries. 

Selena sounded quite defeated. “Oh how interesting,” she murmured. 

“Clyde said she went to the same dealer, and he was pretty sure she’d been turning tricks for drugs.” 

“I don’t know who you’re talking about, Benny.”  

“This chick named Valerie who I fucked last summer,” he answered while chewing. 

With aching eyes, Selena stared back at Benny. “Valerie?” she asked.  

“Yep. If you met her, she’s the last person you’d expect. Seriously.”  
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… 

“I don’t think it’s my depression that’s causing it, though all that kumbaya bullshit they’re trying to foster among 
students makes me more depressed and lonely. It’s not plain old procrastination either. Honestly I used to kind of 
enjoy doing homework. So it must be a pride thing, now that I’m older. Except for maybe one professor, I don’t trust 
any of them enough to cede my authority to them as an artist.” 

“Well pretend Cleo, for heaven’s sake, pretend!! I don’t care about your grades. Please, pass.” 

“I know, Mom, I will.”  

Cleo sat at one corner of the cement center island in the kitchen, tearing a paper towel into tiny pieces, rambling 
aloud and watching her mother Brenda prepare hot kale on the stove. 

“You know what I think it is,” Cleo continued. “I shouldn’t use other students as nude models. It totally destroys my 
chances of passing through campus unnoticed. Everyone remembers me as the girl who painted them bare-ass naked, 
butt dick and nips.” 

“Cleo…” Brenda hissed gently. She didn’t want to hear such language from her daughter.  

Cleo stood up, swept the torn paper towel into her hand, and tossed it in the trash. “Wow I just realized, I gotta pee so 
fucking bad,” she said as she walked down the hall. 

“Your sister’s in the bathroom!” Brenda called out from the kitchen. Cleo continued up the steps. 

She went straight to her bedroom, where she hauled a large canvas from her closet. It was an unfinished portrait of 
Xavier. (Pre-breakup.) Only the top half was painted. He was shirtless. That was the furthest she could get him to 
undress for the portrait. She remembered the day she asked Xavier to pose for her. The whole time, he seemed 
extremely uncomfortable. He fidgeted and shifted on his feet. Cleo kept having to tell him, “don’t move.” Cleo leaned 
the portrait against one wall of the bedroom. She dug up and old hair straightener from beneath the twin bed on 
Rose’s side of the room.  

When Rose came into their bedroom in a towel, she found Cleo peeling burnt paint off the canvas, using the 
straightener like a chisel. The burnt flecks of paint left black stains on their bedroom rug. “Cleo for god sakes,” Rose 
said as she selected an outfit from the drawers of her dresser. On her way out, she yanked the cord for the straightener 
from the wall outlet, discreetly enough that her sister wouldn’t notice. She went back into the bathroom and got fully 
dressed, then came back to the bedroom. Cleo was still hard at work. She’d begun to cuss under her breath, because 
the straightener had cooled and therefore wasn’t working. Rose snuck up behind Cleo, grabbed her right elbow and 
wrist, and tried to yank the device from her grasp. Cleo struggled so hard that they both ended up on the floor. The 
straightener was cast against a wall.  

Rose said, “What’s your problem lately.”  

Cleo was actually choking under Rose’s forearm. “Leave me alone…”  

“I wish you’d stop destroying your work. It’s so annoying. You fucked up our rug.”   

“…I can’t…”  

Rose loosened her chokehold. “What?” 
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“Can’t be a painter anymore…” Cleo mumbled. “It’s the reason I’m despised… gonna fucking flunk out of art 
school… and die alone…”  

She tried again to wrestle back, but Rose had a tight hold on her. After several more seconds of struggle, Cleo began 
to gag. Rose backed off. She realized that Cleo wasn’t gagging, but laughing. Then like molten rock cracking, her 
hoarse laughter gave way to a hot spate of tears. Rose looked down at her sister and almost started crying too.  

She took a deep breath and said, “it might do you some good to submit for once, Cleo.” 

Cleo wiped her snotty nose. “What’s that sposed to mean.” 

“Stop trying to control everything. Maybe, chill out and see what happens.”  

Cleo closed her eyes, rolled over on the scorched rug, and imagined she was a corpse. 

… 

Delete, delete, delete… 

In her bedroom, Valerie was deleting old pictures of herself on Facebook, when she decided it would be wisest to 
delete the whole site. Before she did this, she took a sprint down memory lane and flicked through old photos. She 
came across some pics of herself back in high school. What was surprising was not how young or chubby or svelte 
she looked, but how happy compared to now. When she was depressed she looked older. Older and bitchier. Not more 
mature.  

I still feel like a girl deep down. Not a woman. A little girl, but smarter. The smarter I get the farther I feel from 
everyone else… 

Valerie realized there was some measure of sex appeal associated with bitchiness, but she wasn’t sure it worked for 
her. She came across a picture of her at the senior prom with a guy named Rick, who she still heard from by e-mail, 
occasionally. She always responded curtly or ignored him. She wasn’t sure why he asked to her to prom in the first 
place; perhaps because in their higher Calculus class, there was always a sharp sexy tension between them. After 
prom night, however, Valerie decided she loathed Rick. At the dance he hit on other girls in front of her, then ditched 
her when she admitted she wasn’t “DTF.” She later learned that he did the nasty with another girl, who was dumber 
yet hotter than Valerie, in a bathroom at the Waldorf Astoria.  

It’s gotta be worse for girls. Girls cross a threshold and life becomes a contest. It’s so hard to hold onto female 
friends. All it takes is a swipe for one girl to win against another girl. It started with that stupid Facemash app Mark 
Zuckerberg made in college… it must have gotten worse with the internet… for girls, it must have gotten worse…  

She’d already deleted her Instagram with pics dating back to high school. As soon as she deleted it, she tried to 
reopen the account and found that it was forever locked. She got on a roll and moved on to Facebook. What cinched 
the extermination of her former accounts was a self-comparison to other people, who had more friends according to 
party pics from college and numbers of likes. Valerie found some old baby photos of herself on Facebook. She was 
fat as a child, and smiled a lot. Many years ago, Valerie’s late mother admitted that she cried when Valerie grew out of 
her baby fat. She said it was tragic for her to watch her daughter grow older. 

That’s the trick isn’t it… never getting old… smarter, wiser, but never old… the best sex I can remember felt like kids 
having fun… unselfconscious fun… like a pair of kids growing up… never getting old… 
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The last pic she looked at on Facebook featured her and Selena, when Valerie was still a freshman in high school. It 
was a candid shot of them at a bar, right around when Valerie got a fake ID and first started getting blitzed. It 
occurred to Valerie that the only time she and Selena ever really talked was when they were drunk. Valerie thought 
their friendship would have been easier if they’d crossed paths at a younger, less self-conscious age. Unfortunately by 
the time they met, they belonged to social stratospheres so separate that they could only ever spend time together at 
school, without fucking up their respective images off-campus. (Selena a semi-elite socialite; Valerie a semi-
glamorous hoe.) Valerie felt more disillusioned with the reality of the situation than she remembered feeling in a 
while. She went ahead and deleted the photo on Facebook, then her entire account. 

… 

“By now it must be an obsession… like a dog that keeps chasing a tennis ball… I read in a dog training handbook 
that an obsession with tennis balls is a sign your dog isn’t doing well…” 

Valerie was talking to an older boy named Kent at a diner. The two of them met in an improv class she took at age 
nineteen, back when she believed her best skill was being funny. Kent’s father worked in Hollywood. As a boy, Kent 
had appeared in some fairly major motion pictures, in small roles or as an extra. At the start of the improv class, Kent 
struck Valerie as a snob. It was only after they did several scenes together that they became pals. He knew Valerie 
wanted to be a female director. She knew he wanted to act. 

“If it’s clear these people don’t want to be involved in your movies,” said Kent. “Then why even ask?” 

“I haven’t asked anyone a thing.” 

“Good. So now you can move on.” 

A waiter refilled Valerie’s coffee. She said, “thank you,” politely. The waiter burned his hand with coffee dribbling 
from the edge of Valerie’s mug, then spilled like half of it on the carpet by their table. Valerie pretended not to notice 
and kept talking.  

“I feel like recently, I realized all these things I had planned for my future as a female director were as crazy as 
believing in Santa Claus.” 

“It would be if you were totally untalented,” said Kent. “But in that improv class, it seemed to me like you were 
ahead of the others.” 

“Everyone started treating me so weird after the class show,” said Valerie. “They all hate me now.” 

“I don’t know about that,” said Kent. “They might be intimidated. It’s probably in your head.” 

The waiter came back with a quesadilla for Kent. He offered some to Valerie; she took a bite. 

“There’s an art to being an artist,” Kent said while chewing. “And it seems to me like what separates the successful 
ones from the others is partly luck, mostly endurance. Not giving up in spite of how hard it gets. You know people are 
going to dismiss you no matter what. Steven Spielberg got rejected from film school five or six times.” 

“Spielberg, huh.” 

“Most of my college friends who wanted to be actors have given up and started new careers.” 
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“You have a job at a consulting firm, don’t you?” 

“That’s on the side.”   

“Okay,” said Valerie. 

“It doesn’t matter to me as much as my art. And I never see my college friends, anymore, because they resent me. 
You should do the same with all these people who are being assholes to you, Valerie. Think of your endurance as a 
competitive edge.” 

“I can try that,” she said. “But don't you get that feeling that each time you set a goal you’re jumping through another 
hoop? And at the other side of each hoop is more solid ground. And more disappointment. It feels like a mother-
fucking dog show, and I’m God’s bitch.” 

Kent set aside his sandwich and folded his hands. “Haven’t you ever felt so proud of something, that for a fleeting 
second all the shit you’ve been through seemed like it kind of, paid off?” 

“I haven’t felt that in a really, really long time.” 

“This is what my acting coach says,” said Kent. 

“What.” 

“Basically with any desired outcome as an artist, you have three choices. Either find a way to make it happen, make a 
compromise, or give up… Now the first choice is the hardest by far. But each time you make a compromise you’re 
giving up a part of yourself, so after too many compromises you’ve got to start asking, how much of yourself is left? 
And as far as the giving up option, what do you think?” 

“I’d rather die.” 

“Now imagine waking up tomorrow,” said Kent. “And realizing, suddenly, that you have the life of a rich, attractive 
white man.” 

“Great! All my problems would be solved.” 

“Okay, assuming that’s actually true. What would you write about?”  

“I’m certain I could think of something,” Valerie said sardonically.  

“All I’m saying is, you’re an original, babe. So am I. We’re doing what we’re sposed to. The important thing is that 
you keep doing it, that’s all.” 

Valerie gave a lavish sigh and stared somberly at the coffee stain the waiter left on the carpet. She didn’t want to be a 
cunt to Kent. But perhaps his commentary was a convenient way to justify being a self-absorbed artist. The truth was, 
if Valerie would have made a few different choices as a young person, she might be a nurse or schoolteacher or yoga 
instructor—not an “artist.” And now that she was spending all her time writing, she felt scared it was a wasted 
investment. What mattered more, in the system she was currently enslaved to, was that she finish homework and 
arrive to classes on time. Most of her life was lent to meaningless tasks: studying, sleeping, browsing online. Did she 
“have a purpose” after all? Or was she another inconsequential person who wanted to feel important? She glanced 
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around the diner and saw elderly patrons, eating in silence. At this moment, it seemed to Valerie that nothing in life 
really mattered. 

… 

As adults, you’re in the same apartment. She’s on the floor with her legs folded up and elbows on the coffee table, 
watching a daytime talkshow on television. You’re looking out the window, talking to a parent on the phone. The 
parent on the phone seems generally more excited and happy than you are. It makes you both glad and sad at once. 
When you get off the phone, you go to the couch by the coffee table and sit down beside her. She doesn’t have on 
make-up and looks drained and bummed out. That’s usually how she looks but she might be sadder than usual. On the 
television, you see footage of a friend you haven’t spoken to in a long, long time. She treats movies like music and 
music like religion. The most relatable wisdom she’s found comes not from existing books or movies, but from song 
lyrics by ladies whose lives were hard. During the daytime talkshow she does this thing with a necklace she’s wearing 
where she kisses it and looks up, like she’s thanking God. Because she’s thanking God for her successes, you roll 
your eyes. Then on the talk show she says: “I don’t know if my work is autobiographical.  Actually, it’s not. I can’t 
think of anyone who would have acted like my characters. So no, it’s not autobiographical. If anything my characters 
are based on myself. They’re the ones who saved my life. My characters. Not people. It’s fiction.” 

… 

The night of 8/28/2016. An exchange in the bathroom of a Memphis home. 

 JEROME: 
 I’ll ask again, sweetheart. What’s your name?  
  
 NELLIE:  
 (silence) 

 KENNY:  
 She’s not gonna tell us. 
  
 JEROME: 
 So listen. I’m sorry it’s gotta be like this. But there are only two ways this can happen. Either you   
 be nice and polite, and take good care of us. Or we take care of you. 
  
 NELLIE: 
 Oh, I can be nice. 
  
 JEROME: 
 (unzips fly and pulls down pants) 
  
 NELLIE: 
 Slow down, sweetheart, we’ve got all night. 

 KENNY: 
 Ha.  

 NELLIE: 
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 At least your brother’s got his heart in the right place. I hope that runs in the family… oh wow,   
 what’s that… 

 JEROME: 
 That’s my Big Hawg. And if you don’t shut up and climb in the bathtub, you’ll take a round of   
 my Big Hawg in the face. Is that what you want? 
  
 NELLIE: 
 No. 

 JEROME: 
 Now before you get in the tub and keep quiet, I’ll ask one more time. What’s your name? 

 NELLIE: 
 (gets undressed in silence)  

 KENNY: 
 Remember, baby doll. We’ve got all night. 

… 

“It seems to me that the conflict in this screenplay is between Rose and her father, not between Rose and this other 
boy. And I’m getting the sense that she comes from a family system that has a lot of rage.” 

Valerie nodded and kept her eyes averted from the rest of the class.  

“Was there abuse in Rose’s family?” asked the professor.  

“Probably,” said Valerie.  

“Was any of it sexual?” 

Valerie hesitated. “Maybe.” 

For the rest of the class Valerie didn’t speak; she felt like she was being closely watched, and that the others were tip-
toeing around her to make sure she didn’t make another small scene. It made her feel vaguely protected, and she was 
reminded of something her screenwriting professor had mentioned about “writing as a form of healing.” After a few 
years of hardly effective therapy, Valerie began to see prior trauma not as something to be sorted out and put aside 
forever, but as a bloody void in her memory that she kept covered with black gauze. Normally that kept it under 
wraps, though occasionally it bled through and made a mess of the present, and she had to address it. 

“Quick question,” said another student. “Does the girl in this scene realize that she sounds like a brat?” 

“I don’t think she cares anymore if she sounds like a brat,” said Valerie. “Wait, why?” 

“I mean it seems extreme to act like this, if the Dad has really been shelling out money for her.” 

“Oh, right. I think he only does that because he’s guilty. And, to keep her around.” 
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The professor spoke up again. “Is that how the father sees it?” 

“I don’t think so,” said Valerie. “He probably thinks he’s the best dad ever.”  

Clinical narcissism was how a therapist from sophomore year once diagnosed her dad. Some of the traits included an 
inflated sense of self and exhibitionism. On the subway from campus back to Queens, Valerie realized that she might 
have clinical narcissism herself. Back in sophomore year, her therapist seemed to think she had a deflated sense of 
self. But times change. Her therapist also said that clinical narcissism stemmed from deep-rooted insecurity. Either 
way, Valerie was in the midst of a heavy crisis of confidence and health. 

She arrived back at her Dad’s house in Queens. Her dad was out taxi-driving. Valerie went to her room and was 
appalled by the mess she’d made. Her room was always messy, but this time it was definitely tragic. Broken glass. A 
purple puddle. A black bandana crumpled up. Valerie never did make it to the needle exchange, a couple months back, 
so she was out of standard medical supplies. She’d used the black bandana like gauze. Valerie climbed into bed and 
had dreams that spooked her. Her Dad’s house had been converted into an arc, filled with mangy cats, stray dogs, 
squalid doves. There was shit all over the ground. She left her dad’s house for a breather, in the dream, and found 
rainy weather. She saw a tree-trimming construction apparatus with an extendable arm being raised over the roof of a 
McDonald’s. Someone had climbed to the yellow “M” to jump. As the extendable arm was raised toward the yellow 
“M” it made a morbid tocking sound that lulled Valerie awake. The sound drove her nuts. 

This kind of fatigue wasn’t natural. It was learned by rote; chemically manufactured by conformism, monotony, 
pharmaceuticals that neutralized agency. It was fueled by pride. Valerie’s current batch of pride was bought in 
Vancouver. That's where it started. Pride was a toxic emotion. It got in the way of good decisions. It wasn’t earned; it 
was bought. There were rare moments in Valerie’s life when she wasn’t powered by pride but instead by adrenaline. 
Adrenaline, pure and plain. She’d always done her best under pressure. On adrenaline, she had the sense that she 
could be a hero, as long as she was willing to make a few sacrifices. She would sacrifice anything for a place where 
she could calm down for a while. An actual home. Where she felt protected. Not nervous. Not watched. 

It’s never black and white, no. Good guys and bad guys. The way families accidentally fuck each other up. But what 
if Valerie took to heart what her professor said. What her therapist said. What if Valerie rejected her father not 
because she wanted to say “fuck you” like a brat, but because it was possible that he was abusive because of clinical 
stuff that he couldn’t even help. What if Valerie compared the warm airs of mercy she occasionally felt around other 
writers with the hopelessness she felt in her bedroom alone. Could she get better with the right help? Or was she 
doomed to be clinically fucked-up herself, and take it out on other people as long as she was alive? Valerie would do 
anything for a relationship with someone that involved unselfconscious love. Love that wasn’t channeled in looks that 
locked her up. Love that set her free. Valerie got on her knees and did her bidding. Her last needle was shot. Her pride 
was gone. On her knees, she prayed for the possibility of something better in this life. She prayed that her positive 
visions of the future weren’t merely chemical by-products of her pride.  

… 

“I’m confused about whether you want me to be more anorexic, or less anorexic, or whether I’m even anorexic to 
begin with,” said Cleo. “I’ll probably never be super thin.” 

“All I’m saying is that the failure of modern feminism is this whole idea that looking halfway decent no longer 
matters,” Brenda said on a drive to the house of her husband’s parents in Vermont, where the whole family was 
headed for a family dinner. “Look at all these sick people in the McDonald’s drive-thru. How can they do that to 
themselves!! I’ll never understand…”  
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“Don’t listen to her,” said Rose. “Mom, it’s not like that.” 

Body image in their family. In America. It was something that Cleo felt obligated to address in her paintings because, 
face it, America was one election away from having an ugly male president who persecuted women based on looks. 
The double standard for men and women was astounding. She could think of at least six mega-successful men in her 
life who were complete dogs to women, even though if they were female themselves, they’d never be remotely 
successful in their respective fields. If Hillary won, Cleo guessed that Republican men would attack her relentlessly. 
It must be hard to be Hillary. It must be hard to be Trump too, though he seemed so mentally ill, Cleo wouldn’t be 
surprised if he thought he was hot shit in the looks department. 

“You’ll never be a great painter until you learn to love yourself,” a female art teacher once told Cleo in high school. 

“That’s your opinion,” Cleo said back. 

She gave Cleo a B.  

“Oh, my!!” said Brenda when she got a call from the nurse’s office, informing her that Cleo and Rose were both 
bulimic. The high school nurse gave her the number for The Emily Program. Brenda didn’t even write it down. 

Cleo’s eating habits consisted of destroying her food deliberately so that it was barely edible, by mixing it up and 
breaking it into such small pieces that her plate looked like an abstract work of art. She existed on some ambiguous 
plane between fat and not-extremely-fat. (Her body was once described by Xavier as “believe me, quite fuckable.”) If 
all the beta male painters at RISD who’d grown obsessed with Cleo physically were being honest, then she must be 
appealing in a non-traditional way. Cleo’s lack of female friends in college had to do partly with how they’d all called 
her fat at some point in response to her provocative self-portraits. Her fat grandfather was always nicer to Rose than 
to Cleo, and she had no doubt that it was because Rose was thinner and more overtly feminine. By contrast, their 
father Ralph (not fat) was nicer to Cleo than to Rose, but in the same way you’d be nicer to a boy than a girl.  

“Cleo!! Can you make less of a mess with your food tonight?” said Ralph as he pulled into the driveway of his 
parent’s house in Vermont. “It’s getting tough to do the dishes. And you know how my parents are about table 
manners.” 

In a dim, mocking tone, Brenda said, “I weigh five pounds less than I did in high school.” She was imitating 
Grandma Williams. Ralph let out a defensive groan. Brenda continued, “I once drove over to their house late at night, 
to pick up the girls, and your mother was wearing these pair of tight silk pajamas. They were so tight, it was odd. 
Grandpa must like that, hm?” 

Cleo and Rose’s grandfather was a successful psychotherapist and anthropologist who had written several books, 
which the girls read, and agreed were racist and sexist. In retirement, Grandpa Williams was a painter. He owned a 
gallery in a small town in Vermont where he showcased his work and that of other artists past middle age. The gallery 
featured landscapes of nature and nudes of women. (Never abstract art.) Brenda hated Grandpa Williams for the way 
he treated his wife: like a possession, meant to cook and clean, be slept with, be looked at. At least that’s how Brenda 
interpreted their marriage. By her late seventies, Grandma Williams had begun to lose her memory. She had 
Alzheimer’s. Brenda said she seemed much happier, crazy, and that it was karma that forced Grandpa Williams to 
pick up the slack and finally take care of his wife. 

“Here we go,” said Brenda with a huff, as she climbed out of the car and followed Ralph into the house. 
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The girls stayed in the backseat. Rose undid her seatbelt and slid open the van door. Cleo didn’t budge. She looked 
prepared to spend the whole night in the van. 

“Hurry up, I don’t want to go in alone.” 

“I’m not coming,” said Cleo. 

“Why not…” 

“The last time I saw Grandpa he said that all of Frida Kahlo’s paintings were hideous and that she was a shitty artist. 
He actually said that.”  

Rose almost started laughing. “He’s been nice to us, recently.” 

“It doesn’t matter. If a man acts like a misogynist most of the time then that’s how I judge him. Not by how he acts to 
my face. That’s bullshit. That’s flattery. It’s Grandpa’s consistent beliefs that define him. Not his occasional kindness 
toward pretty, young women. And he always manages to make some snide remark about my art. He’s such an 
asshole.” 

Grandpa was a social scientist, so of course he had a different way of thinking about art than Cleo as a painter. Oh 
wait, he’s a “painter” too, Cleo recalled. But the whole point of art, Cleo thought, was that it moved at a tempo that 
could not be captured in clinical, scientific, theoretical terms. Great art evolved too quickly. The genome of a 
masterpiece was too rare. She’d written plenty of essays about paintings she loved, but only to understand them 
better. She was always left with a sense of wonder in the end. Perhaps that’s why great art scared people in times of 
trouble; why it was so commonly censored during wars; why people fought for its survival in spite of mass efforts to 
exterminate it. Certain works of art couldn’t be explained—almost like magic?? Cleo decided at this moment to toss 
aside the “burden of of the oppressed female” and “psychoanalytic self-identification” and “subject-position” and 
“residual fear tactics” and “bla bla bla” and put her creative instinct above all that. Overintellectualizing her paintings 
maimed them of their gritty sex appeal. It made them less powerful. Of course it wasn’t that simple, but, wasn’t it?? 

… 

“It’s not magic. It’s hours and hours of practice and pain. It’s waking up in the middle of the night to practice. It’s 
ignoring your friends and your feelings and turning yourself into a monster. Don’t you dare make it into some 
theoretical psychoanalytic analysis of my character and family history. If I ever read some article by a journalist that 
does that, I’ll be mad. This is who I am. And not many people are like me. No one, in fact. You think it’s because I’m 
a ‘lonely loser’ that I’ve been able to finish these projects? You think it’s because I’m a ‘dyke’ that I’m able to write 
about sex like I do? You think it’s cause I’m ‘dumb’ that I’ve survived this long at Columbia? You think it’s cause I’m 
‘sick’ that I’ve let go of my health to finish all this work? Can you even wrap your head around that? So go ahead and 
call me a cunt, call me a stalker, call me a headcase… call me poor? And I’ll call you pathetic, and mean it.” 

… 

On a stormy afternoon in late October, Clyde arrived at a recording session that Benny had scheduled with some of 
the greatest jazz artists in the city, courtesy of Juilliard. Most of the jazz artists were older black men. The recording 
session was to be evaluated for Benny’s senior thesis. When Clyde came in the room and began assembling his 
saxophone, the drummer looked at him, scoffed, and left the room without a word. He didn’t come back. Benny had 
to cancel the session. Afterwards Clyde took the subway to West 34th Street, where he was unable to locate his old 
heroin dealer. He walked back to campus on West 66th. Clyde had been sleeping on the floor of Benny’s dorm room, 
ever since he was evicted from his Harlem apartment. When he arrived back at the student dorms, he found that 
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Benny’s room was locked. Given that the door could only be opened with Benny’s ID card, Clyde had no way of 
entering the room. He tried calling Benny several times on his cell phone. Benny didn’t pick up. So Clyde went to a 
computer lab to kill some time. He checked his e-mail. In his inbox, he found a letter notifying him that he’d been 
dropped from the Big Band due to too many absences, which would result in an “F” on his report card. As a result, 
Clyde would not be able to graduate from Juilliard. He was welcome to return for an extra semester, though financial 
aid would not be provided. Clyde left the computer lab and took a taxi to a quiet area a few miles from the Triborough 
Bridge. He wished he had some heroin to inject into his arm, to numb the hard feelings in his sore, heavy heart. For a 
few hours, Clyde walked aimlessly in the rain with no umbrella. It was dark out by the time he reached the 
Triborough Bridge by foot. Clyde stood on the edge of the bridge and counted to twenty-two for each year of his life 
so far. He tried to come up with twenty-two reasons that his life until now had been not been a total wash. Around 
number nine, his cell phone rang. A semi-truck drove by and honked three times. Clyde slipped and lost his balance. 

... 

“My self-esteem probably couldn’t get worse, growing up, I mean. That’s why I liked working as a whore for these 
skeezy drug addicts. Well, I only had a few real clients, but they definitely liked me…” Valerie grinned and let her 
eyes drift up to the ceiling lights. “So yeah. I guess that’s how I got here.” 

“How exactly?” 

“Well the overdose.” 

“Two overdoses,” Valerie’s dad corrected. 

“Oh.” 

She was being interviewed by a psychiatric nurse at a rehab center, where Valerie’s dad had taken her after he found a 
stash of used needles in a paper bag stuffed in the trash. He discovered the needles while digging for his favorite 
bottle opener, which somehow got thrown out as well. Valerie’s dad joined her in the office for the intake interview, 
because he knew if he didn’t, she’d act all innocent to get out of rehab. 

“So…” said the nurse, a mousy woman in her mid-thirties. She ran a finger down a list of questions. “Have you ever 
felt for a period of over 48 hours that you had excess energy? That you didn’t need to sleep or eat or…” 

“Yes, but I don’t identify as bipolar.” 

“Okay,” the nurse let out a breath. “Any sexual abuse?” 

“Hmm,” said Valerie. “No?” 

The air in the room switched from a cool tepid awkwardness to something stiff, high-pitched, and hot.  

“Do you identify as gay, straight, bisexual, trans—“ 

Valerie sighed and uncrossed her legs. “I’m straight.”  

“Only a few more questions,” said the nurse, nervously. “You mentioned some childhood trauma relating to your 
mom, who passed away when you were quite young. Have there been any more recent sources of trauma, in the past 
few years, leading up to this visit?”  
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“Well,” Valerie’s dad cleared his throat. “Something she hasn’t mentioned is that she, uh, took some time off college 
because of depression, and ended up making a movie last summer. And maybe there were parts of the movie that 
weren’t quite finished—” 

“—I think a big reason I’ve been down is that it was a failure. And a bunch of people watched it, and it was so 
humiliating, for me. I wish no one saw it.” 

“Oh, I don’t know, maybe failure is a strong word,” said her dad. 

“It was,” said Valerie, firmly. “I didn’t want to show anyone the movie, but I didn’t have much of a choice. I couldn’t 
act like it never happened, so many people contributed money so I could make it. They were all like ‘congrats, 
Valerie!’ as if the release was great fucking news. Really what happened was, I stopped hearing from all my friends in 
New York. I’m certain they watched it, then acted as though they never did… like bystanders… Really, only one 
person came up to me and said ‘it was good.’ At least she understood that the technical issues were beside the point… 
And of course, it was never meant to be a pretty film. Far from it…”  Valerie swallowed. “How can I make another 
movie after that? Or maybe the question is, how can I not make another movie? I’ve got nothing to lose anymore. 
I’ve already committed myself to this life. It’s too late. The screenplays practically write themselves, I can’t help it. 
But the way people respond to my work is so intense. And so painful, for me. When I think about that experience, it’s 
like, no wonder I ended up using heroin. The movie had all this sick dark energy in it. But, I had to put it 
somewhere.” Valerie cast a glance at her dad.  

The nurse jotted a few notes, then accompanied Valerie and her father to the waiting room, where they sat while she 
went to review the notes with other staff at the facility and decide on a treatment plan. Valerie’s dad seemed to feel 
seriously ill-at-ease after the intake interview.  

“Now I know you and I have a lot of differences, Valerie, but…” 

“But what?” Valerie asked. 

Her father didn’t say anything else. He looked down at the tan carpet, and folded his arms. 

To mitigate the awkwardness, Valerie picked up a pamphlet on the glass table in front of them. The pamphlet was 
titled “Cognitive Behavioral Therapy.” She was reminded of a paperback called The Feeling Good Handbook, which 
all these people had recommended to her to solve her depression. Basically the book instructed her to stop trusting her 
emotions and address her problems using rational problem-solving skills. Valerie gave it a shot. It didn’t cure her. In 
fact, it probably made her worse. She stopped taking risks. She stopped trusting her instincts. She lived 
dispassionately for a while. Worst of all, she started acting nice to people who treated her like shit, to the point that 
she surely struck them as unintelligent. Valerie wondered for a moment what the psychiatric nurse who conducted the 
intake interview thought of her. This woman seemed like the type who’d be a great, loving, kind caretaker to most 
girls—though Valerie was somehow an exception. This psychiatric nurse stared at her with a sharp bitterness in her 
eyes. According to Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, it was “all in Valerie’s head” that she triggered nasty feelings in 
other females, since it couldn't be proven. But Valerie knew by now, based on the past , that it wasn’t all in her head. 3

She had issues with women. So what?? She honestly took it as a compliment, these days, since there was a limited 
selection of emotional recipes that could stir up such unsavory treatment: intimidation, envy, confusion, judgment. 
The one thing Valerie gained from her study of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy was the understanding that other 
people’s unkindness reflected negatively on them. Not herself.  

 for evidence: consult all books by Lola Morgan.3
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Valerie tossed the pamphlet back on the table in front of her. She sniffed her surroundings and took in a scent of air 
freshener so sharp that it made her wince. She didn’t like this environment. The atmosphere was dull and clinical and 
reprehensible to her. She couldn’t imagine coming back here for actual treatment. There were so, so, so many more 
activities—sex, drugs—which would be better investments of Valerie’s time.  

When the psychiatric nurse came back into the waiting room, she suggested that Valerie take time off school to go to 
rehab.  

And you know what Valerie thought? 

… 

“No, no, no—don’t apologize to her! Think of a comeback, what’s wrong with you!?” 

“It’s too late, Mom.” 

Lola was on the phone with her mother shortly after a traumatizing incident involving another woman, which she’ll 
leave ambiguous. During the same conversation, she learned that her mom would be relocating her therapy business 
from Minnesota to New York. The reason for this, she said, was that she was bored in Minnesota. Lola’s mom hoped 
the transition would take place in the next year or so, if all went as planned. The focus of her business would be on 
healing relationships between Millennials. She explained to Lola that women had to be patient with men who hoped 
for intimacy in their relationships, but might be slightly behind the times in how they treated women. Lola’s mom 
was also was thinking of trying her hand at erotic literature and teaching classes on it.  

“Are you even there?” Lola’s mom said after a long silence on the line. 

“Yes.” 

“What’s wrong.”  

“I mean. If you live here. I don’t have to see you all the time. Right.” 

“You should be glad I’m coming, Lola—you know it’s not going to be easy for you to find an apartment. You can 
drop by anytime, say hi. Maybe you could even stay with me for a while, after college while you’re figuring out your 
next steps.” 

When Lola impulsively said that she’d “rather be homeless and die,” her Mom got really upset. 

“You know that I’ve been supportive financially because I want to help you! Because I love you and I care. Why 
can’t you trust that!? Go ahead, find a new therapist and complain to him. They've all turned you against me. All 
these therapists in the city that turn people against their mothers because of their own unresolved issues. God forbid I 
can be different from the others.” 

… 

Clyde slipped and lost his balance. He leaned forward and flapped his arms clumsily. In a moment of total instability, 
he teetered over of the edge of the bridge and saw the East River rushing beneath him. The flapping motion allowed 
Clyde to regain enough composure that he was able to thrust his whole body backwards, away from the edge of the 
bridge toward the road. He fell down a few feet from oncoming traffic. Cars flew past and honked like supersonic 
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gulls. Clyde caught his breath and realized, I don’t wanna die. He crawled back to the edge of the bridge, leaned his 
back against it, folded his arms over his legs and broke into tears. 

He was a white male in his early twenties. Why did he seem to have a harder time with life than other guys. Why was 
his view of human nature so stark. Was he trying to be blacker than he was? More masculine? Less of a wimp? He 
wasn’t supposed to be this unhappy. He was supposed to be satisfied. Instead he felt eager to die. Even the monsters 
deserve to be loved, a music history professor said once while giving a lecture on Clyde’s hero, Charlie Parker. The 
lecture revealed how Charlie Parker could be a real asshole. How he stole people’s money and used it for drugs. How 
he treated lesser artists like scum. At first this came as a shock to Clyde. He felt let down. Now he realized, so many 
men were assholes. They were good at keeping it hidden, that’s all. Charlie Parker wasn’t remembered for being an 
asshole. He was remembered for his music. That’s what made him great. But not all assholes deserved to be loved, 
Clyde thought. Some people deserved to be forgotten. Or remembered for what they did wrong.  

Did she want a girl instead of a boy? She always had a way of making Clyde feel like a girl. Among his two brothers 
he was the youngest. He’d mentioned it to them but he never brought up the way she had him in diapers until he was 
five years old. He didn’t need to be in diapers at night. She said he had a bed-wetting problem but really he didn’t. 
Like a girl, she made him wear pink. He didn’t need to wear pink. Or want to. She didn’t do that to his brothers. 
Maybe she did it because she was scared of him looking at her like a boy. So she could masquerade around naked 
upstairs with him around. So she could give him baths. So she could come into his room at night and cuddle with 
him. He didn’t always want to be cuddled. He wasn’t her toy. He was just a kid. Not a girl. A boy. He didn’t need to 
be slept with at night but she said he had trouble sleeping without her. He had dim memories of being breastfed when 
he was far too old. He never mentioned it to his older brothers. The extent of it all. The dependency she forced 
between them. When he got too old to be slept with she gave him money and called him ungrateful when he refused 
to take it. She yelled at him. He cried a lot. He couldn’t help it. His older brothers didn’t seem to understand. They 
called him a pussy or a brat and hurt him even more. But he wasn’t a brat or a pussy or a fag or a girl. It wasn’t his 
choice. The way their mom treated him. It wasn’t love either. It was a need to be needed. Clyde didn’t feel taken care 
of. He felt controlled. Maybe he needed her when he was a child. Not anymore. All he wanted was to be left alone. 
Only so he could move forward. 

… 

“The whole country’s adopted a victimhood mentality. Everyone’s a victim of circumstances or politicians or police. 
It’s the easiest position. That way, no one has to own up to responsibility. They’re entitled to better treatment. They 
don’t have to feel guilty about anything at all.”   

“What’s the difference between politicians and police, anymore,” Rose said in a colorless voice. 

“They’re all crooks aren’t they?” Grandpa Williams responded from his end of the dinner table. “Trust no one, girls.” 

Cleo raised her eyes from her dinner plate, which resembled a painting she liked by Yayoi Kusama called Endless 
Life of People. 

Her mother Brenda looked offended. “Hillary’s not a crook!” she insisted.  

“Ugh, I wish she knew when to stop already. She’s far too ugly to lead a nation. Such a nasty woman,” said Grandpa 
Williams. 

At this moment Cleo was reminded of an incident involving Grandpa Williams. After the holidays last year she’d 
received a letter from him in the mail unexpectedly. The letter was several pages long. In the letter, Grandpa Williams 
said that he was relieved that Cleo had begun to act more feminine in her twenties. He said that when she was 
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younger, she moved and behaved more like a boy than a girl. By the time she reached adolescence and still hadn’t 
come into her own, he found her behavior peculiar. He said that women who behaved like men were nasty, and he 
was glad that Cleo had found a way out of that in college. He wrote that he’d noticed a “change in her gait” and 
“shape of her body” over the holidays. The last line of the letter was: “I hope you find a man with a hairy chest so that 
you can marry and have beautiful grandchildren for me and Grandma Williams.” A post scriptum explained that he 
only wrote this letter to his granddaughter because he cared about her so much. Cleo thought it was more or less 
obvious that this was untrue. He wrote the letter to hurt her. Cleo was tired of people trying to act like they were cruel 
to her “because they cared.” If she happened to end up stronger as a result of their cruelty, she deserved credit for how 
she handled her suffering. They did not deserve credit for causing her to suffer, though perhaps part of Cleo’s anger 
about male aggression stemmed from the fact that arrogant men were more likely to be honest with her, when she 
didn’t want to hear the truth.  

“She’s no worse looking than you,” said Grandma Williams to her husband from the other end of the table. It was the 
first thing she’d said all evening. 

Grandpa Williams shook his head and put down his fork. “Or the other guy,” he said wearily. 

“You mean Bill?” Brenda asked. “What a skeeze, right?” 

“No, Trump.”  

“I hope you’re not voting for him, Dad,” said Ralph. 

“I’m still undecided,” said Grandpa Williams. “They’ve both got a few weeks to convince me.” 

Cleo and Rose shared nervous eye contact. 

Meanwhile, Grandma Williams had begun to riff on an unrelated topic.“It must be so much worse for you girls. 
Courtesy. Common courtesy. No boys have it now. Now he takes what he desires without lifting a finger. I go to the 
shopping mall. I go to the  market. They walk through doors before me and say, bye bye. Only at Church do boys hold 
doors anymore. That’s the only place boys are nice. Nice and safe.” 

…  

It wasn’t girls he was addicted to. It was the feeling of unlocking them. Rick found it so funny how dumb most girls 
were. How easy it was to get inside and convince them he actually cared. The reason he got so hung up on Valerie—
even though she was poor and pathetic and only pretty sometimes—was that she was smarter than the others and hard 
to seduce. He was determined to fuck her. It became an obsession. Totally irrational. He felt like a locksmith. She was 
his challenge. He had to break into her. 

Oh, the lengths he would go to for the feeling of wrongness that makes sex extra thrilling! Rick didn’t like it any 
other way. He had a predilection for girls up to a decade younger than him. They wafted a certain virginal air. He had 
a habit of convincing girls to let him take off the condom midway through sex. It was fucked-up he knew, but most of 
them were on birth control anyway, so no harm done. 

When he saw a girl he wanted to fuck, he didn’t waste time. How could they say no to him? He was an attractive 
young man in his late twenties. He preferred browsing for women in public, at parties or bars, as opposed to on dating 
websites or Tinder. He wanted to see them close-up in person. Some girls were asking to be fucked, the way they 
acted and dressed. For girls that played hard to get, all he had to do was drop a hint that he might be willing to 
commit. That was the magic password for many girls. Commitment. He’d ask, are you committed to anyone else? Of 
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course he didn’t intend to commit to anyone. He was too young to be tied down. And he still hadn’t met the type of 
girl he’d want to marry. Not yet. For hotter girls who he at least intended to keep around for future hook-ups, he 
would try to wait a day or two after meeting them, before following up with a text on her phone. If he and the girl 
hadn’t exchanged numbers, he would Google her, and find a way to reach her via e-mail. By now he had folders of 
women to choose from on his Gmail. Sometimes he didn’t care about how pretty they were. He needed to get his dick 
inside of something, that’s all. 

… 

“Surviving this marriage and your dad’s family has honestly been like living through the Holocaust… Oh, I’m sorry. 
You’re right. I’m trying to explain that it’s been horrible for me… Anyway. He hasn’t been bothering me lately. Your 
grandfather. And I think it’s because I really socked it to him the last time we were on the phone. Wait till you hear it. 
I told him, the crazy ones are the best in bed, it’s sex with goody two-shoes that tends to be cool and tepid. What!? I 
don’t care. Believe me it was a good comeback. It was funny!” 
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[Legacy edition] 

“She’s always been such a sweetie. I’ve never seen her be mean to someone’s face.” 

“When it comes down to it, she’s been a bad friend lately. She never, ever responds to your texts or calls you back. 
That’s not what friends do.” 

A friend of Valerie’s was talking to her boyfriend at a diner, when it occurred to her that he was right. The only time 
she ever saw Valerie was in class, looking kinda messy, and every other week she was absent. In class, when she 
asked Valerie “where have you been lately,” Valerie said “oh I’ll tell you sometime” and insisted that she hadn’t been 
talking to anyone, it wasn’t personal. After class she ghosted before they could talk. The last time they’d seen each 
other outside of class was at a dorm-warming party at the start of the semester. Valerie attended but she only stayed 
for fifteen minutes. She seemed kind of out of it the whole time she was there.  

“I told her, ball’s in her court now,” said Valerie’s friend. 

Her boyfriend said, “there’s nothing else you can do.” 

In a few months she’d hear from Valerie asking her to work on her next movie. Until then she probably wouldn’t see 
Valerie in class; not until she pulled herself together. And by then it might be too late to recover her grades, so she 
might stop coming to class altogether. If her old friend ever reads this book then Valerie says, I’ve been busy, that’s 
it… 

… 

So women weren’t paid as much as men. Or published as much or produced or listened to. Not all men were bad but 
the ones that were made it worse for everyone. In marriages, there was a time when female-male ownership seemed 
more functional, because beauty was as hard to earn as lots of money. Staying pretty was a task as tough as home 
repairs. Some women seemed to grow more beautiful with age, but so few, because most got jaded so young. Usually, 
beauty faded with age. Too many men owned women out of pride and refused to give anything back. They didn’t 
even make an effort. They liked their virgins. They liked them young. So women were crazy. That might be the best 
thing about them but men who realized that were rare. The men who realized that earned smart-crazy women. The 
men who didn't might not be so lucky.  

She sacrificed her private self so they could see, she wasn’t always like this. She wasn’t always as dark as she was in 
her later work. It was never clear whether she did it to herself or whether it just happened. If she followed the rules 
then no one would ever have listened to her. She would have killed herself before her life played out in front of them. 
And a handful of men who ignored her on purpose might have felt a dose of healthy shame. When she complimented 
that one other woman, she was pegged as a stalker because that one other woman thought she was lying to her about 
how talented and gorgeous she was. How her own life had also barely begun even though she’d already done so 
much. She thought this girl was being disingenuous and flattering her because she was depressed and mentally ill but 
really it wasn’t like that. It took a while to realize what her point was. This is not a lesbian love passage. She’s saying 
thanks for saving her life. She pushed other women away because in person, she was scared she’d be a 
disappointment. In person she wasn’t a disappointment at all. That one other woman sacrificed her private self too 
and it came at a cost to her. But she also shared it on purpose, so her secret fans could have someone to turn to when 
times were tough. She provided girls like Valerie with more than a few reasons to survive. She’s not going to promise 
it will get better. But she promises that one other woman that some of her unselfish suffering will get a long-lasting 
fix. It’ll require some more sacrifices of the self. Not always in private.  
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In public, when she stepped onscreen it was shocking to see how it was possible to shine like that, even after that one 
other woman had been through so much. The private self she presented was not the same as how she came across in 
person. It was shocking to see how different she was. And not disappointing. The parts of herself she presented to her 
secret fans was so far from how that one other woman saw her. That must be what real privacy was. Those subtle 
parts of herself that she kept saved for private encounters with other people. Or maybe she didn’t know those subtle 
parts of herself were there, and that’s why she never presented them to anyone else. They took parts of each other and 
used them to form their own characters, who never would have existed if they hadn’t crossed paths in real-life. It was 
an accident that they met in the first place. It was an accident that she cared so much what that one other person 
thought. It was not an accident that they were hard on each other, but it was an accident when they hurt each other so 
much.  

She walked through the East Side of Central Park and thought about all this. She was wearing a black satin backpack. 
Valerie saw statues of men all around her. Statues of war generals, leaders, presidents. When she saw these statues, 
Valerie thought many of the men looked like cruel people who she’d rather keep away from. She tried not to judge 
people by appearance, but then again, there were revisionist history books to support what she observed. Valerie 
believed she might be remembered, someday, as a dark person. Hopefully not cruel, but perhaps dark. She preferred 
extreme darkness to brightness, lately. She was beginning to grow fond of spiders and snakes and rats and even 
roaches. Creatures that used to scare her. As long as she didn’t bother these creatures, they didn’t bother her back.  

She was no longer living with her father. He wanted to put her through rehab, and she refused to sign over consent. 
She didn’t trust him or the psychiatric nurses she’d be indebted to. One element of living on the streets which Valerie 
didn’t mind was how normal anxieties about political correctness (related to variations in class, race, sexuality, 
attractiveness, age, mental faculties) slipped away and everything became about survival. She didn’t overthink who 
was on her side and who would probably hurt her. It was obvious. Valerie knew not to trod on the toes of men who 
might dare to rape her. At first glance, she might come off as a foolish Jewgirl but when it came to street smarts, she 
was no fucking slouch. 

She heard thunder in the distance. Valerie didn’t feel like wasting time by sleeping outside and catching some illness 
in a storm. Her one goal was making a movie. She had a copy of a screenplay in her backpack. Valerie took out her 
phone and dialed the number of a much older male friend, hoping she could work something out in exchange for a 
night in a hotel. 

… 

Cleo was a visual person. She was seriously sensitive, visually. She thought she could spot an empathetic face in a 
crowd. Among a very small crowd of young people in her generation, she observed an extreme softness—but it was 
offset by a hardness and/or deadness among most of the human population. Cleo believed her visual observations 
could be explained by the overmedication of Americans, as well as widespread dread about the future and a general 
loss of faith in favor of science. It also had to do with forces beyond human control that couldn’t be explained.  

A fortune teller once told Cleo she was an indigo child. Based on old movies and photographs, she thought young 
artists in her generation appeared softer and more sensitive than young artists in prior gens. Cleo believed the 
empathetic faces she came across, once in a blue moon, must belong to indigo children. Cleo couldn’t prove this. She 
could try to paint about it though. 

Her latest painting was of dogs. Soft and wooly white dogs that coated the top of her canvas like cumulous clouds at 
night. Dogs with a look in their eyes like, wtf? Beneath the dogs she painted a sea of sickly human faces with a 
desperation about them. They were looking up at the dogs with their arms out, like zombies reaching out from a mass 
burial ground. The painting was based on Cleo’s belief that most adults, these days, treated pets in the same way Cleo 
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did when she was three years old. They didn’t act like responsible caretakers of their pets. They acted like children 
needy for love. And the pets suffered as a result. That’s what she was trying to convey in her art. 

… 

“You know if I weren’t this unapologetic in my writing I’d be eaten alive. I’m talking to you, kid in my creative 
writing seminar who hates me. Don’t manipulate me using guilt that I don’t deserve. It’s probably projection of your 
own guilt for being an asshole… Okay, okay, go ahead and call me an asshole back… Being an asshole is a self-
protective measure, that’s all. I’m a porcupine. Not a shark. If you could look at my whole life you’d see that I don’t 
persecute people who are weaker than me. No, I’ve never bothered writing about boring people, but that’s because 
my main characters have elements of me in them. I’m not going to come up with a main character who I don’t relate 
to enough to give a good fucking voice. As far as peripheral characters, they’re always based on someone in real-life. 
I’m writing about what I’ve been exposed to, and I’m exposing it in return. I understand my work is going to offend 
people. But hopefully it’ll do more good than harm.” 

… 

Selena wasn’t particularly judgmental of Valerie for being a drug addict, or a whore, or homeless. All she knew about 
Valerie was what she’d heard from Benny, which wasn’t very much. She’d met women in New York who had been 
through a lot. She’d been through a lot herself. Selena had witnessed plenty to do with the dark side of New York; just 
the other side of the spectrum. The sick side of the upper class. Not the streets. What surprised her was that Benny 
could be so callous about Valerie. Knowing Benny, he was putting up a front for whatever reason. She thought men 
did this a lot. Even though they weren’t over their exes, they pretended they no longer wanted to sleep with them, to 
seem extra tough.  

She hadn’t known Valerie for long, but back when they used to spend time together, she always felt like the older one. 
That was obvious, when she was in her presence. She wanted to be a good influence on Valerie, not a bad one. That 
was one reason she’d kept her distance all these years. Selena worried about Valerie because she could sense a 
simmering savageness about her like a burning fuse on a firework. She didn’t want Valerie to do something terrible 
on purpose, but she wouldn’t put anything past that psycho girl. When Selena told Valerie that she worried about her 
sometimes, she got all spiteful toward Selena and didn't believe her. She insisted that Selena wanted her dead.  

Selena didn’t want her dead. That would be awfully upsetting to Selena. Even though she felt a bit protective of 
Benny’s affection—or maybe, covetous of his physical attraction to her—she worried less about him than Valerie. 
She knew that Valerie had probably gotten hurt by Benny. He would be fine. Valerie not so much. At this time, Selena 
had a sense that she might no longer be “the bad influence” on Valerie, but the other way around. Selena had more 
friends and more of an image to hold onto than Valerie, which might explain why Valerie was so willing to commit 
social suicide. The odd thing was, Selena felt sort of pressured to regain her status as the bad influence. She had no 
reason to worry, right? Valerie was probably more innocent than Benny made her sound. 

Selena was in a Starbucks on W 110th Street, taking a glance at Facebook for the first time in months, when she 
realized that Valerie had unfriended her. Still she was allowed partial access to her profile. From some lightweight 
stalking she discovered some posts of Valerie posing with older dudes. These dudes seemed more sexually and 
morally unhinged than young Valerie, who still possessed a tender innocence beneath her prickly outer shell. Selena 
happened to be a visually sensitive person, and she noticed that Valerie looked out of her element and emotionally 
detached from herself in these photos. Selena had to wonder whether Valerie was getting used. Some people could 
have sex with anyone and enjoy it, but she knew Valerie had a hard time with most people, so she must be involving 
herself with these skeezy guys for other reasons. Not for sex. Not for love. For her own ends perhaps, but Selena 
couldn't imagine what Valerie was getting from the deal. What Selena felt after seeing these photos the onset of a 
protective feeling that was non-judgmental but concerned, like a sister who actually gave a fuck. 
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… 

Rose felt concerned that Cleo was confusing “not taking no for an answer” as an artist with “not facing reality.” Cleo 
tended to go way off in fantasyland. As jaded as she was by age twenty-two, life had much more disillusionment in 
store for her. On the other hand Rose liked having a younger sister like Cleo, because it kept her from losing hope that 
the future held promise.

Cleo was beginning to understand that there were two planes one had to maneuver as an artist: creating great work 
and selling oneself. Both were equally important. Luck was important too. She was having trouble deciding whether 
it would be wiser to sell herself using sex appeal or by continuing to build a strong CV. If she were a boy, she’d go 
with the strong CV. But she wasn’t. As a woman, her body was probably her most valuable canvas. Cleo was tired of 
men in the art industry taking one glance at her and writing her off. Right now, she blended in with the crowd. She 
had to be noticeable, at least. 

Rose explained to Cleo that the wisest plan of action was to change her lifestyle. To break bad habits so she was 
healthier. Not to act extremely irrational and maim her body. But Cleo was bi-polar (undiagnosed) and was prone to 
black-and-white thinking. She couldn’t spend time alone, and heal herself. When she was alone, she always self-
destructed. She convinced herself better art came from being crazy.

Cleo came back at her older sister by reminding her of moments in the past, when Rose used to bully Cleo for being 
the uglier sister. Rose tried to defend herself by saying she was different since attending Barnard and didn’t judge 
women like she used to. She used to be influenced by their mother, Brenda. I’m more mature now, Rose claimed. But 
Cleo refused to forgive her sister so easily. When Rose was in a really bad mood, she was prone to outbursts in which 
she insulted Cleo’s appearance. The only thing that kept her from doing it at other moments was impulse-control. 
Cleo knew it was irrational to let this bother her. It was Rose’s problem; not hers. But it bothered the fuck out of her. 
It bothered her so much that she intended to fix it.

…

“There is at least one moral enterprise behind all my work but I don’t like to mention it, publicly, because I don’t 
think most people want to hear it. It has to do with undoing the visual carnage that film has wrought on women for 
the past hundred years. I want my work to be truthful and unapologetic but still soft on the eyes. I happen to know 
that all my actors have battled some sinister beauty and body-related demons. The reason I’m so touchy about actors 
is that I need to find people who won’t backstab me for petty reasons related to vanity. Smart and courageous women 
who understand where I’m coming from. Unconventionally gorgeous is fine with me. I think there’s a generational 
divide in how we’re even allowed to talk about this. Or maybe it’s a power thing, to make rich girls seem 
untouchable. Meanwhile girls like me feel so alone and tortured by their physical inadequacies. It’s like a big fucking 
secret, what it actually takes to control one’s appearance. So many movies have told lies about it. Lies by omission. 
The truth has to do with the lengths women will go to achieve sex appeal. It’s a war behind locked doors. It can get 
seriously fucked-up. It causes self-mutilation and bizarre narcissism and drug addiction and death by suicide. I do 
think there’s something to be said for objective beauty, and biology, and how physical attraction functions. Try being 
in a dark space with drunk horny guys who have no silencing filter for their come-ons and insults, and you’ll see what 
I mean. It’s not like women versus society. It’s like women versus reality. Or maybe that’s my private perception. In 
any case, someone’s gotta shed light on this ‘subjective’ nightmare, and no one else seems up for it. So I’ll do it, no 
matter how hard I have to abuse my body.” 

… 

Don’t give up, was an old phrase that used to come in handy for her when [Z] was a kid. At her day school she felt 
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like an albino lab rat. She was the one that got watched. Not watched: evaluated. Her fear of humans was just as acute 
as if she really were a rat. If she ceased to impress, she would lose all that she had. She couldn’t ever relax. She only 
felt safe was when she was so isolated, it was unclear whether she even existed. To escape she trapped herself in 
silence. “Are you okay,” her friends would ask in e-mails and texts. Her friends became former friends. She never 
wrote back.
 
Don’t give up, wasn’t working anymore. She acted like she was doing it on purpose. She pretended her solitude was 
intentional. A product of her pride. But that was a lie. For whatever reason, she wasn’t strong enough to impress 
anymore. She’d begun to deteriorate. She wasn’t going to graduate. How could she admit that? She held a blue book 
in her hand with “F” scrawled on the cover in red pen.

Don’t give up was the phrase that hummed in her head, alone in her dorm room, as time passed through her vessels 
like venom. She wasn’t sure how it started but it seemed that her cells were wilting and withering, one-by-one. She 
was dying. How could she admit that? If she ceased to be a standout, she couldn’t survive.

… 

What Clyde hated about college was the castration of soul that took place in academic analyses of music. It gave him 
shudders sometimes, sitting in classrooms for too long, talking about songs like they were html code. He couldn’t talk 
about music in this moded language. That’s now how it works. So he fucked up his classes, by accident. He had a hard 
time with teachers who didn’t understand what he meant by “soul.” There was a difference for Clyde, between 
listening to music and discussing it, and really fucking listening. Really listening to music meant letting go.

The reason Clyde fell so hard for heroin, and not some other drug, was the incomparable magnitude of relief that it 
brought him. “You’re a worrier,” his SAT tutor at Horace Mann used to tell him. “That’s what’s gonna kill you. If you 
worry too much during the exam.” When Clyde was high on heroin, he worried about nothing. He listened to music. 
Occasionally, he played his horn. Time poured from his fingertips like a stupefacient storm. In his body, he felt a 
painless warmth.

An element of addiction that was hard to explain to people who hadn’t been addicts was a feeling that occurred, while 
high or drunk, that was like leaving. Taking a sabbatical from responsibility and reality. From enemies and friends 
and professors and parents. Of course this could be a relief, when Clyde felt that people were constantly on his case, 
but it was worse when people left him alone for being an addict. The harder part to explain to non-addicts was how he 
glimpsed cracks in reality, while extremely isolated from people, which he tore open like peeling wallpaper. Behind 
the wallpaper he found sheet music. He associated his phases of deep addiction with the peculiar melodies he 
discovered in the walls, while stuck in solitary confinement. He thought he lucked out and found the music that would 
save him from feeling scarily alone. But after he took the sheet music and translated it to his own compositions, 
nothing happened. By then, he had completely lost touch with his parents and enemies and friends. Clyde started 
mixing up his own compositions with the peculiar melodies he found in the cracks of reality. He couldn’t sort out 
what music was sent to him from a really dark place, which he discovered while deeply addicted, and what music 
came from within himself. He was so deep in addiction that he barely had enough light to read or write sheet music. 
He couldn’t compose anymore. So Clyde got sober; only because he couldn’t live without his work. Weeks later, 
when Clyde was totally clean, he went back and searched his notebook for the charts he composed while addicted, 
and found all the music he spent months composing was complete junk. Well, not all of it was bad. Definitely not all 
of it. But most of it was junk, right?  He almost preferred to think that all the music he composed was complete junk, 
because it made sobriety feel safer. He couldn’t tell whether the music was actually junk, or whether he was just upset 
with himself for falling so deep into addiction. Was it really his own music, if he lost so much of himself to get the 
music in the first place? Was it worth its heavy cost?
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On the edge of the Triborough Bridge at night, Clyde considered how to stop fucking up his life.  He thought that if 
he amped up his sex appeal and got his self-esteem back, he’d be set. But maybe self-esteem didn’t have much to do 
with sex appeal. Maybe it was more about respect. He thought of self-esteem as a furnace. A gas furnace. Everyone 
had the furnace inside. If the furnace was broken, it might be fixable. Maybe not. Most people drifted around feeling 
chilly, empty, amorphous. Most of the world felt rather toxic, to Clyde. He wanted to burn softly where his heart was. 
He wanted a place where he could feel stable and safe, for a while.

… 

“That’s the remarkable thing. The fact that your father was a horrible alcoholic and your mother was a whore and you 
were even born. It’s really astounding… A story about heroin and jazz, huh? I knew Miles. When I met him he was 
fucking women in a basement that was setup like a dungeon. He had a line of women girls in front of him, with his 
pants down. He’d say, no no bitch gotta suck it better, then point to the next one. None of them could get him off 
because his body was so fucked up from using heroin… Do you mind if I ask how dark the pimp was, who 
approached you? It sounds like he didn’t know what he was doing. Back when I was living with only niggs I 
observed a general hierarchy based on how dark or light their skin is. That’s usually how it works.” 

When she mentioned a few things about meeting the pimp and the subsequent rape, the man in the hotel got aroused 
and started rubbing the front of his pants with his hand. Valerie pretended she didn’t notice. Maybe it wasn’t worth it 
anymore. This “field work.” Whatever the fuck she was doing for the sake of a screenplay. She wasn’t optimistic that 
this man would ever do a thing to help her produce the movie. She’d ask him, but all of a sudden, she felt a bit too 
young to make it. 

She tried to imagine how the guy masturbating in front of her, right now, might be remembered in the long run. 
Probably less as a great artist than a skeeze. Who knows, Valerie thought to herself. So many great men are skeezes, 
aren’t they? The only good news is, they’ve brought me such great material…  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[Rebirth and Rebortion] 

An essay for a writing seminar, from Junior year. 

When I’m with [unfamous] I feel no shame about unshackling a tempestuous inner spirit, which I’ve kept tamed and 
thoroughly hidden ever since I started college. (In high school, at least, I felt I could “let loose” around my closest 
friends.) For a while I tried to be polite to everyone. Being blunt, I was told, can cause one to burn bridges and lose 
acquaintances. But being nice to everyone is no way to live if you want to brawl with the strongest, most exotic 
beasts of the metropolitan jungle. So far in New York, I’ve paid my dues as the victim of subtle yet ferocious abuse 
from other women. I’ve been left in the gutter with a maimed sense of self. Now I’m careful to veil my 
vulnerabilities, or I’ll be mauled to death. 

[Unfamous] and I met in a screenwriting class, a habitat wherein I feel confident enough to ignore shitty feedback 
from classmates. The first time we workshopped ten pages of my latest screenplay, I cut it off straightaway. “This is 
worse than torture. You aren’t reading it right. Can we please stop?” I told the class. My teacher must have sensed 
that I was prepared to make a scene. He said, “fine.” The next week he gave a spiel about roundtable etiquette and 
manners. [Unfamous] cast me a sidelong glance. I suppressed the impulse to laugh, derisively.  

After class we went to a Starbucks. Our bond was creative and felt really strong. After one chat I trusted [unfamous] 
enough to divulge some dark details about dangerous past lovers. Like her beauty, [unfamous]’s intelligence was raw 
and untamed, based more on instinct than meticulous thought. By our second mutual rant over coffee, we had a 
thorough sense of the vast emotional terrain we had in common. By our third, we ended up relocating to a bar, where 
we ordered a pair of cocktails spiked with absinthe and blood.  

Kidding about the blood. It was around 6pm on a Sunday, so the bar we attended (The Hamilton on 109th and 
Amsterdam) was not particularly crowded—save for several old men wearing flannels and caps. So when a certain 
Blonde Actress from my past suddenly traipsed in the door with an entourage of much grosser guys, I felt strongly 
that it was not a coincidence. My creative pheromones must have been on. Was it appropriate to say “hi”? 

I met the Blonde Actress a couple summers prior in an improv comedy class open to the public. She was the only 
person in the class I really remembered—not just because she was a talented actress (and I’m always keeping my eye 
out for actors I can hire; in this case for the role of Esmé in Kill or Kiss). She had a masterful way of making sure she 
left an impression by tossing out delicious scraps of gossip about herself. In 2012, she won America’s Next Top 
Model [cycle 18]. The night before one of our classes, she attended a party alongside Emma Stone and Woody Allen. 
After that, she found herself in a vicious thrall with her long-time personal enemy, Lindsay Lohan (“the only girl I 
consider a bona fide cunt,” she accidentally let slip). The Blonde Actress’s unparalleled good looks among our 
classmates in improv caused them to drool over her with a dorky need to impress, which she lapped up like a juice 
cleanse spiked with shots of liquid narcissism. Around me, however, she was always kind of cold. I think it probably 
helped my performance. 

Still we both had our eye on the other. I knew she was talented; she knew I was a writer-director and a decent actress 
too. As I left the bar I offered a sharp glance, which I’m sure she received peripherally. I did not say hi.  

Later that evening, swathed in my bedsheets, I bled the heavy liquor I’d swallowed in a damp and potent sweat. I 
began to feel paranoid about the effects my frequent consumption of alcohol might have on my health. One Google 
search after another led me to a page of before-and-after pictures of Lindsay Lohan when she was an alcoholic drug-
addict, versus sober. The alcoholic Lindsay looked much more like me than the sober one. I felt deeply insecure about 
it, so I decided to make a post on my secret Instagram. 

While unconscious, I dreamed that Lindsay Lohan posted an Instagram comeback to me personally, featuring a 
picture of me that looked even worse than I do in real-life! The caption said something vaguely along these lines. 

“So you think you been through hell already? Believe me cunt. It gets better.” 

It must have been a short dream. So vague. I can’t remember much else, besides that I deleted my post as soon as I 
woke up. Then my entire account. 
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What sinister forces were swept into my consciousness with the entrance of the Blonde Actress in the bar? I hope to 
have them purged as soon as possible. For female friendship, I’m sticking with [unfamous]. Still, I intend to work 
with the Blonde Actress someday. She’s the only one who’s bitchy enough. 

When it comes to cruelty, now. Redheads belong to a higher realm. 

…

“No! The reason you can’t hire fucking [famous] to play this part is that she won’t be able to understand the role to a 
T. She’ll ruin my fucking movie. Her life so far doesn’t include phases of walking out in public and feeling either 
invisible or completely dehumanized. It’s not believable, with [famous], that this character would self-destruct so 
savagely. If she played the part, it would seem like a fucking farce about a crazy woman who goes really dark. That’s 
not what I’m going for. The audience has to be convinced that this would actually happen, and the later scenes are not 
meant to be funny.” 

“I’m afraid you can’t hire [unfamous], Ms. Morgan, because she’s too old for this industry and nobody knows her 
name.” 

“I don’t care. For me, casting [unfamous] is about trust and vulnerability. It’s a depth of mutual understanding that I 
won’t be able to achieve with someone else. I don’t get along with, like, anyone unless they’re at least four years 
older and prone to addiction. I’m sorry, that’s how it is.”

“There are plenty of actresses who meet those criteria.”

“Okay, sure. But are they smart?”

… 

[Z]’s father told her to be grateful for the fact that her face had rounded out with age, cause now she had a “great 
screen face.” [Z] was all like, thanks Dad, but I’m pretty sure it’s just swollen from crying over the toilet for the past 
four years of college. Her dad was like, Oh. [Y] had a similarly shaped face. Onscreen, they were visually 
compatible, even if they were poles apart in real-life (socially, spiritually). She and [Y] both had the moony 
countenances of indigo children, sensitive to the extent that their faces seemed to evolve throughout the duration of a 
movie shoot. Like protostars they burned sultrily beneath their exhausted expressions. Both had the potential to 
bloom as dark indigo women. By the end of the decade, they wouldn’t even have to avoid mirrors.

[XYZ] read content about themselves in [Z]’s writing that was so intimate, sometimes [XYZ] wished they hadn’t read 
it at all. When [Y] later alluded to a fair amount of sensitive material that had been removed from her book, [Z] 
pretended not to be phased by it. She said she came from a household where every conversation was unnervingly 
emotional and revealing, so it wasn’t a big deal to be open about her feelings. Then she got all defensive about her 
sexuality. “I’m hetero,” she insisted. “If I ever have sex with a girl, it’s because I’m so certain I’m hetero that I can 
fuck other women and be done.” 

It was annoying how [Z] had a selective memory that dwelled on the bad moments. The bad moments were really, 
really hard to undo. They included insults curated specifically for [Z] so no one else would be able to provide 
sympathy. They involved going somewhere (online or in real-life) expecting something good and running away with 
her soul torn to shreds. For [XYZ], most of the bad moments were less like curated insults from [Z], and more like 
watching [Z] humiliate herself. Sometimes [XYZ] couldn’t help but tease [Z]; she had something inherently pathetic 
about her, almost retarded at moments. What [XYZ] didn’t realize was that she pretended to be almost retarded out of 
habit, to get by in day-to-day life on her own without trodding on the toes of more powerful people around her. If 
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people felt bad for her, they’d be less likely to treat her with disdain. [Z] used to tend toward forgiveness instead of 
vengeance, because vengeance meant hurting herself. With the power she had, the best she could do to say “fuck you” 
was make herself bleed. But that wasn’t working, obviously, and neither was forgiveness. [Z] realized she didn’t have 
a choice, who she forgave and who she didn’t. Her selective memory chose for her. If she forgave someone, she might 
dwell on the better moments. But she wasn’t sure she could forgive [XYZ]. The bad moments were too extreme. It 
was [Z]’s fault anyway, for being so delusional about how [XYZ] felt. Unless she ever had proof that [XYZ] gave a 
fuck about her, [Z] would be smarter to remain angry.

There was no one [Z] feared more than [xi]. She was a younger girl who looked up to [Z]. The reasons [xi] scared [Z] 
were not related to [xi]’s personality. They were more related to [Z]’s struggle to keep her own act clean. Sometimes 
[Z] felt that using the internet meant that all the thoughts she’d ever thunk had been publicly seen. Not actually, but 
for intelligent stalkers of Instagram and Twitter (such as [xi]) who could read between the lines, this is often how it 
seemed. She’d almost rather [xi] had seen [Z] literally naked, than exposed mentally. There were so many incidents 
that caused [Z] to widen her eyes in public and stare southeast whenever she remembered them, which had to do with 
private thoughts that [xi] had somehow glimpsed. [Z] felt like this younger girl, [xi]—who [Z] rarely ever spoke to in 
person—knew her better than, say, her own immediate family.  She didn’t know if this was totally fucked up or oddly 4

touching. What was most shocking to [Z] was [xi]’s continued loyalty, in spite of all the private thoughts she’d been 
exposed to. Usually [xi] was impressed with [Z]’s apparent lack of self-consciousness, like, omg I can’t even believe 
she said that, that’s actually incredible, though occasionally she thought [Z] was too hard on other people, especially 
considering her own messed-up history.

…

The backstory was that they knew what a hard time the other had in this life. If only they could see themselves from 
the other’s own eyes, they’d be fixed. Such relief. That fear of the other would dissipate. It wasn’t possible to 
disappoint the other. Only to love even worse. Such a curse. How much there was between them. Usually that caused 
terror. How much they knew of the other. But tonight it brought pleasure. The only desire of one was that the other 
feel better. They turned out the lights. In the abyss, their souls swam against each other. Like jellyfish they caressed 
and combed bodies and savored their time. They forgot what and where they were. There’s too much there. Between 
them. Usually that was bad. Now it wasn’t. Only good. Only the other. The intensity between them had sunk so deep 
inside there’s no way it could possibly be undone. Too much. A curse, sure, sure. But tonight it cured them. They 
lucked out with the other’s existence. Both knew this deep down. They were born with such luck in this life. Surely 
not everyone had such luck. If everyone could feel this, life wouldn’t be what it was. It would be so good. If they 
could see themselves from the other’s set of eyes, they'd feel such relief. Right away. They’d be fixed. They’d start 
living for that moment. For that moment, life would feel fine. 

“I don’t know how else to put it anymore. Why did you do that. I know you’re nice to people in general. You’re not 
an asshole to everyone. Is it because I can handle it. I honestly don’t understand. I’m not going to be full of myself 
and act like you did it out of envy because that’s not why. I don’t think you want to be me, how could anyone want to 
be me. My old therapist said what probably made me different from you was that you don’t make an effort to 
understand it from my perspective. Is that true? You only see how I’ve affected you. Not the other way around. I 
know it’s natural to be self-centered but you could at least make an effort to grow out of that. I’m sorry if this hurts 
your feelings but I don’t think I can forgive you that easily. Or I’d like more of an explanation please. Because I don’t 
believe you love me. How could I believe you after that. I’ve never had someone love me unselfishly. It honestly 
doesn’t feel right. I’m not sure if I’m imagining it or what. It kind of hurts but not in a bad way for once.” 

“I think we were both defending ourselves against ourselves and taking it out on the other. Does that make sense? 
We’re both psychotic yet sensitive individuals with a lot of pain in our pasts. At least you know what I’m capable of 

 though, that depends on what [Z] means by know somebody (see next paragraph). 4
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and vice versa. It’ll probably get worse again. I can’t promise that it won’t get worse. It might get better too. That’s 
not impossible. As I get older it seems like everything gets more intense. The better things get better. The worse 
things get worse. Maybe someday it’ll plateau. At least it’s in a good phase now. So now can we relax for a second? 
And try to enjoy ourselves.” 

That ego thing. She had such trouble surrendering herself and it was because of that ego thing all men seemed to 
have. She didn’t thing women had it but then she met a few more who had that ego thing too. That ego thing made 
sex about dividing and conquering the other. Never once had she allowed a man to divide and conquer her. No man 
could succeed. If he ever managed to break her he’d act far too proud. Now that ego thing was gone. Now sex was a 
game between equal adversaries. Now sex required intense focus. It required detachment from all distractions. Like a 
face-off between two kamikaze jets. One had to crash before the other. Or they might collide. Either way it would be 
a beautiful cataclysm. Sex burned out their souls and made their bodies die. 

...  

Subject: sub millennials

I’m gonna be honest. I’ve tried reading books and watching online shows by the people you spend time with, and 
most of them strike me as the same. It seems like the theme of the generation you’ve found yourself stuck with is being 
a loser, whining about it, resigning to life’s circumstances, and acting like an apathetic bitch. That goes for male 
artists too. I’m not going to let that be the tone of your work. Or the tone of your life, for that matter. Up until now I’ll 
give you a pass because (1) you’ve never really struck me as the type of person described above and (2) I've 
experienced how hard it is, these days, to be bold and not a victim. When you do act like an apathetic bitch, hopefully 
it’s done in a way that’s self-aware and serves as covertly judgmental commentary on what you see around you. 
You’re playing a role. So am I. But I think we’re approaching an important moment. So it’s time to get your shit 
together. 

By “get your shit together” I don’t mean start acting like a role model. What I mean is—do not act helpless. It’s 
important to stay above that trend in these times. Seriously, find your fucking wings. Actually no. Let me put it 
differently. I used to be into birds as a metaphor but now I’m more into spiders. Sometimes I feel as though the rest of 
my life resembles a slick drain and I’m slipping downwards. I’m taking the plunge on purpose. Downwards. Not 
upwards. Not talking about the afterlife. Talking about real-life. I still happen to be privately religious and believe in 
God. Now, I’m sharing this info because I think that in the hypothetical event that Donald Trump wins the upcoming 
election, pitch blackness is going to be the wiser way to go. These are my personal plans, starting tomorrow. When I 
finish this book I’ll be going underground. I’ll be getting into character for a new movie and preparing for the start of 
the shoot. No matter what I’ll find a way to make this movie happen, even if people say shit to discourage me. If you 
suspect you might be one of the people I want to work with, someday, you're not required to do anything... besides get 
your game on and stop acting like an apathetic bitch... if that’s ever been your issue... Xo

Morgan

...  

This is what she can’t help but assume. When [unnamed readers] finally get around to finishing this book they’ll take 
it as another ego boost because she’s still writing about [unnamed readers] after all this time. [Unnamed readers] are 
self-assured enough that it’s not that big of a deal. It’ll be fairly tragic to watch her pull the plug on her education and 
flounder to make a movie on her own. Someday when they see her in public by accident, they’ll feel all annoyed, 
looking at her, she’s so fucking young and unremarkable and non-intimidating. [Unnamed readers] remember all the 
reasons they had a hard time with her in the first place, and why she gets on their nerves. They also feel bad for this 
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girl, because they recognize how her imagination tortures her with serious paranoia and delusions of grandeur. Poor 
thing.   

… 

“We live in emotional realities that are far removed from what’s actually taking place,” Valerie recalls reading in a 
pamphlet on Cognitive Behavioral Therapy. What’s actually taking place… hmmm…  

I’m lying naked in a bathtub in a nice hotel, where some guy ranted to me for three hours and revealed some 
disagreeable elements of his character. He got weirdly upset about people who believed in God and went on a tirade 
against all non-atheists. I think this guy assumes I come here often because I’m obsessed with him but really I’m 
coming for all the intel I just gained, a small portion of which was about my own sexual capacities. For a while after 
he left the hotel, I felt this strange emotional emptiness, which my old therapist identified as the feeling that 
sociopaths have at all times. Luckily I feel like myself again, now that I’ve taken a bath. 

What’s actually taking place… I’ve always considered emotions more truthful than anything, as long as they’re 
synced up with cleverness and common sense.   

Hmmm… my emotions right now are great fear, a bit of smugness, and feverish anticipation. 

If I played by the rules I’d be submitting poems and stories and books to publishers for years and years and getting 
rejection letters because there’s no place that’s willing to publish this self-absorbed shit. Even if I did get published, 
I’d be a reclusive writer, and I want to be a director and psycho actress. If I played by the rules I’d listen to all the 
people who have looked into my eyes and told me, you can’t do this for all these reasons bla bla bla but they’ll never 
understand how anyone could do this because they aren’t blessed with my strain of madness. I can’t play by the rules, 
because if I play by the fucking rules, I’ll never be a female director and make a masterpiece while I’m still in my 
twenties. I’ll go through hell for this, but God-willing, I’ll show them. 

So here goes Valerie. She sees her current life as a nexus above her, to which she’s caught on the end of a stringy 
black web. She unhooks herself. Valerie slides for a moment, downward, then drifts off the radar. She can’t be 
detected by most humans above her, inhabiting reality as it is. In the pitch blackness around her, time is more fluid. 
It’s so quiet and private down here that at last, Valerie can hear her own thoughts. She likes it better in the dark. 

… 

“The ones who are benefitting from the breakdown of private and public are women. Because in public women are 
only seen, not heard. So many women are silent heroes in private, while men are such assholes to them. Men who are 
publicly respected. So, it’s not such a bad thing. This loss of privacy that everyone seems so afraid of. Maybe they’re 
scared because they’ve got a lot to hide… But you're only as dark as your secrets, right? Nothing’s private anymore… 
Well, some things are. Real privacy is protected by love and honor. It can’t be shared. It can only exist between two 
people, right here.”  

Cleo put a hand to her heart. She was preaching to her older sister in the backseat, on the car ride home. 

“Careful not to generalize. Or moralize,” said Rose. 

“Sorry. I guess women can do fucked-up things in private too.” 

Cleo waited for her mom to correct her bad language from the front passenger’s seat. But Brenda must not have 
heard.  
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Ralph kept driving in the night, with the brights turned on. He looked up in the rearview mirror and got eye contact 
with Cleo. (The good kind.) He’d never understood why his younger daughter used to throw such tantrums over the 
smallest issues. Only recently had he begun to see the cause of it all. Her serious depression. Her intensity. How 
anything that got between Cleo and her art felt like life-or-death. No matter what meds or therapy or advice she was 
given, Cleo refused to do what she was told. Now that she was older and out of the house, Ralph could respect that. 
She deserved some credit. She never gave up.  

Both his daughters were fighters. If Ralph had sons instead of daughters, their lives would be much different. The part 
that was most painful, for Ralph, was that he realized they’d probably be happier if they were the same people, but 
boys. If his two girls were boys, they might not feel so neglected. Rose might be paid more in exchange for her 
writing. Cleo might get more credit for her artwork. Who knows. They might not be artists. They might not be 
outcasts. They might not work nearly as hard to be heard. Suddenly, Ralph was glad he had daughters, not sons. If his 
daughters were boys, they might have it easier. But the planet would feel emptier inside without their presence. There 
would be no Cleo and Rose. 

… 

Back in the Starbucks on W 110th Street, Selena was still spinning in her mind, trying to find the reason Valerie was 
spending time with these skeezebags. She must be curious because she’d been through that herself. Slept with 
skeezebags who she didn’t actually like. What was in it for her? Usually the answer was exposure. Exposure and 
good material. So there were a couple reasons. But the famous guys who promised exposure, in some way or another, 
rarely followed through. She knew she was good at sex but it felt like a helluva lot of work for no payoff. So neither 
of these reasons were good enough. Curiosity. That’s a big one. Curiosity about what? What she was capable of? How 
other people were capable of fucking her up? There were very few people she’d slept with who didn’t leave her 
feeling suicidal. She knew this was a mean thing to say about the friends she’d fucked or been fucked by but it was 
fucking obvious. Maybe the first few fucks with a person were thrilling but then it would get fucking bad. It was rare 
that she actually was like, wow!! It must be the same with drugs and alcohol. Curiosity about what feelings the drugs 
might arouse. How far she might be willing to go for a night to keep her spirit satiated. She tried to think of the best 
nights of her life. They always involved ingesting illicit chemicals through the mouth or nose. Most of the time, the 
blitz wasn’t worth its aftershocks. Headaches. Hangovers. Cravings for the drug. But once in a while, it was worth it. 
So Valerie’s latest obsession was heroin, according to Benny. Selena had tried heroin once but she was with some 
fucking weirdos and in her opinion, it hadn’t been worth the aching pains in her veins on the day that followed. Her 
favorite drug might be cocaine, but on cocaine she got homicidally bitchy, so she had to be careful with how much 
she snozzled. Selena ran her hands through her hair and found that it was fluffy and soft. She stared at the keys on her 
laptop, which were sticky from her sweaty fingers and could stand to be rubbed down with alcohol. On her left 
shoulder Selena felt someone tap her and turned around and saw Valerie. She asked “can I sit down” and Selena 
nodded and said to herself, this is is less dramatic than I expected…  

… 

“What happened?” Benny asked Clyde when he saw his knees bruised from where he fell off the bridge. 

“I had a rough night,” said Clyde.  

Benny was about to press further, but Clyde’s body language told him he might be feeling too vulnerable. He was 
sitting on the floor outside Clyde’s room with his head down on his knees. Benny had been to the gym before this, 
and he was wearing a pair of gray athletic shorts. Clyde kept his head down in front of Benny. It was a position of 
defeat. 
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For a second Benny fought a bout of mean thoughts. Pathetic mother-fucking gay piece of shit. He didn’t know where 
they were coming from. For several seconds longer he let his mind run free. That’s right Clyde, bow down, fucking 
faggot.  

It was inconvenient that Clyde chose this moment to look upward. In his eyes was a look of subdued rage. Benny 
shifted on his feet. He gave Clyde that told him, fuck off, but Clyde kept staring and exhaling very slowly. And then, 
Benny felt guilty. Almost. 

How could Benny even work with this faggy rat anymore. He felt an impulse to grab Clyde by the front of the shirt 
and beat him so bad that he’d bleed inside his chest. Instead he turned away and walked down the hallway. He didn’t 
bother to let Clyde back into his room. He left him sitting on the floor. Fucking loser. Kyke. Benny didn’t even know 
why he was doing this. He couldn’t stop it though. In the shower of the men’s room, he tore the ceramic soap tray off 
the tile wall and threw it so it shattered beneath him. He accidentally stepped on a broken shard of glass. Blood 
started running down the drain of the shower. It hadn’t happened like this before. It hadn’t gotten so unbearable to be 
this close with a friend. Benny started crying. If he knew how much Benny needed him, Clyde might not destroy 
himself so deeply. If only Benny could be more vulnerable. But he couldn’t let that happen. Let himself be weak. 
That wasn’t even an option. He was stronger. He wanted to win. 

Back down the hallway, Clyde wasn’t crying. He wasn’t stupid either. If he provoked Benny on purpose, it was 
because he drank pain like lighter fluid. He loved it when Benny treated him like shit. He thrived on it. And he knew 
that Benny was the same. Maybe Benny didn’t know it yet but he loved it as much as Clyde. Someday they’d be 
sitting in the studio and Benny would be the only one who liked it when he said “one more take” even when his lungs 
were burning and he tasted blood. He wouldn’t roll his eyes like the other horn players. That was Benny. That’s who 
he was. It might be love between him and Clyde but it wasn’t faggy. It was far from that. It was mutual passion they 
couldn’t find in other people who were more pathetic than them. If Benny or Clyde was on the verge of fucking up 
his whole life they might be willing to relinquish control for a second. To go easy on the other. To say or do 
something so the other guy didn’t kill himself. But otherwise the terms of this relationship didn’t require confessions 
or any fucking discussion of what went on in the shower. Benny came back down the hall wearing a towel and black 
socks to hide his fucked-up foot. He unlocked his dorm room. (Finally.) Clyde didn’t bother to say thanks and went 
inside. He thought about telling Benny how fucking big of a deal it was to him that Benny actually let him stay in his 
dorm room for so long. But Clyde didn’t tell him that. He sat on the ground and immediately fell asleep with his head 
against a wall. Benny watched him sleeping and said faggot in his mind a few more times before setting a pillow next 
to him because he knew the wall was hard. Benny grabbed his headphones and left the dorm room. He went on a long 
walk alone, listening to music, thinking about no one.  

… 

Her boyfriend used to wax poetic about how beautiful [Z] was. She didn’t understand it. All this bullshit they taught 
girls at their school that pretended like it didn’t matter. Of course it mattered. They all looked like zombies. How 
could no one see that? [Z] had something about her. But she was so disheveled and fat. What the fuck was it? Maybe 
it was [Z]’s writing. Maybe if she made a serious effort, she’d have what [Z] had. But it came at such a heavy price. It 
was true, she couldn’t have it all. Otherwise the looks she got from other people in public made her sick. Being in 
public killed her. She got uglier. Her family loved her less. Those savages did this to her in the first place. They didn’t 
care for her. It wasn’t real love. They fed on her physically. She wasn’t allowed to feed back. Or maybe she was 
wrong about that. She gave it a shot. She started feeding on them. They were so ugly to her. Most of them. ([Z] was 
confusing.) She kept feeding. She grew even more undesirable herself.  

[Ü] couldn’t help it that she’d gotten so fugly. How could he explain that to anyone? I’d stay with her, but she got too 
fugly. He couldn’t help it that he sometimes lapsed into a sick-dark place where he was visually feral and 
attractiveness was all he cared about. He liked his virgins. He liked them young. It must be a male thing, he thought. 
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Women must never feel these urges, he thought. There was a bar on Amsterdam Avenue where he liked to go to 
satisfy his urges. The underclassmen at Barnard were more his breed than girls at Columbia. More overtly female. In 
any case, he had to be careful. He didn’t want to get sued or written about. 

[Z] wrote about him so much, it was honestly maddening. When he acted nice, she heard a voice in the back of her 
brain that said, wtf does he want. She couldn’t stop thinking about how much she hated him. It became an obsession. 
There seriously was no one else she loathed enough to write about this much. She kept him around for the sake of her 
art. [Z] would write about him for hours, only pausing to eat ravenously. She let herself be unkempt in exchange for 
beautiful writing about him. She pretended he was nothing to her. But she wanted him all the time. There were 
moments when she thought she’d rather die than not have his [censored]. When she finally got fucked by his 
[censored] it was an immense disappointment. That wasn’t the last time they had sex, thank God. 

What [X] and [XI] couldn’t understand about [Y] and [Z] was their symbiotic obsession with damaging their bodies. 
When these two were together their bodies seemed to crave better health. And yet, they still did drugs. Between [Y] 
and [Z] there was a tacit understanding that the extreme drug use was for the purpose of achieving a certain look on 
film. By the time they arrived at their ultimate vision, it wasn’t fun anymore. The sex was no longer mind-blowing 
and their chances of survival would have been greatly aided by the protective sheen they’d abandoned long ago. [X] 
and [XI] became close and helped one another. They talked about [Y] and [Z]. [XI] missed the [Y] she got to love and 
protect like a sibling. [X] missed the [Z] he fell in love with. The person standing before them was a monster and 
fucking mess. The real dream between [Y] and [Z] was that they wouldn’t have to be self-conscious around the other 
person. That’s all they wanted. To reach a certain stage where they didn’t care at all. Where their nagging urges to win 
the longstanding battle never got in the way of work or love. They might vow to repair themselves for the other 
person out of mutual passion. But it was never certain they’d actually survive. 

They were cleverer about love than all their parents who fucked up their shitty marriages. Their dark history plagued 
them occasionally but as long as they put it into their work, it never made much of a mess. If a scene in a movie 
didn’t come out, it was still fun to see how everyone on set handled it. How they glommed onto them after. The best 
part was how deep it was. It was so deep it started inhabiting regions of their bodies they didn’t even know could be 
infected by love. They didn’t have to say what happened but they accidentally fell for one another, somewhere along 
the way, even though it wasn’t allowed. That’s all it was. It was a mystery who among them already had fucked. They 
kept it so secret that it never happened. When it got really, really bad they went into hiding and never spoke and 
helped each other out of bed with sex. But it was never, ever, ever discussed. It was private.  
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PART 4 
April 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[Lost Ones] 

“Image matters”

“But don’t live a lie, Selena.”

“Don’t be so truthful that you end up an outcast. For you, telling the truth is social suicide.”

“Better than actual suicide. And I am an outcast. More than you’ll ever be!” said Valerie. 

“Thank. God.”

The truth was, Selena felt like more of an outcast in New York than she let on. Fans of her writing read reviews of art 
openings and parties and commented on how funny they were. You’re so funny! You’re so clever! they’d always 
respond. But the experience of attending events with a bunch of phony artists and arrogant celebrities was actually 
quite tragic. The famous people she encountered were so morally depraved, it wasn’t funny at all. And these people 
were worshipped like Gods. Heartless adults with no education who’d never been hungry a day in their lives (except 
for the women, duh). Their favorite books were the same ones Selena liked when she was eight years old. All these 
people seemed to care about was money, oral sex, and drugs. The only good news for Selena was, they were easy to 
manipulate. 

“Why do you think I’m living a lie?” Selena asked Valerie. “I’ve considered myself a sycophant, but never a fraud.” 

“I mean, you don’t actually look like any of your pictures on the internet.”

“Is that a crime.”

Valerie sighed and thought for a moment. There were few actual adults in the world, but it was obvious when she met 
one. Adults were calm and assertive and listened more than they spoke. Valerie’s conception of adulthood was unique 
to her unorthodox goals of sexual stardom, though it didn’t involve posting compulsively on Twitter and Instagram, 
or taking any selfies at all. 

“Don’t be embarrassed or anything. But you probably went through adolescence later than most kids, cause in high 
school you had to act like an adult around your family—they were so fucked-up,” Valerie said. In a Starbucks on 
West 110th Street, she and Selena were coming to terms with their traumatic pasts. “I mean, me too. At least I’ve 
finally written about the worst parts of my childhood.”

“Congratulations!” said Selena. “So now you can grow up.”

“I’m doing my best,” said Valerie, defensively. “Honestly I don’t think I can make it to adulthood, it’s too late. My 
mind and body don’t give a fuck.”

“Well. You shouldn’t give up. I guess.”  

Valerie bit her bottom lip with her teeth so hard it bled, which wasn’t that hard—her lips were really chapped. She 
dabbed it with the sleeve of her sweatshirt. “Contrary to what you might think, I’m not sure I want to work with you 
or your friends. You gaslight me, drive me nuts, and observe me while it happens. Every time you imply that I’m a 
lesbian who’s obsessed with you, I’ll fuck a few more guys for practice. I don’t know why I’m even talking to you. 
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Maybe cause I’ve written like three books trying to plan my future, I don’t want all that effort to go to waste.”

“What are you even talking about.”

“My next movie. It’s only going to get worse from now on. I’m not trying to freak anyone out, I’m being honest. It’s 
a good idea to start getting ready. As far as acting prep—”

“—if you ask me to act in your fucking movie one more time,” Selena interrupted. “I’m filing a restraining order.”

“Against me? Why.” 

“Cause you’re stalking me. How did you even find me here?” 

“It was an accident,” said Valerie. “I mean, I wasn’t trying to see you.”

“I’m not kidding about the restraining order! You have ten seconds to get out of my sight. 10, 9, 8…”

Valerie got to her feet. “You have to be a little delusional to survive, right now,” she said softly, then stumbled like 
she was about to faint and grabbed a chair for support. “Bye Selena. Maybe I’ll see you again. That’s probably up to 
you.” Valerie left the Starbucks.

…

[XYZ] came from a generation of parents who had never passed through the narcissistic phase of adolescence. That 
wasn’t entirely true, but the way they took care of their daughters and sons was by treating them less as individuals 
than as extensions of themselves. What mattered to them, above all, was that they seemed like good parents. This 
involved making [XYZ] seem like good kids. [XYZ] felt older than their parents. When they separated from their 
parents and said, “I’m an adult,” their relationship became a game of self-comparison. The parents understood [XYZ] 
by comparing themselves. Deep down, the parents felt they would die for [XYZ]. The trouble was, even this made 
them proud of themselves, for being great parents who would die for their kids. Certain allegations of narcissism were 
clearly projection. Not always. Depending on the day, [XYZ] were either self-loathing losers or conceited little shits.

[Y] felt that her mother had standards for her which were literally unattainable. This might be related to her mother’s 
undiagnosed narrow-mindedness relating to what looked good. Sometimes [Y] felt like the world was her mentally ill 
mother, and with the body she was born with, there was no way to win. What [Y] didn’t realize, until she was 
exposed to alternative views, was that her mother’s mindset was unbecoming on her. She didn’t realize how bad a fit 
it was, until she stepped out of it and spent time with real friends who she enjoyed spending time with—not friends 
who merely enhanced her image. To free herself from the PTSD of visual enslavement that she inherited from 
girlhood, [Y] would need to completely reconfigure her own mental make-up and how she looked at other women. 
When [Y] came face-to-face with [XYZ] after a long time alone, it was funny, because she realized that no matter 
what she couldn’t stop loving them. In fact, she thought she preferred [XYZ] when they were in a phase of being 
noticeably human as opposed to near-perfect.  [Y] wondered if her mother looked at her daughter and felt the same 
way. She couldn’t tell, but [Y] certainly didn’t feel unselfconscious around her mother like she did around [XYZ]. 
She tried to confront her mom about it and said, “stop looking at me like that,” but her mom didn’t know what she 
meant. “Like what?” she answered. 

[Y] felt strongly that she needed [XI] or [Z] more than usual, but didn’t know how to approach it. Due to pride and 
practical concerns she was reluctant to straight-up reach out to anyone. She knew [Z] was controlling and wanted [Y] 
to be in a movie. [Y] didn’t feel ready. She wasn’t sure if [Z] was as ready as she claimed to be. [XI] told [Y], “[z]’s 
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being delusional.” It seemed there were two narrative threads running through [Y]’s life at present: what could be 
proven, and what couldn’t. Like everything she cared about took place in her imagination, but it wasn’t imagined, 
completely. What she imagined had to do with [XI] and [Z]. She had a hard time finding literature from the past three 
hundred years that accounted for what she was experiencing. Virginia Woolf seemed to get it. Maybe it was a female 
thing. She was born with antennae that could pick on on other people’s feelings. Men made their decisions on a 
rational plane, whereas [Y]’s emotions were what guided her. Right now, it felt as though she was whitewater rafting. 

The distant bond that [Z] and [XI] shared was sometimes friendly, sometimes sisterly, sometimes whatever. If [Z] had 
any issues with self-comparison, they all came down to [XI]. Due to envy, [Z] occasionally felt such strong contempt 
for [XI] that it fizzled hotly in the cruel zone of her brain, which happened to be near the creative zone. [XI] felt it 
too. When she felt hot and fizzly [XI] came up with clever ways to scald [z] in the most sensitive parts of her psyche. 
The worst thing [XI] or [Z] could do, in the present, was pretend she never cared about the other in the past. That hurt 
even worse than the psychogenic pain embedded in their history.

…

Dear all.

I've never been one to believe in much justice on earth and/or a fixed moral framework, though I do believe that trust, 
cooperation, and compassion will always prevail against fear and evil. If there's ever been a time to pull it together 
and bolster your attitude and approach to life, now's a good moment. Donald Trump is about to be our president, and 
there's no saying what's going to happen when his reign begins, though I'm highly doubtful that our respective 
situations, whatever they are, will see much improvement. 

I'll admit that I have a tendency to be relentlessly persistent and pushy when it comes to what I want for my movies. 
I've learned the hard way that Lola Morgan (the director) is never going to be an easy role to play. I happen to know 
exactly who I want as actors and crew, though I'm not listing names and roles at this time, because nothing is 
promised. I'm sorry if anyone reading this considers me annoying or aggressive, but not really, because I think you're 
a bold and assertive enough person that you can handle working with me. Otherwise I would have written you off by 
now. One of the objectives of this movie is to give my cast/crew practice so that we all can do a great job on future 
productions that I want to be near-perfect. There's no lofty moral agenda behind this particular project, though I think 
presenting difficult truths in a way that's bearable—hopefully, beautiful—is the ultimate goal. 

sincerely,
Lola

…

Clyde couldn’t get out of bed on Benny’s floor. “I feel like shit,” he told Benny. 

“I want you to start coming to the gym with me,” said Benny.

“Why, are you pro-mana.”

“What?”

“Pro-manorexic.”

“No. Just come and see what it’s like. I won’t make you pay anything. We can plan a time not this week, but next 
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week,” said Benny. “It’s required for you to keep staying with me.”

For a while he and Benny took pride in the fact that they never worked out, but now Benny was on a big fitness kick. 
He thought it was Benny’s competitiveness. Maybe he was a sociopath and was trying to humiliate Clyde by bringing 
him to the gym, where he would be weaker than Benny.

“I’m not trying to humiliate you,” said Benny, like he was reading Clyde’s mind. “Honestly I look like a retard when I 
work out so it'll be more embarrassing for me.”

“What, no, I didn't say—”

“—Listen, I want you to be in my band after we graduate, and I know how much you struggle with addiction and 
feeling self-conscious around girls. I want us both to feel almost superhuman compared to the rest of these goons. It’ll 
be a competitive advantage.”

“Or at least we can feel like we’re doing our best.”

“Can’t you still graduate?” asked Benny. “Join a jazz combo to make up the missing credits.”

“I guess I can ask,” said Clyde. 

“Don’t make your whole life a rebellion against people who have treated you like shit. I know you’re angry and I 
know you like to self-destruct. But if you start doing dope again, I’m not helping you out.”

“Okay, okay, I’ll try to graduate. But not so that I can have a degree to brag about. It’s more impressive when 
someone has the fucking discipline to self-educate. To study and practice by themselves. It’s good I went to college, 
because I don’t have that… at least I have survival skills, now that I’ve gone on the streets. At least I can read people. 
Most people want to believe they’re rebels but really they’re all scared about their image. That’s why they go to 
college… There’s no test for emotional intelligence, you know? I got more in touch with the truth. But if you’re 
emotionally intelligent at this school—no, in this country—you’re fucked. It’s not a good time for feelings.”

“That’s exactly how Trump won,” Benny said. “He manipulated people by tapping into their feelings, so they all 
stopped thinking. Everyone stopped looking at the facts. Don’t act stupid on purpose.”
        
“No man, that’s not it. I’m talking about street smarts. It comes down to the tiniest shifts in energy. You gotta listen to 
your gut. Not your brain. Let me explain what I mean, it’s about survival. When did all this shit start up, about 
‘people acting bad because they’re misunderstood?’ Some people are savages! They choose evil over good, 
constantly! Cause they think it’s cool! I think there are more people like that—way more—than people who are good 
deep-down. I’m talking when shit gets really nasty on the streets. It’s way easier to choose evil over good. No one on 
the streets wants to be seen as a ‘good person.’ That’ll get your throat slit. But it’s a tricky game, cause if you’re too 
much of a rat, people don’t want you around either. It’s important to listen to your gut. People who are evil give off a 
bad feeling. Dirty vibes. That’s what it is. It’s a tightness, down here. It’s not a good sign if you feel like you’re 
blowing warmth, from your lungs into your stomach, the whole time you’re around someone. Good people don’t give 
off that constant cold emptiness. It feels good to be around good people. I mean, it’s okay to be mostly hot, with a 
cold searing edge.”

Benny hated when Clyde acted like he was some sort of slum lord. He also hated when he heard fragments of half-
baked ebonics in the way Clyde spoke. Sometimes he felt like grabbing Clyde’s shoulders and shouting “you’re not 
black!!! Stop acting like you’ve had it so bad!!!” But what stopped Benny was knowing the depth of Clyde’s 
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vulnerability. Benny suspected that on the streets, black people used him as a punching bag to release their rage at the 
whole caucasian race, since Clyde wasn’t exactly threatening. At least not on the surface.

“Isn’t your hero Charlie Parker?” Benny asked.

Clyde seemed embarrassed. “Yeah. So.”

“Do you think it ‘felt good’ to be around him when he was high on heroin, getting blowjobs in taxis while his friends 
were sitting in the backseat with him?”

“So, maybe Charlie Parker wasn’t a good person.”

“But he’s your hero.”

“Yeah.”

“Maybe you need a new hero.”

Clyde looked up at Benny.  “Uh…”
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[What Makes Us Girls]

Ramona had grown weary of the fashion industry for the same reasons she wanted to get involved in the first place: 
because it was elitist and would bring her fame and attention. In truth she felt like the same person she was before she 
started modeling, except for that her old friends seemed constantly envious. Not to mention all the pressure to be 
pretty. For Ramona shit got real when she couldn’t even go outside of her apartment because all license plates 
represented threats to her fragile vanity. Any license plate that start with the letter “U” and ended with a consonant 
that rhymed with “Y” made her think some external force belonging to an enemy was motivating her to lose weight 
by calling her [censored]. She knew that it was insane to think random license plates might contain hidden fragments 
of objective truth—but as with numbers of views on YouTube videos, which sometimes held numerological entities 
that she considered “signs,” Ramona didn’t think her superstitions were entirely invalid. There were too many bizarre 
coincidences, related to numbers and letters in unexpected places, when it seemed like magical forces were at play. 
So whenever Ramona saw these license plates, she vowed to stop eating or reading difficult books, and focus instead 
on her appearance.

She loved the anonymity of being a motel guest. At cheap American motels, Ramona didn’t have to worry about how 
she looked because she’d never see these people again. The majority of tenants were obese and unhappy middle-aged 
men and women who felt to Ramona like threats. Not that they would ever do anything to her; but then again, 
Ramona had a tendency to judge people (from the moment they met) on how they would treat her at darker moments. 
That’s when unchecked grievances and resentments came bubbling to the surface and erupted in spiteful acts—or 
conversely, when people felt most protective of friends and family they didn’t want dead. Ramona didn’t doubt her 
fellow motel guests would rape or slay her, under dire circumstances.

Ramona put on her headphones and danced around her own room by herself. She could tell a lot about her 
relationship with people by imagining they were her opponent in the mirror. Some people brought out the strangest 
dance moves in Ramona. She danced in the mirror and heard demons awaken in her body. These demons felt realer 
than the ones in her mind. Forces she could feel. Like cold winds. Like nausea. In the American wilderness, the stakes 
were higher than in cities. She felt unsafe wherever she went.

…

Selena’s job at a magazine office in Midtown was wearing her down. She’d recently been promoted to an editor’s 
assistant. Her new female boss was badass but controlling as fuck and scared Selena shitless. She didn’t want to lose 
her job, but at work, she could never relax. Having grown up with a successful businessman for a dad, Selena was 
familiar with the various benefits of having an ego in the workplace. On hiring new employees, her father always 
used to say, “It’s much better to hire an arrogant person who you have to bring down, than a genuinely insecure 
person who needs constant reinforcement.” Though a combo of perfectionism and confidence was ideal, Selena’s dad 
said, “sometimes it takes a while to get there. Drive is what’s important.” What got Selena hired in the first place (to 
be frank) was manipulation, which counted as a form of “drive” in her book. If she had the impression someone was 
trying to impress her—for example, the man who interviewed her, who was in his forties and still had the unshaven 
complexion of a virgin boy—she had a tactic of staring a person right in the eyes and making them feel like the most 
important person in the world. Then she could get them to do what she insinuated, unless they were street smart. She 
always had trouble with the slummy ones.

Like Valerie. As a high school freshman, in the lunchroom, she once told Selena, “Stop staring at me like a snake. 
Your energy is giving me chills. The bad kind.”
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“Excuse me?”

“I said, you’re a fucking snake, Selena! It’s off-putting.”

In retrospect, that might of been the day their friendship started getting awkward. Selena started acting more 
snakelike than ever. She stopped responding to Valerie’s phone calls and texts, and was all like, “I was going to call 
you back! I forgot.” Valerie stopped contacting her. They fell out. Selena purged her mind of memories relating to 
their friendship.

Until now. In the magazine office, she was reminded of what Valerie said about her spirit animal when her boss 
walked by in leather boots and a coat made of fox fur. I’m glad those aren’t snakeskin, Selena thought of the boots. 
That outfit is already too much, almost.

“Epepepepepep before you start on the Excel sheet, can you finish proofreading these articles? Thanks!” 

Selena’s boss unloaded a stack of pages in front of Selena. At a desk by her boss’s office door, Selena wondered how 
she ended up someone’s bitch. Four years of college. Several unpaid internships. All she got from professors and 
bosses were reminders that she was a fish a shark tank. All she got from being stressed out all the time was an 
unkempt appearance. All she felt like, lately, was a dime-a-dozen female journalist. The only thing that separated her 
from the crowd was that she was a better writer. Right? Lately she felt her talent was being forcibly taken from her. 
Am I another deluded narcissist? Selena felt nauseous. Is my writing even good? She opened her inbox: 33 new e-
mails.

Meanwhile, in a classroom at Columbia, Valerie was trying to present a Powerpoint on her favorite female filmmaker.

“So like, homogenous units of timekeeping, like goose-stepping seconds, I think… I think… in my paper I explain 
how it’s part of a system that’s not the best to women. But these movies escape that somehow. The silence is like, a 
heterogeneous thing. It’s a whole new temporal space, where there’s no ticking sounds…”

Her professor—who used to know this female filmmaker personally—was looking at Valerie with black holes in his 
eyes. “You forget to put the s in Bergson,” he said, correcting a typo on her Powerpoint. When he said s, his tongue 
made a sharp whistle. 

I knew this was going to happen, Valerie thought, but it’s hard to analyze these films in theoretical terms. She found 
herself so inarticulate that she ended her presentation a bit early, “I’m sorry, sometimes I have trouble using my 
words.” 

Valerie was able to read silence because she spent so much time in it. Silence never actually was silence, though. 
Silence had temperature and texture. Between people, there was often more to be felt in silence than there was in 
written or spoken words. Her classmates acted sympathetic, but the energy in the room was chilly and perturbed. 

Fffuck, thought Selena from her desk in the office. Her nausea imploded into a murky headache. She felt as though 
her brain was a drain for sewage. Just finish. You’re so fucking close. She scrawled a few marks on the pages in front 
of her, which in their unedited form were abysmally written, and began to transcribe them to Microsoft Word.

In her experience, when Valerie grew so self-conscious she could hardly speak, it meant she was being judged at an 
emotional distance by a person or group. If she was already “the other,” there was no point in trying. She knew this 
from being treated like “the other” in most exchanges with ex-friends and lovers. At the end of her seminars, she 
didn’t bother to say bye to anyone. Valerie hurried out of the classroom.
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Selena plowed open the door of a stall in the bathroom. She couldn’t feel the top of her head, she felt so execrably ill. 
In the past, vomiting was fun for Selena, until she realized it altered her complexion and caused her lymph nodes to 
swell. In an office toilet, she began to puke. 

Cool water. Fluorescent lights. The flapping sounds of human flesh in the pool. I fucking hate this place, thought 
Valerie on the verge of her mandatory swim test. Valerie wondered if it was worth it. Consensual enslavement to a 
college that raped her confidence in exchange for a slip of paper that contained her name and other words.  

“It depends on whether you want to be liked in the present, as a comedian or critic, or whether you want your own 
books or films in a library for hundreds of years,” was how Selena once convinced Valerie not to drop out of an Ivy 
League school. What was strange about his particular conversation was that it took place in a dream. And the setting 
of the dream was a swimming pool.

Her favorite memories of adolescence, before the other girl got there, were moments when she felt in some way 
victorious. Speeches and sports matches and A+ exams. Selena’s dad the businessman once said: “It doesn’t matter 
what happens in the future—if my kids know deep down what it’s like to have real confidence, then I’ve done a good 
job. Cause they’ll always want that back! Some people never know what that feels like, to earn pride, not have it 
given to them.” 

Valerie knew what it was like to feel smart. She knew what it was like to feel pretty. She knew what it was like to be 
the most delectable fish in the pond. She began to show off her front crawl. She convinced herself a transformation 
was in process. Brains for beauty. Beauty for directorial brawn. Otherwise this phase of her life would be too 
unbearable to think about. Valerie did an underwater flip on the wall.

When she finally reached a point where she was at peak femininity, she’d already been through boot camp to be 
smart. That was intuitive. That was ingrained in her heart. Maybe she could be a drop-dead genius and create a sexy 
masterpiece. But she had to earn it. She couldn’t have it all at once. 

Selena wiped the spit off her jaw. Usually when she finished vomiting she felt anger well up inside herself like, never 
mind. What she couldn’t stand about most female writers (except for a few) was a sort of lovey-dovey docility that 
made her sick. She’d seen a number of great journalists over the years lose their voice in favor of traditional 
“feminine” ideals—constantly pleasing friends and lovers at the cost of one’s own freedom and time. Then again, if 
Selena read another sterile fluff piece about self-actualization after a bad break-up, she would stab someone in the 
throat with a pencil.

Valerie finished her swim test and went straight to the library, to study. In the library, she thought about the various 
benefits of consensual enslavement. Without someone on her case—like the public or pushy professors—she stultified 
and grew too comfortable. Her next step was to master the art of self-discipline. 

At her desk, Selena scrawled out a mockup letter of resignation, then ran it through a paper shredder. It wasn’t 
practical to quit her day job. It was a fantasy. Selena knew from experience and self-awareness that the most 
reprehensible humans to be around were lazy losers who stayed indoors all day in self-contained fantasies and wrote 
stories. Life wasn’t easy, if you were actually living.

…

“Welcome to private auditions for Black Satin: Part Six!!!!! Congratulations on making it this far. (You must have 
something special?) Now, you’ve probably heard rumors about how Lola Morgan runs this. As a warning—so far 
nobody who’s gone in there has been able to succeed. A few male actors have left in tears. As a further warning—she 
has some serious pet peeves. First, please don’t try to flatter her. That gets on her fucking nerves. Second, she hates 
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ego that hasn’t been earned. So if you’re going to try and act like a hotshot, make sure you back it up with some 
actual talent. Don’t be scared! Lola isn’t mean. Just not easy to please.”

…

“I can’t trust you people. How can I? After you saw what was happening and still didn’t vote. Or voted for him… 
Now you act like it’s not that big of a deal. For you, it’s no big deal. You’ll be fine. For me?”

“Your mistake is assuming that people voted for Trump for you in the first place. Because they hate you. That’s not 
true. People voted for Trump for themselves. Because they feel neglected, and miserable, and scared. They want help. 
And Trump recognized them. He pulled them into the election. He said stuff that made sense to them. People who 
haven’t voted in decades. Not only white people.”

“Don’t tell me ‘what my mistake is.’ Don’t tell me that white men are the victims, here. Less-educated white men who 
also happen to be rabidly racist. When Trump says, ‘make America great again,’  he’s saying, ‘make America white 
again.’ How can you deny that, it’s blatant.”

“I didn’t deny that Trump himself is a bigot sometimes. I’m saying, people aren’t doing their research. They aren’t 
listening to the media either. Trump turned them against the media. You know what he did? His campaign crews went 
into impoverished parts of America, gave people meals, and asked them to vote. That’s all people noticed. Plain 
hospitality.”

“You know what else Trump did? Studied Hitler’s speeches! Passed out swastikas at rallies!”

“Ugh I can’t speak with liberals who compare Trump with Hitler! There’s no reasoning with you people! Hitler? 
Really!?”

“It’s not that big of a stretch.”

“Listen, man. I don’t think this is for me. I’m going to ask if I can change trainers. And it’s not because I’m racist, so 
don’t tell me that’s what it is.” 

Clyde overheard this argument between a black trainer and his white client at the gym where he was signed in as 
Benny’s guest, in the Upper East Side. When the two guys saw Clyde eavesdropping, they cast him a glare like they 
both wanted him assassinated. All week he’d been getting bitter glares at the gym. This is getting out of hand, Clyde 
thought, when his dumbbells got snatched up by a much burlier man. The music was blasting so loud that Clyde felt 
like he was in a nightclub. He must have missed the memo about attire. He wore a cotton T-shirt and shorts; everyone 
else had on workout clothes that looked Olympic-grade. Clyde tried to keep to himself but the gym was too crowded. 
Finally he left the gym, without telling Benny, and put in his earbuds as soon as he reached Central Park. On the long 
walk home, he listened to Charlie Parker play sax.

After he worked out, Clyde’s body felt better. He felt calmer. But he also felt more depressed, like pockets of pain had 
been emptied from his muscles. So maybe jazz was not the field for white guys. So maybe jazz was a dying craft. So 
maybe Benny was the type of guy who could take care of himself, and be taken care of by the rest of the world. To 
love himself, and get love back. Clyde wasn’t like that. It didn’t matter what he did. To be taken care of, he’d have to 
play a different game. He’d be loved for his music. Never for being charismatic. Never for being hot. Clyde would 
have to come up with an album that was so good, other artists couldn’t help but respect him. At least a little bit.

…
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When Lola Morgan finally got around to asking [XI] in person if she’d be willing to assistant direct Maiden Voyage 
as training for her own possible work in film, [XI] got all mad out of nowhere. 

“Has it ever occurred to you that you’re setting us all up for failure?” [XI] asked. 

“You mean by insisting in my books that I’m going to blossom into a beautiful director and actress even though the 
odds are totally unfavorable and I’ve alienated everyone I know in New York? I mean, it’s never occurred to me, I 
don’t know about you.” 

Lola spoke with an air of passive aggression in her voice, as though she was blaming [XI] for her worst fears and 
resentments. 

[XI] felt bad and said, “Are the odds totally unfavorable?” 

“Maybe not…” Lola ran a hand through her hair. She did this when she felt nervous. That’s probably why her hair 
was messed up all the time. “I don’t think that successful acting always has that much to do with… acting. It has to 
do with you, and whether you’re cool or not. Cool and honest.” 

“What about writing,” asked [XI].

“Writing isn’t that different, except for that people aren’t looking at you all the time.” 

“Are you asking me to assistant direct? Or act?”

“We’ll decide when we get there.”

“Get where, Hollywood,” [XI] said with sardonic disdain. 

If Lola Morgan didn’t end up successful then all her books and shoddy films would be forgotten, or studied by a few 
underpaid public investigators to figure out how her insanity led to her death. Maybe that was okay, because most of 
these books and pitzy films were made by accident, because she couldn’t stop obsessing about future projects that she 
hoped would be far from pitzy.

“I don’t think of all these ridiculous goals of mine as dreams, but as obligations. Otherwise I’d never do anything 
because so far I’ve always been disappointed. Lola Morgan is a character I’ve made up to pretend I wouldn’t rather 
be invisible for the rest of my life—that would be much easier on me, anyway. But Lola isn’t fake. Not completely. 
She’s like my suit of armor.”

What [XI] felt, somewhere between her heart and throat, was fear as profound as Lola’s. The reason [XI] thought 
about death all the time (like Lola) was because if she died tomorrow, it would be a relief from all the pressure she 
put on herself to be great. She wished she could have the same heartwarming degree of faith she had as a kid, that 
“everything would be okay,” even if life was painful in the present. She knew that Lola Morgan’s history included a 
fair number of paranoid episodes, during which she would insist upon future events that never actually took place. If 
Lola was psychic, her timing was seriously off.  In some ways this was reassuring to [XI]. Maybe Lola’s movies 5

would still happen the way she originally planned, with [XYZ], not [ZYX]. They would just be made later than Lola 
kept insisting. In addition, [XI] knew that Lola almost always under-predicted what she herself was capable of. She 
had an easier time seeing potential in other people. But when Lola told [XI], “I think you have an attractive 
future,” [XI] couldn’t help but feel even angrier.

 except for a few specific incidents, involving dreams.5
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“I don’t know who the fuck you think you are, kid—but life isn’t a fucking fairy tale. If you ever try to convince me 
that I’m ‘meant’ to be an actress, or novelist, or filmmaker or god-knows-what, I’ll kill myself before we can see 
whether you’re wrong.”

Now Lola gave a sigh like a coach bus slowing down at a station. “Fuck it. You don’t even realize how good of an 
actress you’d make—it’s really sad. I never said it had to be a career-long commitment. You’d do enough lasting 
damage on cinema in one fucking film to be done forever and go back to ignoring me. Go ahead and kill yourself! I’ll 
hire [xi] instead. But you know I wrote the role for you, not her.” 

…

Grace finally tracked down Leda at the end of a remote a side street, surrounded by sick older men with waxy skin 
and snappish grins. They were packed in an abandoned lot with a rusty chain-link fence on all sides. In the center 
were several picnic tables with people on top, lying face up, clearly fucked up on crack and K2 and crystal. Grace 
spotted a tall man in a Cougars jersey who seemed to be in charge. He smiled broadly with his arms folded and paced 
around the lot. The man stopped next to Leda and put a hand on her shoulder. She was the only female of all twelve 
or so people in sight. Leda had a different aura about her. She seemed oddly elated. But she wasn’t high on crack. It 
was something else. Power, Grace thought. A car honked its horn behind her. Grace ducked behind a dumpster. The 
car slowed and came to a stop. After about ten seconds, it revved its engine and drove forward. All day, Grace had 
been getting stares from people in cars, as though it was unusual to see a white person in this area. Grace was careful 
not to get cornered alone. If that happened, her best shot at survival was to prove she could really hustle.

…

Benny figured out, at some point in early adulthood, that being easily annoyed with a girl in his life probably meant 
he wanted to fuck her. He used to pursue cute sweethearts. They were nice no matter what and responded easily to his 
advances at parties and bars. But those were the girls who tended to start crying, in private. He had an issue with 
making girls cry. It was never on purpose. Then he started going after the girls who got on his nerves. Usually they 
got on his nerves, in the first place, because they intimidated him. That's probably why he was drawn to virginal 
dumb girls; they weren’t a threat to his vanity. But sex with them wasn’t nearly as profound. 

I’m sorry, it must be so hard to be you. I know the rest of the world is stupid compared to you, your Highness. If only 
everyone on the planet were less of a dimwit, it would be so much easier for you. Maybe that’s why you spend so 
much time by yourself.

That’s a break-up text Benny received from a girl named Courtney whose appearance eludes him today. He saved the 
text on his phone, because he found it funny. They were never actually dating. Benny thought Courtney was hoping 
he’d apologize for being an arrogant asshole and dogging her, after they hooked up once. The trouble was, he didn’t 
feel guilty. Everything her text said was true. That’s exactly how he felt. 

When Benny was younger, he didn’t realize how “stupid” the rest of the world was. Not until he got older and more 
experienced. Life was less upsetting as a child than as an adult because (back in the day) he respected all grown-ups 
whether or not they were stupid. He didn’t think much about it. These days Benny didn’t bother with anyone who he 
considered less intelligent, though in general, he wasn’t afraid of stupid people. It wasn’t hard to have stupid people 
obey him, if he needed anything from them.

You think you have it so rough, but I’ve experienced hardship you can’t even fathom. Don’t ever take my inventory, 
brat, or I’ll make you feel a day of my pain. I don’t think we should see each other for a while. Good luck, Valerie.  
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That was a text Benny sent a few years back, shortly after Valerie accused him of being “a selfish male cunt.” She 
didn’t respond. At the time, Benny thought it was because he’d socked it to her, and she was speechless. He was 
wrong about that. In truth, Valerie had a similar response for Benny, which began to fester subconsciously.

…

“I am not saying this to force you to think a certain way or to offend you so I hope it doesn’t have that effect. But this 
is what I wanna say. YOU ARE NOT YOUR MOTHER. If your mother had issues with [this], [that], [them] … 
they’re not your issues!!! Same with your dad. You’re not him either. Your main goal in life is not being popular or 
fitting in or making tons of money. You don’t have to be virtuous. You don’t have to be aspire to marriage or raising a 
big family. You won’t look ‘everything like your mother.’ You won’t look ‘nothing like your mother’ either… But you 
certainly don’t have to suffer a lifelong eating disorder or drug problem. There’s no point in being cruel to yourself 
for the core sake of attractiveness, because we live in more advanced times, and there are intelligent ways to stay 
healthy. You’re already so much different… Believe me… I know you’re gonna be greatly influenced by your family 
but you’re a separate entity!!!! Make your own choices, baby girl. And I’m not hating on your mom cause I love her 
deeply, without a doubt, but I also don’t want you to compare yourself constantly. And I think if you and I care for 
each other… we’ll get where we need to be. Don’t ever feel pressure to transform yourself for my sake cause I love 
you, you’re perfect. My nitpicky personal request is that you never change so much that I can’t recognize the kid in 
you, please?? I’m supportive of sane decisions that’ll make you less unhappy in the long run, that’s it. If you’re 
having trouble making sane decisions, imagine what I’d say if we were standing face-to-face. For now I’m telling you 
to hang in there, honeybunks!!! It’s all gonna be OK.”

…

Clyde didn’t know what to make of the Holocaust. It made him scared to be alive and at the mercy of other humans. 
When he thought about the Holocaust, Clyde felt the nagging impulse to self-destruct, because he was terrified of 
being tortured and killed by someone other than himself. He couldn’t fathom how simple it was to blame a made-up 
enemy for all of society’s ills—e.g. the Jews. Is that all life is? A game between winners and losers? Despite years of 
Hebrew school which reminded him that anti-Semitism resulted from mind control, Clyde still felt like a mega loser.

For a few hours Clyde browsed old pictures and home videos of Adolf Hitler on Google. He didn’t understand how 
such an average-seeming dude could be such a dick. He must have felt really fucking misunderstood, Clyde thought. 
He couldn’t see Hitler in person—only on the internet. But in visual records of Hitler late in his reign, Clyde thought 
he detected the same feeling in the dictator’s eyes and body language that he himself once felt after doing too many 
speedballs. The feeling resembled exhaustion. It was an insatiable craving for sensation without the involvement of 
emotion or nuanced thought. Thought was a matter of taking words and facts and combining them for a solution that 
would allow him to manipulate others, into lending him money and more drugs. Thinking wasn’t fun. The only thing 
that was fun, on speedballs, was more stamina. On speedballs, he didn’t want to make love. He wanted to fuck other 
people up. 

That’s around when Clyde decided to stop doing speedballs and get sober. Now that he was off drugs, Clyde felt 
painfully sensitive to the truth. And the truth was, Hitler didn’t seem like a monster in his private life. Nor did he 
seem like a demigod. As the war went downhill and Germany lost its international prowess, Hitler spent all his time 
alone. He stopped rousing the masses. He didn’t have the humility to be seen as a fuck-up in front of the people, 
Clyde thought, after creating an image of himself as Germany’s savior. Hitler’s messianic self-image was ruined.

Standing in the studio and bleeding solemn sounds. Exposing his wounds and enveloping them with music. That was 
how Clyde came up with his best jazz charts. He realized, his favorite art did not result from imagining what wasn’t 
real or humanly possible. Not from aggrandizing people with false promises and propaganda. Not from dehumanizing 
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them, either. Jazz wasn’t the type of music you’d play to amp up for a massacre. Clyde didn’t think the Holocaust 
would have happened if the Nazis had consumed more jazz instead of all that Wagner. He recalled a good old quote 
printed ironically beneath on a coffee mug, belonging to a depressed history teacher at Horace Mann, which read: 
“we have art in order not to die of the truth.” The pain Clyde witnessed among real homeless whores and Holocaust 
victims was too unbearable to look at. The pain he heard in his favorite music, meanwhile, was too beautiful to live 
without. Jazz neutralized pain. Jazz was honest. Clyde told himself he would never write music to manipulate and 
acquire power. He hoped his work might someday save a few lives, by translating personal pain to music that was 
truthfully human. 

…

In real-life, when asked about her stance on body image, Lola Elizabeth Morgan begins to shift on her feet.

“As far as I can tell, for me there will always be a trade-off between being totally smart—as a college student, as a 
writer—and looking like a million bucks, plus or minus several hundred thousand. When it comes to intimacy, I’ve 
found that women and men who have ever struggled with feelings of heaviness, psychologically… or physically, 
possess a certain soulful depth (not a sexual pun!) that others lack; meaning, the most sexually magnetic have a layer 
of thickness that's fairly permanent. This is probably based on personal preference, similar to taste in music. Who can 
tell. In some existing work, I’ve used the term “alpha female.” I actually believe that alphas—female or male—are a 
rare species of human who have latent power in their physique and a commanding stare. The most irresistible 
pheromone is self-assuredness. I think all people are probably unhappy with how they look, for most of their lives. At 
least I’ve had phases when I’m semi-satisfied. For this reason, I’ll leave a designated time period before each movie 
shoot for the whole cast to pull ourselves together, since most of us are the alpha-type I just described, and are prone 
to long periods in hiding. I don’t expect perfection in the looks department. In fact I don’t want it. That’s like the 
point of these films. I’m a serious advocate of fitness and health (not drug use!) partly cause getting in shape forces 
you to stand in rooms plastered with mirrors and come to terms with your corporeal identity, which might suck if 
you’re starting out hella awkward like me, but’ll probs save your life in the long run. If I don’t die before I create a 
certain big-budget film which involves some naked dance scenes in a strip club, I’ll ask my actors to work out, cause 
exercise sends a chemical form of confidence throughout the brain and body and brings you in sync with your 
movement and every cell of yourself. This is where faith comes into play. The human body is super elaborate, and 
there are complicated ways to make it yield to your will, if you believe this and have the right guidance. This doesn’t 
mean transforming your identity (you’ll always have the body you were born with); it means surrendering to natural 
forces, then maneuvering these forces with nutritional wisdom, modern grooming techniques, and tricks of make-up 
and lighting. That’s why I love the self-contained world of movie shoots. It’s like being superhuman, for a while. But 
not quite. It’s gonna be a long time before I find the means to make the strip club movie happen, if it ever does. In the 
meantime I have to be patient. My early films will continue to be rugged and unglamorous. To all those who hope to 
enter the realm of my future movie shoots—don’t expect miracles, and get used to being human. You’re not alone.”
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[Spitting Image]

In the future, an aspiring actress shows up an hour late to a pre-production meeting about Black Satin: part two, 
looking at least forty pounds too heavy to convincingly portray a heroin addict. Lola Morgan says, “everything 
okay?” referring to the fact that she’s late. The girl—who seems incredibly nervous—assumes that Lola is talking 
about her weight and calls Lola “a female misogynist who likes to make her actresses suffer for fun!!”

Lola says, ssshhh, and reminds the actress, “I used to be way more [censored] than you, remember?”

“I know, what happened.” The girl is like, “do you ever eat?”

“The camera adds twenty pounds. Up to thirty, with the wrong aspect ratio. You have no idea how many times I 
fucked-up and binged on Froot Loops when I was starting out,” says Lola. “I still do, when I’m on my period.”

The girl doesn’t laugh. She says, “You’re a masochist. That’s how you’re able to be an actress. But I can’t do this. I 
can’t play this role. It involves too much sacrifice. I’d rather be a writer, it suits my personality.”

Lola says, “okay, I’ll hire [xi].” 

“Oh, I feel so relieved.”

“I look forward to reading your first article as a spokesgirl against eating disorders.” 

Lola excuses the actress from the meeting.

In six weeks, the aspiring actress arrives on set, looking skinny enough to convincingly play a heroin addict. Lola 
apologizes to [xi]—who’s quite thin, naturally—and restores the aspiring actress in her rightful role for the movie. 

…

Subject: hi

I don’t know what you’ve been up to because I deleted all my online stuff again. I say it’s because I’m “tired of 
people” and their dumbass posts but I don’t know if that’s it. Also because I prefer being invisible to all but like three 
souls on earth . I tell myself I’ll go into hiding then come out when I’m less vulnerable and ready to face the world, 6

but then I end up in hiding for too long and it gets worse. I don’t think this is news to you but it’s easy for me to forget 
that I’ve lost touch with reality. Especially around my parents. I don’t think their way of life is remotely healthy or 
sane (you’d probably agree), so I’ve been rough on myself, lately. What’s new? I’d like to hear about your life even if 
you insist it’s boring. I heard the coffee shop got stood up by a robber with a gun—were you there when that 
happened? If not it’s OK, your life still isn’t boring to me. And I’m not being sarcastic. Maybe I’ll go up there and say 
hi, no guarantees though. Last time I was there I said I wasn’t going to graduate college but I accidentally graduated, 
ffuck… to celebrate I bought myself an Xbox but I haven’t felt much like playing.

Morgan

…

 named [X] [Y] [R]6
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All it takes is one iconic image to make or break someone’s fate. You have to possess a heightened awareness of more 
than your body to come up with iconic images on the reg. I know [R] may not want to hear this, but this is why I 
consider [R] pretty much a creative genius. Her Instagram alone has enough iconic images to “make her” six times 
over. It’s partly beauty but it’s more about tapping into your ka. Most people never discover their ka in real-life. It 
seems to me like [R] has found her ka so now instead of one iconic image that elevates her aura, she’s a living and 
breathing goddess. Well not actually, but most images of [R] make me think, “gorgeous.”

I’ll define ka here as your superhuman potential. Sometimes I think I can see your kas if I care enough to think about 
you. Last time I saw [Y]’s ka, she had on black pants that were sleek and high-waisted and she looked like a trillion 
bucks. I’ve glimpsed [XI]’s ka too—I might have cried she was so pretty, she had these quiet freckles and a really soft 
smile. [X]’s ka had me saying “what a man” and thinking I’d kill another girl who tried to take him. I won’t describe 
[X] too much cause I want you to see for yourself. I’m pretty sure that in order for [XYZ] to commune with their kas 
in real-life, they have to spend time around people who want to see them succeed as much as possible. Most of us 
have a long ways to go. When I try to envision my own ka, I can’t ever do it. Maybe cause I’m scared of my 
potential. I don’t know what I’m shooting for, but hopefully my ka is not super [censored] and stronger than I’ve felt 
in my life up to date. I know that by the end of my life as a director, I want actors to appear like living and breathing 
goddesses in most shots—not quite all shots, since films aren’t like Instagram and allow for extreme vulnerability. A 
great movie should be accessible to many, many humans. Onscreen the actors can tap into that heightened self-
awareness I mentioned before; not only about camera angles, but about a person’s private image and how it manifests 
in reality. Part of what’ll make my work inspirational to struggling younger people (I hope) will be to watch steady 
transformations take place from movie to movie, as actors who are used to various forms of visual abuse (of body, of 
image) come more in touch with their kas—not less. 

…

2/28/2017

God was watching Fox News on television, frowning, when he got a new e-mail from Valerie on his iPhone. 

He opened the e-mail. It said this:

Dear God— I know you’ve been sending me all sorts of signs that I should start acting more overtly feminine in order 
to succeed and I promise that I’m working on it. But I’d like some advance notice about when my next movie is going 
to happen so that I have time to prepare. When I know, I’ll be able to get into character permanently so I can pull off 
playing a talented whore. But I don’t think I can avoid being unsexy at this time of my life. It’s hard for me to have 
aggressive sex appeal while living in close quarters with my dad and taking über gigs (often with older men) for 
money. You know that I wanna do a great job on all my movies. But basically I’m asking for an extension on “coming 
into my own” because I don’t have the resources at this time! Right now I’m waiting to hear back about a few grant 
applications and screenplay contests and I don’t know how long it’ll take. I’m still in transition so I’m warning you, if 
I have to make a movie sooner than planned I may look just-okay —xo, Val.

God wasn’t sure what “signs” this girl was talking about, but he thought it must have to do with watching the Oscars. 
Emma Stone sure did look good in that dress. God also wasn’t sure who Valerie was or how to respond to her note. 
So, he went ahead and marked the e-mail as Spam.

…

[Z] stood on the precipice of an easy life and let herself taste it, real good and deep, deep breaths—give in, give in, 
give in. A few too many bold comments gone wrong; a few too many accidental insults; a few too many messes she 
found herself mired in. She had sunken too deep. [Z] saw her parents and thought, how condescending I’ve been. 
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She’d never been this easy on herself. Also, never this content. Around friends with modest dreams it was never 
unusual, to compare homespun comfort to an extravagant life and say something like: “I could never do what they 
were doing—and sacrifice [this], [that], [those].” It was true, this was bliss. She couldn’t see how artists gave this up. 
It came at such a cost, to them.

…

Rose did not look up to the new president and see a great man. She saw a man being publicly humiliated. She saw a 
nation being humiliated on the world stage, though close to half of the nation was too ignorant to recognize its own 
humiliation. The other near-half of the nation seemed to be in a state of irate panic, which made it more vulnerable to 
ruin from within. Rose thought the presidency of Donald Trump was a metaphor for the way most people treated 
social media. If something wasn’t favorable to them, it was excluded from their profile—the same way Trump 
excluded “fake news” from his self-presentation. But the slope was slippery, for it was more or less obvious (to Rose 
at least) that Trump was not stable just from looking at him. And his clumsy approach to all forms of media made it 
worse. How could so many Americans get behind this man? Of course, plenty of Americans did not. That’s probably 
because his imperfections weren’t merely imperfections; they were serious fucking issues. Rose thought he was able 
to rise to power because so many Americans hid their own serious fucking issues behind a smoke screen, by using 
social media to create grandiose profiles which ironically made them seem more pathetic than if they were honest 
about themselves. It was like the people who supported Donald Trump identified with his delusional self-image.

Rose thought the same about her sister, Cleo, except for the opposite. Instead of Cleo having a heightened view of 
herself that she couldn’t back up, her own view of herself was pitiful. It didn’t sync up with Cleo’s real self. And Rose 
thought it had a lot to do with their parents, Brenda and Ralph, who both had inflated views of themselves.  Rose’s 7

theory was that Cleo observed their mom and dad bragging about benign achievements (e.g. “I finally finished 
[reading] my book!” / “I walked two miles today!” / “I’m so glad I chose new glasses frames, they look great on 
me!”) that Cleo assumed her own self-image was as bloated as that of her parents, and therefore felt her own 
achievements weren’t worth being proud of. Rose wasn’t even aware that Cleo had graduated from RISD, until her 
mom mentioned to Rose on the phone that Cleo managed to get fired from her first job out of college at a White 
Plains movie theater, after bitching out a few patrons who came back to see La La Land for the fifth time in a week. 
Now Cleo was spending all her time at home, compiling a portfolio of her best paintings, dodging her dad’s questions 
about when she’d be moving out.

“You graduated, that’s great,” Rose said to Cleo on the phone. 

Cleo said, “from art school? I should be embarrassed, not proud.”

Rose let out a scoffy sigh that Cleo could hear through the receiver.

Cleo felt the same way about Rose: her self-image was far beneath where it should be. But she was careful with how 
much she flattered her older sister, because Cleo knew the ego Rose was hiding was monstrous—like her potential. 
Once Rose crossed over into dark mode it was hard to make her quit. Cleo had no doubt that her own masochistic 
tendencies began in early childhood, when Rose used to pick on her. Both girls had it in them to be sadists. 

…

“When you hit me it feels like a hug. When you call me cruel names it feels like praise. When you see me bleed and 
then cry about it, I feel that I’ve given my best performance, because there’s nothing more I could have done except 
for hand over my life. I hope you realize, you’ve set it up so I can’t be forgiven if I don’t get severely hurt and/or die. 

 and for the record, both voted for Hillary.7
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I’m not sure whether you’ve arranged this, or whether this is what I’ve chosen to expect in life. This must be my 
brain’s way of cognitively coping with how I’m treated anyway. I say it’s my purpose but maybe it’s how I survive.”

…

There was a certain strain of asshole that annoyed Benny more than others: the wealthy male artist whose inner 
struggle consisted primarily in wondering whether or not he should feel guilty about being an intentional prick to 
everyone—especially girls he fucked over. This type of man was tough to be around because his greatest skill was 
being judgmental. He was often a successful and deliberately non-inspirational writer, clinging to laurels from 
younger years, keeping his name in the press by using Twitter to bludgeon up-and-coming artists with low blows.

Benny knew, from high school, that this guy was Selena’s “type,” because back then she dumped Benny in favor of a 
forty-year-old novelist who really threw Selena for a limb with his sadistic power games. Because Benny cared about 
Selena, even though they were currently separated and never really a couple in the first place, he didn’t want her to 
settle down with one of these assholes for financial reasons. He also didn’t want her to become the female version of 
one. 

So at his latest jazz gig, which occurred around Valentine’s Day, Benny wrote a song with lyrics for “his new girl.” 
Benny wasn’t the best singer and this lukewarm chart would never be his best. Still he posted a video of his 
performance on social media, hoping that Selena might watch it and get the message. The song was called “Imperial 
Coward” and basically went like this:

“Ain’t like those guys who hurt you cause of their demons / when I hurt you I hurt me, then get scared you’ll run and 
hide again / If our love weren’t a secret I’d take you out in public / though something bout our secret makes the lovin 
extra sick / You the one girl I trust to do me good n rough / let me bob hop n skip till your throat’s kinda gruff / Make 
our minds bleary so it doesn’t get awkward / don’t ever mention me to the man you made fall for you / You say we’re 
not soul-mates even though to me it’s obvious / if we’re not soul-mates we’re body-mates so let’s combine forces / I’ll 
call you Boss you call me your victim / what goes around comes around so we’ll both end up even / Sex in fear, sex in 
fear, with you I’d still enjoy it / not fear of each other—fear of them, I hope it never comes to this.”

…

Valerie wanted to be a female director who totally rerouted the gaze in cinema. But she knew from experience that 
she might be unpopular among plenty of Americans. For motivation to carry on, Valerie looked to Barack Obama and 
some of the abuse he put up with as president, without ever publicly whining about it. She did not look to Don Trump 
for inspiration.

I know you’re scared of how the public will insult you. But there are reasons to make art that don’t have to do with 
being viewed as sexy and cool all the time. Remember when you sacrificed your solid reputation with your last project
—you started seeing the number 9 everywhere. You felt like the universe was telling you, “it’s fine.” 

When Valerie wrote about a difficult topic, in her body she felt parts of herself bleed and break that no one else could 
see. She wondered why she always felt so exhausted while writing. Usually her exhaustion blew over with a nap, but 
then Valerie’s dad got on her case about too much time in her bedroom. Truth was, she wasn’t sleeping. She was 
painfully awake. Often Valerie climbed out of bed and sat on the floor with her back against the mattress, and listened 
to her dad stomping around downstairs. She waited until he left the house to do anything because the timbre of his 
footsteps was so abrasive, even from a distance. She wanted her privacy.

You know you’re going to fall again, but the falls themselves can be less clumsy than in the past. Once you hit it—
that’s it. There’s no turning back. Don’t seek refuge in who you were, ever again.
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When Valerie felt on the verge of mental collapse it was common that she desperately sought advice from an outside 
source. It put her at risk for joining a cult. Her dad’s advice was “be social, get out of my house” but in his voice she 
heard something along the lines of “go fuck yourself.” So Valerie developed a policy for how to respond to mental 
duress. She imagined the advice she’d get from people who might carefully consider her best interests. She tried to 
think of the advice that her mother would have given her, if her mother weren’t dead.

Don’t become an actual whore for a living. It’s not so great and you’re overqualified. You’ve had a hard time lately, so 
it’s okay to take some time off. Think of it as rehab. Someday your body art will be so extreme, the dogs won’t be able 
to dismiss you. Make it hard for them to look away—even if it’s for the wrong reasons. Use seduction to rope men in, 
then fight back. In the meantime, don’t let your father make you feel worthless. It’s projection of his own self-hatred.

Valerie checked her e-mail was disappointed that she didn’t hear an answer to her prayer to God. But luckily she 
blind copied the note to his brother, who kindly took the time to respond. 

Yea it’s me who’s been inhabiting ppl and insulting u for the past 23 yrs (fat fugly cunt) but only cuz I think u have 
potential to be God’s fav porn star…  Come back to NY to discuss ‘Kill or Kiss’ at our meeting place, 4/1 at 7PM 

—Satan.

…

“It’s true, as far as writing and music and films go you can hear the depth of someone’s personal experience in 
between the controlled elements—like a chasm that echoes harmoniously. I know I’ve said before that your work will 
be more graceful and more detail-oriented than mine, and I still think that’s true. You’re able to channel your pain in a 
way that’s carefully tempered, not all chaotic and over-the-top like me. At least that’s how it seems. So if you get sick 
of me and how I sound in writing, and I’m certain you do, then please remember that the payoff in the long run will 
be in your art. Your greatest work is going to be more… I don’t know. Probably bigger and more popular. I don’t 
want to say ‘better’ cause that’ll make it a contest and I’m not competing anymore. It doesn’t work for us. What if we 
go back to respecting each other. I don’t know if we ever stopped, but really all I want is for you to be great.”

…

Unlike her character (named Valerie), Lola Morgan had accumulated respect from God by staying sober and 
successfully venting her dark side into autofiction movies and books instead of acting on her worst impulses: drug 
abuse, anorexia, suicide, emotionally self-harmful sex. 

So on 3/6/2017, she got on her knees and said something along the lines of: “If I’m not writing, I feel like my heart is 
in free fall. Is it the result of bad Feng Shui in my house? In the world, right now? This is my prayer. My prayer is 
that you let me stop taking care of my work, as if it matters to anyone, and instead take care of myself. I’m drowning 
in my writing. Please. I feel enslaved to my audience.”

God was glad to deliver a response that set her presently scrawny ass straight. 

“How much of a jerk do you think I am—that I’d give you the gift of being a writer-director-actress so you could 
squander your talent? Do you have any idea how much work I put into designing a slamming bod for you to seduce a 
nation so you could deliberately treat it like shit? Do you know how lucky you are? How many girls would swap 
bodies with you in a heartbeat? How many guys will (someday) want to fuck you? Any morons who call you a ‘fat 
fugly cunt’ have been spending too much time with my loser brother. Stay away from them. Though, if you’re 
wondering why you look like shit in your movies to date, it’s because you treat yourself like shit. Surprise!!! Yeah, I 
know… you’re doing your best… you can’t meet celebrity standards at this time of your life… but don’t give up on 
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me yet—please?? You’re so young, Lola Morgan. If you trust me for once, then you’ll find the strength to get into 
character in time to make a great film before you die. In the meantime, stop acting like a vain fucking brat who wastes 
precious moments, not working, committing suicide slowly. There’s a difference between people who look unhealthy 
because of mental and physical and financial limitations, and people who choose to be unhealthy because they resent 
the body and role I gave them. Please be humble enough to acknowledge that you’re not a model by any visual 
industry standards, nor are many of your actors, but you all have sex appeal and immense potential and that’s like the 
point of your movies and your work as female artists reforming the gaze. Now, you have two choices: A) be some 
atheistic, anorexic, fringe filmmaker who looks like total shit on camera or B) be a professional director who takes 
care of herself, guides her fans to the light, and saves lives with a killer onscreen striptease. I’ll give you a hint: the 
correct answer is B, for beautiful. So knock em dead, Lola Morgan!!!! I’ll be watching…. best, [G]”

…

Xavier didn’t have much to say about belief in God besides that it was often manipulated to justify whacked-out 
deeds. Priests told children they were “chosen by God” to be loved, before molesting them; murderers said they were 
“chosen by God” to enact justice, before shooting up churches and nightclubs in America; Hitler said he was “chosen 
by God” to be chancellor of Germany, before the Holocaust. In other words, it was easy for anyone to warp belief in 
their favor. And there were plenty of atheists in the world who were better people than pious churchgoers. That’s how 
it seemed to Xavier.

The closest Xavier felt to being a god himself was designing video games. He had recently started work in Dumbo, 
Brooklyn, for a start-up called Panagyration that developed pricey video games. He was part of a team designing an 
all-new franchise for Xbox and Playstation, called “Purge Patrol,” which attributed body image issues to a venereal 
disease carried over to America by British settlers in the mid-eighteenth century. Gameplay involved killing the 
fictional virus, which took the form of freaky demons only visible to an elite set of secret assassins with special 
sunglasses, from the mid-eighteenth century to date. With each generation the virus grew stronger; in the present, the 
elite assassins doubled as hackers who inhabited computer screens and killed the freaky demons before they attacked 
celebrity gossip columns, personal Instagrams, and porn websites. 

In the process of designing the last level, Xavier developed the paranoid belief that he himself was merely a made-up 
player in a video game, controlled by code and a discrete set of algorithms, in a storyline invented by a higher power 
much smarter than himself. It became an obsession. Xavier thought that, even if he died, he’d only wake-up in a game 
designed by a player in a game designed by a person in real-life other than himself. This thought caused a paranoid 
feeling like being dizzy in the chest. He didn’t how far removed from reality “the real Xavier” really was. He started 
to believe that every person he saw walking around in public was fake and made of protons within a computer screen. 
At moments he came close to killing himself. He used a lunch break to stand on the edge of the Brooklyn Bridge and 
see if it made him feel more connected to real-life. The paranoid feeling lasted for weeks.

Xavier asked for time of work and took a train home to White Plains. In his house, he overslept for several days. He 
wished he would die in his sleep and totally lose consciousness so he didn’t have to deal with this paranoid feeling. 
He reluctantly agreed to go to brunch, with his parents, on the Sunday before he was scheduled to head back to 
Manhattan. At a Panera in White Plains, he still had the impression that all people (including his parents) were fake 
entities in a video game. Then, while waiting in line to get a refill of lemonade, Xavier ran into his ex-girlfriend, Cleo. 
This brought an end to the paranoid feeling. He had the sensation of being swept gently back into real-life, after 
falling for months, by cells under his skin that hooked him to Cleo, right there, right then. He was so relieved, in that 
moment, that he felt the sudden urge to grab her by the hand.

…
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“You know when you feel so closely connected to someone that you can read their feelings? When everything seems 
to fall into place? When the weather outside reflects your mood perfectly? When you pull out all the stops? So what if 
my faith is my own made-up faith? Might as well share it, in case someone else understands. It’s not unlikely that 
I’ve come up with a private belief system—which includes the idea that my movies will someday get made—to 
soften the cold hard truth of how reality functions. If there is a god, he seems to have his favorites. Certain genders 
and classes and races who are rewarded in this life more than others. If you’re not on his good side in this life, there’s 
always the next life. Though, if he exists and isn’t a jerk after all, he could stand to have a clean-up crew on planet 
earth because some places seriously look and smell and treat people like hell. Even if there is no god above, I think 
the same holds true. It might take centuries to clean up certain thorny ideological territories. I’m trying to help clean 
up but it’s a mess. At least there are ‘those moments’ that make it feel worthwhile. Sometimes those moments require 
a lot of backstory to feel as meaningful as they feel, including the shit-storms and hellfire and untold horrors leading 
up to them. If you make a mess on purpose and feel remorseful about it, then I think it’s worth cleaning up. If you 
make frequent messes for selfish reasons, and never give much back to show for it, then you sound like just another 
asshole on earth. There are plenty more where you came from. Maybe part of my self-appointed mission is to help 
people appreciate the mess. Because it’s too far gone. Though, I like to think it’s all fodder for backstory, leading up 
to another one of ‘those moments’ that makes it seem all right.”

…

“Do scientists just sit around and hash about how stupid creative people are?” Cleo asked Xavier, in a booth at 
Panera. 

“I always thought it was the other way around,” he responded.

“How do you reconcile the laws of computer science with the need to create a video game that’s artistically special?”

“The computer science that controls a video game isn’t much different from natural science, in the sense that pretty 
much everything can be explained by a very predictable set of laws. And I suppose it’s the same with constructing a 
narrative arc that gets a strong audience response.” 

“But if you think that way and try to make a good painting, you’re basically fucked,” Cleo said.

“That’s your opinion.”

“Is it?”

“Well. I don’t think you can make claims about how your body ‘works better when you’re being creative’ without 
concrete proof. To me that sounds like such obvious horseshit.” 

“Here’s my proof. I’ve fucked a lot of science majors at Brown, and it’s always boring as fuck.”

“Good for you, Cleo. All I’m saying is—don’t ever think that you, personally, can evade the laws of science. 
Especially if you care so much about how your body looks.”

“Don’t. Start.”

“Start what?” 

“I won’t ever care about how my own body looks, obviously not,” Cleo said. “That’s characters… in my paintings. 
Why are we even talking about this?”
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“Because,” said Xavier. “You said that you wished you were some sort of scientist. So that after college you’d be 
presented with a more straightforward set of options, instead of living back home.”

The humility required to clean up a mess, Cleo thought, was where most potentially happy people slipped up and fell 
into chronic discontent. There was only so much she could hide behind verbal pyrotechnics that excused mistakes, 
big or small. Part of this was the bogus notion that, because she was supposedly talented as an artist, she had a pass 
on the rules of reality that controlled the whole human race. With social media, image control, celebrity worship—an 
easy lie to fall into in these times was that certain women and men were more godlike than others. There were 
different gages of success in life, different gradations of suffering, but it was always remarkable how humbling it was 
to sit face-to-face with someone, and talk.

“I’m sorry I had a nervous breakdown in your kitchen last fall,” said Cleo. “I’m more well-rested now, and I’m not 
kidding when I say—today, at this moment, I don’t feel insane.”

“I don’t feel insane either…” 

Xavier didn’t mention that he’d been walking around for several months, feeling as though reality was a self-
contained hallucination in his brain.

“So what’s next,” Cleo said.

“I’m going back to New York tomorrow. But I’ll be back home for Easter—maybe we could hang out then.”

“Yeah, maybe.”

When she hugged him goodbye she wanted to cry, because it hurt. For a few reasons. He was tall with a wide solid 
figure, like the car frame of an SUV (as opposed to a sedan) though in general he carried a softness about him that 
verged on being feminine. He had a lovely natural bend in his stance; with good posture and a good mood, he stuck 
his chest out like a proud prancing steed. He wasn’t gay though. Like Marlon Brando he epitomized masculinity but 
was terribly sensitive. His hair was soft and brown and his face sheened with stubble that, in the sunlight, seemed 
gold-tipped to Cleo. The hug felt almost like being shocked with defib paddles, the warmth in her chest toward 
Xavier was so intense. To Cleo, he would always be godlike, even if it was an exclusive illusion. 
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[The Male Gaze]

You’ve drowned inside yourself and heard the sirens. This is your vision. Not the vision of America. Not the vision of 
nature. Not the vision of your family or friends. No shortcuts. No regrets. No miracles you can depend on to escape 
what it takes. Don’t listen to the masses. Don’t listen to what’s cliché. Don’t sabotage your vision because of what 
others say. Ask yourself how you want to be remembered. Listen to the voice in your head that says, this is what I 
wish I could watch. read. listen to… as a kid, this is who I wanted to be. This is not a sacrifice. Not a compromise. 
Not a sin. Not everyone preaches science and popular religion. Not everyone has the same faith. Not everyone knows 
what you’ve done to get here. Now you’ve made it. Now you have time and safety and space. Now—do what it takes.

…

“Of course I’m sober. No, no, it’s not cause I nearly fucked my life up… It’s cause I had no choice… Ohhh sure, it 
must have been so hard for you. Like I was doing it because of you. That must have been so horrible for you! I’m so, 
so sorry… Honestly, I don’t even believe you. If you were worried you wouldn’t have been such an asshole… I didn’t 
have anything to lose at the time, and I wanted to feel better. I still have nothing to lose! If my past is a paradigm for 
the future, then I’m going to be raped in every metaphoric way imaginable. And if you’re the same guy I remember, 
you’re gonna be one of the people who rapes me.” 

“Stop it, I never raped you. Don’t pull that card. You’ve been hard to get along with. And I’m not victim-blaming, but 
you know it’s up to you, Valerie. If you don’t want to get metaphorically raped in the future, it’s up to you to get your 
shit together now. The reason people abuse you is because you know you can do better—so you let them!”

Valerie paused her morbid rant and got a thoughtful look. She was talking to Benny for the first time since she sent 
him several dozen crazy e-mails over the course of many months. The most recent set of e-mails said something 
along the lines of, “New York is going to be attacked!!!! Leave now if you know what’s good for you!!!!!” plus a few 
about a movie she was planning, which seemed to take for granted that Benny gave a shit. After leaving a voicemail 
from a number that wasn’t her own, Valerie got the familiar feeling that she’d “crossed the line.” When Benny 
listened to the voicemail—in which Valerie was crying and hardly coherent—he felt weirdly violated, as though he’d 
been molested by someone he pitied. When the violated feeling wore off, Benny gave Valerie a call on her cell phone. 
For all her shameless theatrics over the internet, Valerie felt frightened of Benny. She wasn’t doing well enough to see 
him. She didn’t answer his call. What finally brought Valerie to Benny, a few months after his phone call, was a bus 
ride. Valerie was going to campus to turn in homework; Benny was on his way to Equinox. The two of them stood 
side-by-side, by the rear doors of the bus.

“Why'd you ignore me,” Valerie asked. “For all that time.”

“Listen, you might as well have been a quarantine victim. You were talking in your e-mails like you wanted me to do 
drugs with you,” he continued. “That’s not what I want.”

“I got lost in the world of the movie I’ve been writing,” said Valerie, with an apologetic shrug. “I confused you with 
the male character in my story. That’s all.”

Benny gave her a look like, uh huh.

“So what?” Valerie continued. “Seven students at my school killed themselves last semester. Instead of dying, I chose 
to self-medicate. I might as well have been taking heavy antidepressants. It helped me get out of bed and go to 
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class… I do what I gotta do, alright? I’ve got a vision for my art, and I go after it. I don’t overthink every small step. 
The small steps can take a lot of directions. But as long as I’m doing something…”

Benny narrowed his eyes.

“…what I’m after happens, in weird unexpected ways,” Valerie continued. “My own future is starting to look much 
different from the dreadful vision I once had. Cause I believe in shit. I pray when I have time. As long as I don’t 
overcomplicate spirituality with intellectualism, the bad experiences all seem like a means to an end.”

“What if you’d accidentally died. Is that the end you had in mind?”

“No. But I didn’t die. And now I’m sober, and I’ve got a great screenplay and more time.”

Benny released air from his mouth. “Valerie, it wasn’t God that saved you. It was medical science and paramedics 
who have dedicated their lives to studying that stuff.”

“Who told you I almost died.”

“You did, in an e-mail.”

“You read those? I’d have thought you’d have put on a filter by now.”

“Nope,” Benny said.

“Why not.”

“Because,” he hesitated. “I don’t know. It’s nice to know you’re still living.”

“You too, bud.”

Benny rolled his eyes at the ceiling, then looked right at Valerie: up, down. She averted her gaze, so she wouldn’t 
have to deal with his judgment. 

Right now, she was wearing a sleeveless polar fleece vest, plus tights and a skirt. She needed to brush her hair. If 
Valerie ever found work in the entertainment industry, it might improve Benny’s own chances of success as a musical 
composer. That’s probably why he decided not to block her crazy e-mails and remain a distant acquaintance—not 
quite a friend. Who knows?? Maybe she’d actually hit the bigtime, even though she wasn’t the prettiest bitch in 
Manhattan.

Valerie had envisioned her ka the night prior and it so happened that her hair wasn’t messy. In her future movies she 
wanted her actresses to embody a nefarious glamour that didn’t really have a parallel in the history of cinema, so far, 
but would be haunting and disturbingly hot—having to do with a blend of psychological dexterity and soft female 
receptiveness. All of Valerie’s top choices of actresses had strong seductive powers, but could probably benefit from 
the time and money to have intense makeovers before hitting the big screen. If she could, Valerie would remind her 
hypothetical actresses that who they are today is probably imperfect (compared to their kas), but the reason most 
celebs look so put-together is because they start young and are polished and protected in safe/affectionate 
environments. Don’t worry that you’re “aging” or “out of time” because you’re still young enough for the roles and, 
by now in your lives, have picked up enough pain in your souls to never fake it onscreen. That said, it would be far 
more practical for Valerie to hire trained, sane, drop dead gorgeous actors and rewrite her screenplays to 
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accommodate her hot-girl aesthetic. So don’t ever think you’re entitled to perform in her work!! Valerie’s sick of 
wicked games. Save that for the movies. 

…

Subject: note to self 

Why learn about literature or film studies or art history as a woman when it takes as much focus to stay pretty enough 
to achieve mainstream success? Look at the Kardashians. None of them are educated and they own most of America. 
Did I waste the past four years of life losing sanity and self-esteem in college? Would it have been wiser to drop out 
as a freshman and find a man in the film world? What if I wouldn’t have had a nervous breakdown after my exchange 
with [famous]? Back then I was virginal enough to appeal to industry men. I don’t want to be a sellout but I’m also 
not ready to die unknown!!! The primary solace I take from the past five years (which included a few failed thrusts 
toward Death) is that I came up with some screenplays… and if I manage to direct these movies… I’ll be more likely 
to have a positive impact than as a one-hit-wonder kinda actress cast in weirdo comedic roles and nothing else. Mom 
says I need to train as an actress because I’m “behind” [R] and [xi]. She’s probably correct. But I’ve found that 
acting in these times itself feels ironic because everyone’s acting a character on the internet; it’s more novel to keep 
one foot (or at least a toe) out of character in your real-life self. This is one of the reasons I’m so particular about 
casting… Another reason is that I want brilliant and wise actors, because celebrity worship has become somewhat of 
a religious practice, and current celebrities make such oversimplified statements about the purpose of life—so normal 
folk like me feel entitled to happiness and attention and $$$ and beauty and then feel severely depressed, if it doesn’t 
work out. I wish there were a few more celebs who inspired me to feel enough self-worth to stop considering suicide. I 
suppose it takes a lot of gritty emotion and serious fucking soul to do that. With female celebs especially, I can’t help 
but think, ‘sorry girl, I have a hard time relating’… which brings me to my original point about casting. I care about 
each character’s background, onscreen and offscreen—what they’ve been through—cause my autofiction narratives 
are meant to bleed ever-so-slightly beyond the page and screen. If I expect to remake the gaze, so viewers connect 
emotionally with sexual content for a change, then the actors onscreen must have a backstory attached to what their 
bodies are being put through (though for other actors’ sake I’d rather be the only one treating my body abusively for 
a film). As far as content goes, a frequent issue I’ve run into is that actors/readers/viewers are quick to pass moral 
judgment on the female characters I’ve written. Tracy Letts (playwright) says there are some roles that have to be 
performed by geniuses and I want to believe my movies are like that. But Mom insists it’s foolish to cast untrained 
actors who have never worked at it, cause they’ll be unappreciative brats on set. At least I know that if [XI] agrees to 
do it, she’ll put her nose to the grindstone and give it all she has…

Lola.

... 

Between Jackie and Marilyn she would always choose Jackie. Between Lana and Gaga she would go with the first. 
Between Emma Watson and Emma Stone and she would prefer to be Miss Watson. The art of feminine grace was 
different from the art of seduction. It could only be imitated; not taught. It had more to do with reverence than with 
lust or love. 

When Selena was serving as someone’s primary muse, she for some reason felt more feminine. After she watched a 
video on Instagram which featured a song by Benny, she felt herself relax, as repressed female pheromones freed 
themselves around her. Her hair felt lighter. She didn’t want to workout too hard or eat too much. She didn’t feel the 
need to be bitchy to men, because when she felt and looked pretty, they were automatically more respectful. 
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Hypothetically, if Selena were to have another conversation about spirit animals with Valerie, she would change her 
selection from a snake to a kitten—for lately, she found her insides inflamed with a mammalian warmth that she 
hadn’t experienced (to this extent) since around the time she exited the womb. If Selena’s soul resembled a string, 
instead of slithering around inside of her, it felt as though it was being batted gently by a declawed domestic cat. The 
sensation was more pleasant than her standard despair. 

As a young child, before attending Kindergarten in the city, Selena spent a considerable number of weeks at her 
grandparents estate in New Jersey while her parents stayed in Manhattan and worked. That’s probably when she first 
felt a cold reptilian current forming in her gut. It stayed that way until she decided to start writing, to flush it out. 

Selena’s grandfather was a lizardlike man whose attitude toward her was something like a child’s attitude toward his 
favorite pet. He brought Selena everywhere he went. In his office he would work and play simulated golf games on 
his black PC laptop, while Selena crawled around on the floor as a little kid. The bookshelves in his office were filled 
with texts on human psychology, as well as history and anthropology texts. He wrote self-help books, which were 
most popular among white businessmen, about how to climb the ranks of reality. His most popular book was called 
Leaders and Followers. Runner-up titles included The Corporate Zoo and Infamously Great. What led him to write 
the self-help books was an obsession with success that stemmed from his lack of it. He never made it as a 
businessman in his own right. Selena always suspected that her own dad was driven to greatness in business by a 
desire to outdo Selena’s grandfather, because he felt neglected as a kid.

In old age, Selena’s grandfather liked to go birdwatching. He used to bring Selena to the park and let her play on the 
playground while he sat on a bench and watched birds. That’s what he said he was doing, at least. It wasn’t until 
Selena was well into her twenties that she had a few dreams from a bird’s eye view above a playground, watching 
little girls running, climbing, giggling. She described the dream to a therapist, who identified the playground as a 
symbol for freedom. The therapist said that seeing girls on a playground meant Selena wanted to return to a carefree 
childlike state. Selena nodded and smiled, though she wasn’t sure she agreed with this interpretation. Otherwise the 
dreams wouldn’t have such an eeriness about them. Otherwise she wouldn’t feel the cold reptilian current come back.

…

In high school Cleo’s best friend was a girl named Lily who by Hollywood standards was not at all pretty. She gained 
over a hundred pounds in two years and was diagnosed with early onset diabetes at age fifteen. The diabetes 
prevented her from losing the weight via intense dieting, which is how she got through middle school. When 
therapists and family members tried to cheer her up, she felt like saying, “please leave me alone. You don’t 
understand….” She thought she heard boys in the hallway at their high school in White Plains refer to her as “The 
Sow,” though it might have been all in her head. Lily’s cynicism about pretty people was that if they were given an 
opportunity to tease someone less attractive, they would relish it. Few of the inspirational narratives she heard about 
women overcoming obstacles would ever be possible for herself. Lily didn’t want to be a female comedian. She 
didn’t even bother comparing herself to men. 

What brought Cleo and Lily together was intuition, intelligence, and a fledgling passion for books. In the ninth grade, 
they both read The Bell Jar and loved it in a way that was not supposed to be ironic (not like, “The Bell Jar lol”), but 
quite real. They agreed that Sylvia Plath seemed to “get it.” The girls had a harder time relating to Joan Didion though 
they still read her complete collection and had to admit, she had great rhythm. But when it came to female novelists, 
the reigning queen for Cleo and Lily both was Virginia Woolf. What made her work stand out to them was a 
seemingly superhuman ability to get inside the heads of all of her characters—which, the girls knew from research, 
were often based on people in Virginia Woolf’s real-life. After reading To the Lighthouse at the end of tenth grade, 
Lily had her first serious existential crisis. She started getting off the school bus early, each morning, and walking to 
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the White Plains movie theater. Since the theater only had one screen, she often saw the same movie many times in a 
row. 

Though Lily had a hard time finding any movies or actors who reminded her much of herself, what she did peg about 
mediocre actors and movies versus great ones was the word “appeal.” It wasn’t much about looks. Even ugly villains 
could be appealing, if they were played by proper actors. Some actors had more appeal than others. Some actors 
started with appeal and lost it. Others acquired it late in their careers. Movies by her favorite filmmakers tended to be 
suffused with appeal, so all the actors had it. She supposed what appealed to her might be different from what 
appealed to another audience, though there were actors and movies that had so much all-around appeal that most 
people who saw them, at the very least, couldn’t stop thinking about them—even if they were far from perfect. Often 
performers with appeal acquired haters because they were so successful in spite of breaking rules that applied to 
everyone else. You couldn’t swap any actors for certain roles and expect them to give the same performance. You 
couldn’t make movies as well as certain filmmakers by following a film school formula. Appeal was a mystical 
substance. “The it-factor,” some might call it.

Lily took it upon herself to gun for appeal. Never for perfection. And the way she did this was simple: she treated 
people well. Instead of ignoring friends and family members who tried to help her, she was friendly to them. (She  
might not take their advice, but still.) Instead of resenting the society she was brought up in, she did her best to make 
it better with her talents. (She was, after all, a genius.) Though she spent most of her time in private, she made an 
effort to be pleasant toward other people at school. Her experiment with appeal seemed to be working. Lily’s good 
chi attracted people who she never would have suspected might want be friends. 

Except for Cleo. As Lily started being nicer to everyone, Cleo broke away from their friendship and spent all her time 
at home. She stopped returning any of Lily’s calls or texts.

What Cleo didn’t have the heart to explain to Lily was that too much kindness and egalitarianism made her less of a 
leader. Unlike Lily, Cleo did not care much for maintaining a positive reputation. She knew her strengths and 
weaknesses, and one of her weaknesses was that she had the external affect and apparent persona of an unmemorable 
white girl. So did Lily, but Lily didn’t seem to mind this. If Cleo didn’t make a scene as an artist—albeit a disturbing 
scene—she would never leave a dent on art history which would help more people in the long run. Cleo didn’t 
understand philosophies which preached “enjoying the present moment” or “getting what you give” or “being 
grateful,” because if she gave too much of herself to others and ceased to focus on her paintings, she saw pain all 
around her and immediately wanted to die. The only time this was untrue was when she spent time with either, Lily or 
Xavier, but both had sufficiently pleasant living situations that they wanted Cleo to shut the fuck up. They wanted to 
relax sometimes. 

If Lily wanted to be stable and sane, all power to her. Cleo could not find peace in the present when she looked 
around and saw so much bizarre shit that was totally jank (meaning: ratchet or wack or “just off” somehow). How 
could she be grateful. How could she avoid saying, “this is so fucked up.” She said it about her own paintings, which 
she thought were beautiful in profoundly jank ways. Cleo knew that within the most beautiful human creations was 
pain. She wondered how much pain went into the entire universe. If there was a God, he must be in serious agony—
so much that he seemd to have lost control of his own creation. Cleo wanted to have faith in God, but if there was a 
God, she guessed that he needed reinforcements. She felt bad for God, because not enough humans threw God shade 
for the gorgeous mess of a world he made. But Cleo didn’t want to pity God. She wanted to trust him. At least, she 
wanted to remind him that he was a good guy, after all. All the humans Cleo loved were in similar situations. They 
were doing their absolute best, but life was so overwhelming lately. 

…
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In the future, before doing a really, really important scene for Black Satin, Lola Morgan broke down crying in front of 
[XI] and no one else. “I can’t do it,” she said, gasping between gobs of phlegmy tears. “They’re everywhere… I 
can’t…”

“What’s everywhere?” asked [XI], keeping calm in front of Lola. [XI] relished slightly in the weakness of another 
actress because she was still partly in character, but remained empathetic because she and Lola Morgan (despite their 
ups and downs) were close friends in real-life. 

“They’re going to eat me alive…” Lola wept.

[XI] didn’t press. She thought Lola might be talking about America. Or maybe she was under some sort of psychic 
attack.

Then [XI] did something unprecedented on set. 

“I’ll do the scene,” she said.

“That’s now how it’s written.”

“I don’t care. It still makes sense with the script,” [XI] said. “It’s not fair that your character has to suffer more than 
mine. Don’t worry, I got this.”

Lola pulled herself together. “It’s my vision, not yours.”

“But you’re nearsighted.”

“What’s that sposed to mean.”

“It means you could use a little help…”

[XI] went ahead, and did the scene. It came out near-perfect.

…

[Z] knew from studying role models that all of them went dark at some stage but were forgiven, at least somewhat, 
because they were men. If [Z] didn’t self-sabotage, her darkness would surely cause her to wreak havoc on others. So 
it would be wise to quit while she was ahead. This was slated in her career plans. If [Z] were a man it would be 
different. But she wasn’t a man. 

Was non-visual appeal the result of good karma? [Z] didn’t think it was that simple, though she did believe that 
feeling guilty about something might subtly affect someone’s energy in ways that intuitive people could sense. What 
made this tricky territory was that one person’s sense of right and wrong might differ tremendously from another 
person’s. Morality seemed to be a matter of culture or individual taste. Could someone control what they felt guilty 
about with practice? By talking to a therapist? By doing community service? By converting to Catholicism? [Z] 
thought a person’s subjective moral compass must lead them to certain conversations, paranoias, topics of thought. If 
someone kept obsessing over a past event, wondering whether they should feel guilty about it, then it probably meant 
they did indeed feel guilty and should attempt to make amends or seek atonement somehow.

As a filmmaker, [Z] had the choice to either conform to industry standards for beauty or continue to protest them in 
her work. She never intended to conform but at the same time, she was a perfectionist and knew that successful actors 
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had great screen faces. Having a great screen face wasn’t entirely a matter of beauty but also visual expressionism. 
Early in her career, she didn’t think her own face was anywhere close to screen-worthy, so she would hire others. 
What frustrated [XYZ] about [Z]’s writing was the implied but unacknowledged notion that beauty was attainable for 
those who didn’t have it. While one in a million girls won the genetic lottery and had a face and figure that allowed 
her to be a supermodel, [Z] also understood that beauty of the body, like beauty in art, was a construction that could 
be moulded with power and money and—to really compete with the big cats—a bit of magic. [Z] didn’t dwell on 
physical beauty in her work to shame people who’d never had it, but to direct them to alternative ways to find 
meaning in a world that was currently controlled by images on screens.

When [Z] finally “got prettier” it was said that the quality of her work declined considerably. What allowed her to be 
a great writer in the first place was a nagging sense of inadequacy as a woman in the world. She felt she needed to 
assert her ego in some place other than the visual realm. [Z] had more fun in life as a pretty girl, sure. But her art 
wasn’t nearly as beloved by her most loyal viewers and readers, who were no longer able to relate. For a while she 
grew mean-spirited. She attracted a simpler minded set of fangirls and fanboys, who appreciated [Z] for her beauty 
and sex appeal—not her soul or smarts. Luckily for [Z], with make-up and lifestyle changes and harsh self-
presentation she was able to look worse than she did in real-life, in the movie roles she’d written for herself as a less 
attractive woman. For [Z]’s daring performance of her former self, she won her first major film award.

[XI] always encouraged [Z] to be crueler. [Z]’s current definition of a comeback was retard-grade. That was one of 
her problems with [Z]’s latest screenplay; she could stand to go further. Somewhere inside of her was a prodigious 
cunt. [XI] saw her potential. When it finally reared its gorgeous head, [Z] could never be tamed.

…

Imagine making out with me. Don’t look so embarrassed. Imagine it, you fuck… 

Good. Now, I know you’re having a difficult moment so I want you to imagine making out with me. In that public 
bathroom. In a closet. On the floor. Are you capable of imagining that? Are you too full of yourself to admit you want 
to? If it doesn’t motivate you to move forward… 

Then imagine me making out with you. It’s a different scenario. Think about it. If you’d rather cuss me out and hit me 
cause I tried to make out with you, go ahead. It’s your imagination. Maybe that’s more fun for you than making out 
with me… though I kind of doubt that…

;)

…

Cleo admitted to her mom that she’d been attempting to make herself over so she could move from White Plains to 
New York City. She said it was too late to give up because she’d told so many people she was giving herself a 
comprehensive makeover—but so far she looked as plain-Jane as she always had; probably worse, because she’d 
cycled through every eating disorder in the book in a three-month span. Brenda advised Cleo to get really full of 
herself and start taking frequent selfies. Cleo tried doing this but thought it was a joke because she wasn’t equipped 
with what it took to be physically vain. In efforts to change this, Cleo started following a number of online diet 
bloggers and Instagram models who spoke about what they ate in a day and posted videos of their elaborate workout 
routines. She’d tried many diets in her life, so none of these methods were shocking to her. But for some reason Cleo 
fell into despair. For a while, she couldn’t leave her house in White Plains. Brenda grew worried.

When she received a phone call from her sister Rose, expressing concern, Cleo said “I’m never going to be 
successful.”
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Rose was like, “what happened.”

Cleo e-mailed her a YouTube video by a diet blogger named Lea Laxter, which Rose watched immediately. Cleo 
prefaced the video by saying, “it’s well-edited and has millions of views.”

Rose was like, “Do you think this diet blogger is going to leave a dent on film history with her videos? Listen to how 
she talks. You’re so much smarter than she is.”

Occasionally Cleo entered a mode wherein she could see past most people’s surface presentations to what they were 
really thinking or hiding or trying to say. It was a lonely place to be, if she was in a powerless position, because she 
ended up seeing all sorts of shit that she didn’t want to witness. What Cleo observed in Lea Laxter’s videos, after 
talking to Rose, was the same statement over and over again: “Look at me. Look at me. Look at me.” Cleo could see it 
in Lea Laxter’s eyes and the way she held her face. So while this diet blogger tagged her videos as “inspirational,” 
most of her posts were expressions of pure vanity. That might explain why Cleo felt less inspired than hopeless. 

…

Q.

Beauty or brains.

A.

Not one or the other. I want to be great. Is greatness a choice?? If I’m gunning for greatness as a woman in this world 
then I think I’d be smarter to bank on beauty. Does that make sense??

Q.

Power or love. 

A.

I’m not sure one can exist without the other, so once again I’m confused about what you want me to say. 

Q. 

Would you give up all the books and screenplays you’ve written in exchange for marriage to a man who loves you 
because you’re pretty.

A.

Perhaps, if he were a powerful director or producer. Is that bad??

Q. 

Are you frustrated with real-life because it’s not like a movie or are you frustrated with the movies because there are 
none that reflect real-life from a perspective that makes sense to you.

A.

Good question.
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…

No person was a lost cause. Some people had bigger dreams than others but no one was a fuck-up until they gave up 
completely. That’s what [Z] found in friendships and would continue to preach until her life was done. It was hard-as-
fuck being a semi-attractive woman. But imagine being a semi-attractive man. 

[X] woke up in the morning and wanted to put a gun to his head. No girls had ever liked him, and if they did, they 
quickly grew tired of his poor and pathetic ass. Girls fell for [X]’s potential; not for his present self.

For former female narcissists such as [Y] and [XI], finding boys had never been an issue. Their issue had been 
breaking the hearts of beta males and feeling proud of themselves. Even though [Z] was a girl, she reminded them (in 
her early work) of some of the boys whose hearts they’d broken. [Z]’s slight relatability to them, as girls, was what 
led them to be slightly less condescending to unattractive guys—especially when [Y] and [XI] fell from their 
narcissistic high horses and had to heal themselves, for a while.

[X] wondered if it had ever occurred to [Z] that girls who grew up in these times were over-empowered. The problem 
wasn’t the systematic abuse of women—though of course there were misogynists everywhere. But there were also 
angry misandrists, who didn’t get a bad rap like the boys. The problem (in [X]’s opinion) was misunderstanding 
between the two genders and insecurities projected onto all men or all women. Men didn’t sit around insulting ugly 
women in private, and those who did were assholes and not that smart; for example, the POTUS. [X] thought women, 
smart or dumb, were more likely than men to sit around in private insulting the appearances of other women and the 
moral characters of pathetic-feeling guys.

…

Clyde stood and swayed with a playwright from Juilliard, named Ewa. They were at a dance party in a warehouse. 
Ewa had waited outside a practice room on campus, listening to him play sax, and invited Clyde when he came out. 
At the party in Bushwick, he was hardly having fun. Ewa pointed at people dancing and gave Clyde a look like, 
huh?? She was judging them. For Clyde, a girl could be a 9 or 10 but might as well be a 3 or 4 because she was 
unpleasant to be around. Ewa was one of those types. If he decided to make her his girlfriend it would only be to 
prove he wasn’t a loner, to Benny. He felt extremely bored, spending time with Ewa. He’d rather be on campus 
practicing music for fun. 

Selena stood against a wall inside the party and felt sixty miles away from everyone. She coasted in daydreams and 
saw better places. Places where talk wasn’t a low road to cheap sensations. Places where she could live slow and die 
old and make love. (Not just get laid. Not just get drunk.) In dreams, Selena possessed a different personality. 
Unselfconscious and unlocked from constricting bodies and thoughts. Like a child she said and did what came 
naturally. Her dream self felt realer than who she was tonight. A coldly constructed character. A surly cunt.

From the opposite end of the venue, Rose dodged dancers in no man’s land and stood by Selena. She was also drunk. 
They were the type of friends who could graze arms and not have it be awkward. The girls stood in silence and stared 
around the club.

The party took place in a warehouse with a colorful map of the universe printed on a backdrop of dark carpet. At one 
end of the room: a DJ, playing remixes of popular music. The remixes were composed in solitude and therefore made 
all the guests feel more lonely, even though they stood among droves of other humans. The lyrics of the songs were 
about crazy parties on weekends in Hollywood; few of the guests here seemed to be experiencing the same feelings as 
the lyricists. What they did all have in common was extreme discomfort. Like machine guns, they swung their 
shoulders and hips in circular motions, their heads locked and loaded with self-consciousness.
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A lumbersexual man approached Selena and Rose. Rose turned to Selena and shrugged. She was reluctant to try what 
he handed her because, god knows what was in there, but she was feeling emotionally unmired and could use an 
excursion from herself. On the dance floor, they tried to blend in and moved maladroitly. The man handed Rose a 
master blaster of disaster. She loaded it into the right barrel of her nose.

When Rose finally pulled the trigger she saw galaxies explode before her; red-flecked gasoline fireworks on the front 
of her eyeballs; numbskulling sirens eardrumming in orbit. Her spirit took nosedives to dumb and naughty places. 
Blue screeching bloodbats flapped their wings on her brain. Her body did backflips and crashlanded like a backalley 
cat on the cement ceiling.

Clyde stepped outside with Ewa so he could have a cigarette. Clyde asked her if she wanted one; she said “no,” then 
started talking about the one time she smoked several cigarettes in a night and got sick from them. Clyde took a heavy 
swig from his second smoke. He turned and recognized Selena. She was standing over another girl, collapsed on the 
sidewalk. 

Selena looked up at Clyde, clearly panicked. Her expression seemed to say, help.

He ran over and got on his knees. Clyde looked into the dead-inside eyes of the girl on the sidewalk, and placed his 
hands on her heart. 

…

Subject: sobriety

It’s OK to be crazy but we can’t be successful in a field as competitive as ours without some semblance of sanity in 
our lives. If we were trying to be rockstars or memoirists, it might be another story, but that’s not the case. We can’t 
be this unhealthy and survive the hours that are required to make a great film. We can’t be mentally and physically 
unbalanced, as women, and look remotely marketable on a big screen. I know you like to preach ‘doing whatever it 
takes’ but I think I took that too literally, for a while. I hope I can stay on my game and make lifestyle choices like a 
true professional, keeping in mind that sanity is sustainably beautiful and manic behavior might be fun for a while but 
leads to a whole lot of ugly in the long run. I’ve seen plenty of proof in my life. From now on I’ll try to be manic for 
the sake of scenes in movies but nowhere else. I can’t subsist on 3-hour naps throughout the day and night. I can’t 
starve myself for hundreds of hours and then eat too much. I don’t know how I’ve gotten this far, trying to cheat the 
system. But I’m not doing that anymore… I have to submit to the real-life rules of sustainable health, before I go into 
the movie bizz. I advise you to do the same, unless you’re already a step ahead of me. See you in several months.

xo, Lola

…

A word of caution. Someday in the next decade you’ll have the urge to be abusive toward the old you. You’ll have an 
urge to burn her at the stake. To destroy her, because you can’t imagine going back to how pitiful you used to be. 
You’ll have the urge to insult younger girls who remind yourself at that age. But please: do not harm them. You must 
be sympathetic to these aspects of your past—for they’re still as much a part of you as your reborn self. Your new 
life. Your new name. Morgan was a faithful servant in the good old days. She brought you this far. Be proud you 
weren’t allowed to abort her. Be proud of how you were ravaged by savage brats. That fashionable fury in your face 
is hard-earned. Every ampere of power in your stare is plugged to a painful memory. You’ll never succumb to the 
cruelty that, by now, would have culled most girls into submission. You’ll never forget a single insult. You’ll never 
forget a single name. You’ll never forgive them. You have no reason to forgive. They’ve earned their shame. Now 
look at you. Look at them, so lame. This didn’t come from being vain. It came from patience and humility and paid 
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dues. So never forget where you came from, Lola Morgan. You’d be wise to guide the wannabes. Don’t dismiss them, 
no matter how lowly they seem. Love them enough to remind those poor suffering losers: Pain makes beauty.

…

What were her dreams. Her dreams were small. Her dreams were having a handful of people say “I’m sorry” to her 
eyes. She didn’t expect much from real-life. She expected more from death. A peaceful place where dreams weren’t a 
means to an end. Where dreams weren’t life instincts. Where dreams were simple. Where dreams weren’t projects. 
How did people approach life so casually. It was always a mystery to her. She didn’t know how that was possible. If 
she emanated what she carried within then everywhere she went she started hurricanes. That was never her dream. 
That was an accident. She didn’t dream of attention. She dreamed of a place where she could be safe and unbothered. 
To be taken care of was a dream that she didn’t deserve. Not with the energy she possessed. She wanted to rest.

Because he was so violent, verbally. He had a reputation for insulting girls who rejected him. Savage insults. That’s 
why it never worked out with girls he met. They never respected him. He hurled a few too many insults around him. 
He could never control it. The insults weren’t lies. They were unnecessary attacks. He couldn’t imagine how hard it 
would be to say “I’m sorry.” So he never did. That’s why the first girl he loved left him. That’s why she self-
destructed. That’s why she took too many pills. He knew that’s why she did it. That’s why Clyde started playing 
music. That’s why he was great. It was the only way he could manage to repent for all the evil comments he made. 

It’s not that she didn’t want to go through with her responsibilities. It’s not that she didn’t want to take care of the 
people she promised she’d help. It was that she couldn’t do it anymore. Never a “thank you.” Never a “hang in there.” 
Just resentments. Just contempt. She didn’t know whether she was more sensitive than others; probably not. Still, she 
always felt more aware. She was aware that she’d given herself to others and then been humiliated. She was aware 
that it would happen again. The world wasn’t ending. That wasn’t true. That was another cop-out invented in her 
head. She never wanted to be looked at by anyone. She wanted to be taken care of. She wanted to be put to bed.

Say it was true that we were all children. Say it was true we yearned all our lives for what we missed out on as kids. 
Say his music brought out of his inner child. Say his music was meant to impress girls. But impressing girls was a 
temporary fix. Like drugs. Like sex. On her behalf, he felt himself man up. His voice got heavier. His style less 
boyish. His attitude less defeatist. He couldn’t afford to feel pathetic. He couldn’t afford to be an insecure wimp. She 
was the type of girl he could watch over past adulthood. Past death. He wanted to watch her age gracefully. She didn’t 
look the healthiest but that wasn’t the issue. The issue was that she didn’t look like herself. Her face resembled a 
vulnerable kid, not a woman. He recognized the same look in his own set of eyes. She wanted assistance. Not 
someone to be hard on her. Not abuse. Not music, no matter how impressive. When Rose awoke in a hospital bed 
beneath white beams of light, she turned and saw Clyde. And she knew—God forbid—this boy might be different.
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[Frank]

“There’s only so much you can blame on the brain and mental illness and systematic oppression. Sometimes it’s OK 
to read the signs and not call yourself insane. That’s what it means to have faith. Maybe you sacrificed too much of 
the man in you for the sake of your work. It’s good to be sensitive in writing but why’d you resign to being so lame. 
Why’d you have to undermine every love scene with some intentionally awkward and clumsy metaphor.  Did it ever 
occur to you that you could walk around with a non-delusional dose of hubris? Grace? Power? In reality? Life is 
projection. Life is delusion. Life is limited by language, experience, knowledge. Life takes place inside our heads. 
How about this one?? Life is short. And worth living. What the fuck is wrong with you. Even at your peak, I could see 
in your eyes—you were an addict. If not to drugs, than to reason. To facts. You viewed life from a distance. You had 
no patience when it came to recovery because you had no faith. You thought you were despised, when you weren’t. 
You thought people were out to get you. You thought they wanted you dead. No, I wasn’t lying when I called you 
[censored]. But it’s cause your depression made you a self-absorbed asshole and I wanted to hurt you so bad. I know I 
could have been less unkind, but it was too painful to imagine what it must have been like, to be you. So I kept you at 
a distance. Empathy is a muscle that you can overexert, isn’t it? Hm? So what—did you want me to love you 
unconditionally? In life, there are conditions. To go up to the next league you have to play hardball. You never did.”

…

What she didn’t understand was: there was no way out of it. Like a permanent injury his depression took away his 
ability to care for himself. He needed a caretaker who raised him up. Who didn’t pity him. Who didn’t wait on him. 
Who was honest but not so brutal that he bled. He grew so used to masochism he lost touch with his rage. He didn’t 
do it out of anger. He did it out of exhaustion. Out of nausea. Out of pain.

An era of selfishness, offset by selflessness from men like him. He used to speak of the importance of sacrificing 
oneself for a purpose larger than individual gain. His own sacrifice was so concentrated yet intense that it killed him. 
In his web he caught friends, giving up, giving in. To the temptations of a sustained belief in meaninglessness. How 
else could one explain such imbalance. Those who started young and on top were so pleased with themselves. So 
blessed. He couldn’t stomach the success. So many public figures confused strength with relentless happiness. 
Courage came in many forms, but to him the ra-ra attitude didn’t add up with current events. It didn’t make sense.

Maybe he knew something no one else did. Maybe he thought, that’s it. He couldn’t do it anymore. He spun his 
thread when he was ready. He got swept up and coddled. That’s what he always wanted and maybe he found it. He 
always did it his way. Maybe it worked out, for him. Yeah, he really gave it all he had. He couldn’t have done much 
more, could he. When she thought of him she instinctively looked upward. Maybe that’s where he is.

…

Subject: hang in there

I don’t want to see you fail. I’m sorry if I took it too far with the insults in the past. Remember what I was like in my 
early twenties? Please understand that I’m pushing you cause I realize you’re still young and have time to knock em 
dead. I’ve always known you had an important life ahead of you. So, don’t give it up. 

sincerely, 

[real-life name]
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…

“Maybe you need a new hero.”

Clyde looked up at Benny.  “Uh…”

“All I’m saying is—you can’t keep worshipping musicians who were assholes. You don’t have a scrap of respect to 
offset the addiction. You’re still just a fuck-up. You’re a piece of white trash. You can’t drink till you pass out on the 
floor next to my bed. You can’t pop sleeping pills. You can’t be a sex addict and fuck random girls. You can’t do hard 
drugs, Clyde. If I were you, I’d eliminate all liquor and drugs from your life. It’s a miracle you haven’t fucked up 
your future, permanently. You’ve seen those morons living on the streets, whose minds are so far gone they might as 
well be dead… If you really think all the shit you’ve been through has somehow helped your work, which I doubt, 
then take your music and quit while you’re ahead… Don’t look at me like I’m an asshole, I’m trying to help!! And as 
long as I’m being honest, let me tell you—you can’t avoid proper health in these times and expect to earn respect. 
This isn’t the twentieth century. Stop trying to avoid the heavy lifting. The hard work. You can’t even be a work 
addict, when it comes to composing. You’re gonna need downtime or you’ll push yourself over the edge. You’ll end 
up a burnout, playing sax at dive bars in The Village. All due respect to those artists, but you can do better than that.”

“I don’t think so…”

“You will do better, Clyde. It might take you a while to climb out of this shithole you’ve dug for yourself. It’s gonna 
be unglamorous, but that’s cause life isn’t a fucking movie—it’s a live performance. And you don’t have much 
control over what happens, once you get thrown out there. The least you can do is have self-control. But few people 
actually figure that out. Try to believe me when I say, if you get completely sober and stick with it, you’ll exceed your 
own craziest, most fucked-up overachieving goals for yourself.” 

“What goals.”

“Right…” Benny said. “You’ve never known what it’s like to shoot higher than hell.”

“That’s not true. I know what it’s like to shoot up,” Clyde said with a crazy eye roll. Benny didn’t laugh. “I’ve tried to 
stay clean so many times,” Clyde continued. “It’s not who I am.”

“Well then,” said Benny. “We’re not gonna be friends. I’ve given you enough chances, Clyde. I’m not gonna say ‘you 
failed’—but, you settled. Sorry if that’s cruel.”

Three months before he met Rose, Clyde stood in Benny’s dorm room and took verbal hits like a boxer paid to lose. 
Inside, his spirit suffered a hemorrhage. Clyde wished he could turn off his thoughts and feelings. As always, he 
wished he were dead.

If Benny could take his honesty even further he would have said something along the lines of: you look like a pale 
chain-smoking elderly man. Your percent-body fat is probably like 33. Pull yourself together, you sad sack of shit. 
Benny thought all of this while looking at Clyde, who wiped his nose with the sleeve of his sweatshirt. But he didn’t 
say a thing.

Benny always knew he could make it. Even if he never surfed the mainstream he would at least be greater than other 
Juilliard kids. He just knew. After college, Benny planned to form a band, take it on tour, and put any profits toward 
recording their first professional album. It would be a long-term commitment that would require hard work and 
maturity. He’d asked Clyde a hundred times to collaborate on music. But after all was said and done, he couldn’t 
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stand the idea of working with the kid standing in front of him for hours and hours. Not with his attitude. His constant 
talk of suicide. His nihilism. His lack of stamina. It would be a competitive disadvantage, to drag Clyde along for the 
ride. This wasn’t about love and loyalty. This was about success. This wasn’t the same Clyde he got to know and 
respect. His soulful electricity had morphed into ashy mist. It was clear, he’d lost all hope for greatness in this life. 
There wasn’t anything wrong with playing in dive bars. Benny would still be supportive of his former friend. He 
couldn’t pull it together in the long game, that’s all. That’s what happened to Clyde in the end. It was beyond his 
control.

…

Subject: Maiden Voyage

I know these e-mails are piling up but I’d like to clarify a few things. I’m not preaching straight-up body positivity, 
because that’s not what keeps me chasing the dream. Like all nerdy girls, I hope to someday be seen as cool and sexy. 
(I’m a Capricorn and have yet to hit my peak.) To prospective actors: if you’re not willing to risk some abrasions to 
your pride and image, then you can’t fit my current aesthetic en route to future movies that are more visually striking. 
In the meantime, please don’t give up—for me? Whenever we start getting mean, I think it’s a sign of boredom and 
insecurity. Some days I want to destroy either the world (not possible!!) or myself, but then I decide on another month 
or three, in case my goals actually work out. The movie shoot might happen this year. It might happen next. It might 
not happen until I’m well past 23. Depends on the timing of current events and possible luck and grant money. The 
more time to prepare, the better, if you ask me.

Lola

…

For a long weekend, Rose invited her close friend Selena to come to her house in White Plains and meet her parents 
and younger sis. Selena’s impression of Cleo was as follows: holy shit. She would never, ever, ever want to be Cleo, 
but Selena had to admit—she couldn’t stop thinking about that crazy bitch. To Selena that’s what separated the most 
influential artists from wannabes who didn’t quite have “it.” Not exposure or fame or prolificness. Not number of 
projects or talents. Not how pleasant they were to talk to or live with. Not their attractiveness—their addictiveness. 
How obsessed people were with them, for whatever fucked-up reasons. 

“There’s a curse on both sides of our family. On dad’s side, it’s karma for a lot of things. Grandpa Williams might as 
well have been a slavedriver, he was such an asshole. Certainly to me. In a past life I’ve always suspected I was his 
slave and/or victim. But maybe all I’m saying is just an attempt to explain things that’ll never make sense… Anyway. 
I think there’s another curse on your side, Mom. The Levin family. It’s related to an incident in the fifties among your 
parents and their black maid. The maid used to inherit old books from your family’s household, then read them at 
home with her husband. But this one time, the Levin family got rid of a bunch of good books instead of giving them 
to their maid. She and her husband never forgave the the family. The result is a curse on their name that accounted for 
dark narcissistic behavior from the next wave of Levins. It led to a bunch of oh shit! moments that are just plain 
humiliating for us. And it caused more serious things. Like how your brother on that side—who had a lot potential to 
be great—had a schizophrenic meltdown and never recovered. The combined curses on both sides of my family are 
probably what caused me, Cleo, to get ‘hexed’ so that I’m prone to die sooner than I’d please. So if you’re wondering 
how I came up with this shit… recently I had a vivid-ass dream in which all this info was relayed to me via dialogue 
among relatives, plus a live song-and-dance by the Scottsboro boys. The song-and-dance was about the importance of 
families with parents and kids and siblings that love and care for one another. They were singing directly to me. The 
last line of the song-and-dance was, ‘you’ve got to get away.’ When the song ended I woke up like, immediately.”
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“What the heck are you talking about,” said Brenda to Cleo. This conversation took place at the dinner table, where 
Selena, Rose, and Ralph were all eating. “Hattie’s been the family maid ever since I was a girl. She still works for my 
parents! She loves them! I don’t know why they’ve kept her around so long, she’s not even good at cleaning.” 

Selena looked at Cleo and saw in her expression a recognizable sense of anguish at the sight of an unhealthy meal in 
front of her. Ralph was the type who liked casseroles, potatoes, and frozen pizzas: not healthy foods.

At the LA Fitness in White Plains, Cleo read on a poster that good health had a great deal to do with sleep habits and 
stress levels. She wasn’t sure how easy it would be to address her stress until she found a way out of her parents 
house. For the time being, she would do her best. The only time Cleo felt content was while she painting. 

“It’s all I look forward to when I get out of bed,” Cleo explained to Rose and Selena, after dinner, while sharing her 
latest paintings in her basement bedroom. “But that’s no good. It’s like relief from regular anguish. It doesn’t matter 
how hard I try to address my bad feelings. And don’t say I’m irresponsible, please, I’ve heard it enough. I’m making 
money but a lot of it goes toward expenses here at home. Like seeing a trainer and doctor to try and fix what I’ve 
done to my body.” 

“Are you still throwing up,” asked Rose, who had also been bulimic from high school to her early twenties. 

“No, but the doctor says it takes six months for the swelling to go down.” Cleo put her hands on her cheeks, then 
moved one to her forehead and stared at the floor. “We’ll see what happens…” 

When Selena heard that Cleo was seeing a trainer, she felt immediately insecure about herself. She figured out that 
her constant anxiety about health—e.g. sleeping and eating and socializing and laughing enough for maximum 
healthful potential—was probably warping her sanity more than if she stopped worrying and lived life her own way. 
She thought the reason she felt so concerned probably had to do with the number of online headlines that said: “This 
new study shows [another way to improve your overall quality of life].” The way Selena solved her WebMD 
hypochondria was by imagining her own headlines for each medical concern that gave her extreme anxiety. For 
instance: “This new study shows that all-nighters can cure test anxiety, particularly if you haven’t studied in 
preceding weeks.” Selena coined the phrase poor mental hygiene to describe the feelings she got when she worried 
too much about her own health. She could look put-together as hell, but feel on the verge of oblivion. If her mind was 
cluttered with concerns about whether she was living correctly, then the process of taking care of her health was self-
defeating, as she neglected to live her own life. The trick to proper mental hygiene, Selena found, was dumbing 
herself down. Yoga provided a good example of how this worked. The most talented yogis she knew also seemed to 
be the worst at conversation—but who was she to judge?? Maybe they were in a zen state of mind, when she caught 
them after class. Maybe it was a temporary state of mind. Maybe the trick to being zen was not thinking too much. An 
important ingredient for genius work as a writer, Selena believed, was dealing with stressful and difficult topics that 
some people seriously never bothered to think about. To bring people back in touch with reality, without telling the 
truth so forcefully that it put her readers in pain. Unlike her college friends, Selena wasn’t surprised at all when 
Trump won the election—but who was she to talk?? Maybe she would benefit from dumbing herself down a bit. 
Maybe she would benefit if she stopped writing for a while. If Selena thought less, she wouldn’t feel like such a mess. 
And she might do better with the guys.  

She once read in a National Geographic in her psychiatrist’s office that certain weak mammals survived by staying in 
hiding. So instead of worrying that she wasn’t popular in public, Selena thought of herself as a weak mammal. She 
stayed in hiding to avoid people who were in a worse place than herself—most people, it seemed. She was vulnerable 
to their energy. She stopped worrying that she was lame and stopped worrying that she was dumb and stopped 
worrying she wasn’t pretty enough, because she had a feeling that her life was important. For now, survival was what 
mattered the most. The pain she felt, at present, was temporary. However she was rather worried that she—and Rose 
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and Cleo and Valerie—might all crack under pressure and succumb to insanity. But maybe that wasn’t the worst fate. 
If they went insane together, in the name of sisterhood, they might actually be living the dream. 

…

“If I could say whatever I wanted to my parents, this is what I’d say. Because of the dogs our house honestly 
resembles a barn. Our home environment is disturbing on all fronts. How am I supposed to look less like white trash 
if I’m living in a fucking trailer park? This sucks! Yeah, I know—I made my own bed and now I have to sleep in it, 
though it would be nice if someone could help wash the sheets once in a while, ugh, I’m moving back to the city as 
soon as I save adequate funds. If I weren’t traumatized from being homeless last summer, I’d move out now… Dad—
stop drinking and driving please, that’s so fucked up. Mom—don’t tell me to ‘stop creating an image and be myself’ 
because who I am right now is pathetic. The image keeps me from blowing my brains out. If I had access to a firearm 
in our house, that would have happened by now. I respect my old friends in Minnesota more than my lost ones in 
New York because they’re actually grown-ups. I wish I hadn’t gone to college for a million reasons, the main reason 
being that I’m too educated to have a fulfilling conversation with anyone without seeing through their delusions. 
Including you, Mom and Dad—you aren’t healthy people, you’re nuts. No one would enjoy watching my issues on 
film, they’re too fucked-up. Thanks to y’all I can’t be an actress because I’m far too damaged, physically and 
emotionally and everything else. It’s been too much. The drinking. The drugs. Everything else. I’m a pill-popping 
loner and classless low-life. That’s what college was like. You shouldn’t be proud of me. I couldn’t even manage to 
get published. I couldn’t find a way to drop out and break into Hollywood and pitch Black Satin. I don’t exist. Maybe 
I’m fortunate that the film industry doesn’t tolerate the same kind of bad behavior that rockstars and rich kids get 
away with. Maybe I should be glad that real movies require so much unadulterated discipline. Maybe I’m lucky that I 
have to be held accountable for all my actions in real-life, unlike my characters. Maybe I’m blessed that becoming a 
female director is going to be a long, difficult, tiresome fight.”

… 

His fantasies so far were of taking care of her. That included asking how her day was and long nights in bed that left 
her feeling good in the morning. Nothing too complex. 

They controlled their anger so it was a life force between them. In every cell they combined, a feeling, repressed. 
They battled in blackness, expecting heat death. What they discovered was another body’s solar plexus.

Their cruel counter-images of the other fell through at the onset of face-to-face contact. It was evident, from the 
moment their eyes interacted, both had suffered enough before they’d even met.

Beauty didn’t make it better. Nor did success. Nor did money or religion or hard work or good health. Only her smile. 
Only his hands. Only their energy, coalescing. That feeling. That fix.

They saw people in public who reminded them of themselves, back when they were younger. And they didn’t loath or 
pity them. They thawed out the hearts of those in their presence. They brought warmth around them, wherever they 
went. 

There was happiness on hold in this life. Long and painful withdrawal, followed by a honeymoon. For every slap in 
the face; a kiss. For every premature death; a birth, perfect. In this life their love was inconstant. But their attachment 
would last to the end. 

He didn’t sleep a wink. He lay with his eyes open in his disbelief. All night, he had his arm around her. All night she 
pretended to sleep.  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[Moon River] 

Subject: Fine not great

It’ll probably come as a relief for you to hear me say: you don’t have to act in my movies. Thank you for inspiring 
some great characters. I wish you could play these roles in my films but I don’t have enough money to convince you 
and there’s another girl who’s determined to do it and hasn’t been a cunt to me yet. I think you have the potential to 
be great, if only you made an effort to appeal to a wider audience than your NYC clique. Perhaps it’s your dream to 
be resented by most of humanity for acting like a snob. If so, then you’re welcome to pursue that way of life—though 
frankly you have to be able to back it up, and I don’t think you’re anywhere near the level of the upper crust elitism 
you seem to want for yourself (e.g. the rich kids of Instagram; the fashion industry; Hollywood royalty). Insulting me 
about my weight and lack of status is like cutting off your nose to spite your face, cause you aren’t that rich or skinny 
yourself (bitch)… Now, I invite you and your friends to be fiercely competitive with me as artists if it inspires you to 
stay on your game, though I’ll warn you that you’re unlikely to win because my work ethic is impossible to beat. Call 
me a stalker and creep or whatever. But I’m not much of a creep: I haven’t even watched online porn unless you count 
that one Chantal Akerman movie. As far as the stalking—I’ve blocked all your online accounts because it hurt too 
much to see them “private” (took the hint) and I haven’t read your articles in months, so you can calm down finally. I 
will point out that Andy Warhol was a stalker at my age and, well, you’ve got to start somewhere if you’re shy and 
unknown and seriously ambitious. You know I’d rather die than settle for something less than success as a director. 
You can try to rob me of my work and characters (go for it!! entitled brat—live a day in my life) but you’ll never find 
someone to replace me and you fucking know a male director would butcher these movies I care about so so so 
fucking much. Then I’ll either sue you and use the $$$ to make a better film, or kill myself so you have to live with 
that forever. I’m not afraid of death though I do ask that you please don’t kill yourself, if you ever feel lost and 
abandoned. You’re welcome to come back around and reach out to me directly… I’ll still be on your side, but only if 
you’re nicer to me. 

Goodbye, 

Lola Morgan

…

“Part of the reason I’ve been avoiding treatment was cause I thought if I had to give a spiel about what got me here, it 
would be a pretty boring story. There are a lot of ways to tell this tale but this is the one I’ll go with.  

I had a decent childhood besides that my parents often fought about money. I was close with my mom. She was 
supportive of anything I wanted to do and continues to be, though she had generous boundaries when it came to 
privacy. And my dad had a drinking problem. As a toddler I was really into Winnie the Pooh. I grew up feeling 
inferior to my older sister because my mom obsessed over her beauty and not mine. Probably in order to differentiate 
from my sister, who was a ballerina and stage actress, I excelled in athletics and played video games. I was a fierce 
tomboy. My favorite movies as a little girl were the original Spider-Man, The Matrix, all of the Harry Potter movies, 
and Lord of the Rings. Those were also the names of my favorite video games, plus Nancy Drew, The Sims, and 
Unreal Tournament.  

When I was nine I started making short movies with friends. Music videos and little comedy sketches. People at 
school were shocked to see me act goofy in my films, because I was so mellow in real-life. I’m pretty sure I was 
mellow in real-life due to depression related to verbal violence around the house, but it’s hard to say. The depression 
got worse around the age that most girls hit puberty; maybe seventh grade?? I was a late bloomer and didn’t really get 
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my period until the end of high school, so I wasn’t into the whole dating scene and sometimes felt distant from girls 
my age who obsessed about their love lives. I stayed home and watched Woody Allen movies—the early funny ones. 
Other middle school favorites included Kill Bill, Million Dollar Baby, and Pan’s Labyrinth. In eighth grade I was 
brought up to play JV softball for the nearby public high school, so I’d be Varsity-ready by the time I was a freshman. 
Then I made older friends, who treated me like a younger sibling and brought me everywhere. By age fifteen I’d 
started drinking and smoking weed (heavily, to impress my older friends) but never alone. I gained a lot of weight. I 
hardly ever went to parties; I was too busy doing homework and extracurriculars and entering film contests because I 
was determined to get into an Ivy League college. My favorite class in high school was always English and I loved 
the books they assigned. I felt extra-depressed when my older friends left at the end of sophomore year. And then I 
had to worry about standardized tests as a junior. Once I was accepted into college, I was able to slim down (I know 
the weight thing is getting redudant but it’s honestly on my mind ~23 hours/day, it’s a nightmare), because I was less 
stressed suddenly. My prom date was among the most sought-after boys in our high school: an extremely talented 
sculptor and painter and actor who turned down admission at RISD to study architecture at the U of M Twin Cities. 
After he asked me to prom, a few of my female friends cold-shouldered me, but they came around.   

I ended up at Columbia on a full scholarship. By then I knew I wanted to be either a filmmaker and journalist, and it 
was one of the best colleges in the nation for both fields. My director-muse Kathryn Bigelow had gone there for grad 
school, which was a big deal to me. (When I was working as an intern at Lincoln Center I got to meet her, briefly. We 
didn’t talk or anything but she probably remembers me.) In my freshman year of college I was obsessed with 
maintaining a perfect GPA. The few parties I went to on campus were so fucking awkward, even drunk, and I hate 
getting hammered around creepy guys. Maybe it’s an East Coast white-guy thing—but it seemed to me like there 
were a lot more creepy guys on campus than there were back home. I think people on my floor liked me, but their 
senses of humor were pretty lame and most girls were bratty and unkind and spent more than I could afford when 
they went out. That’s the first year I really started isolating; by the end, I was mildly suicidal. In the summer, I started 
to drink by myself and go to the movies. The only movie I saw that summer that left an impression on me was 
Frances Ha, which I thought was pretty good. Most movies I saw were hard to relate to, because they were about 
people who were more privileged and/or less intense than me. The main reason I’ve written so many screenplays, and 
hope to direct them, is that the movies I wanna see don’t seem to exist yet. What are scared suffering females going to 
watch for inspiration in the coming decades? HBO’s Girls? Frances Ha? Woody Allen films… ? 

Sophomore year I ended up in a peculiar friendship with a senior boy who lurked up and down the hallway of my 
dorm several mornings per week and wrote angry drunk e-mails by night. That year I took an acting class, in which I 
realized (based on my in-class performances) that I’d been harboring a lot of rage and dark, dark energy. Everyone in 
the class was intimidated by the end of the semester. I had no friends that year except for the drunk guy, who I 
thought was funny and hot but too controlling. He had a scary temper. I gave up on making new friends. By the time I 
made an hour-long movie called Dark Lady Blues, as a college junior, I was seriously fucking miserable. The movie 
is more or less disturbing—not at all pretty (which was mostly intentional; I thought it was stronger that way)—so it’s 
no wonder that I lost touch with all friends I had left in the city, except for some writers I used to follow on Instagram 
and Twitter who were probably being nice out of pity. I was so lonely that I dropped all social graces and came onto 
them aggressively, not sure why. I used to get drunk and then accidentally like/favorite their posts in the middle of the 
night. They basically told me to fuck off. Then I figured, if I didn’t have beauty or money or popularity or an 
impressive pedigree to work with, I could at least have style and swagger as a full-fledged abuser of drugs. I started 
writing a screenplay about hoes and heroin. I thought it would be another very low-budget amateur movie, and 
planned to make it during my final semester at Columbia, using actors and crew from my previous project. 

That’s around when I made friends with [Y], another writer who liked Dark Lady Blues. We met in a screenwriting 
class and got along so well that she invited me to Florida to live with her over the summer, instead of back home with 
my parents who were still fighting about money. I wasn’t doing so hot when I got to [Y]’s house in Florida, and I 
wasn’t doing so hot when I left. With all due respect I couldn’t handle both her pain and mine and had the impression 
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that I wasn’t entirely welcome there, which most likely was in my head because I was bulimic and a total alcoholic, 
only alive in the middle of the night while writing spooky screenplays about sex and drugs, avoiding her family and 
being a weirdo house guest. I can’t imagine wtf she could have done to make me feel more “welcome.” I left her 
house without telling her because I didn’t want to hurt her feelings—or maybe because I did want to hurt her feelings. 
I was already acting like a drug addict and addictions make you mean. Then I booked a flight to Vancouver, where 
one of my closest friends from high school was attending University of British Columbia and sleeping with every guy 
on Vancouver’s professional soccer team. When I met the high school friend for lunch and drinks, I was fresh off my 
first heroin binge with some junkie I met on the street. I didn’t tell her. The next day the street man tried to meet me 
again, but I knew he was trying to have sex, so I didn’t call him back. He came into the youth hostel where I was 
staying and asked for me. They kicked him out. 

Every single heroin user I met in the months that followed said something along the lines of: “you shouldn’t be doing 
this. You’re too beautiful. I was so successful before this happened—seriously, I was [rich, married, athletic, etc]. 
You’ll wake up every morning for the rest of your life, feeling like a fuck-up. Stop now. It gets everyone.” With no 
money left in my bank account and no desire to move back home, I went back to New York and ended up living on 
the streets, overdosing twice, fucking a few men for money, losing my expensive camera, sleeping in empty 
classrooms on campus. It all makes me wince like I’m gonna laugh, it’s so absurd… The only way to deal with these 
memories is to make them sound fantastical which is partly why I wrote a book. But that’s not how it was in real-life, 
not at all. I guess I had a goal in mind and that goal was to be a glamorous junkie. Cat Marnell did it. Amy Winehouse 
did it. They’d probably agree that drug abuse is godawful but they were so cool and good at it. I wanted to be like 
them and channel the same aesthetic into my own work. The difference, for me, was probably the amount of isolation 
involved. They seemed to be out in public, partying, strung out and skinny and infamous for their drug use. I was 
never in public. And I was never doing drugs for fun—I was seeking relief. Most of the time I was using dope, I was 
alone in the dorms at Columbia, not working. I’d shoot up and lie in bed and listen to music on my headphones. I got 
thinner, definitely, which I guess was a reason I didn’t just quit, but my overall vibe was so unappealing that people 
avoided me around campus and in classes. In my dorm, I never used to shoot up full bags because I overdosed both 
times I did that (over the summer); so I would just take rice-sized portions over and over again with separate needles 
and inject them into the same open wound. A couple of times I got so high, I thought I was going to fall asleep in my 
single dorm room and never wake up. I remember I was taking this swimming class to satisfy the fitness requirement 
at Columbia, and I once showed up with blood trickling from a track mark on my left forearm. I saw a girl looking 
and I said, “I gave blood today, I needed the money!!” She was like, “oh!! Haha!!” The only reason I stopped doing 
heroin—and went through severe withdrawal, which meant vomiting and vomiting and eating too much just to fall 
asleep, then waking up and vomiting—was that my dealer had disappeared from his designated spot without a trace. 
He used to ask me to come visit him to have long chats, because “all the people here are so stupid, you have no idea.” 
I’d always give him a few free cigarettes as a gift. He didn’t want to be a dealer at all; he said he was down on his 
luck and money. One time he was in a wheelchair because “he fucked up his leg.” He had me roll his chair around the 
block while we wheeled and dealed. The next week, the chair was gone and he wasn’t even limping. The week after 
that, he was nowhere to be found. I really hope he didn’t get arrested, because I know the prison sentences for dealing 
heroin are vicious, and he was always a sweetheart to me. 

When I felt certain I wasn’t going to graduate, I booked a Greyhound Bus to Florida to visit the friend I’d abandoned. 
I didn’t have the money but I had an overdraft line of credit on my debit card. That’s how I paid. I had no idea 
whether or not [Y] was even living at her house, but I went anyway. The bus ride lasted three or four days. A lot of 
that time was spent in stations, waiting for the next bus to arrive. If you’ve ever taken a coach bus, you know the kind 
of crowds they attract. Not the types you’d ever find sitting in first class on an airplane. I listened to Life of Pablo on 
loop and took some leftover antidepressants to deal with the nagging withdrawal. This bus trip took place about a 
week before the general election in November 2016. I remember standing in a station in West Virginia that resembled 
an airport hangar with fluorescent lights and metal benches, and watching election coverage on CNN, and just 
knowing that Trump was going to win based on how people were responding to the news. Trump may not be 
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charismatic, per se, but he knows how to appeal to the lower classes. In the stations, they seemed to like him much 
more than Hillary— probably because of extreme misogyny, but that’s how it is in the American boonies. 
Impoverished people feel extremely angry and uncared for in America, right now. Most people on the buses were 
obese and gorging on processed foods containing chemicals that make you constantly hungry: chips, candy, 
doughnuts, nachos with cheese. I think men in the stations could smell the fear on me like spicy carnitas. This one 
Greyhound driver got protective and let me sit in the front while he rambled about driving etiquette. That was after he 
yelled at a Vietnamese man for “taking the special ed seat.” The Vietnamese man ended up chatting with me at a rest 
stop, then handing me a note at the end of the trip that basically said, hang in there, [Z], it’s going to be all right. 
When I read it, my heart felt all sore inside.  

By the time I arrived in Florida (we’ll say [Y] lives in Miami), I realized I hadn’t thought this through at all. The last 
thing I wanted to do was show up at her house. It’s funny how future events play out so much differently in your 
mind than in real-life. They never quite sync up. Real-life is not always better, not always worse—usually more 
nuanced and unscripted and nerve-wracking. I texted [Y]; I didn’t tell her I was in town, only that I wanted to talk. 
She didn’t respond but I knew she read the text, and maybe it was an energy thing or paranoia but for that night I felt 
certain she didn’t give a shit about me as long as I was doing poorly and had no lucrative movie deals on hand for her. 
This was how my concept of friendship gradually wore down in my early twenties. Vulnerability was always a 
weakness, and if I asked for help, I would end up in a worse place. Maybe that’s human nature. Maybe that’s the 
world right now, which values dominance over communion. Maybe I deserved what I got for leaving [Y] alone at her 
house. Maybe our friendship had crystallized to cold hatred and could still turn back to something warmer. Now that 
I’m sober I think most humans are nicer and more amenable than I once believed, especially if you’re patient and 
bring out the best in them. It’s hard to see the best in some people but everyone has the capacity to be loved. That 
doesn’t mean I love everyone I meet, but I try not to attack them unless they’re hurting me. For one night, I thought 
about killing myself in the hotel but then I heard a faint siren. I’ve always have been superstitious about the sound of 
sirens. So I went on my laptop and booked a flight back to New York, on credit (my concept of money was out of 
wack), thinking I might have a chance at graduating. In the hotel, I started writing a movie about a road trip based on 
some of the shit I’d seen in bus stations. The morning before my flight I decided to walk in the general direction of 
[Y]’s house to see if I worked up the nerve to say hi to her family. I stopped in a McDonald’s to use free WiFi for 
directions, then ended up meeting a drug dealer. He walked me to a shady part of town, sold me a few bags of heroin, 
brought me to a pay-per-the-hour motel, ordered me to get high (he was sober), fucked me, said he was going to get 
me more dope “for the road,” cleaned out my wallet, and left me broken and raped of better judgment. I remember 
taking a bath in the motel room and weeping. Ten hours later I swallowed a Plan B and got on my flight. On my 
laptop at the airport, I paid for a meeting with a personal trainer in New York—still on credit—and decided it was 
time to get serious about kicking my habit and fixing my life though I didn’t get my hopes up. I’d already fucked up 
my body so deeply, I could hardly walk or see straight, let alone focus on the hours of homework I’d left untouched. 

Then came the election results. That was kind of a wake-up call. I felt more responsible about preaching the truth in 
my work. If it hasn’t become clear yet from my narrative, I think there’s a lack of empathy out there in the real-world. 
And I believe there’s an important distinction between plain old empathy and attacking others for being racist and 
homophobic and sexist, etc. I’ve met bleeding-heart liberals who are horrible to their families and men of all shades 
who act super nice and then fuck me over in private but the important thing is to resist generalizations because 
everyone makes mistakes and assholes and bitches come in all shapes and forms, as do good humans. And even if 
there’s a monster out there to make every good human’s life harder—and monsters are created by nasty childhoods 
and addictions and other circumstances out of their control—I’d rather not be remembered as a monster. Nor as an 
angel. (Too late for that.) Maybe the title of dark enchantress is still within my grasp. I mentioned that I liked Harry 
Potter as a girl; that’s the best guide for values in friendship and morality that I can think of. But it doesn’t account 
for a lot of dark sexual experiences that females face in adulthood which is why I still have to make movies that bring 
that stuff to light. Why is it so normal for girls to get raped? Why do men keep getting let off so easily after raping 
people (not just sexually “raping” in motels, but also in workplaces and classrooms and audiovisual industries)? Why 
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do terrorists do what they do, just so they can fool around with 72 virgins in the afterlife? Why is virginity so 
appealing to insecure men in particular? Current events right now are scary; scarier than stuff you see in animated 
blockbusters. And for those of you who insist it’s not going to get worse, I think you might be wrong but I’ve been 
saying that for a while and the world hasn’t gone to shit (as it were) yet—thanks to the graces of good humans. 

Anyway. I went to see the trainer I couldn’t afford. The guy was so nice to me, God bless him. He started giving me 
sessions for free when he found out more about me. I never mentioned the heroin but it was the first time I’d trained 
since high school softball (which had me all muscular—too muscular) and this time around my left arm was so weak 
that I could hardly lift any weight. My trainer explained that whatever you put in your body is like fuel, so most 
Americans walk around “feeling like shit” because they eat such garbage. Eating disorders take a heavy toll on your 
body over time. Note: women carry less muscle and more body fat than men and so it’s probably hard for some men 
to understand the whole eating disorder thing because in general they can eat more without side effects—but believe 
me, boys, for girls in this culture, it gets really rough. Unless you’re trying to lose a ton of weight (e.g. for a later 
installment of Black Satin), it’s probably best to quit smoking and live like an unselfconscious child and eat calmly 
when you’re hungry and stop eating when you’re not, but like, no Americans are able to do this. I’m guessing it’s also 
harder in these times because the internet makes us sedentary and so many food corporations are corrupt. Working out 
is tough because every time you succeed, it gets harder the next time. It’s worth it but it takes a ton of patience and 
humility to see steady changes. As you get older you need a more specific workout to stay lean and flexible and 
balanced; it’s not the same as when you’re in high school. Of course, if you’re aiming to be a high fashion model, not 
a versatile actress with a good life behind-the-scenes, then starvation is probably the way to go and you can disregard 
what I’m saying. So anyway. There I was at the gym surrounded by old people who could have been screen actors, 
they seemed so fit on top of their shit. I honestly looked like a junkie, so it’s no wonder that I thought I was getting 
mean looks from people who were actually paying for their training. But after I got into the routine, I felt better and 
was able to shove the monkey off my back and focus on school enough to make the Dean’s List that semester. 

By the time I was done with college, I had slipped pretty far into debt. So that’s how I ended up living here, in my 
mom and dad’s house in Minnesota, driving über and working at an indie movie theater in my beloved hood and 
going to AA meetings to get out of the house. I was so broke and exhausted for my first few months back in town that 
I couldn’t afford a gym membership—obviously not a trainer (PTs are generally quite expensive)—so I tried drinking 
only water and made progress on my body but was a frigid bitch to my parents and constantly wanted to sleep and 
die. Keep in mind that my obsession with losing weight wasn’t nearly this out-of-hand in younger years; it must have 
developed after I went to college and was cyberbullied by jerks and bitches on the internet for how I looked in that 
movie. I honestly wonder whether the cruelty I incurred from ex-female friends in New York had to do with the 
horrible moods they must have been in, from starving themselves all the time. That said, not many people even 
watched the fucking film because it’s low-budget and totally unsexy, and I’m harder on myself than anyone so most 
of the “insults” I’ve described in my book are the product of harsh self-presentation and projecting my own reflexive 
judgment onto characters. Most likely, I’m saying what everyone’s been thinking but doesn’t have the heart to tell 
me: I’m not pretty enough to act at the helm of a successful film. I’m not sure I walk around in public judging 
everyone based on looks—more on how they choose to brand themselves, or how they react to me if I give them eye 
contact. If I love the person, I judge them based on their potential and whether or not they give up easily. By now I’ve 
grown used to slights on my appearance and won’t allow that to keep me in hiding, offscreen, for the rest of my life. 

My exposure to an elite gym back in New York made me hip to how curated food and movement plans can make life 
undepressing. I might even have a shot at making mainstream movies if I keep it together, despite my sensitivity to 
harsh human nature and freaky real-world threats. It helps being out of the city, for a while. I’m not sure whether it 
takes many months of withdrawal and prayer for a shift in thinking to really take place, but last week I woke up and 
realized that my cravings for drugs and bad food and whiskey had actually gone away. It was like coming up for air 
after spending years drowning in cold water, and finding myself in a lush green golf course where my old friends 
were waiting to do nine holes. Recently I came back to respecting role models from before college—all demi-godlike 
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types who draw crowds to theaters and clubs, as opposed to junkies who OD’ed in locked hotel rooms. So at last I’ve 
achieved sobriety. Yay! It’s not as though I constantly feel good but each time I get through 24 hours without some 
form of bender I consider myself triumphant. I’ve heard it said that wanting something (good hair and a sick figure) 
is better than having it and I’m not sure whether that’s true, though I do think for artists especially that once you reach 
a high point, you keep raising the bar higher or shifting focus, so you’re never actually content with your work. It’s 
the same with life and relationships, I think. The will to keep improving is what makes growing up a good thing; 
maybe not physically but in plenty of ways. I’ve noticed that lots of ladies don’t reach peak success until their forties 
or fifties, and they usually don’t fit the mould of straight-white-male fantasies. (If you can fit the mould, all power to 
you. Life is competitive.) Half the game of good health is practicing mindfulness toward others and, well, loving 
people and being loved. It balances your hormones and hones your intuition. My goal is not to look like a bodybuilder 
with a name like Gretchen or Bernice or Kris; nor is it to look compulsively anorexic to the point that I’ve dropped all 
sex appeal. I’d rather pull of something like [XIII], who after getting bullied by the internet for being fat, now rules 
the realm of mainstream hotness. By the time I’m old I want to have built relationships that contain so much trust and 
deep connection that I don’t have to buy LifeAlert because my friends can intuitively sense that I’m about to die and 
will text me first, asking “hey r u OK?” For me, that’s the dream. 

… 

Subject: no subject 

My issue is probably that I’m too sentimental about everything so I can’t just get it over with. It’s a problem. 
Obviously it would cure all my depression and probably my nightmares. Last night I had a dream I was driving with a 
creepy director I told you about, from New York, and I accelerated up a steep asphalt hill and crashed the car. 
Probably a kamikaze move on my part. I think the dream meant I should be more patient when it comes to producing 
my movies and patience is one of the things you’re very good at. Perhaps this is why we have to be together but not 
now; I need space thanks. My alibi is that I’m still “sick” and that’s vaguely true, though I’m concerned that in order 
to fix my psychosomatic illnesses I need to spend time around trustworthy friends, not my parents. I want to live with 
Jane or Kelly and we might all flock to NY or CA eventually. When I told them a few things about recent events in my 
private life they were like “omg that’s psychotic” so they might be a good influence on me. As far as my issues… I 
think I take sex less lightly than most people my age which might be clear if you’ve slept around at all and compared 
me to other girls. I was born with almost all my moons in Capricorn, which supposedly means I feel extremely 
responsible and serious, all the time. I’d rather not take advice from columnists in Vogue and Cosmo to cure myself 
because their idea of a good time is far different from mine. I don’t see how people can be intimate with just anyone, 
and I don’t trust hardly anyone, and maybe I’m full of myself but the men I’ve been with are no fun and it never lasts 
long. I think the worst thing about them is their unjustified ego, but in our local janteloven culture you weren’t 
conditioned to be as much of a narcissistic prick as most beautiful white boys (and girls) I’ve met on the East Coast. 
For you that might come later in life—I hope not—but if you treat me well, I might be less nervous around you than I 
am around most other people. I heard Marilyn Monroe had the same problem that I have and she ended up 
committing suicide. So it’s not even funny don’t laugh. Once I saw you in the neighborhood while driving. And I think 
you’ve gotten hotter. We’ve swapped roles so you’re the cool one, now… Don’t get used to it, [X], cause I’m coming 
back around. <3 

Morgan 

… 

[Z] and [Y]’s sibling rivalry was so profound that the vulnerability they once shared wasn’t available as readily as 
when they first met and bonded as blood sisters. They pushed each other to such heights that it would take a soft blow 
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to make the other girl fall to her doom. But when they did reach a vulnerable place, together, it was so beautiful it 
could make the wind stop blowing and replace heavy rain with a drizzle. 

[X] knew that [Y] wanted him to be a great man, but he also wanted specifics. He wanted a girl who he was proud to 
be seen with, like a prized possession he earned for himself that was under constant threat of being stolen—if he 
failed to stay vigilant. [X] didn’t want a girl who resented him for being a boy, or white, or insecure in private. The 
last thing he needed was to be yelled at. He needed all the support he could get.  

[Y] assured herself she would never, ever, ever end up in the same situation as her mother or father by the time she 
was in late middle age. A creepy artist in New York who she used to have sex with once assured [Y]: trust me, that’ll 
never be the case. If [Y] ever had kids, her first (oh wait, second) priority after taking care of the child would be to 
shed some of the weight.  

[Z]’s attitude about [X]; about children; about success was the same across the board. Oh, please.  

… 

Cleo’s mom was on the couch on her iPhone, looking at the Twitter of a good friend from Church when she pointed 
out, “she has six followers, and she’s posting these Bible quotes every morning. What’s wrong with her.” 

Of course this triggered a vulnerable vein for Cleo, whose internet presence was pitiful, partly because she deleted 
each account as soon as she started attracting followers. She wasn’t sure why she did it. Cleo didn’t regret her crazy 
online behavior because it aided her own private self-discovery, and not many people on the internet knew who she 
was thank God. But she still felt upset by Brenda’s judgment.  

So she went down to her bedroom, in the basement of her parent’s house and started shooting people. Around her red 
puddles sprayed like phreatomagmatic blasts. She shot up an airport of innocent civilians. She shot up of a village of 
foreigners. She used Call of Duty to calm herself down.  

A typical fight in Cleo’s household involved her mother running around, looking for Cleo (who was probably hiding), 
while throwing open the windows and shouting out: “Cleo!!!! I’m sorry!!!!!” If her dad was home, he’d glare at both 
women like a rabid dog on quaaludes, and say nothing at all. 

After running around for a while longer, Brenda usually found Cleo sitting in her room. Cleo would say, calmly: “I 
think…” 

“What!?” 

“Never mind. I don’t know.” 

“Tell me.” 

“I can’t run away, I’m exhausted. I think, I’ll give it six more months. Then depending on how much money I have 
left, I might just end it…” 

“End what.” 

Cleo looked at her mom with a signature spark in her eyes that said, I want to die. 

Then her mom yelled, “That’s so mean and selfish!!!! And then I’ll keel over dead a year later!!!!” 
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“It’s not about you.” 

“After I gave you the gift of life and spent all that time and energy on you—you’re just gonna throw it away. 
Thanks.” 

Then Brenda slammed the door on the way to a meeting with young women at Church.  

If her mom understood the nuances of online communication, she might understand why Cleo constantly threatened 
the easy way out. If she weren’t twenty-three—and didn’t have time to make up for being an online loner with too 
many humiliating moments to speak of—she would have done it by now. But she knew the types of people who had 
thousands of online fans, and they included girls like her old friend Lily, who schmoozed people on the internet to 
gain followers but never did a lick of creative work by herself. The adult painters from the East Coast who Cleo used 
to admire seemed more insecure than she was; also, more popular (if she judged by numbers of followers) but 
consistently unhelpful to her as an artist, probably because her work thus far was controversial and dangerous to 
promote, though potentially groundbreaking. Cleo liked to remind herself that Kanye West didn’t drop his first great 
album until he was twenty-five—and now, at the peak of fame, he still humiliated himself all the time. Being socially 
untamed was part of Cleo’s painful but necessary fate. She was already a better artist than a fair few famous cunts. So 
each time Cleo felt sure she couldn’t survive another day, she gave herself another one. She would keep painting and 
posting her art to motivate herself until she was dead and gone. This survival strategy was creatively productive, but 
not particularly fun. 

It was a big, big step for Cleo to admit that no matter what she did, she would never have the body type she wanted.
(Too bad.) Perhaps some of her envy toward Rose and Selena was misguided; none of them could help how they were 
born. In her churchgoing years, the judgment Cleo remembers from other ladies at Church was so extreme that she 
later outdid herself, trying to disconnect from it. Maybe that’s why she ended up such a tomboy. Maybe that’s why 
she ended up such a dork.  

It seemed common that older members of the Mormon Church ended up senile. It also seemed common that they 
insulted Cleo, while fawning over her sister, Rose. At church services, Rose was used to getting macked on by old 
guys with dementia. Cleo would get confused, or even disgusted, looks. Given the intense pressure she felt from her 
mom to feminize herself, starting in high school, Cleo wondered if she sometimes sabotaged her own appearance to 
rebel against the razor-edged female gaze around her home. It took a flashback to her Mormon youth—while playing 
a level of Call of Duty that involved saving hostages from a church in the Russian countryside—for Cleo to realize 
that she wouldn’t mind being dominated by a stronger man in a relationship. She felt seriously jealous of the Mormon 
women at Church who carried a distinct strain of delicate feminine charm, and managed to pull it off so gracefully. 
Not in a judgmental way. She would have preferred being a submissive wife to her own wicked destiny. Maybe that’s 
what she wanted, deep down. To roll over. She thought about asking her mom to go to Sunday service, so she could 
try to emulate the hyper-feminine Mormon ladies, but she knew that Brenda was too ashamed of Cleo’s impropriety 
to even think about bringing her to Church. So she chose to be an unbeliever. Not an atheist, though she felt unable to 
submit herself totally, to a higher power. Judging by her life so far, and all the work she’d done to improve the world 
as a painter, in vain, the man upstairs had yet to earn Cleo’s faith. 

… 

“This was all for me. To impress me. To hurt me. To keep me around. Remember? You showed me what I could be. I 
never would have found myself. I know it took a while, but who cares about them. Who cares if they hate every last 
word of it. You saved me! I’m serious!!! Go ahead and blame me for making your life harder, but I can take it—
thanks to you, I’m strong enough now. Hit me!!!! Go on!! As long as we keep hurting each other, a permanent bruise 
will always be there between us. Just think of the movie and the book and all those sad poems (which won’t be 
recognized as genius until after your dead)—think of all that as part of the bruise. You’re all mine, admit it. You’ve 
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always been my bitch. All this was for me, me, me. So blame me for all the time you wasted, writing it. But don’t give 
up now. No, no… you’ve got another fight in you… don’t let yourself drown.…” 

… 

She didn’t remember much about the night before except that people were howling. They didn’t howl out of pity; they 
howled out of spite. She was too smart to take her own advice, though she hoped that in her lifetime, she’d already 
managed to save a few lives. 

She couldn’t ask age-old questions, because she knew age-old answers. Why don’t you love me. What kind of question 
was that. In hours of darkness, she took herself at face-value. There were nights when her faith was stronger than 
others. If there was a god, tonight, his eyes were somewhere else.  

Before she set sail, she made a few phone calls. To her mom, to her dad. A dishonest ramble about how she planned to 
spend her night. She made one last call to a friend, which ended up a voicemail. She was weeping, “I’m sorry.” Then 
she turned out the lights. 

Who was the love of her life. Was it him, was it her, or was it the character. She went back to her earliest footage, 
before she worked for anyone else. Maybe that’s why [XYZ] hit below the belt. She never climbed the beams like a 
totem pole. She drew light from within herself, until she had the wind knocked out. 

If she could have it her way she would live on an island. A soft sandy beach with a notepad and no one else. With her 
mattress she made a fortress for herself. Around it, a moat. She kept pouring. She poured and poured until she heard a 
foghorn, saw a lighthouse. In stillness, she drowned. 

Did she do it for relief or thrills or vengeance. Or did she do it for love. She was bred by masters whose claim to 
magnificance was inordinate suffering. They’d been through so much. They’d managed to be resurrected after years 
spent underground. In the dark. She swam in cold water. Above the ice she heard a sound. Ringing. Not electric. Not 
too loud. She broke the surface, inhaled. Coughed and cried for a while. All around her, she found voices. She found 
voices and they were telling her, it’s okay. You did it, honey. You made all that happen. You can relax, now. 
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[End] 

The last dream is in color. It takes place in the basement of a house. In the dream she’s a kid with a more precocious 
brain than kids her age. And her mom is happy and well. By a sink in her basement at home, she and her mother have 
a good conversation about movies and books and really understand each other. Her mom corrects her grammar, 
because she wants her kid to be remembered as a great writer. Not good. Great. In the color version of the dream, she 
has vivid green eyes. She looks to her future kid with vivid green eyes, and at that moment she decides on a name. 

“Valerie.”  
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